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Theme

The combination of increasing military system and task complexity, in the face of inherent human limitations has set the stage
for development of innovative system integration approaches involving the use of knowledge based technology. The field of
Artificial Intelligence (Al) is becoming solidified as a science and the technological aspects are developing rapidly. The
implications for guidance and control are enormous. Practical applications of Al are critically dependent on advanced
architectures, computer processing techniques and integration concepts. Recent advances in digital computation techniques
including data base management, represent the core enabling technology necessary for the development of highly innovative
design concepts, which will ultimately lead to major new military capabilities. Efficient tactical information management and
effective pilot interaction are essential. Pilot decision aiding, combat automation, sensor fusion and ol-board tactical battle
management concepts offer the opportunity for substantial mission effectiveness improvements. Although real-time tactical
military applications are relatively few in number, several exploratory and advanced development efforts are underway.
Practical military applications of Al te.hnology are of primary interest. Projected military capability enhancements along with
Al limitations were considered. Operational implications, and critical design trade-offs were also emphasized. This symposium
provided a timely forum for assessing the overall state-of-the-art of Al applications in the guidance and control area.

A round table discussion to identify application issues and opportunities was held.

Theme

La complexit6 croissante des tfiches militaires et des systimes d'armes face aux hmites inh6rentes aux capacit~s humaines, a
pr~par6 le terrain pour le dveloppement d'approches novatrices recourant aux techniques des systmes i base de
connaissances. Le domaine de l'intelligeace artificielle s'affirme en tant que science dont les 6l6ments technologiques dvoluent
tres rapidement. Les consequences pour le guidage et le pilotage sont considdrables. Les applications pratiqucs de l'intelligence
artificielle sont directement tributaires des ameliorations des architectures, des techniques du traitement des donnes par
ordinateur et des concepts d'intigration. Les progr~s rdcents dans le domame des techniques de calcul num6riques, y compris la
gestion de bases de donndes, repr~scntent le noyau technoingique indispensable au ddveloppement de concepts hautement
novateurs, qui ddboucheront, A terme, sur de nouvelles et importantes applications militaires. La gestion efficace des
informations tactiques et la bonne interaction pilote-systime sont essentielles. Laide is la decision pour le pilote,
l'automatisation du combat, ]a fusion oes capteurs et les concepts de ]a gestion tactique de ]a bataille par des moyens embarquds
ouvrent la voie A une amelioration substantielle de I'efficacit6 opdrationnelle. Bien que les applications temps reel soient encore
relativement rares, un certain nombre de piojets de ddveloppements, tant exploratoires qu'avancds, sont en cours i Iheure
actuelle. Les applications militaires des technologies de lintelligence artificielle sont d'un intrt primordial. Les amidliorations
attendues de I'efficacit6 des moyens militaires ont 6t6 examindes conjointement avec les limitations pr6visibles de l'intelligence
artificielle. Les implications opdrationnelles et les compromis critiques 6tablis lots de la conception des systmes ont fait lobjet
d'une analyse particulire. Ce symposium a t6 amsi )occasion pour faire lvaluation de V'tat de tart des applications de
l'intelligenc, artificielle dans le domaiie du guidage et du pitotage

Une table ronde s'est tenue dans le but de faire 6merger les applications potentielles

....... .................
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L'AVENIR DU CONTROLE DE LA NAVIGATION AERIENNE EN EUROPE

LE wMUR DE LA CAPACITt*

Jacques Villiers

PREM19RE PARTIE: LA CAPACITI9 DE L'ESPACE AgRIEN EUROPEEN

La premitri: panic deccl article examine donc les caractdristiques spdcifiques de l'espace a~nen curopden des paints de vue
op~rationnel, technique et social.

Elle explique pourquoi l'espace airien europeen est d'ores et dijA plus saturi que cclui des Etats-Unis. Panni les nombreuses
causes figure Ilihttdrogdniti du systtme europien, telle qu'elle ndsulte des conditions historques de son ddveloppement.

On niontera cependant que son unification ne pourra pas se faire rapidement et que, mt une telle ivolution, ni celle qui pourrait
rdsulter de progres techniques cau fil dc l'eauo ne seront A elies scules suscepltbles de pennettre un accroissement de capaciti! suffisant
pour satisfaire en quantiti et en qualil une dernande de trafic adnen en expansion rapide.

Les flux d'information ct les flux de tiches finissent pa. ddpasser lea potentialitis de traitement par des opdrateurs hiains.
La deuxitme panic procede A une analyse approfondie de ces phinom-knes de saturation.
L'dtude monure quo les temps sont proches o6 il sera possible et indispensable que lea calculateurs puissent assiater les contr~ileurs

dans leurs ddcisions, et plus pariiculi~remnn dans celles qui concement leur suratdgie d'aciion eni temps riel.

L'analyse met cependant en dvidence que cette dvolution sc heurte A une difficultd conceptuelle fonidamentale due A tin phidnomane,
qut sera dinomsn le i(mur de la capaicit6>, et qui rdsulie des interactions cnure Ie libre arbitrc dui conur6leur et celui du calculaicur.

La dimarche proposde pour parvenir A franchir cc '4mur de Ia capacitio fait appel A [a ise en ceuvre ,ie oprogramnmes expert"~ et
auggbe un projet dont on ddcrira lc principe et la spdcificitt

Ce projet sera ddnomm6 FREGATE (Filtre de Rigulation Ergonomique de la Gestion des aecteurs et d'Aniitpation des TAches
Excrsi,s) ; il devfaiu pernsettrc de faire dvoluer d'une mani~re continue Ie syst~me actuel Vera une automatisation croissante des
proceaaus d'assistance aux contr6leurs Ce projet constituc un fil directeur possible pour l'is 6tudes et recherches qut se ddveloppcnt aui
sein des Etais europdens et qui sont fdddrfes par Eivocontrol et par la CEE.

I1 serait impdranf que ces travaux ddbouchent en temps opportun aur ta conception d'un systtrne cornirun pour le ddbut du si~cle
prochain. Lea analyses et propositions du prdsent article constituent une contribution cn ce sens ci d~crvent use fornie dventuelle de
leur aboutissement.

La tfiche sera .onguc ci ardue, mais lea enjeux sont essentiels

CArACITE DE L'ESPACE, CAPACITE DES AEROPORTS

Alors que: le transport adnen europden entre dans la phase active de la mise en ceuvre de I 'Acic unique, lea autontds rcsponsables ei
lea compagnies adriennes manifestent une inquidtude croissante concernant ]a saturation de cersains a~roports et du conir6le de la
ciculation adnenne

Cetie prdoccupation cat d'autant plus justiide quc leffort de lib~ralisauon se ddveloppe dans tin coniexte de tr~s vive croissance du
transport adrien, alors qu'aux Etats-Unis, les premsircs annies dc Ia ddrdglementation se sont dcouldes aur un fond de ricession
6conomnique.

Or, pour s'dpanouir librement la concurrence suppose des infrastructures largement dimensionnies - tel neat dij& plus le cas en
Europe.

Las infrastructures doiveni d'ailleurs etre d'autant plus facilement accessibles que le libdraliame s'oppose, par sa nature mdmc, A
l'optimiisation de I'utilisation de leur capactd

Qui plus eat, l'expdrie' ce amncasne a montrd qut. la capture A son profit des capacitts d'infrastnicture disponibles constitue pour
chaque compagnic adrienne un enjw. stratigique d'auta it plus ddterininant quc ]a concurrence est plus vivo ci quc cette capacitd eat plus
limiti.

Tel eat bien le micanisme qut a accdhri d'une mani~re spectaculauce Ia saturation des adroports principaux amdnicains Alors que le
nombre de niouvements totaux (circulation adnenne en route) n'a crC que de 26% de 1978 A 1987, celut des grands adroporta a
augment6 de 64% pendant cette nme pdriode; de surcrolt, les mouvements sur les grands adroports ont cu tendance 4 se concentrer
Sur des pdnodes do Pointe pour optimiser les possibilitis de correspondant~es (1).

Un phdnomlne do m~mc nature Pe manqucra sans doute pas de se produtre en Europe o6i plusicurs ts8lcs aft, nru ire5 st ddj&
proclies de la satuiation.

Ctintrairenient aux Etats-Unis, iI so manifeste cependant en Europe une certaine pression antagoniste due A la montde en diversitt et
en puissance des lignes secondaires desservajit directement Ies villes de province

En revanche, la libiralisation provoquera une intensification d'un phinom~ne ddjh inirqdtant en Europe et beaucoup plus siv~re
qu'aux Etats-Unis: ]a saturation du contrle de la circulation adnienne en route. -

,N
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Dans les causes des retards, la part respective do la saturation du contr6te en route et de celie des aeroports est souvent mat
appr6cife par tes utitisateurs, dans la mesure oi les ddtais aux dicollages imposes par les centres de contr6le en route proviennent,
selon tes cas, de teur propre saturation ou de colic des adroports de depart ou de destination.

C's3t en gintrall tensemble qui est agrtgd dans 1'estimation de la pinatisation apportee par to conrt~e.
I1 aerait auss, faltacieux d'atmnbuer la source des problmes europeens auit setes timites de capacitt du syst~me adroportuaire qu'i

cettes du seut contrle en route. Toutes deux imposent des contnintes dont les causes imbniquies sout~vent .3 probl&mes de nature
tr~s diff..renie et appellent des remkdes spdcifiques.

1t serait iltusoire de trailer certauns probt~mes en sous-estimant les autres. darts la mnesure oii c'est it chaque instant le ilton It plus
faible qui timite la capaciti totale du syst~me dans son ensemble; tea phinomrnes de saturation ponctuelte se propagent pendant une
tongue pdriode dans tout le syst~mc: par exemple, la saturation d'un aeroport pout entrainer la saturation du contr6le en route torsqnC la
situation se d6loque et inversement.

On rappettera, pour m~moire, que la saturation des p6tes airoportuatres rdsutte de ta conjunction de facteurs tr~s divers: capacit6
des pites et des espaces aeriens associis, capacit6 des aires de stationnement et des adrogares, tiaisons vitle-a~roport. contraines
6cotoe~iques..

Its stout~vent des probl~tres de nature tocate, tant pour le ddvetoppement des infrastructures que pour ta fixation de teurs rftles
d'utitisation , ces derniares, et notaniment t'attoeation de creneaux horaires, rdsultent do marchandages bitat6raux sur tin fond do
droits acquit historiques.

Le pr~sent articte sc propose de no trailer que te probtme de la capacit6 du systtme do contr~le de la circulation aenenne en route
Dans t'itat actuet du syst~mc europeen, et devant t'inquietude soutevee par les sombres perspectives qut risutteraient de son

tvolunon au ofit de t'eauo, un effort de ctanfication seinble en effet n~cessairc
Dans une premitre parte, on itudicra Its caracteristiques spicifiqucs du contr6le de ta circutation adrierne en Europe et tes

am~liorations susceptibles de tut Etre apporsdes en consequence. On montrera cependant que, m~me si celtes-ci pouvaient toutes Eire
mises en ceuvre, t'augactation de ta capacitt qui en risutterait ne serait pat suffisar.;e pour perniettre de faire face darts de bonnes
conditions ii ta croissance privisible du trafic.

Darts une deuxtc panic, on dttidif.,- li nature profonde des m~canismes de saturation (le ormur t la capactE) et on proposera
un projet oniginal, dont on peut espdrer qv' .) sera de nature A permettre que Ie contr6le de ta circulation adnienne ne constitue pas dana
t'avenir un goulet d'Etranglement au divelopperment du transport adnen en Europe.

LA SATURATION DU CONTROLE EN ROUTE EUROPEkEN

L'ensembte des pOnatisationt apportees par t'insuffisanc de capacitt du coritr~le en route ci des infrastructires adroportuures se
chiffre k ptusieurs milliards d'dcus par an La fluidtt dui ;ontr6le en route constitu,, un probl~me majeur ituuiet it convient de
s'ataquer rdsolument.

1t serait en effet iltusoire d'accroltrc ta capacitt des infrastructures a~roportuaires, si IC Lontr6le de ta circulatioaL a~ncnnc devait en
limiter Ita potenualit&s d'utitisation.

11 eat donc essenuct de recenser et d'analyser toss Irs fa(.tcurs qui affectent ta capacitd du contrble en route europx en,
On examiners ainsi successivement

- 'espace a~rien europoen,

* leapace social europien,

* tespace optrationnet1 et technique europ~en

L'ESPACE AgRIEN EUROPE EN

Si on compa~e sans nuances t'eatlacc aerien europten A t'espace atnen am~ncain, on ne pent que s'dtonner du fait que t'espace
europeen soit sujet A des saturationis alors que Ic trafic int~neur amrncain est beaucoup plus intense que celui de l'Europe.

Malt une tetle comparaison grossifre nWest gu~re p'-runente.
La capacMa d'un syst~me de contr~ile ne se mesure pat t'aune du trafic moycn ci de l'espace total, mats A cetle du trafic de poite

darts Ita epaces disponibles Pour t'ecouler, M& et quand it se prisente
La ripartition des axes A grand trafik, de m~nme ove ta disinbution horaire du trafic obdissent de part et d'autre h des lois

profoniddmera dififrentes : t'Europe doit faire face 4 des pointes do trafic A certains moments et sur certans axes qui figurent parm Ica
plus fortes du monde.

ILe trafic curopden se coneentre essentiellement pendant la journite: Ie trafic de nuit eat quasimeni incaistant en raison des cotivre-
feux impoS s sur lea adroports ci de t'absence de trafic nidrteir long-coumcir comparable au mcoast to coast, survolant It temtlire
amriicain. De rn~me, tes variations lioraires et saisoniiires sont beaucouip plus marqudes en Europe, notamnment en raison de t'attraii
des Europfens pour its voyages de vacanee-s.

De sureroit, l'espace disponible pour achemnaer les trafics lea plus denses y eat considdrablemnent limitt par lea graples
eglomefrations urbaines proches tea unes des autres, qui ne peuvcn, pas atre survolies, ct par t'cspacc riservE aux zones de contrle
terminal de leura adroports.
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Enfin, ii existe peu d'espaccs A 1P6cart des grands trafics pour permettre It diplotcment des bases a6riennes militatres et
.'enuratncment syst~mattique des 6quipagcs.

L3 cohabitation defr c.?x missions civile et militaire dans un meme espace limitt ne peut manquer do faire poser de lourdes
contraintes stir l'une comnrn nzr l'Autrc. LA pidnalisation du tralic civil qui en r~sulto fast I'objet de stilfisamment d'analyses publiques
pour qu'il ne soit pas n~cessassi de s'y attarder, en revanche, celle que subit It syst~me militaire (en limitations opdrationnelles et en
coat) eat momns connue; l'ac.roissement rapide du tafic tend A rendre lea grands axes de trafic civil de plus en plus difficiles h traverser
par les vols militaires; ces demiers doivent d'ores et ddjA subir en moycnne 2,2 manceuvres de contoumement d'avions civils par
heure de vol contrlt.

L'ESPACE SOCIAL EL'ROP9EN

Les cons~quences brutaies stir l'dcoulement du traic des mouvementa socisux qui se produisent A rtition, iciti IA , constituent A
v lI'dvidence ]a cause la plus fr~quente el la plus sdv&e de limitation de la capacild du syst~me europ5en.

Darts l'anal) -:statistique des retards et des contraintes que ce sysl~me occasionne effectivement aux compagnies adriennes, il
faudrait donec faire clairement la pait do cc qui revicat A la liite de sa capacit6 effective, ct do cc qui doit Eire attnbu6 aim cons~quences
de tensions sociales enddrmiques.

C'esi d'aillcurs prdcisdment dam' les pOrodes de plus forte pression die trafic que se inanifestent les mouvements sociatix :c'est
pendant ces piriodes que Ies coniraintes qui pesent sur les personnels sont Its plus vives (et donc que lour insatisfaction est la plus
grande) ct que l'impact stir It iralic d'unr mouvetnent de mauvaise humtcur oti de grtve est It plus marquant.

Les confbits sociaux portent non seulement sur les salaires, mais aussi stir Its conditions de travail qut s'aggravent dlts que It
syst~me approche de sa limtte de capacite, notamnment si cette limute rtsulte de l'insuffisance des effcctifs mis en place pendant les
heures de pointe.

Le problme eat universel, mais il est rendti d'autant plus redoutable eti Europe qu'un mouvement de grave (ou de r~duction

Ces mouvensents s'dtalont souvent stir de irts longues p~riodes ati cours desquelles l'absence de bonne volontd des contrbsleurs

entraine tine r~duction de Ia capaciti effective du systme, sans publicitd dc ces comportements comnme darts It cas d'une grtve

C'est ainsi, par exemple, qu'A Ia suite du protocole d'accord signE It 4 octobre 1988 en France avec les personnels, Ia capaciE du
systine franqais est rapidement revenue A tin niveati tel qu'elle n'occastonne plus pour l'instant de contralntes lourdes stir Ic tafic.

Certains esptrent que ces probltmes soctaux pourrarent trouver leur solution darts It cadre d'une function publique europienne oil
darts colIt de statuls des personnels ddgagds des contraiets inhidrentes aux fonictiotis publiques nationales ou etirop~ennes. 1I s'agis de
problmes de nature paruiculitrement d~licate: Ie rythme d'dvoltiton ne saurait ddpasser celut des mentalit~s.

L'cxemple am~ncain montre d'ailleurs que la gestion d'un grand systtme unique nest pas exemple de graves difficult~s socialca 'I
a appelE des mesures radicales qul ne sauraient te donndes comme exemple atiractif aux personnels etirop~ens.

L'ESPACE OP9RATIONNEL ET TECHNIQUE EUROP9EN

11 eat clair que, maigri lea efforts d'Eurocontrol, le systtme etirop~en reste caract~rnsd par tin manque Evident d'homogdn61tE
d'exploitatio, de planification et de conception. Faut-il s'en Esonner ?

Cetic hdtdrogfdnditi a des racines profonides qui tiennent notamnment A tin ensemble de causes historiques. Chaque Etat a &6d amend A
ddvelopper son propre syst~me en foniction de conditions locales sptcifiques :nature et intensiti du trafic, organtisation des services
publics nationaux (civils et militaires), structure ci culture soctales, syst~mcs de formation et de s~lection, mdthode ct style d'approclte
des problemes opdrationnecls et techniques.

De stireroit, la cohabitation des circulations adrtennes civile ci militaire dans de mEmes espaces implique des coordinations intimes
entre Its Elata-majors et Ies services et aggraveni encore Ie caracl~re national de chacune des composantes civiles du sysitme etirop~en.

L'ExPLormmIO

Ces dispart~s concement d'abord l'exploitation opdrationnelle ellc-memc. 11 existe darts cc domaine, plus quc darts aucun atitre,
une acultiirc profcssionnelleA affirmde, dont lea particulansmes affecient profiondiment Ies mdthodes ci Ies inodalitds d'cx~cution dut
contr6!e.

Le contr6le de Ia circulation adriennec est certes tine techntque, mats c'est surtout tin art pragmatiquc dont la pratique exige
l'acquisitton d'un 4esavoir faireo et Ic recours A tout tin ensemble de r~flexes, voice de grecettes,) locales; Bi ne pout pas eire considdrd
comme ddcoulani de Ia simjp.e mise en ceuvrc d'une iludode gdndrale. Lcs hommes, en foniction de leur niveati de recrutement ct die leur
mode de formation, acquiarent des habitudes tic travail darts lesquelles Its coinditions locales jotient tin r6le d~terininant.

Rappelons notamment qu'un appreptissage ci tin entrainement iistr le tasi d'environ trots A quatre arts soni ndcessaires pour
l'accession A la qualification maximale tie consr6le darts tin centre A grand tafic.

Danati idles conditions, on comprendra que It systme sort soumis A tine trts grande inentie d'6volution :tout changement
significatif darts les habitudtes tie travail des contr~leurs implique utin modification des riflexes psychosensonels qu'ils oni acquis par
tine longue pratique. Or, c'est lPcxistcnce de ces r~flexes s~rs et rapides qui constitue Ia source meme dc la capacitE tie pointe du
systtme.
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Cost ainsi d'ailleurs quc, lots d'une mutation d'un centre A us autre, maine au scin d'un m~nte systtme national (voire d'un noun.
ensemble de secteurs It un autre au scin d'un maine centre). les contibleurs doivent subir un notivel entraincinent de longue durie.

La spdcificitd dc cc md-tier eSt une consequence de la nature heuristique des p~ocessus dc contr~le; il en r~sulie d'ailleurs que
l'automnatisation memoe partielle d'un tel systtme ne pourra pas progres~r notablement par la seule misc en ceuvre de processus logico-
inath6matiques, et done que It recours It 41'inteligence artificielle* - c'est-k-dire la reproduction par des calculateurs de l'cxpertisc ot de
lacquis des contrOleurs - constitue la scule voie prometteuse pour l'avenir (2).

Lcs homnies ct leuts outils de travail ne sont donc pas directement intcrchasgeables, dans le court terme, d'un pays k un autre, ni
maine d'un centre A l'autrt, volre d'un secteur A l'autre.

Les consequences pour I'usagee des dispantds d'exploitauon se concritisent notamnment par Ie fait que It passage d'une fronti~rc
par un avion est souvent moms bien optimist que It simple passage d'un secteur A us autre au scin d'un syst~nne national
(coordinations plus lourdes, espace moins bien organist). Dans celic mesure, la nmultiplication des exploitations nationales juxtapostes
suit effectiveinent A&la fluiditE du trafic.

It scrait cependant fallacieux. de conclure de cc seul fait que Ie contr6le de la circulation atrienrie en Europe est pidnalise par
l'existencc d'un trop grand nombre dc centres de contr6lc.

On serait plutbt tentd de penser que l'organisation des mouvement-t d'avions r~pond plus A des imptratifs do lutte coscurrentielle
qu'k tine utilisation optiinale des ressources rates constitutes par Its capacitis airoportuaires et Its espaces atriens, et qu'es cc Sens, il
existe peut-etre imop, de compagnics aiiennes eni Europe!

Le choix du sombre optimal de centres de contr~le constitue tin problime d'une autre nature; il doit procider d'une analyse portant
sur tin grand sombre de paranittres techniques, Econoiniques et sociaux. Coest ainsi, par exemple, que Its autoritis franqaises oni Wt
ainesies i rdparuir progressiveinent le costr6le en route entre trois. puis cinq centres distincis, cc qui n'a pas nui pour autani A
I'cfficackt de l'enscinble du sysieme.

A I'hecure de Ia tWE-informaique ct du Transpac, l'informaiion circule aussi facileinsi tre des centres gdographiquement s~pards
qu'au scin d'un maine centre.

Toutes IeF positions de contr~le, oii qu'elles soie-it localisdes, sont d'ailleurs slimenides en information de base (plans de vol.
radar, radiot~ldphonie air-sol, ttldphone) par voic do liaisons ttldphoniques: il y a mainienani bien longiemps que Its costr6leurs ne
commusiquent plus directeineni entre eux, que dans des circonstasces relauivement exceptionnelles, ineme au scin d'un maine centre.

L'efficacitt globale du contr6le d~cote en revanche du noinbre de secicurs de contr~le entre lesquels cat decoupd l'espacc.
La sombre de secteurs niccssaires - c'esi-A-dirc It sombre d'unitis de costrble autononics coordonntes deux a deux - nc rdsultc

quc du sombre maximal d'avioss qu'un contr~leur et sea assistants petivest prendre en charge simtiltandinent dans us envirosnnement
donne.

Or, toutes choics Egales par ailleurs, cc sombre maximal - de l'ordre de 10 A 15 avions scion la nature du secteur - est lc in~me
dans touslets pays:- ii est en particulier It m~me en Europe et aux Etats-Unis.

En revanche. Ie sombre moyen d'avions qu'un contr~leur achemine effectivement au coura d'une journie oti d'une annde petit Ce
trts diff~rent d'un lieu A tin autre, car il esi directemeni fonction de la ripartition du trafic dans Ic temps. Avec cc scul cnt6re, It
sysitrc ancain petit seinbler beaticoup plus oproductifo quc tc sysiame europten, car le trafic y est soutesti d'une mani~re plus
continue. Mais la productivild inesurde par cc critire depend aussi beaucotip des conditions do travail (sombre d'hcures do contr6le
effectif par semairie, organisation dti travail, flexibilitE des horaires, congis octroyds pendant Its jours de poiste. etc.).

Stir cc det-nier point, Ic syst~rmc amdncain est sans aucun doute plus aproductif), que celIt de I'Europc en g~rntral on notera par
exemple qti'en Europe, use parie de I'effecnf eat auiomsie a prendre ses vacances pendant Its jours de pointe, alors quo, aui contraire,
lea centres amrniicaiss reatent dotes de I'effectif total qui eat, de sureroit, invitE A effectuer des heures suppldmentares pendant ces
pE'iodcs lea plus chargdes.

II est oionc: exact que, en moyesne, tin costr6leur europden acliemine annuelleinent momns de trafic qu'us contr~ieur ainEncain mais
It sombre de centres doe contr~le n'y eat sans doute pas pour grand chose.

HI cat exact aussi quc la vproducivit6) des contr~leurs amdencains (sombre d'avions tralits par an) a crO' d'une inanitre rapide aux
Etats-Unis (elle a double en 10 ans).

En Europe cette 4-prodtictivitEo reate relativeineni constante en -7soyenne ;on notera cependant qu'elle a crO brusquemestit l a suite
de la reprise brutale dt~trafic qui a stirpnis bien des plasificatetirs. 11 en a d'ailleurs rdsuli, par Ie processus ddcnt ci-dessus, A Ia fois
des contrintes accrues sur lea personnels ei des mouvemenis sociaux qut ont amplifid It phdnoin~ne de saturation.

En cc qui -ncerse lea cofits salariatix, lea conditions sont trts diffdrencides au scn doe I'Europe, aussi bien pour lea siveaux de
salatre (ci des charges sociales et riscales assocites) quc pour lea conditions doe travail (sombre d'heures effecuves tdc contr6le alnuel,
noirnment pendant lea pdriodes tde pointe de trafic, Plexibilt des horaires ... ). 4

La rdduttion de ces tdisparitts ne inanquera pas tdc soulever tdc graves problaies et exigera beaucoup de temnps et tde sages-se, ii
nWest d'ailleurs pas certain quc It coat toial du costr6lc y trouvera son compte.

L'excmple amdricain inontre aussi qu'un grand sysame tdc contr~le unifi cat trts vulnerable et nWest pan A l'abrt de graves
Probltmes sociaux.

En revanche, I'cfficacit6d t'ensemblc tdc lexploitation etiropdcnne pourrait facileineni progresser grace i l'accroissement des
contacts sous toutes letirs formes entre lea syst~mes nationaux :formation tde base commune, iehange de contr~lcurs ct de cadres,approfoindisserneni en commun tdc tous lea problmes dcexploitation (Organisatmon de l'espace, mihodes tdc contr6lc, outils tde travail
du contr6leur, coordinations enire centres...)

VV
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11 serait important quc woit dlabord au prdalable, en coopd6ration avec les compagnies adrennes, tin ivtwe blanc > recennant tous les
problmes d'cxploitation qui risultent spdcifiquement dc la dispariti des modes d'organisation de I'espace et d'exploitation des
diffdrents systbmes de contr6le nationaux.

11 est enfin tin domaine obn l'action commune s'est ddjh impos&e A l'dvidence, A savoir le contr6le des flux de trafic pour rdguler la
demande en fonction de l'offre de contr~le disponible etidv..er ainsi de saturer les centres de contr6le au ddmrment de la sdcuntd et de la
fluidurd du talic.

Contrairement A celles du conir~lc de la circulation adrienne proprement dute, len relations dc coordination de 4'fow control*~ ne
sont pas unitquement de nature bilatdrale de secteur A secteur mais imphquent la prise en compte simuliande de l'ensemble du systtme
(en route et adroportuairc) ct nut un trts grand volume d'espace.

On ne pout done ciuc se fdliciter dut fait que len mcwes sojent ddsorinais primes pour mettre en place en Europe un dispositif de
eflow control* unifid. Sa misc en ocuvrc soul~vcre- peut etre des difficultds moindres (rmais la preuve nen est pas encore apportie) quc
celles qui affectent le conr~l propiement dit, notamment parce que cette pratiquc nit pan demr&e elle une longue histoire diffdrencide
au acmn de chaque Erat europdn.

La part des procennus logico-mathdmatiques moddlinables est sans doute plus grande que celle du contr6le Iui-meme, il ne faudrait
cependant pan sous-estimer pour autant l'imporaance du <savoir fire. spdcifique qu'ont adveloppdS par ]a pratique len agents chargds
docc travail dcpuin plusietirs arndes.

On verra par ailleurs dans la suite du prisent auicle que Ia rdgularion efficace des flux peut non seulement rdduire ltn contraintes
globules des compagnies; adnennes, It capacitd donnie du systtme do conirble, main participe d'une manitrc lion ndgligeable A
l'augmentation deI& capacitd de Pointe effective.

LA PLh.NIFICATIN

C'esi I'OACI qui dlabore len normes ct pratiques rccommanddes en mauire de navigation adrienne, tandis que son groupe
spdcialisd (Ic GEPNA) dnioncc len besoins opdrationnels spdcifiqucs de ] 'Europe ct coordonne Id planification de sen infrastruciures ci
de sen moyens de contr6le,

De son c~tt, Eurocorirol coarribue a l'liarmonisation de l'er. mble du dispositif enropdcn ci de son ddveloppernent progressif, ct
assure ]a faciuration communc den redevances propres A cliaquc syni~me national.

Les c.onipagnicn adriennes participent aux discussions au nein do ces entlids.
Main la planification effective, c'cnt-A-dire le financement, Ie choix et ]'installation des dquipemrris ainsi quc Ia misc en place des

personnels restent noun l'autoritd des instances nationalen.

Dana ces conditions, on ne saurait escounpter que la planification et l'adapiation progressive ct luarmonicuse do syttmc aux
besoins prtsentcnt tine homogdnitd, une colidtence ei une cfficacitd aussi grandes que si ellen relevatent d'une autonid effective
unique.

Le probiltme nWest cependant pas aunsi simple qu'il pourrait Ie paraitre a priori.

Le pluralisme den modalitds nationalen; d'cxplotation opdrationnelle qut, on l'a vu, nWest pan aisdment at rapidemeni rdduciible, ne
permet gunre une planification ct tine ne en miuvre rigoureusement centralindes.

Par ailleurn, len; systtmes nationaux sont soumnis A den procdduren budgdtaircs propres A chaque pays , certains d'entre eux oni
cependant pu alldger len contraintes qut rdsultent de Ia rigucur gdndrale qui pOse nut lea budgets den Etats, en mertani en place den
structures mieux approprides (budget annexe, dtablissemeni public. .) qui permettent, de surcroit, de recountr A des emprunts gagds
nur len redevances A venir.

Las Etats tencontrent enfin des difficultdn pour l'cmbauclre suffisanie ct en temps opporturi den personnels ndtccssaires.

Ces contraintes financi~rcs stir Ia planification sont d'aurant plus irritantes qu'tl ne s'agii que de probltmcs de structure
administrative ct non de financement proprement dii, puinque toutes; len ddpensen affdrcnien au conrble de Ia circulation adrienne sont,
in fine, couvertes intigralement pat den redevances approprides.

Certaines insuffisances ct lenteurs d'invesiissement qui ddcoulent de ces contraintes artificielles, provoqueni den points nonm doni
l'cffet se ripcrcute stir Ia capacild de l'ensemble du systtme.

Danas ces conditions, il appartfrait souhaitable que len maillons len plus faibles relevant de cette cause spdcifique fassent aunsi
l'objet d'un recensement sysimatique.

11 setait ainsi judicieux que woit constitud tin fonds europden pour procurer I-s financements %.ompldmentaires aux Etais; qui ne
s'estimcraient pans en mesure de ptocider rapidement aux amiliorations indispensables; un tel fonds pourrait Etre alimenid par den
redevances communautaires spdciiqucs A la charge des compagnies adtiennes, crmine Ie sont lea tedevances naionales.

Par ailleurs, Ie coOt de l'cnsemble du systime, de meme que Ia rapidit6 de misc en place de certains mairiels, pourraient
avaniageusement bdndficter, dana certains can, de rcchetche/ddveloppement coordonads ct d'achats groupds. Une idlle politique aurait
pour avantage compldmentaire d'inciter A Ia formation de consortiums europdens susceptibles d'affermir la position ddjA enviable de
certains industriels europiens dans cc domaine particulier; elle ne pourrait cependani portcr que nut les mairiels normalis
(notarmcnt lea radars et leurs systimes de traitement de l'infotmation directement associds, len moyenis de navigation ct do
communication, ct certainen visualisations). A 1'exclusion des. 0ldients tr~s lis aux~ spdcificitdn- deipouuto operationnolle de
chaque pays.

Le can den calculateurs et de leurn logiciels mdrite un examen particulier en raison de Ia tr~s grande dispartid des systtmes
A nationaux actuels. 11 serait souhtaitable qu'A lFoccasion de chaque renouvellement de matdriels, des directives europdennes puissent
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orienter le choix des calculateors ou pour le momns de h irs systtmes d'exploitation et des langages dvoluds utilisis, dc faqon ~
prparer l'avenir et permettre notamnment I'dhange oltdrieur de parties croissantes de logiciels

Certains logiciels, notammentm de traitement de l'information Radar ou dc plans de vol mditersient aussi ditr: normalisis A cotte
occasion. 11 faut cependant se garder de I'espoir otopiquc de pouvoir remplacer, dans on avenir proche, l'essentiel des logiciels
propres aux systtmes nationaux par on logiciel common, tan! son! indissociables Ics spiectfici'ds opirationndliles de ces syst~mes et les
programmes des logiciels; de surcroit, les logiciels en service ont did profonddment influracis non sculmrent par Ics diffirences do
sp~cifications opdrationnelles, mais aussi par lcs processus diffdrents qui ont pr~sid6 A lour Elaboration.

L'objectif de pouvoir procdder A I'uniftcation des calcolateors et des logiciels du syst~me europden ne peut donc qu'6tre reportd
on avenir lointaint; il isnpliqoe one unification prdslable de la conception mime du systtme focor.

LA CONCEPTON DU SYSMItWI

Ce probltme rectle It son tour de tits gFades difficohdts.

HI serait en effet impensable qo'un systtme de concrble, et notamtment la d~finition des outils de travail et des processos de contr~le,
poissent etre conqus sans la participation active des contr61eors eux-memecs et sans la pnise en compte de leurs rdflexes acqois; or, on
a montrd que ces demniers nianquent manifestement dounifonmud.

HI Wen rdsulte pas poor sutant qoe le systimet eoropden soit condanind h rester figE poor toojours dans des particolarismeis et dans
on conservatisime dinu~s de justification. Mats il en rdsulte sans aocon doote qoe lea Evolutions soohaitables et notamnment
lounification do systtme, ne pourront qu'6tre progressives: il faut rejeter comine trrialtste l'espoir de poovoir remplacer le systtime
diversifid actoel par on nouveau systtme conqu a priori dans le silence des cabinets et des bureaux d'experts ou r~sultant des
comprocuss ocarriliens* (3) de commissions et de comitds pan-europfens et a fortiori de solutions venues d'aile~rs.

Voili. sans doote bien on domaine oit la recherche duo plos petit common multiple- des systtmes existants pourrait bien se r~v~ler
comme le plus grand diviseur des Energies et do l'efficacit6.

De grands espoirs peuvent en revanche Etre glac~s dans one future et loinisine gin~ration de syst~mes de conception nouvelle et
commune, dana lequel les automatismes commencersient A intervenir directemcnt et significativement dana Ics processus de contrle
proprement dit.

On rappellera qo dans lea syst~mes en service actuellement, ou en coors de modemisation, le iraitement automatique ne porte que
sor Ia transmission, Ia corr~lation, ]a misc en forme et [a visualisation optimales des informtions perainentes a chaque instant poor
l'exercce do contr~le, A lexclosion de coute participation A Ia prise de d~cision, c'est-A-dirc so contrble proprement dit.

C'est donc ceite phase loincasne qoil faut d~s maintenant prdparer en common. 11 en eat encore temps, car aucune rdalisation
pratique en Europe, ou ailecurs, n'a encore pennis de ddmontrer a faisabitlrt, ni mime sa contribution certaine A l'augmentation de )a
capacitE effective de l'espace adnen.

LA conception en common do systtme hybnde contr6leur/calculateur pour le d~but do sitcle prochain d..\rit donc constitoer le
grand projet mobilisateur de Iumgnation, de la crdativitd et de 1'Energic de l'Europe do conile de la circulation ainenne.

Fort heureusement, il existe d'ores et dijA en Europe one importante activitt du recherche et d'expdrimcntation, coordonndc et
fidrde dana le cadre do projet PHARE d'Eurocontrol et de la CEE, l'Europe n's rien A envier en ce domaine sos autres pays
ddveloppds. mice A ceox qui ont le privii~ge d'explotter on systame portant sur on tr~s grand volume d'espace g~rE par one autoritt
unique.

Cet effort porte notarnment sur des visualisations notivelles plus intelligentcs,> susceptibles de faciliter le travail des conir6leurs ci
leur dialogue avec Ic calculateur (cf. en particulier Ie projet PHIDIAS do CENA en France).

Des mnoyens technologiques nouveaux sont ddsormais disponibles (Radar mono-impulsiona, liaisons coddes air/sol dutes qRadar
mode So', calculaceors de navigation des avions dits; FMS) A eux sols, ils ne permectront pas I'accroissement de la capacitd de
I'espace, si on ne parvient pas A lea utiliser darts on cadre d'aotomatisation do contr6le plus avancde.

Polir y parvenir, dl est ndcessaire de bien connaltre so prdalable ]a nature profonde des mdcanismes de acturation de l'espace.
Lea nouvelles phases d'automatisation vont imposer de pdndtrer dana le domaine encore peo ddfrichd, et d'une immense

coniplexitE, de la cooporation de I'homme et des calculateurs dana des processos de dicision en temps r~el.
11 en rdsulte on problkme vde Ia poole et de l'ccuf*: nul ne se presse pour rendre obligatoires ces nouveau,. moyens (modes S,

FMS) tant que le systtme de contr~le n'aora pas EtE automatisd plus en profondeor; inversement lautomatisation de certains
procesos de contre continoera A tnarquer Ie pas tan! qu'il n'aura pas 6t6 prouvd que des smrdltoracions de capacitd5 pourront
effectivement en rtsulter.

Or, chacon de ces processus demande cinq it dix ans. Poor sortir de ce cercle victeox, il devient impdratif A Ia fots de rendre
obligatoires & court terme dana lea espaces congestionnds lea nouveaux iqoipemnents so sol et a bord et de lancer d'urgence on projet
d'automaisation susceptible d'accroitrc Ia capacitd de lespace avec lea moyens actuels d'abord, pour ouvnr ensoite la voie ii des
progrts encore plus aubstantiels dts lors que ces Eqoipementa se g~ndraliscront.

I A CAPACIT9 DE L'ESPACE A9RIE;N EUROPEEN: CONCLUSION

La capaciti du systt-me do contr6lc curopdcrn rcctk. encore do bonnes potentialjits de progrcs poovata ~suitr des rddoons de ses
diaparitds d'exploitation, d plantification et de conception.

A elles seutles cependant, ea r~serves et le rythmc de leur mobilisation ne seront certainement pas I Ia hauteur des besoins
nouvcaux de capacitd qoi rdaulteront de Ia croissance priviatble do trafic curopden.
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Les limitations de capacitt proviennent en effet dc cc quc chaque avion et chaquc paire d'avions en conflit entre eux, ginirent un
flux de tihees daft l'ensemble ne don: A aucun moment dipasser la capacitt de traitement que les hommes peuvent assumner.

Parmi ces tiches, figurent non seulement des actions dc nature intellectuelle ou maidrielle, mais aussi des mdmorisations dont
l'ensemble ne doit jamnais outrepasser Ies aptitudes du coervau humain dans It bref temops iniparti dont il dispose pour les accomplir.

Au flux d'avions eat ainsi associd un flux d'information qui pout 1st-maine dipasser Its limites des possibilitis d'apprdhension. de
mdmorisation et de traitement dia cerveau humain; en ce sons, il est loin d'etre 6vident que I'accroissement considdrable do la richesse
des informations qui vont devenir disponibics grfice au mode S sont en lui-meme porteur de progrts. Sans l'assistance des
calculaicurs, ces informations comiidmentatres pourraient au micux eire mal utiliades et, au pure, conmrbuer A saturer encore plus lea
contr6leurs.

LE M9CANISME DE LA SATURATION DE L'ESPACE

L'ACCUMIJLATION DES 1'ACHFS
Lorsque Ie contr6leur eat soumius Ai une accumulation de thiches qut approche de a capact maximale, et a fortiori s'il aniscipe que

It volume de tiches va augmenter dan lts moments qui vont suivte, il tend tout naturellement A aceroitue sea marges de adcuntd ci
donc A dimtnuer la capacti effective de leapace qu'iI contr~le

11 cherche en effet A se prdmuntr ik tout prix contre I'dentualitt d'avoir A faire face A des accumulations de tftches qu'il ne pourrait
paa assumer, il craint aussi quo, dana de telles conditions, aes performances de mimonaation soient amoindries et que, en
consdquence, lea risqucs s'accroissent d'oublier de traiter certainca tihes ct notamment des conflits potcntiels non encore rdaolus
entre paires d'avions.

Ce processus explique, Ia brutalitd du phinom~ne de saturation &sa lor que It nombre d'aviona sur un secteur atteint, ou risque
d'atteindrc, use limite maximale.

LES <(FILETS DE SAUJVEGARDE LEr MAILLON MANQUANT
On comprend, dana ces conditions, litntdrdt qui s'attache, tant pour des raisona de sdcuni que de capact, A Ia. misc en ruvre de

vfilets de sauvegarde .

11 existe actuellement deux dispositifa dc cette nature en amoni et en aval du contr~lc proprement dii
En amont, on a ddjl ivoqui ci-desaus l'impact positif tsr Ia capaciid. de Ia rdgulation des flux d'avions qui primsnit It contr6lesr

conire un flux de irafic ddparsant ses aptitudes A l'asaumnereon tonic sdcuntd.
En aval, il a id mis en service depuis plusieus arndes un ~filet de sauvegarde Radar- qui ne constitue pas en soi une aide au

conir~le (et qui ne doit pas 6ire utilisd connine idlle) mais qni ddclcnche une alarmne ultime avant qn'une collision due A sac ddfaillancc
du contr6le ne risque de se produire effectivement, ci avec un prdavia jusie ndccasairc pour une intervention dnurgcncc.

Ces deux dispositifa particip-rnt donc directeinent A l'accroissement de la adcuriid et indireciement A celni de Ia capactid par Ia
osdctinsation* des contr~leurs.

Entre ces deux filets de sauvegarde en amont ei en aval, il exisie un maillon manquant, il a'agirait d'un ofilet de sauvegarde-
susceptible de prdmunir Ie contrbleur contre l'accumulation excessive a court term de thches susceptible, faute d'action par lui-meme
et en tempt utile, do Ic placer ulidneurerneni dana une situation inconfortable, voire dangereuse.

Mats, contrairement aux deux ofilets aniont et aval, un tel dispositif pourrait non sculemeni ginirer des alarises, mats participer
d'une mani&e directe au contr6le proprement dii dans une de sea composanies impoutantes: I' donnancement des tfiches.

Telle eat l'idde direemeie du projet dant lea grandes lignes aeront ddcrites dans la dcuxitme panc ci qni devraitit a fois constituer
une aide au contr6le ti une s~cursaiion compldmentaire des conur61enra.

La gintralisation des afilets de sauvegardeo sur tons lea ofiltres" aucceasifa de contr6le (4) aurat ainsi pour effet de transformer
lVensemble du processus de contr6le, actuellement en oboucle ouverte>), en un processus plus stable, plus efficace et plus sfir, en
oboucle feri".

LE MUll DE LA cApAcit~

On devrait pouvoir en escompter une augmentation effecive de la capact de chaque secteur et done de I'espace
Dana le cas du contr~le tel qu'tl eat exered! actuellement, It concr~leur eat amen6 A prendre deb d~cisions ustratdgiqueso qui

anticipent un certain nombre de dicisions qu'il sera amend A prendre ulidnieuremeni en foriction de l'dvolution de Ia situation. Le
sysidme eat stabilis6 par Ie contr6leur lui-mdme: il eat It scui maitre du jeu.

11 en serait de tadme dana Ie cas d'un contr~le supposd ire critidrement antomatique et dans lequel It il I libre arbiire" serait celui
du calculateur. Cependant, maine at un tel projet itit r~alisable du point de vue technique, opirationnel, psycliologique ei social, il
Woen resterait pas mains ndcessaire d'assurer une longue transition avtc Ic sysidme manuel

Le problme du passage par un sysidme hybride homme/calculateur eat done incontoumnable.
Or. tout, symarre. dansk~qucil le calculatcur tera ameindsa participer A l'daboration des dicisions soultve un probldme redoutable:

pour quc l'assistance A Ia dicision foumnie par It calculateur soit efficace, il faudrait que le calculateur soit infornid non seulemeni des
choix retenus par be contrbleur parmi lea propositions qu'iI Ini prdsente, mats ass qs'il puisse anticiper 1'ensemble des choix que It
conWireur effectuera ulirienrement as fur et A mesure de 1'6volution de ]a situation.
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En effet, tout choix nouveau peut impliquer unc modification do la situation d'ensemble et obliger ainsi de revenir sur des choix
antirieurement effectuts. Le syst~me a done toutes Ies chances dc %pompero~, c'est-A-dire de re pas crouver sa stabilitd en raison dc la
cohabitation de deux libres arbitres (5), memo si c'est l'un d'eux (Ihomme) qui prend seul Its 46cisions finales.

La transition du systtme actuel vers un sysitme oii l'homme sera assisti dans ses ddcisicns Dar la msachine se heurte donc i un
phidnomfne, instable par sa nature memo, qu'on dinomnsera tc (4mur de la capacitd*, par anal )gic aux changements brusques qui sc
manifestent lors du passage du i*mur du son~, A Is diffdrence pa~s cependant que It syst~me de contrle devra demneurer durablernent
dans une zone dc transition.

La faisabilt d'un systamc assurant cette transition d'une manitrc autostable et susceptible d'dvolution progressive vets une
automatisation croissante W'est pas encore ddmonie, it nest pas possible non plus A ce stade de ,,rdvoir l'ampleur de Sn contribution A
l'accroissemnent dc Ia capncit effective des secteurs de controle.

La projet. dont on trouvera Ics grandes lignes dans Ia deuxitme panic de cette contribution, n'tchappe pas A cette difficult6
conceptuelle et A ces inccrtitudes; il se caracttrise cependant par Ic fait qu'il propose use straidgie, et des moyens spdcifiquement
imaginds pour tenter de Its surmonter.

DEUX19ME PARTIE: UN PROJET POUR LE PASSAGE DU MUR DE LA CAPACITE

LA SPECIFIC1T9 DU PROJET

LES BASES THtORIQIJES
Les bases d'un tel projet sont constitudes par un ensemble ilidorique ddj4 citi ci-dessus en rdfdrence

Les rdsultats encourageants des premidres rdalisations effectudes sur ces fondenients A l'Ecole Nationale de l'Avtation Civile
(ENAC) par Leroux et Genthon (1986/87) puts Leroux ct Alliot (1987/88) permettent ddsormais d'envisager des prolongements
pratiques ct din formuler Its grandes lignes d'un projet prdcis.

LA VtCtFIClT9 DU PROJET

Ce projci se caracidrise par lensemblo des caractdnistiques suivantes

a) Le conurleur reste seul responsable du contr6le
b) La contr~leur est seul maitre de toutes ses actions, y compris de toute manipulation (de clavier ou autre) qui ne saurait dose A aucuri

moment lui ee imposde (done pan de tiches suppldmentaires induites par les processus lids A l'nutomatisation).
c) Le calciilateur effectue toutes Ies *pdrations de contr6le en parafltle avec lc contr~leur mais inddpesdamnt de celui-ci. Le

processus automnatiquc W'est qu'un processus latent en cc sens que, contrairemest nit contrbleur, Ic calculaicur ne passe jamnais hut-
meme i l'action, ni n'impose ses solutions

d) Le processus automatiquc ne prdsente ait contrfileur It risultat de son activad parallkle quc
-pour lui suggdrer use action spdcifique de contr~lc qu'iljuge immddiatement opportune ou urgeste.
-pour lui prdsenter use situation d'cssemble fonddc sur des isformations agrdgdes dlabordes par Ic <4processus de contr6lc
automatique paral~co et correspondast, A chaque moment ct d'une manitre aussi rdaliste que possible, aux oagrigais
d'informatios quo Ic cosifleur consmiuit lui-nieme par ses propres processus intellectuels et qu'il "balaieo en permanence par
Ia pese.

e) Touic nouvelle visualisntion additionnelle doit obdir aut double cntdre suivant:

-che doir etre gdrie automatiquemnent par It calculateur,
-elle ne dolt prdsenter aucuse discontinuitd do visualisatton sauf lors de l'affichnge de nouvelles informations nyant us cnract~re

directemest pertinent pour l'exdton dut contr~Ie proprement dit.
f) Afis de faciliter Ie dialogue contr~heun/calculateur, use telhe visuali!sation cathodiquc doit servir de support pour des dchangesSd'informaion avec It calculateur (ddsigsanosn tactile ou autre)

Pour pouvoir ddcrirc us tel projet, il inst sdcessaire de rappeler au prdalable les grandes classes do tAches qui sont exdc'itdes par ItsI contr6leurs.
g) Cc projet n'exclut en aucuse maniare ]a misc en ceuvrc d'autres visualisations qui remod~Ieraiest Ia position de costr~le clansiquc

actuelle, mais qut no sont pas en int que telles indispessables A la mise en reuvrr de Ia prdscste tltdorie.

LE TRAVAIL DES CONTROLEURS

CLASSIF[CA1ION DES TACHES

Las tiches dhdmentaires pour l'exdcution du contr6lc peuvent Eire recensdcs do In mani~e suivante
a) recherche des nouveaux conflits.

b) advaluationo de ces conflucs dans Ic cadre de h'ensemble des oconflits en cours ddjA recosnus,
c) ddcision

cI) soit do rdsoudrc immddintement he confit,
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-c2) soit de diffirer sa resolution et d'ajouter cc nouveau conflit hs l'ensemble des qconfluis en cours*,

d) surveillance de l'dvolution de chacun des 4(conflits en cours- en vuc,

*dl) de s'assurer qtu'alicune situation dangereuse nWest en train de se ddvelopper,
Q 2 de decider pour chacun de ces conflits en cours Ic moment optimal pour procidcr As sa resolution,

e) choix de la solution et execution dc la resolution des conflits au moment jugi opportun s la, suite des processus c I ou d2,
f) coordination au moment opportun avec: lts autres secteurs de contr6le.

Chacune des ces tiches ilimentaires ressoitit As lune des quatre classs suivantes

-recherche des conflits (a),

*suivi des conflits (dl),

*oixlonnanement des thches (bc,d2,f),

*execution des actes de contr6le proprement dits (e).

Les tiches des trois premitres classes sont invisibles par un observateur - eles se d~roulent int~gralement v'dans Ia t6te du
contr~leur* et font parie de son vsavoir-faire*; Ies processus intellectuels sous-jacents sont extrEmement complexes et done difficiles As
expliciter et i enseigner a priori.

RECHiERCHIE DES CONFUTS

La recherche des conflits potentiels rel~ve en pnincipc de calculs mathimatiques portant sur l'extrapolation des trajectoires puis sur
leur comparaison deux As deux. Les calculs As effectuer sont si nombreux ct sont d'une complexitt telle qu'ils scralenti maccessibles au
cerveau humain travaillant en temps reel et en calcul mental.

Le contr6leur est donc ament As procdder d'une manitre heunstique ;Ia pertinence de sea evaluations et le caract~re optimum de ses
appreciations sont ainsi enticlhds d'un flou d'autant plus important qu'il ne peut ivaluer que d'une mani~re approximative Ia valeur
actuelle de certains parairitres (notamment Ia vitesse des avions et leur taux d'ivolution dans Ic plan vertical) et a fortiori les alias qui
affecteront la conduiie de la suite des vols.

Certaines declarations de 4xnon conflit,, ne peuvent done pas Etre considiries comme absolument sores et d~finisives.
lles s'effectuent implicitement, en nc tenant compte que d'unc palte de Ia courbe de distribution stauistique des erreurs et alias et

en nigligeant Its oqueues de distrbution* au-dels d'une certaine probabilitE
Use telle simplification eat ineluctable elle impose en contrepantic tne s~urveillance. de l'dvolution de ]a situation d'autant plus

vigilante que lea margeq de separation dvaludes s'approchent plus de la limite admissible. Cette surveillance consutue en soi une tisehe
spdcifique et provoque une inquietude latente; elle alourdit It travail du contr6leur, et nuit As sa disponibilit6 d'esprit. un oubli pout
donner lieu is incidcnt ou accident.

Pour limiter l'ampleur des combinaisons d'6vdncments is prendre en consideration, le calculateur dewsa aussi procider d'une
mani~re similaire en onormalisant- les trajectoires pour ne considdrer dana un premier siade d'analyse que Its Evdnements dont Ia
probabiliti d'occurrence ddpasse un certain scuil ci en eliminant ceux qui pourraient r~sulter de la conjonction d'6vtnements pcu
probables (6).

Mais, que Ia declaration de 'onon conflits) soit humaint. ou automatique, Ic calculateur est en mesure de procider ensuite is Ia
surveillance pecananente de l'dvolution effective de Ia situation , lorsqu'il est atnenE i reviser un jugement initial, it peut, en temps
opporaun, attirer l'attention du contr~leur sur Ic d~veloppcment d'une situation critique. It en rtsultera non sculement un alligement
important de la tiche des contrblcurs mais aussi une vs~curisation" qui lui confarera, une mcilicure disponibilit6 d'cspnt pour Ies autres
thebhes. Cette foncuion devrit done concourir dc cc double point do vue is l'accrotsscmnent de la capat.

REoLuTIoN ET SumV DES CONFLITS

Lorsqu'un conflit potentiel est dttectd, notamment i 1entrfe d'un avion dans un secteur, Ic contrblcur peut proc~der
itnuidiatessent is sa riolution en demandant au pilote la modificationi de certains elements de a trajectoire (niveati autoris6, vitesse,
route...).

Hl pout aussi laisse: provisoirement les choses en l'6tat. UI doit alors suivrc l'Evolution de Ia situation ;comme dana Ic cas ivoqui
ci-dessus, ii va de soi que It calculateur pcut effectuer automnatiquement la tiche de surveillance correspondante.

ORDONNANCEMENT SSES TACHES

On appellera oordonnancemient des tichcs* l'opration qui consiste is prendre en temps reel les dispositions visant is cc quc
l'enchaincment des tihes As venir se prisente de telle manitre qu'ii aucun moment elles ne risquent de saturer la ocapacit6* des
contr6leurs.

Cest sans aucun doute la classe de tithes qu, est lz plus essentielle, et la plus delicate.
* Cette clasm de tishes eat effectuic. par lea consr6leurs de mani~re heiinstiquc; sea modalitds d'ex~cution Wont pas encore fait

*l'objet d'unc analyse suffisaniment approfondie pour vermettre d'expliciter l'enscmble des rfgles. qu'elles mettent en ceuvre.
11 y a tout lieu de penser cependant que chaque conflit nouveau ct chaque conflit is cliaque stade de son evolution eat affeetE

implicitement par Ic contr6lcur d'un aindice)) - que I'on appellera son apoidso - qui caract~nse cc conflit cn lui-meme, ainsi que cc
conflut danb to switexle de tous les autres 'conflits cn cours.. C-. vpoids'" rcflttc d'une mani~e composite:

- I moment oii risque dec se produire Ic conflit effectif,
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[ a somme de l'attention requise pour la surveillance des autres paires d'avions non encore siparis jusqu'au moment obt It
contr~leur ddcidcra dc istsoudrc It conflit particul..,

l a rtflexion impos& quai au clsoix du moment Pt de la %olution pour h r~solution du conflit,

l a difficultd de l'action d'ivitemeni.

Ce v'poidss. doit aussi tenir ccn'pte du temps requis pour l'accompltssement de ces ticlses, ainsi quc dc l'ac-croissement de Ia
difficultd due au chevauchement dans Ie temps de l'ensemble des tiches dlimentaires impliqufts par l'ensemble des oconflits en
cours* ; ii risulte surtout dc: la probabiltte que se divcloppc une situation inddsirable, par exemple telle que It contr~leur Radar aurast
par la suite plusteurs tvitements Radar & effectuer simultaniment.

Le choix optimal du moment et du mode de rdsolution de chacun des confhits rel~vc donc bien d'un probl~me d'ordennancement
des tiches du contr~leur.

Dc surcroit, le problme est compliqui par It fait que dans Ic syst~me actuel, cci ordonnancement esi effectud h la fois par Ics deux
contr~leurs constituant l'6quipe It contr~leur dit -organique* (ou stratigique, ou de planification. .) ci It contr6leur dit oiactiqueo
(contr~Icur Radar).

Cette articulation iniernec aui secteur Cs, particuli~rement ddlicate , pour Etre mente bien, elle implique la cohdrence d'une 6quipe
soudie ayani l'babitude de coordonner son travail d'unt manitre orgaros~c mass tactc.

11 s'agit du problime crucial doni, h noire avis, dipend l'dvolution du contrble . on peut s'en convaincrc en rappelant que Ia
saturation du conilc ne r~sulte pas tant de Ia saturation effective de l'cspacc que de Ia saturation par des ((pointcs d'accumulaiion de
tichess. (et notamment par la probabtlttE d'avoir A mener simultandment deux Evitements Radar) qui dipassent cc que peut exicuter en
un temps donni chaque contr6leur oti chaque.!quipe de contrble.

Le bon ordonnancement de ces tkches; dans It temps consiue donc bien Ic probIme central auquel il convient de s'atiaquer.

C'csi ainsi quc Ia capacitd et Ia s~curMt d'un secicur de contr61e soft directemieni fonction pour chacun dcs confis

-du choix du moment optimal pour enireprendre sa r~solution,

-du choix de Ia solution optimale, d'unc mani~re idle que soit iuninise la probabiliti d'accumulation pertucicuse de taches tin
moment futur quelconque ct que soil, si possible, lissdc dans It temps Ia odemande d'aitention* des contr6leura.

C'cst en prioni l'assistance A cet ordonnancement des tiches quc It projet se propose d'automatiser ainsi que It ofilet de
sauvegardes. assoct, d'oii It nom du projet FREGATE (Filtre de Rtgulation Ergonomique de Ia Gestion (des secteurs] et
d'Anticipation des Tfiches Excessives). Ces fonctions nouvelles sont complexes et mdntent un examen approfondi.

LA RgALISATION DU PROJET

UES FONCTIONS
St It projet implique It fonctionnement en paralltlc, et avec tin minimum d'interaction, du contr6leur et du calculateur, il n'en reste

pas moins que ces deux processus doivent se rejoindre chaque fois qite Ic ca!culaieur est susceptiblr de rendre un service effectif aux
contr6leurs.

f1 ressori de I'analysc ci-dessus que l'inicrface enire Ic contrIcur qui agit et It programme parallkle de conir6le automatique qus est
laent, doit s'effectuer sous deux formes; compldmentaires

I 'aide A l'ordonnancement des tiches : AOT,
I 'alerte en cas de privision oar Ie calculateur du diveloppemnent d'une situation future inddsirable du point de vue de
l'accumulation des tichcs eti fortiori d'une situation dangereuse : c'es-A-dire un "filet inttgral de sauvegarde tactique ci
organsque* (FISTO)

On notera que cc FISTO constitue tine ginr~alisation de la notion actuelle de 4ilet de sauvegarde Padars. mass, alors que cc dermier
n'intcrvient que pour alanner en cas de danger A tres court terrac, It FISTO petit alerter pour privenir de tote situation indltsirable du
point de vuc de l'accumulation des tiches qui risque de survenir A tout moment dana It futur. Contrairement at cas du afilet de
sauvegarde Radars* qui impose tine action immrodiate et raptde du contr6leur, It FISTO W'est nullement imp~ratif. (on montrera qu'il
dcvra etre con~u de, idle maniare qu'il soit de l'int&r& du contr6leur dWen suivre Its avis).

A cette fin, il faut que It *programme de contr~le atitomatique latent d~bouche stir tine visualisation qut, & Ia fots, permeite
l'assistance A l'ordonnancement des tfiches et procure It Miet de sauvegarde associE. Mass il convient aussi que cette visualisaison soil
telle quc, par simple d~signation tactile, elle puisse remplir deux fonictions compldmentires lorsqu'un contr~leur ttlise effectivemeni
l'AOT ou d~cide de ripondrt atix sollicitations du FISTO, & savoir

- tne aide au choix des solutions (ACS), -

- tne aide it 1entrte de Ia solution choisie (AES).
A partir de ces objectifs et de ces principes, il devient possible d'imaginer tine visualisation nouvelle susceptible de servir

facilement d'interface hommiealculateur pour l'ex~cution des fonctions qui viennent d'etre analystes.

UNE VISUALISATION OIGINALE

Description de lavisuialisation

Les besoins recensis ont conduit A imaginer tine visualisation d'une nature otiginale
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Les quatre fonictions AOT, FISTO, ACS, AES peuvcni s'aiculer autour d'une visualisation unique au profit des deux contr6leurs
organique et iactique, ou mietix sur deux. visualisations identiques placies respectivement A la vue ci 4i la pontec de chacun de ces deux
contreleurs.

Elle est de type analogique comme les 6crans radar mais A la diff~rence de ceux-ci, chaque point afficht (et N'4iquette qui 1wl est
attachde) ne porte pas sur un avion individuel mais reprisente toujours une paire dl'rvions en conflit potentiel. Cos conflits sont classks
en fonction du moment auquel uls interviendront si aucune mesure n'Etait pnise entre-temps.

Cctte visualisation se prdsenterait de la inanire suivante :
a) Sur un dcran rectangulaire horizontal est tracie une ltgne m~dtane horizontale ayant une ongine 0 et servant de gauche A droite

d'axe des temps.
b) Stir eet axe sont figur~s des points repr~sentant Ies oconflits d'avions deux A deuxr non encore r~soluso. Un avion impliqud dans

plusicurs conflits est repr~sentd par plusteurs points
c) L'Elongation de ces points sur l'axe des temps repr~sente la durde qui va s'6couler entre It moment actuel et It moment oi aurait

lieu It conflit effectif si aucune mesure de rdsolution n'Etast prise d'ici lb.
d) Chaque point est affectd d'une numniro, d'ordre ct est rclid A use Etiquette par us tiret de rappel permettant d'identifier l'dtiqueite

correspondante.
Sous des formes optimales A exp~rimenter (clitffres, couleurs, symbole, Epassseur de tiret, etc ), Ic point ei/ou l'itiqueite donnent

use indication du 4,poids* du conflut ct de son urgcnce (aui Sens dtfini ci-dessus).
t) Chaque Etiquette comprend l'indicatif des deux avions concem~s.

f) L'Ecran comprend trois parties :
- a pariecenurae usuis~e deIa mani~re ddcrte ci-dessus,
- tne pantic haute dans laquelle It calculateur trace Phistogramme de la sommation A chaque instant futur de la somme des taches
< pondirtesp par leur -poids)) respectif qui va d~couler de la gestios et de la rdsolution de tous les contbits en cours>,

-use panic basse servant de clavier d'entire tactile (oti autre) adaptd ?i chaque instant par It calculateur AlIa tfiche probable que It
contr~leur va 6tre amnri A effectuer

Par aileurs, l'ittquette de l'Eran Radar classique: comprendra, outre Ies donn~es actuelles. It rappel des numdros des conflits non
encore rdsolus dans lesquels est unpliqui l'avion consid&rE.

Fonctions de la visualisation
a) AOT: le soul examen de la visualisation pe.rmet au contr6leur de privoir sa charge future de travail, de prentice conscience en

temps opportun dic tout risque de saturation. de ses causes et des mesures A prendre.
b) FISTO . si It costr6leur W'est pas assez attentif A centaines dveniualit~s d'accumulation polentielle des tiches, ou ne s'est pas

montrt en mesure ti'optimiser sa charge future de travail, It calculateur :
-ddclenchera tine alerte A partir de cetains stuuls de I'histogramme des tAches futures;
-d~signera le (oti Ies conflits) qu'il estime appropriE de rfsoudre d~s maintenant. Cette d~signation s'effectuera par exemple en

faisant gflasher* It point reprdsentatif dut conflit sur I'Ecran d~crit ci-dessus (ainsi que Its pistes correspondantes sur l'icran
Radar).

On rappelle que Ia pr~sentation de ces suggestions n'umplique pas obligatoirensent use action du contr6leur (qut reste libre de sa
stratgic) mais constituera sans aueun doute pour lui use aide pr~cietise. Toutefois, lorsque Ie calculateur estimera que Ia situation
risque de se transformer en use situation dangereuse A terme, I'alente pourra se transformer en alarme et devenir imporative

Cc nouveau dispositif proposE West pas limiti aux quciques secondes qui prtcedent us conflit effectif comme dans It cas du illet
de sauvegarde Radar* mais s'dtend en us continuum A toute piriode prdcidant un conflit potentiel donnE. 11 constituera un outil
fondaimental du contr~lc proprement dit.

On notera aussi que cette extension de Ia notion de ufilet de sauvcgarde. permet de protdger Ie contr6leur contre toute faute dejugement grave et notamment contre tout oubli d'une situation conflictuelle prtcidemnient titectde, mass occultfe par 1'exicution
d'autrcs thches qui retiennent toute son attention.
c) ACS :Iorsque Ic contr~leur d~cide d'agir pour risoudre us conflit dornE, soit de sa propre initiative, soit parce qu'il reconnat It

bien-fondE d'une aloe ou d'une alarme FISTO, ii Itti suffira. de dissigner l'itiquette du conflit consid~rt.
Lc cUculateur fera alors apparaltre dans Ia panic basso tie la visualisation us choix de solutions par ordre de prf~rence, c'est-A-dire

que lea solutions seront class~es d'une nutmr d'autant plus prioritaire que leur misc en rmuvre lisse mieux la tiche globale moyenne
future du contraleur ou, en cas de besoin, minimise lea pointes futures d'accumulation de ces tiches.

Toutes les solutions raisonnables (changements oti limitations de niveau, changement de route, changement tie vitesselongitudinale ou verticale, Evitement Radar imm~diat oti diffiri, action sur us des avions oti stir l'autre ... ) peuvent 6tre affichdes;
certaines d'entrc elles devront cependant 6tre affectces d'un symbolle d'interdictton en raisos des nouveaux conflits qu'elles sont
susceptibles d'induire avec d'autres avions, ou du fait qu'elles sont tie nature A distabiliser l'organisation du tafic telle qu'elle a EtEprdcidemment privue. Pansti ces solutions pourra figurer, dts que cola scra techniquensent possible (mode S + FMS), Ia prise en
compte directe de calculateur Sol I calcislateur Air du guidage des avions.

St Ie contr6leur choisit l'Evitement Radar diffird, It calculateur surveillera la patre d'avtons considirdc et rappellera aui contrlcur
sous forme d'alan-se cc conflut non rdsolt, suffisamment h l'avance pour lut permeitre d'assurer en toute sdrtnitE l'6vitemrent Radar. Le
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contr6lcur est ainsi placd A l'abni de [a crainte d'oublier un des conflits Radar, au cas oii son attention et sea capacitis scraiut saturies
par l'eitdcution d'autres tfiches.

L'ordre de prdf~rence du classement, dc m~me que Its solutions ointerditesto peuvent tenir compte de la prisence d'avtons dvoluant
actuellement dans tin autre se'teur, c'est-i-dire que l'optimisation de l'ordonnancement et du choix des solutions couvre un domaine
plus vaste que celui auquel s'intdressent lts contrCleurs d'un secteur consid~rt.

C'est ainsi que, de proche en proche, la notion de secteur de contr~leo pourra peteire sa ngiditi! actuelle et que It processus de
segmentation croissante de l'espace, seule solution actuelle (aux rendements d'aillcurs dkcrissants) A l'augmentation de la capacit6 de
1'cspacc, pourra etre renversg ct, en tout cas, nuira de mains en mains A l'optimisation de l'utalisation globale de l'espacc.

d) AES :Lorsqu'un contr~leur ddcide d'agir sur tin conflit, d dtsposera ainsi d'un choix dc solutions 11 lut suffira de ddsigner du
daigt la solution sdlectionn~e (en principe, mats non obligatoirement celle qui est prdsentde la premitre par It calctlateur). Coe
action aura pour effet d'informer le calculateur du chotx du contrleur (et ccci est essentiel pour assurer la stabilit de tout Ic
processus automatique).

Mats cettc action tr~s simple pourrait avoir de surcroit pour cffct

*de faire envoyct ces; ordres par liaison automatique de dorndecs (quand It systtmc sera arrvE A cc stade de dtveloppement) puts
d'assurer. par la suite, plus ou momns complttement ct automatiquement, des manoruvres complexes par cotiplage du calculateur
sal et des FMS des avions;-,

-de faire cnvoyer Eventuellement Its ordrcs correspondants par votx artifictelle aux avions non dquipds dc liaisons coddes
automatiques;

-d'informcr automatiquement It systtme militaire associd des autorisations correspondantes, rmisolvant amnsi un probltme
lancinant et essentiel pour l'efficacitt de Ia coordination civile/militaire.

e) ACI I a visualisation peut enfin scrvir d'aide aux processus dc coordination intersecteurs et assurer leur msurvetllance-, A savoir

*qu'clle petit servtr dc support tntelligcnt A Ia coordination intersecteur en cc sens que toute prise de ddcision influant stir Ies
conditions de transfert intersecteur petit faire l'objet d'un message au secteur suivant (si Ie contr6leur suit Ies propositions du
calculateur, Ies cor~ditions de transfert qut ont EtC 6labordea par cc dcmnier de manitre idele quelles soteni acceptables par It
secteur suivant);

-qu'ellc peout servir de mllet de sauvegarde de coordnation>> en attirant l'attention du contr6leur stir tout avioit s'approchant des
limites du sc'tur et n'ayant pas encore fait l'objet d'une coordination avec It secteur suivant.

f) En conclusion, on voit que Ia visualtsation propos&e consitue A la fois tine aide directe au controlcur pour l'ordonnancemcni de ses
actions (dont il garde tine compltt malcrise) ainsi qu'unc protection efficace contre tout oubli oti distraction.
On peut esporer quc It potentiel de l'6quipc de contr6le sera largement acew par Ic ocalculateur cantr6leur vtrtuel automnatiquc'. (le

troisitmc homme fictif) A l'iage des pilotes; qui peuvent se concentrer stir lea tiches qu'ils sont les plus aptes A effectuer et garder
routes leurs potentialites A Icur optimum, lorsqu'ils sont ddchargds dec toutes; Ics tfiches de surveillance et d'exdcution, que lea pilotes
autamatiqucs (voire Ic FMS) peuvent cffcctucr sans lcur concours.

Cette visualisation serait aussi un instrument idial de coordination entre Ic contr6leur '.organiquc'. ci Ic contr6leur Radar -e
consutuc en cc sena une aiae pr~cicuse A Ia coordination intrasecteur.

Cettc visualisation serait aussi particuli~rement pr~cicuse aui moment dec Ia relitve d'unc iEquipe par tine autre lors des cliangements
de quart. elle synthitise en effet A tout instant Ia vie actuelle ci future du secteur. Cciit dire l'elficdcitE qu'on eat en droit dWen espdrer
en situation normale, et l'dtat de d~tente des contr~leurs qu'on peut en cscampter- ceux-ci scrant non seulement assistds dana
l'ordonnancement de leurs thehes, mais pourront se consacrer sans appr~hension A Ia canduite d'une seule tiche A Ia fois (natamnment
Ia conduite d'un ivitement Radar) sans itre agresas,. d'une mant~r permarnente ci latente, par Ia erainte d'oublier un autrc conflit oti
d'avoir laissd sc ddvelapper tine situation qw pourrait devenir durnicile A mraiser par Ia suite.

LA DIFFICULTE CONCFPTUELLE

On peut se demander dana quelle mesure cc projet, dont Its ligncs direcmrces ant itiC dicrites ci-dessus, pourrait se rdvdler de
nature A permettre tie surmonter Ia difficultiS conceptuelle fondamentale qui s'opposc aui franchiasement dut w.mur de Ia capaciti.

Le ealculateur ne petit tenir lea visualisations A jour ci ne petit proposer et classer lts solutions que s'il eat tent: informt de toutes Ies
d~cisions cifectivement retenucs de proche en proehe par les contr6leurs.

Mais il dait aussi pouvoir faire des hypotheses rdalistcs sur Its d~cisions quc It contr6leur sera ament A prendre dana Ie futur. Pour
pouvair r~duire It champ dut probable vaire du possible, Ie calculateur devra. lui-m~me connaitre Its mr~glcs de l'art'. du contr6le (lea
contr~lcurs ne ddcident pas n'importe quail).

A cette fin, il faudra programmer It calculateur A I'image do I'expcrtise des conir6leurs ct done expliciter aui prdalable avec l'aide
des cantr~leurs eux-manmes, l'enscmble complexe des r~gles qu'ils appliquent dana chacune des multiples situations qui rinsquent de se
pr~senter, ci des poids d'angoisse qu'ils antribuent A I'apprdhension des tfiebes k venir.

HI y a taut lieu tie penser que It ti~veloppement tie ces oprogrammea experts*. soit possible, mais on sail dEjA qu'ils comprentiront
tin nombre considfrable de cas ct tie 'rfglesto (plusieurs milliers) ct qu'ils ne pourront etre rpcrfcctiarnds que par un long processus
auquel lea contr6leurs daivent 6tre intimement associds.

LUa techniques dutes tie I'intelligence artificielle et lea mdthodes modemnes d'cxplicitation des rfgles que les controleurs appliquent
sans en avair tine conscience explicite, auvrent des voics trts encourageanteb camme It mantrent en particulier lea premiers rdstiltata
des travaux tic Leroux A I'ENAC.
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LE PASSAGE DU MUR DE LA CAPACITC: LES BOUCLES VERTUFIUSES

Plus et micux le calculateur influencera Ies choix des contn~leurs, plits It vchamp de l'incertain- pourra etro rdduit (l'expkrience
scule pourra mrontrer daus quelle mesure Ies choix pitfirenticlb du calcuiatcur seron. cftecctivement recenus par Ies contr6llours) et, on
cons~quence, plus Iea choix proposds seront rtalistes et plus l'r systi~m c sera stable. rits Ies contrileurs estimvnt pouvoir se laisser
influencer par le calculateur, ineilleure sera l'efficacjtE du calculateur et plus granti la satifaction des controileurs.

Le projet rectle ainsi des 4boucles vcrtueuscs* qui dcvraient facilter son introduction et perniwte sa montce Lfl puissance, tout
accroissement d'efficacitd Elimentaire accrot It service rendii, qlut lui-meme tend A son tour A accroittre la, faisabili t ciYefficacit6 du
projet dass son ensemble.

11 en est de m~me de l'cnformation, du calcuatcur des dicisions effectivemcnt retenues par Its contr6leurs: Ies contribleurs auront
intiret I faire connaitre leurs dicisions au calculateur pour rcndre celui-ci plus efficace dans 1'ensemble dc services qu'd l w rend.
Cest ainsi que. plus le calculateu. scra efficace dans l'Elaboration de choix, plus il y a de chasnce quc ces choix soient suivis piar It
contrbleur.

Or l'entr~c dans Ie calculateur de la solution chotsie est conque pour sc faire d'une manitre partculi~rreincnt aisec pou. Its
contr~leurs, leur contribution se barns it A la d~signation de la solution retenue panni Its choix propos~s. Lorsqu'ils estimeront
pouvoir sinsi informer le calculateur de leurs d~cisions. Its contr6leurs scrost largement gratifis

a) amidlioration de la pertinence des solutions proposkes par le calculateor,

b) suivi aucxnatiquc des autorisations de contr6le,

c) surveillance automatiquc des conflits, alertes ct alarmes FISTO.

d) coordiation automatique intra- ot inter-secteurs,

in uformation des militaires, etc.

11 existe donc: dans le sysl~me plusieurs; oboucles vertucuses> qut devrasent faciliter son introduction ot son amilioration de manitre
itirative et qui feront que -

-plus Its contr6leurs se serviront du syst~me, plus ils seront directement gratifi~s, donc: plus Ie systtme sera efficace pour les
contribleurs,

*plus It systtme sera efficace pour Its contr6leurs, plus tls s'en serviront.

La boucle a des chances de se boucler I Tel est Ie pan du projet.

II convient de noter que, si It processus d'anslyse de Ia situation par Ic calculateur est 44 !'image* de celle qu'effectue It
contribleur, It calculateur disposera, dc moyens plus puissasts que ceux du contr6leur pour Ies traiter exhaustivement, sinsi c~ue sur use
zone dipassant celle d'un seul secteur individuel.

De son c~tE, Ia osurveillanceo de Ia situation et sotarment des conflits non encore rtsolus constitue un processus purement logico-
mathimatique exempt du flou hecuristique des processus de dicision.

UN PROJET MOBILISATEUR POUR LES ANN9ES 90

Ce projet constitue It prolongernent pratique des objectifs et de la theoric esquissds dans l'annexe 7 du rapport des Sages (7). 11 ne
devr.ut pas rencontrer d'obsiscles majeurs de nature psychologique ou sociale.

Si son processus ittratif tesait ses promesses, il constituerait une yoie possible d'augmentation de Ia capacitt de l'espace (dont on
sait qu'elle est essentrellement limitde per l'accumulation des t~ches plutbt que par Ic masque d'espsce proprement dit), de diminution
des stress des costribleurs et cerrilativement d'augmentation de la s~curit6 globole

11 prisente le mdrite de permeitre de se greffer sur It systtme actuel et notamnment son logiciel ci ses sorties (strip papier ou
cathodique, visualisation Rsd;,r ct digitatron). 11 pourrait bdsificier cependant du remodelag- dc la position de contrible par des
visualisations plus intelligentes (cf. PHIDIAS par exemple).

II ne ndcessite pas imp~rativement de liaisons de donndes automnatiques air/sol pour son introduction;- il se jusifie en Iut-meme,
mais Ie projet une fois implanti, permentrait de firer tout Ie profit de cette novation technologique, notanmecnt le couplage sutomnatique
aux FMS.

Cependant, ce projet, malgrE son trts grand ddpouillennent et sa simplicitd apparesre (notamnment en cc qui concerne l'addrtion de la
seule nouvalIle visualisation), exige us logiciel aussi important ct complexe qu'un logiciel qui assurersit Ie contr6le entitrement
automatique.

11 suppose de surrott non seulement use connaissance des t~ches de contr~Ie dans leur aspect tionque, mais encore une expertise I
*approfondie des rfgles de P'art et du comportement effectif des contr6leurs face A toutes Ies situations Eldmentaires, (et aux

combinaisons de situations) susceptibles de se prisenter; Ies programmes experts A diveloppcr touchent nota.ment i l'ivaluation des
4(poids* des diffirtnts types de conflits; et des solutions envisageables.

Un tel projet Sc pout donc aboutir que sous forme de proje, mettant en oeuvre toutes Ies composantes du contr~le :ingtnieurs,
costr6leurs, Electroniciens ; en, cc sens I] eat rnobilisateur et g~cvreteur de cohdrence et, on 1'espore, d'esthousiasme wsemne. 11 devwait

* ~ ,oc conduli comn us .grand projt,

Ak1
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LA rtpartuon des tfiches Eldnzntaires doit cependant ete suffisamment souple pour ne pas neutraltser la criauivitt essentielle i la
maitrise d'un domaine encore largement domind par l'incertain.

BI va de soi, comme 1'exp~riencc pass~e I'a toujours confirnd, quo les 6tudes experts qui seront mendes dans le cadre do cc projet
pr~stnteront un intdret consid~rable pour bitir parlk1ement un instrument d'enseignement programmEd (notamment d'enseignement dc
l'otdonnancement des tiches et d'Elaboration et de choix do solutions), instrument qui devrait permettre des progri' s substantiels dans
Ies durdes et lea qualit~s de l'enseignement ainsi que dans I'adaptatioi des contr6leurs aussi bien au systtme actuel qu'au nouveau
syst~mc. Le contibleurs seraient aiinsi instruits sur les memoes bases que colles qui pirtsideront h I'Elaboration du systimo do l'aventr.

L. formation ea lea tudes pour 1, diveloppernent du syst me irtient de pair et se valoriseralent mutuelemnt L'untfication I tcrtne
du systtme turop~en y trouverait son compte. On peut esp~rer que los Etudes et recherches fddrdes par Eurocontrol et par la CEE et
qui se diveloppent d'une manihse tits satisfaisante au sein des Etats europdens, diboucheront en temps opportun sur la conception du
systame commun du dibut du sibcle prochain.

L'auteur souhaite que Its analyses qui pr~cedent puissent apporter leur contribution I la dtfinition d'un fit conducteur commun k
ces travaux et que sea propositions puissent ete considdrdes comme une des formnes possibles do leur aboutissement.

De son c6tt, l'Ecole nationale de I'aviation ciyile (ENAC) a dji requ un contrat du Centre d'Etude de Ia navigation adrienne
franoas (CENA) pour ddvelopper sous formic do maquettes probatoires certains Wlments essentiels de cc projer.

La thche sera longue et ardue, mais les enjeux sont easentiels.

NOTES

(I) Cf. vPour unt politique europ~enne du transport adneno. J. Villiers in ITA Magazine n' 56 et 57.

(2) Voir .L'intelligence artiiielle dans le contr6le de la circulation atrnenneo. J1. Villhers in fl'A Magazine nt" 43, maijjusn 1987.
(3) Ce n~ologisme un peu scabreux ivoquc les chameaux dont on dit qu'ils ne seraient qu'une version de cheval... conque par un

Comitd 1

(4) Pour la notion de vfiltreso successifs, voir vLa Mithode des filtres*, J. Villiers in Revue do 1'lnstitut de Navigation, n' 61, tcr
trumestre 1968.

(5) 11 va de sot que leolhbrc arbitre* du calculateur ne rdsulte que de celut du concepteurde son logiciel.

(1) af. LA mdthode des filtres* in Revue de lI'nstitut dec Navigation, n* 61 (1968), ddji cit~e.

(2) Rapport do la cCommission de r~flexion sur Ic service public de la navigation a~ncnne , janvier 1985.
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The Pilot's Associate program has provided a se.-ies of technology demonstrations of the po-
tennal of integrating intelligent systems and artificial intelligence technology into modern avion.
ics systems. The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency and the United States Air Force
have provided funding and program management to determine the potential increases in mission
effectiveness from such a system The Pilot's Associate effort pursued by Lockheed and its part-
ners has produced not only prototypes for advancea systems, but also new insights into the na-
ture of the systems themselves as well as new approaches for quickly producing software for
thesesystems The rapid prototyping methods that have been utilized have also provided the ul-
timate consumers - the pilots - with significant 2zvareness of the operation of the Pilot's
Associate, and with many opportunities to improve the requirements for such a system. This
paper describes the evolution of Lockheed's Pilot's Associate System approach leading to the
current system configuration Also described are some lessons learned from managing a large
software development team assembled to produce an unprecedented system

Introduction

A steadily increasing emphasis on the military pilot's role as tactician is a consistent theme
in the evolution of Western tactical aviation. This challenging role for these human combatants
is being made even more difficult by extensioos i the range and sea:-i volume of on-board
sensors coupled with dramatically enhanced weapons aid aircraft performance. The new aircraft
system capabilities have provided indiidual pos with the means and attendant responsibility to
exercise effective control and pursue important tactica! goals across a large portion of any
potential aenal battlefield Yet these same advances n weapons system capabilties, matched to
some degree by improvements in air and ground based enemy systems, create extraordinary
demands on the skills of aircraft pilots as tacticians and threaten to overwhelm aircrews in the
future.

The problem of coping with these demands on the pilot's powers of observation, planning
and decision making, frequently summarized in the catchphrase "situaion awareness", has longbeen recognized by the operaonal communly as a central i n assuring combat effective-
ness. Yet the essental nature of this complex, context-dependent queston has confounded ef-
forts to complete a satsfactory analysis of the p b m. Some early efforts to resolve the prob-

lem with avionic systems, displays and software and hardware enhancements to sensors have re-
suited in only marginal improvements, or may have actually worsened the situation. In 1986, the
U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) initiated the Pilot's Associate pro-
gram to investigate an artificial intelligence approach to the comprehensive problem 1 3.

A Description of the DARPA Pilot's Associate Program

The Pilot's Associate program is one of several technology application efforts in DARPA's

Strategic Computing Program. The technical goal of the Strategic Computing Program is the de-velopment of advanced computing technology including itelhgent systems,.new processor ar-

chitectures and speech and vision capabilities, to address critical military problems. The Pilot'sAssociate program was created to apply the technologies of real-tine, cooperating knowledge-
based systems for exploring the potential of artificial intellgence to improve missn effective-
nesst and survivability of advanced figh:r aircraft. 1'3

The Pilot's Associate program is planned as a five-year, two phase effort, admisered for
DARPA by the Unit tate s Air Force Wright Research and Development Center (WRDC).
Following a pre-contract feasibility phase and demonstration (Demo I) with numerous

contractors, the first three-year contracted program phase called for two non-real-timedemonstrations (Demo 2 and Demo 3) of a limited functionality Pilot's Associate system n ao
laboratory development environment. The second two-year phase will cuminatin a system
evaluation and demonstraton (Demo 4) of a full-function, multi-mission Pilot's Associate in a

real-time full misson simulation environment. Two independent development teams, being lead
by Lockheed Aeronautical Systems Company and McDonnell Aircraft Company, have ap-proached the implementaton of the Pilot's Associate from different directionSo2 This paper

describes the experience of the Lockheed team.
In Mart h 1, a on -hd .. ndc aa r it es, o fd lDem 2a ofa protoye Pilot's

Associate that met or exceeded expctations for the system at that stage of development. T nesystem at that time was narrowly focused onn a inr-to-air mission scenario; it ran at approximate-

ly six times real-time (a thirty minute mission was completed in roughly three actual hours of
simlator tite). This demonstration, viewed by over 200 pilots, scientsts and engineers, was
hosted in a laboratory cockpit simulation driven by one VAX and six Symbolics computero. It
featured a real-time replay of a simulated two-ship air intercept mission against an enemy fore
of fighters and bombers, and a live laboratory run of the sae wmission to allw iteracton and
"what if.." speculations and system responses. Among other results, the demonstration con-
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firmed the feasibility of producing cooperating knowledge-based av:onic systems, and indicated
that such systems can be engineered to run in real-time, and illustrated the operational utility of a
Pilot's Associate.

1

The second major demonstration of the first phase, Demo 3, was held in November 1989. It
featured an enhanced prototype version of the Pilot's Associate performing in a new and more
demanding "force protection-escort" mission, and a prototype version of the complementary
Mission Support Tool for pre-mission planning. Demo 3, which was similar in format to Demo
2, demonstrated a maturing intelligent system with enhanced functionality. This faster prototype
Pilot's Associate ran at approximately three times real-time and continued to foreshadow signfi-
cant operational value for the eventual airborne system. The success of this demonstration mou-
vated continued funding and support for the second phase of the program which is currently in
progress. Pha.e two will result in a more robust, real-time prototype Pilot's Associate in early
1992. It includes a major demonstration, Demo 4, at the end of the phase, and an operational
evaluation of the system in a full mission simulation facility by a cadre of current tactical pilots.

DEMO 4
Real-Time

Man-In-The-
DEMO 3 Loop,

Near Real-Time Full Mision
Broader Simulation

DEMO 2 Functionaity Avionics-LikeNon-Real-Time Expanded, Hardware
D Cooperating Expert Dynamic Scenario Multiple MissionD Systems Related ScenanosFeasibility Study & Llm.ed Scenaro Demonstrations

Demnsatn 'uNrronalice' I
"

naJaI

99

i198sl 1986 1987 1988 1988 1989 1990

Phase 0 Phase 1 Phase 2

Team Members
Lockheed Lockheed
General Electric ISX
Teknowledge Federal Systems Search Technology
Search Technology Greystone
DSA (T'ian) Simllex-Tekowledge
3od ear (Loral)

Figure 1: The Pilot's Associate Program

Lockheed's Pilot Associate

To date, the principal effort l'as been focused on the design and development of a series of
evolving software prototype€ of tl.e Pilot's Associate which could eventually lead to a fieldable
avionics system. In phase one, development was accomplished in a variety of LISP environ-
ments on Symbolics machines. In the curren, phase, the system is being developed in C++ and
will run on specialized, advanced "avionics-like" hardwa=.

Lockheed has divided the Pilot's Associate system into five subsystems that roughly corre-
spond to a top-level functional partitioning of the tactical air combat domain. This somewhat ar-
itrary but pragmatic division of responsibilities resulted in a loosely-coupled heterogeneous sys-

tem in which each subsytem was distinctly implemented according to an approach considered
appropriate to the particular subdomain.

A key aspect of this configuration is the adoption by the Lockheed team of a common plan-
ning language known as the Plan and Goal Dictionary. This language, which originated as a di-
rected graph used in system design, ailows the rapid promulgation of plann information, often
n different formats, to multiple subsystems. Initially, a sixth subsystem, called the Mission
Manager, existed to provide a global blackboard as a central repository for active plans and
goals. As the Pilot's Associate matred, these Itmctins wer' decentralized into the various sub-systems and eventually, the mission manager subsystem disappeared entirely.

The five remaining subsystems are: the Pilot-Vehicle Interface, Situation Assessment,
;, Systems Status, Tactics Planner, and Mission Plxaner. Two of the subsystems, Situation

Assessment and Systems Status, fall into the functional category of "assessment", and two oth-

ers, Tactics Planner, -and Mission Planner may bhe categorized as "planning" while the fifth,
Pilot-Vehicle Interface provides the human-centered focus necessary to support the pilot's deci-
sion-making requirements through an intelligent, intuitive interface.

Figure 2 illustrates this allocation of functions. The figure sho.,q data coming to the system
in the fort, of briefed information about the mission, threats and platrned tactics, sensor data, air-
craft state and status data, and inputs from the pilot's control devices. the output includes com-

7 UM1P
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mand and display control data to aircraft systems and information to be exported to cooperative
platforms. The Pilot's Associate is designed to both filter the flow of this data to display only
data relevant to the current mission, or required by the pilot, and, to add value to the data. The
system function, then, is to reason about and report what the data means with respect to the mis-
sion plan, and to suggest and specialize response plans for situations as they arise.

~Planners

Tactics Mission

Pilot Vehicle Interface
a Data i Data DisplayCotl

Mins ~ln Tactica Plas-SPI

o&N 0j
Figure 2: Pilot's Associate Concept

Provided below are bnef descriptions of the five major subsystems of the Lockheed team's
Pilot's Associate.

Pilot-Vehicle Interface

This subsystem is responsible for explicit and implicit communication with the pilot and in-
terface to the cockpit. The design integrates interface management, an adaptive aider and an
error monitor to accomplish both assessment and planning functions It evaluates pilot activities
and mission events in order to interpret and "understand" the pilot's actions. The subsystem then
responds by configuring displays and control devices, evaluating workload and performance, de-
tecting errors, and adaptively aiding the pilot in the executton of his tasks to optimize his situa-
tion awareness and allow him to focus his attention on important or critical events Finally, the
system provides a display that meets the expectations of the pilot in specific situations and that is
sensitive to his personal preferences and techniques.

Pilot intent determination is an essential function of the Pilot-Vehicle Interface subsystem.
By monitoring pilot actions as well as the mission context, the system is able to compare pilot
actions or specific commands to a model of the pilot's plans and goals The subsystem can then
determine, without tedious or distracting explicit input, the intentions of the pilot that will guide
the behavior of the remainder of the Pilot's Associate subsystems.

This subsystem monitors and analyzes onboard systems to determine the current aircraft
state and to evaluate current system capabilities. Any detected malfunctions anywhere in the air-
craft are evaluated to determine the degree of degradation of the overall system capability and
assess the impact of the degradation with respect to current and proposed mission plans. Where
possible, the system generates remedial plans and coordinates them with plan generators in other
subsystems. All Pilot's Associate functions are sensitive to and focused by the current mission
state. Thus, for example, a minor malfunction in a redundant system will not command inappro-
priate resources in the heat of battle, but, plans that require the use of some degraded system at a
later time in the mission will be constrained, adjusted or not proposed.

Situation Assessment

The Situation Assessment subsystem monitors events external to the aircraft to provide com-
bat situation analysis. It combines stored mission data with data from the sensor suite and coop-
erative sources to provide context-sensitive information to the pilot and mission state information
to other subsystems. For example, the target value can be assessed with respect to both mission
objectives and ownship status. Also, threat data are assessed based on "inferred" lethality and
intent and projected or planned ownship activities.

The Situation Assessment subsystem combines a need to react to unexpected objects and
events with the query-driven tunction of interrogating the external space with respect to current
or proposed plans, and in response to pilot requests. This requires that the subsystem not only
reason about the situation in a data-driven way, but that it is also capable of focusing its attentionAon the data that are relevant to the current tactical plans. The Situation Assessment function in-cludes methods for reasoning with uncertainty, allowing preliminary conclusions to be drawn
based on imperfect or suspect uata, and then be confirmed as contributing data is available and
inferences become more certain.

~A
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The Mission Planner creates and maintains a takeoff-to-landing mission profile, including
routes, resources, and time constraints, which establishes the context for all Pilot's Associate rea-
soning. Beginning with a start and end point, and available fuel and other resources, it generates
a flight profile, including route, that trades mission performance and exposure to known threats
with consumption of resources. The resulting space-time description of the route, including pro-
jected threat exposure and expected consumption budgets, is then posted for other subsystems to
reason about. The Mission Planner also functions as a higher level planning resource for the
Tactics Planner, providing minimum risk trajectories to support both offensive and defesive tac-
tical plans.

Tactics Planner

The Tactics Planner subsystem reasons about threats and targets for attack or evasion, and
tasks the Situation Assessment subsystem to monitor certain high interest target data tracks. The
Tactics Planner does not invent tactics. It recommends tactics suitable to the actual situation, but
which are selected from the pilot's own pre-briefed tactics or or from a library of stored tactics
The selected tactic is then customized to the geometry and timing of the existing situation.
Approved tactics ae monitored and adjusted, or repealed and replaced, in response to enemy
counter-moves.

The Tactics Planner maintains a set of viable response plans to sitations that unfold as the
mission progresses. It is based on a skeletal planning scheme in which a hierarchy of plan ele-
ments is maintained. Each plan element carries its own knowledge base of when it should be in-
voked, how it is specialized, what other plan elements are related, what actions that are necessary
for execution, and the conditions for failure or completion. This data structure permits the sys-
tem to support both sequential and simultaneous plans, and allows for multiple plans to be con-
sidered and maintained as ready options until the mission situation dictates the selection of an
exclusive option. The heirarchial sructure permits the invocation of general plans even before
precise details of the situation are known. Moreover, the distributed knowledge base allows a
plan to be modified piecewise--at the plan element level--without destroying the larger structure
of the plan The Tactics Planner also includes a set of reflexive responses to urgent situations to
support rapid response to previously undetected threats

Lockheed's Program Approach

From the outset, it was recognized that, the engineering methodology used to develop the
Pilot's Associate could be as important as the resulting system. No similar large-scale real-tune
intelligent system development had previously been attempted, and the degree to which previous
experience with expert systems, coupled with conventional avionics software, would transfer to
the Pilot's Associate was unknown. The program presented sc'ne additional difficult challenges.
There was, for example, no sufficiently large concentration of experienced knowledge engineers
in Lockheed or any other aerospace company to accomplish the program. Also, the operational
domain of the 1995-era fighter aircraft system was itself largely conjectural, since neither the
host weapons system--an advanced fighter aircraft--nor its employment concept existed at that
time.

A number of aggressive and novel development techniques were adopted to cope with these
challenges and were flexibly applied as the program evolved. Over time, this collection of
techniques for developing intelligent systems has evolved into a systematic process. It is
generally accepted that much of the success of the program, certainly with resoect to the team's
achievement within cost and schedule, can be attributed to this resulting development method. It
is anticipated that the process will reach a degree of maturity in the current phase of the Pilot's
Associate that will allow its generalization and application to the full life cycle development of a
broad class of intelligent associate systems.

Struxtured Rapid Prototypina

A key aspect of the methodology is the use and function of rapid prototyping. Early design
analyses and knowledge engineering efforts indicated that the convantional "waterfall" software
development method, dependant on and flowing from a concise set of well-defined system
requirements, could probably be modified and augmented for the Pilot's Associate program. The
absence of any comparable precedent system suggested that it would be necessary to include
frequent evaluations in the form of system-level prototypes to assess progress and to keep the
program on track.

The very circumstances that recommend an intelligent avionics system seem to make it
impractical to analytically define a precise _et of requirements that specify the system in a
conventional manner. The chosen program approach was to describe an initial, relatively small,
set of hypothetical requirements and test and expand them with a series of prototype systems.
Results flowing from each prototype would then form the basis for a new set of requirements and
subsequent prototype. This general process had been successfully used in the development of
many experimental expert systems. To make it suitable for a larger scale engineering program, it
was necessary to st-crurc the prototype cycle, adding a defined set of top-level objectives and a
formal sequence of development activities, as depicted in Figure 3, to each planned three-month
cycle.

The structured rapid prototype cycle has proven to be an invaluable feature of the
development process. The incremental system prototypes have become much more than
progress checks and debugging testbeds, they represent the principal expression of the actual
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system concept. Thus, experience gained in the implementation of each prototype provides both
guidance and motivation for refinng and illustrating requirements and design for succeedingprototypes. ften, they have also illuminated significant new requirements or subtle

prqusites to existing ones. They serve as a primary vehicle for communicatin withi theteam and with outside observers. The prototypes also add to the knowledge engineering process,
serving as a springboard and focus for knowledge acquisition activities. Of particular interest is
the insight the prototypes provide to the domain experts of the potenttal employment of the
system and how such a capability would affect their actions.

'Requirements Design Performance l
__1'Definition Valdiation ' ' -  Evaluation - -0

Prototype Prototype Prototype
3 Months --- 1

E N January I Februarv I March i

Interface Definition
Subsystem Stand-alone
Design and Development

Integration

EvaluationI

Figure 3: Typical Rapid Prototype Cycle

Two Advisory Boards were formed to provide objective advice and support from distinct
perspectives. The Technical Advisory Board is compnsed of seven consultants with national
reputations in various aspects of Artificial Intelligence systems development. This toard
reviews, at one subsystem per quarter year, each major element of the Pilot's Associate system.
By this process of "defending the program thesis" on a regular basis, the program managers were
able to minimize technical risk, exploit opportunities in parallel research and identify potential
problems before they become significant.

The Operational Task Force is compnsed of former operational experts (both USAF and US
Navy fighter pilots) with recent experience, now in industry, who review the operational aspects
of the program. This group serves as a liaison with the operational community and ensures that
their expressed concems are appropriately addressed. It also serves to focus knowledge acquisi-
tion activities and acts as a forum for resolving differences of opinion among experts and
developing a coherent body of expert knowledge for inclusion in the Pilot's Associate

From a program management perspective, the advisory boards have been helpful in finding a
useful balance between immediate development concerns and the long term view of the program
leading to transition of the technology into mission aircraft.

Distibuted Team Concept

Recognizing that there was not sufficient technical ability in the emerging firid of artificial
intelligence within even a large aerospace corporation like Lockheed, a relatively large team of
engineers was assembled from several companies located throughout the United States. By dis-
tributing technical leadership and responsibility for subsystem design and development across all
the participants, Lockheed has fostered a cohesive, goal-oriented team. In several cases, a
company leads development in one subsystem and supports work in others. This arrangement
promotes both enthusiastic "ownership" of the work and accountability among the team
members and stimulates technology sharing and cooperation. In general, the quarterly prototype
integration sessions have provided an adequate forum for personal interactions among the
engirseers and government program participants. Other communications have been managed
largely by electronic mail (Arpanet and a Lockheed dedicated computer network) and
conventional telephones.

Evolution of "Intelligent System" and "Associate System" Concepts

An important early product of the of the Pilot's Associate Program was a more refined view
of the nature of intelligent avionics systems in general, and of aircrew associate systems in par-
ticular. This maturing view has greatly influenced both our understanding of the potential appli-
cation and value of such systems, and the process by which we develop them.

Si2nificant Charactrristics of Intelligen Awonics Systems

Intelligent avionics systems are distinguished from expert systems, or aggregations of expert
systems by several important characteristics. The first, and perhaps most dramatic difference, is
the scope of the application domain. Expert systems typically focus on specific problems or sets
of related problems within a single well-bounded, narrowly defined domain. Intelligent avionics
systems, conversely, are developed to cope with a wide range of dynamic (in space and time)
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problems, general in nature and later specified by actual mission context, that span the complete
operational domain of the intended user. This broader application necessarily emphasizes do-
main-specific problem solving techniques and strategic knowledge. It forces engineers at every
level, from design to systems implementation, to comprehend and capture significant aspects of
underlying domain theory and to produce a flexible, adaptable product capable of coping with a
myriad of novel situations not explicitly considered in the development process.

A second significant distinction between expert systems and intelligent avionics systems lies
in the operating environment and, in particular, in the manner in which mission data are acquired
by the system. Expert systems are often "consulting" systems, typically designed to operate in a
relatively benign environment. Operating knowledge is derived through a dialogue with the user
that depends exclusively on his ability to acquire and to some degree, interpret information about
the problem. Intelligent avionics systems are intended to operate in demanding performance en-
vironmants--fighter aircraft cockpits in combat conditions, for example--that may not present re-
hable opportunities for such a dialogue, and that may render such a procedure infeasible.
Therefore, intelligent avionics systems must obtain much of their operating data directly from a
sensor suite, that may include the full set of external and internal sensors aboard the host plat-
form, without human intervention or interprtation. The Pilot's Associate, for example, incorpo-
rates knowledge and strategies for obtaining required information, as well as the ability to con-
trol sensors and an awareness of the consequences of those actions. Intelligent avionics systems
must also incorporate the means for clear, unambiguous and reliable communication with the
human operator in environments that obviate more traditional single channel input/output devic-
es. This important feature of intelligent avionics systems plays a large role in reducing operator
workload and in producing a speedy, efficient man-machine interface

Additionally, the demanding operational environment implies a robust system that functions
dependably with incomplete, noisy or even false data. It adds requirements for a system that canoperate on rugged host processors and that can be used to advantage by average or even entry-
level operators. Considerable care is required in the development of the user interface and in the
inclusion of internal "sanity checks" to accommodate the typical errors of novice users

Finally, intelligent avionics systems are distinguished from expert systems in their degree of
interaction with other electronic or mechanical systems Conventional expert systems are often
stand-alone systems. Intelligent avionics systems are conceived as an element of a larger, inte-
grated electronic system. And as such, a primary role of an intelligent system is to provide func-
tional integration of various electronic systems in order to bring the fullest capability of the totalsystem to bear on particular problems, in the context of actual circumstances. That capability is
pnncipally denved from the particular ability of intelligent avionics systems to be aware of the
actual situation and to understand and reason about objectives

Signifieant Characteristics of Associate Awrucs Systems

In a similar manner, our view of a' sociate avionics systems, as a particular class of
intelligent avionics systems, has eo! ed considerabl:. Initially, an associate system was seen as
an essentially self-contained, independent system that performed a well-defined set of operations
in response to specific requests to support a particular set of human activities.

We discovered that this, seemingly reasonable, perspective of the system was inconsistent with
some important realities of human nature and the operational environment. In particular, two sa-
lient operational requirements forced a revision of our view of the Pilot's Associate and, conse-
quently, of associate systems in general.

Formal i

Questions Tas olk d

Figure 4-Impersonal, Unsympathetic Model Associate System

The first environment, shown schematically in figure 4, resulted fron; '.. tactical require-
ment to devise a system that would function and produce results in a fashion that would be pre-dictable to the associate human (i.e., the pilot), but unpredctable to his adversary. We quicly
realized that the system must consistently furnish the pilot with results that are believed to be
"laonable' (i.e. that are predictable so the pilot) or they would be ig-nored.:. At the sa.me time., tis cicly important that those results do not force a stereotyped set of predictable actions thatyield substatial advantages to opponents.

The second Oerational environment, shown in figure 5, flows from the exigencies of the
performance requirement which demand an extremely efficient and precise human interface, one

• ,- . .- ,5 .
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that frequently depends on implicit communication. Often decisions must be made and actions
taken in time periods too short for a two-way exchange of information. In other situations, phys-
ical or tactical constraints impede verbal or manual communication. In these cases, critical com-
munications are embedded in overt pilot afdtons or his lack of action. Typically, correct interpre-
tation of such actions by an associate system depends on the understanding of an established plan
for these circumstances.

Consider, for example, the situation of a fighter pilot in an hypothetical future conflict,
equipped with weapons effective at ranges greater than thirty nautical miles, and a multi-spectral
sensor suite effective at perhaps twice those ranges, confronting a similarly equipped opponent.
Given the large detection volume of such sensors, and the projected density of air traffic in future
conflicts, it seems likely that the pilot will frequently encounter situations in which the number
of possible threats or targets within or nearing critical range exceed the number of air-air missiles
on board (and probably the combined total of weapons in a tactical element). The pilot will then
be required, in a very short time, to make a series of decisions that balance mission objectives
and risk to the group and himself, that consider complex rules of engagement, resources and fu-
ture engagements, and that frequently depend on subtle tactical clues and fine detail. When the
situation is further complicated by even simple enemy tactical maneuvers and countermeasures,
the decision process quickly reaches a level that may require decision-aiding systems for the
pilot. The crucial quality of such assistance in a given situation, whether provided by a human
crew member or an electronic system, is the correct anticipation of the pilot's needs that result%
in the timely provision of the "right" information or initiation of some particular action to sup-
port the pilot's planned response to the situation In these cases, "right" is highly individualistic.
Some pilot's focus on some specific data, others rely on an awareness of the whole situation;
some pilots are bold and aggressive; others cautious and cunning. A "standard, set of informa-
tion or actions that forces the pilot to adapt his concept of action to some other view of the situc-
ton is distracting at best and frequently detrimental Even worse is a process that mechanically
results in the same response to every situation and may provide a substantial tactical advantage
to the enemy

A highly personalized tactical system, that incorporates the pilot's personal plans and re-
sponses to a variety of anticipated situations, and that can further specialize them according to
the pilot's own rules for specialization, offers a solution to the dual problems of providing an ef-
ficient interface and tactical variation. This is shown in figure 5. The current implementation of
this concept for the Lockheed team's Pilot's Associate is realized by means of a ground-based
"Mission Support Tool" that allows the pilot to customize selected parameters of the airborne
Pilot's Associate to his personal preferences, and to incorporate his own plan for the current mis-
sion. Thus, the pilot maintains the responsibility for planning the mission and selecting or derv-
ing the primary, secondary and contingency tactics for a number of expected situations. The
Pilot's Associate is configured as an instrument to support the precise execution of those plans,
when they are appropriate, or to select a tactic from the pilot's own stored library of tactics when
the pre-selected briefed tactics are unsuitable. In the heat of combat, the pilot will not bo' forced
to try to make sense of some novel scheme invented by a machine; insteac he will only be pre-
sented with precise speciatzations of plans, appropriate to the actual situation, that he analyzed,
selected and briefed with his wingmen for the mission.

Ant~ImliaedNed

Information & Actions Model Model
Information

Actions

Figure 5: Personal, Aggressive Support System Model

The feasibility of this concept, which is strongly endorsed by the team domain experts and our
Operational Task Force, was illustrated with the Tactics Planner subsystem in the most recent
formal system demonstration in November on 198Q In that case, the engagement tactics for the
demonstration mission were developed on an early prototype Mission Support Tool and subse-
quently loaded into the Pilot's Associate for successful use in the demonstration.

Summary

The Pilot's Associate effort pursued by the Lockheed development team has produced not
onlY potuypes of inteligent avionics systems, but also new insignts into the nature of these
systems, and, new techniques for designing and developing software for these and similar
systems. The structured rapid prototyping methods that have been utilized have also provided
the ultimate consumers--tactical pilots--with significant awareness of the design concept and
operational value of the Pilot's Associate, and with many opportunities to improve the
requirements for such a system. It is believed that this fusion of operator input, through the
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knowledge engineering process, and intelligent systems technology will result in an avionics
system that will provide authentic situation awareness of all factors relevant to the assigned
mission and provide dramatic improvements in mission effectiveness and aircraft survivability.
The fielded version of the Pilot's Associate will cventually allow access to, and flexible
employment of, every aircraft system, placing a floor, not a ceiling, on the pilot's performance,
providing him the crucial edge in future air combat.
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SC13 : UN SYSTEME A BASE DE CONNAISSANCES
D'AIDE A LINTERPRETATION D'IMAGES INFRAROUGES

A BORD D'UN VEHICULE

D. MORILLON, T. CONTER et M. DE CREMIERS,
SAGEM. Division Recherche en Au omatique
Centre d'Etudes de Pontoise - 95301 OSNY
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Cette communication fait suite aux travaux rdalis~s dans le cadre des march~s DRET
NO 85/400 et 87/433.

Rdsum6: Sur tous los v6hicules militaires, avions, dr6nes, bateaux, blind~s et
robots terrestres, limagerie infrarouge s'impose chaque jour de plus en
plus en raison de l'information suppl6mentaire qu'elle apporte de jour
comme de nuit, par tout temps et en toute discr6tion.
Un systbme d'aide A l'interpr~tatron de ce type d'images a tA 6tudA II
utilise notamment des connaissances de navigation, de perception en
infrarouge et de mise en oeuvre de traitement d'image pour faciliter
linterprdtation en permettant la prise en compte optimale des donn~es
prdsentes A bord : carte numrique du terrain, systbme de navigation
inertielle, informations mdt~orologiques. Ces travaux ont dt6 concr~tis~s
par la rdalisation d'une maquette en laboratoire.

Mots cles Systbme A Base de Connaissances, Interprdtation d'images,
Navigation Inertielle, Cartographie Numdrique, Infrarouge.

Abstract : Infrared sensors are becoming more and more essential on all military
vehicles : aircrafts, RPVs, boats, tanks and land robots, because of the
extra information they provide, day and night, in all weather conditions
and with absolute discretion.
This paper presents a system designed to help in the interpretation of
infrared images. It uses navigation, infrared sensing, and image
processing knowledge to make interpretation easier, allowing optimal use
of onboard data : digital maps, inertial navigation system, weather
information. This work has been validated on a lab prototype

Keywords Knowledge Based System, Image Interpretation, Inertial Navigation,
Digital Maps, Infrared.
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1. INTRODUCTION

L26ventail des systbmes optroniques en production ou en cours de d~veloppement
couvre les trois grands domaines :terre, air, mer. D'un point de vue op~rationnel, Sur
appareil pilat6, deux besoins au mains apparaissent avec l'utilisatian d'images
infrarouges :

-Aide A la lecture des images par ta fourniture au pilate d'une image avec incrustation,
par imagene de synthbse, des r~sultats de l'interprdtation,

-Aide ou automatisation du recalage par d~signation d'amer.

L'6tude pr~sent~e ici, qui a Mt cancr~tis~e par Ia r~alisation d'une maquette
laboratoire, a d~montr6 la faisabilit6 et l'int~rdt op~rationnel d'un systbme Ai base de
connaissances d'aide A l'interpr~tatian d'images infrarauges A bord d'un v~hicule. Cette
interpr~tation d'images infrarauges (8igm -1 2gm), se tait sur la base de trois types
d'informations:

-localisation et attitudes du v~hicule taurnies par un syst~me inertiel de navigation,
-informations g~ographiques (planim~trie et altim~tnie),
*informations sur les parambtres r~gissant le comportement thermique des 6l6ments

des sc~nes A interpr~ter.
En pratique, A bard d'un v~hicule militaire. I'interpr~tation d'images camporte deux
fonctions qui correspondent & deux problbmes assez diff~rents d'un point de vue
cognitif:

-Une foniction de Navigation, aoi Ion cherche A retrouver dans le paysaga les
6l6mants les plus caract~nstiques port~s sur [es cartes et que Ion pense visibles
compte tenu de [a position estirrie. Cette d~marche se caractirise par un processus
do raisonnement descendant et un domaine de connaissances bien d~limit6 (univers
restreint dans lequel les symboles A identifier sont en nombre limit6 et cannu)

*Une foniction d'Observatlon, aoi Ian analyse r'image amn d'y d~tecter des menaces
pauvant btre des 6l6ments annonc~s mains non localis~s (colonne de blind~s en
d~placement..), voire des 616ments totalement impr~vus (battene de DCA....). Cette
apprache conduit A un processus do raisonnement ascendant au, autrement dit, une
d~marche guid~e par les indices trouv~s dans l'image. L'univers des connaissances
A employer est ici largement auvert, du fait de la m~connaissance du type et du
nombre de symboles A rechercher

Dans cotte 6tude, Iattention a Wt focalisde sur le made Navigation et un cas d'6tudo a
6t0 utilisA, celul d'un avion d'armes volant A basse altitude.

2. STRUCTURE DU SYSTEME

Une caract~nstique fondamentala du prabl~me 4tudi est l'aspect trbs descendant des
processus, c'est-A-dire du raisonnoment de la carte vers limage salt encore du mod~le
vers las donn~es. Le terrain survol6 4tant en ettet cannu, le problbmo est de se situer
dans cet univers.
Amn de pr~senter larchitecture du systbme, prenons un exemple

0 A un Instant donn6, on salt que Pon so trouve at tn ondroit donnd et quo Ion
regard@ dans tine certaine direction ; quo pout-on volr ?'

Un module d'Extractlon de Carte Active a pour r6le de dresser la lisle des
616ments port~s sur Ia carte et visibles a priori campte tenu de la position at des
attitudes connues inertiellement. Pour ces 6l6ments visibles du paysage, que
naus nommerons ici Symboles, il d~termine une apparence g~om~trique a pnari
at une fen~tre de recherche dans limage.

L~ aL
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0 On volt un chdteau d'eau et une route, Ia que! des deux rechercher en
premier ?
Un module Navigation va d~cider de l'ordre dans lequel la recherche des
symbotes sera effectude. 11 applique pour cela des connaissances de Navigation
Ce module va Ogalemont devoir g6rer [a reconnaissance des diff~rents symboles
d'une me scbne ou d'un mime symbole A plusleurs instants successifs.

0 Pout-on en sevoir plus sur /e chdtoau d'eau ?
Un module de D6rlvatlon va prondre en compto tes conditions de vol et tout
particulibrement m~t~orologiques pour compt~ter le modble du symboleoen
introduisant une description radiom~triquo de cetui-ci Les connaissances
appliqu~os portent donc sur Ia perception en infrarougo A basse altitude.

0 Comment rechercher ce chdteau d'eau ?
Lors de Ia premikro phase doe lude, nous avions pens6 ddcnre les symboles en
tormos d'indices [ORE 88]. Les essais mends sur Ia prermibre maquotlo ont montr6
quo ce type do d~composition 6tait un pou trop ngide ot ne correspondait pas A
1'expertise de traitemont d'image. Cello-ci consisto plut6t A so ramener A une
description plus abstraite de l'objet, sur los 2 aspects g~om~tne et radiom~tne ot
choisir dynamiquement les traitemonts los plus adapt~s A partir de Ia donn~e de
cette seute description abstraito. 11 est d.:-c apparu une notion do tilibres de
traitemonts d'imago (contours, r~gions, morpho-math ... ) permettant de r~soudre
spdcifiquement cortainos classes de probibmes.
La recherche d'un symboto est donc rdalis~e par I'application de plusiours fili~res
successives sous le contr6lo dynamique d'un module Identification. Les
connaissances aprliqu~es A ce niveau sont stnictement du domaine de Ia vision

0 Comment mettre en oeuvre la fildre contours choisle par Ie module
Identification ?
Un module do Contr6le Vision ost chargi4 do d~composer Ia filibre rotenue en
op~ratours 616montaires, de los param~trer sit y a lieu, de los faire s'ex~cuter, do
contr6ler to r6suftat do tour application par des riiesuros. Los connaissances
appliqudes A co nivoau sont 6galement du domaine do Ia vision.

0 Entln, qul ye faire les opdratlons: sur i'lmage ?
Lin module d'Opdrateurs Vision va executer ces opdrations. 11 est bas6 sur uno
bibtiothbque g~n~rale do traitomonts dimage.

0 Dern/dre question :comment prendre en compte los rdsuitats de traltement
d'image ?
11 taut un m~canisme do remont~o des informations jusqu'au nivoau du module
Navigation. Los op~rateurs; do vision rotournont au contr~lo vision des 616ments
pormottant A colui-ci d'appr~cier 1'etficacit6 do tour application et d'avoir un
contr6le vdritablomont adaptatif. A Ia fin, le dernior opdrateur remonto un ou
plusiours indices quo to Contrdle Vision romonte diroctoment A 1Identification. Le
module Identification, A son tour, aprbs avoir activ6 une ou plusiours filikros,
remonto au module Navigation los localisations dans l'image corrospondlant A ces
symboles.

On romarquera sur Ia figure 2.1 los trois dtages du traitomont.
*Traitoments g~om~triques
*Contr~le intelligent do l'interprdtation :Los modules Navigation, OMrivation, et

Contr6le Vision ont commo point commun la programmation d~clarativo
*Traitemonts d'imago
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3. MODELISATION DE L'UNIVERS DINTERPRETATION

3.1. INTRODUCTION

L'univers d'interprdtation est Vensomblo des informations n~cessaires au
fonctionnemont du syst~me.
iI s'agit d'une part des donn~es d'entrde du systbmo
*les informations cartographiquos.
-los conditions thermiques,
-les informations inertielles,
-les images.

et d'autre part des r~sultats do lnterpr~tation (hypothbses de reconnaissances de
symbotos).
Nous no d~taillerons ici que les informations cartographiquos et la repr6sentation
des r~sultats de I'interpr~tation

3.2. LES INFORMATIONS CARTOGRAPHIQUES

La consultation do pilotes d'une part et de sp~cialistes en traitement dimages
d'autro part nous a permis do d~finir une liste de symboles dont Ia recherche
pr~sonte un int~r~t signilicatit. Nous nous sommes ainsi limit6 aux seuls 616ments A
la fois utites pour Ia navigation et potentiellement d~tectables par des techniques do
traitoment d'imago.
Pour mod~lisor et manipulor los symboles, une approche objet a Wt utilis~e, car oil
offre un moyon d'impi~montation direct do concepts, tout on constituant un
onvironnomont do programmation olficace. Cello repr~sentation porto on 0110 une
part importanto do Ia connaissanco W:e au prcbl~me, do par la structuration des
donn~es ot los m~canismes d'h~ntage quoelle pormet do rdaliser.
Los symboles ont donc 6116 d6crits sous forme d'uno taxinomie qui reposo sur lo
concept do Symbole:

Symbolo

Volume Etendue Trongon Cosemont

Tronqon droit Trongon courbo

Les travaux mends en vision ont fait rossortir quo 1export on traitement dimago
faisait plut6t abstraction do l'objot A rochorchor et s~lectionnait ses op~rateurs en
tonction d'un modbJo plus abstrait d6cnvant simplemont le symbolo sous ses aspocts
dimonsionnols ot radiom~triquos. La repr~sentation du symbole comporto donc dos
champs d6crivant 505 caract~ristiques dimonsionnelles et radiom~triques
apparontos dans l'imago et constituent uno description abstralto du symbolo
La structure qui permot do repr~senier los informations g~ographique est la carte
symbolique, ou S-Carte, qui inclut Ia planim~trie (listo do symbolos) ot l'altim~trie
(modble numdnque do terrain GMEDTN)
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3.3. ES REStJLTATS DE ['INT-EBPRETATION

Pour rdaliser la premikre reconnaissance d'un symbole, on peut utiliser la position
donn~e par l'inertie pour d~terminer les 616ments g~om~triques permettant la
recherche du symbole (position dens limage, forme....).
Cette premikre reconnaissance va nous fournir une ou plusieurs localisations
possibles dans image correspondent A autant d'hypothbses de reconnaissances
du symbole.
Comment exploiter ces r~sultats pour faciliter la recherche d'autres symboles et
discriminer les ditffrentes remont~es ?
1) Sur une s~quence en adoptant des mod~lisetions de d~placement dans l'image

utilis~es en poursuite de cible pour v~rifier si tout au long de la s~quence on
arrive a poursuivre cheque 6cho initial. En pnincipe, si I'on se repproche du
symbole, it va grossir et sa discnimination par rapport aux artetacts deviendra
possible et seule une hypothbse devrait subsister.

t-2

2) On peut alors utiliser un rarisonnement oaom~triaue ouplitatif , Compte tenu de
I'axe d'approche, le chAteau d'eau do Castelviel est obligetoirement vu 61 gauche
dle la N14 ;donc, comme on pense avoir reconnu la N14, permi les deux
localisations trouv~es pour le chAteau d'eau seul I Acho 1 est une solution
possible"

Carte Image

V 
N14

Axe deapproche ~j 7 Localisetio~n
U cceptable ]

Aucune de ces deux solutions nest pleinement setisfaisente, soit parce qu'elle ne
permet pas d'utiliser le r~sultet d'une reconnaissance pour faciliter et diagnostiquer
[a reconnaissance d'autres symboles, soit parce qu'ele n'autorise pas la prise en
compte de Iaspect "s~quence dimeges". Nous evons donc pr~f~r6 une solution qui
tire profit de la disponibilit6 d'une centrele inertielle A bord du v~hicule.
Le principo retenu dens lapplication consiste A consld~rer chaque
Interpratatlon comme uno observation do l'erreur de la navigation Inertielie de
Vappareil. A chaque interpr~tation correspond donc une hypothbse de local'isation
r~elle de l'appereil -obtenue en corrigeant la position inertielle A parur de
l'observation r~elis~e. Lorsqu'une interpr~tation g~nbre plusieurs possibilit~s de
localisation d'un amer dens limage, cela correspond A plusieurs hypoth~ses de
localisation de leappareil.
Ce principe a Wt impl~ment6 grAce A un tiltre de Kalman dont le vecteur d'6tat a
deux composentes : ZL, l'erreur inertielle de latitude et aG, l'erreur inerteolle de
longitude.
La gestion des hypothbses de localisation permet Ia prise en compte de remonldes
vision donnant pluseours localisetions possibles pour un symbole recherch6.
Reprenons maintenant 1'example fourni pour le raisonnement gdom~trique. Dens le
champ dle vision, nous avons un trongon de route nationale, un chAteau d'eau et un
bdtiment non port6 sur Ia carte.
Supposons que r'on se recale tout d'abord sur la route, lincertitude sur Ia position so
r~cduit de fagon ellipsolidale autour de learreur estim~e avec le grand axe dans Ia
direction du trongon.
Si Ion cherche ensuite A d~tecter le chAteau d'eau, en utilisant l'incertitude r~duite,
seute Ia localisetion correspondant v~ritablement au chAteau d'eau sera accept~e,
l'artefact provenant du bAtiment sera rejot6, ni'tant pas compatible evec l'estimee
d'erreur correspondent A Ia reconnaissance de Ia route.
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Evolution do 1'estlmde d'erreur Inertlelle

Linodevieesu ncertitude aLObservation
chAteau dreau Positions aatrctgCre~rdn

rdettes 7 Observation
PostinsErreur irdelle correspondant

attendlues
IDIG

Observation
/ corre',v dJant

N14 au bAtiment

Postin ort nt a crt Inoervtiond Inoeration
PoPtoositionnducata da

inertiette Poitinpr6srl at osratn6Ibevto

Cetto reprdsentation des r~sultats do intevpr~tation permet de propager le b~n~fice
de Ia reconnaissance d'un 616ment, A In lois dlans an scone courante et dat's les
scenes suivantes, car le r~sultat de l'interpr~tation est exploit6 par rapport A In
r~f~rence inertielle et non directoment dans 'image.

4. DESCRIPTON DETAILLEE DU SYSTEME

411 MODULE D'EXTRACTION-U DECATECTV

Le module d'Extraction de Carte Active a pour role de d~terminer quols sont les
symboles visibles, quelle est leur apparonce g~om~trtque dans l'image (position,
forine, dimensions, orientation) et dans quelle fen~tre de 'image its pourront 6tre
recherchds. 11 reqoit pour cela du modufle Navigation les informations de situation de
i'apparelt sous forine d'une localisation int~grant:

-Ia position (L, G, Z) of los attitudes (Cap, Roulis, Tangage), fournies par Ia
navigation inertiolle,

*une estimation do lorreur inerliolle courante, tournie soil par In navigation
optimate (hypoth~se de d~part du syst~mo), soil par lo systbme d'interpr~latnon lui-
mime, A partir do reconnassances do symboles d~jA offectu~es.

11 renvote A ce mdme module Navigation Ia liste des symbotes visiblus, avec tours
rnodiblos abstrails ronseign~s du point do vue des caract6ristiques g~om6triques
apparentos dans l'irniago. Cola pommet do conslituer uno image pr~dictive de Ia
g'~om~tno dos symboles dlans l'image.

4Qi2I-IJ J

Le r6Ie du module Navi~ation ost Ia gestion globalo dv litnterpr~tation, A savoir
d~cider quels sont los syniboios int~ressants A reconnatro et exploiter los r~sultats
do 'our recherche dans timaga
En entrde, to module Navigatica regoitl a carte active, i.e. Ia listo dos sy -'boles
suppos,6s visibies compto tentu da !a localisation optimalo do Vapparoil It regoit
6galement 1%nsemble des hypo,.h~ses do localisation courentos.
En sortie. aprbis avoir recherch6 bous los symbolos utiles, le module rotourno uno ou
plusteurs hypoth~ses co !ocalisation (do lVeppareii), en principo affin~es par rapport
A cellos requos en enlrde.
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Le module Navigation assure ce r~le au travers de deux fonictions principales:
Elaboration d'une Interpr6tatlon complite
Le principe d'Olaboration d'une reconnaissance bat sur le concept de Localisation
est le suivant (voir figure 4.1):
I) On prend le symbolo le plus intdressant de la premikro scbne et on le recherche

en fonction de Ia localisation inerlielle optimale. On obtient une ou plusieurs
hypoth~ses de localisations.

2) On continue ainsi pour tous los symooles do la premibre sc~ne puis ceux de la
scbne suivanto (dans le cas ou I'on scuhaite analyser une sdquence) en prenant
en compte A chaque fois toutes les liypoth~ses de localisation. It so constitue
ainsi un graph. do locallsatlons.

Pour chaque nouvelle localisation dans lo graphe de localisation, on caicule un
farteur de certitude global solon une to-m-ule d~nv~e de Ia th~one des croyances
(Dempster Shafer)

L'intorpr~tation est tormin~e iorsque Ie graphe ne comporte plus qu'uno branche,
avec un taux de corifance et une pr~cision de localisation estimde jug~s suffisants.

Localisation inerti ao optimale

Scone N01 I Symbolo N01 LL

Symbola N*2 Lo le1 Loe1

Symbola N01 Locli L1l2 LocZl Lo22
Scone N1 1

x Echec de la brandie

Figure 4.1 GRAPHE DE LOCALISATION

Cholx des symboles
Les connaissancas de choix des amers int~ressants pour les recalages A vue sont
d~tenues par les pilotes et navigateurs. Notre systbme, bien quo bas6 sur une
recherche des symboles par traitement d'image, utilise sensiblement les m~ines
connaissancos. Celles-ci peuvent se traduire sous la forme d'un ensemble do
critbres d~corrl~s deux A deux (surface apparonte, longueur, confondabilitO....
Le choix des symboles est r~alis6 en deux dtapes
1 ) S6lection des symboles globa'ement acceptables, coest-A-dire satisfaisant un

minimum chaque crit~re - impl~ment~e par un m~canisme procddural de filtrages
successifs sur chacun des critbres.

2) Tn de ces symboles retenus. Face A ce type de problitme las algonithmes de In
sont impuissants, sauf A 6laborer un crit~re global bas6 sur une somme pondre
do tous las crit~res 616mentaires. Le problbma d'un t "amalgame" est de ne pas
pormettre une r~elle prise en compte do chaque critbre. Par example un symbole
r~pondant bien A tous los cntbres sauf un pourra passer devant un autro symbole
simplement bon mais sur tous los cntbres, co qui nest pas forc~mant souhaitable.
Le choix saest dono port6 sur des techniques d'aide A Ia d~cision [ROY 87] qui
so sont r~v~l~es tout & fait adapt~es et correspondlant bion A leosprit 'intelligence
Artificiello" do programmation d~clarative ot de manipulation de liImpr~cis

4.4. MODULE DE DERIVATION DU SYMBOLE

Le module Dilrivation a pour r~le d'6tablir un modblo d~nv6 du symbolo en foniction
des conditions do vol roncontr~es. 11 s'applique tout particulibremont ti Ia description
radiom~trique du symbola, Ia desription g~om~trique ayant d6jA 6tablie en grande
partie par le module d'Extraction do Carte Active. 11 pormet, on foniction dos
conditions rencontr~os, dinstancier ou do modifier los champs do description
thormiquos du symbole.

V4V



Ce compl~ment d'information est n~cessaire pour afliner le choix des tilikres de
vision ainsi quo le param6trage des opdrateurs qui seront appliqu~s par la suite
C'est un systbme do production dlo t la base do r~gles contient les connaissances
relatives A l'influence des condition de vol sur Iaspect du symbole et dont la base
do faits est constitu~e, entre aut is, par le symbole 6 dlriver et les conditions
m~t~orologiques passdes et pr~soiaies.
Lexportise a Wt fournie par des sp~cialistes des cam~ras thermiques et par analyse
statistique d'une base donn6es d'images constitude dans to cadre du projet.

4.5. LE MODULE OPERATEURS VISION

Le r6le du module Op~rateurs Vision est do mettre ti la disposition du module
Contr~le Vision un ensemble d'op~rateurs do fraitement d'images permettant Ia
d~tecf ion dos symboles dans los images. Cos op~rateurs sont do 3 types:

-op~rateurs do pird-traitement, transformant une image en une autro image,
-op~rateurs do traitomont, transformant une image en un ensemble d'indices
visuols,

-op~rateurs do post-traitomoent, transformant un ensemble d'indicos visuols 9n un
ensemble r~cduit do ces n-5 mos indices ou en un ensemble d'autros indices
visuols do plus h~iut nivea.

Nous no d~taillorons pas (, module plus avant, nous rappellerons simplemont deux
concepts tr~s importants de is le systitme

*Le modbIe abstralt dui -ymbole (g~om~triquo et radiom~trique)
Coest A lui quo so ram~nont los traitoments do fagon A permottro une
"repirdsentation standard' des rdsultats, autorisant ainsi oeur dvaluation, fri et
comparaison.

*La repirdsentatlon do I'lmpr~cls
Pour I raduire 1lmprdctsion We4 au mod~le d~riv4 sur Ia base duquel sont r~alis~es
toutos los recherchos, uno structure d'intorvallo Mini, Probable, Maxi I a Wt
utilis~e. Malgr6 sa simplicitit 00 principo soest r~vl6 sulfisant.

Lonsomble des opeirateurs d~velopp6s est pr~sent6 dans Ia figure 4.2 sous forme
do grapho des on' ainements possibles.

4..M~)FIF,;-aBQ

Le module ideo tication ost en charge do la planification dynamique et du conlr6le
do Ia recherche io symbolo dans l'image. Lidonfification d'un symbolo donn6 so fait
par agr~gation do r~sulfats issus do rochorches par fraitement d'image conduilos
int~graloment par lo module "Contr6lo Vision". Chaque recherche correspond au
suivi d'un chomin dlans to graphe d'op~rateurs avec a priori un certain nombre
d'altornativos locales (voir figure 4.3).
Chaque sous graphe correspondant b. un ensemble coh~rent d'op~ratours
permetfant do mettre en dvidonce une certaino apparonce do symbolo est appelit
FIII6re. Dans 1o cadre du prolet, sept fili~res ont Wt d~velopp6os.
Le module aesuro trois fonoftions quo nous pr~sentons successivemont ci-apr~s.
Choix de fillbro
11 ost assur4 par un systbme do production dont los r~gles comportent on partie
gauche des conditions sur l'apparenco du symbolo of en partie drosto des pr~dicats
indliquant l'int~r~t des diff~rontes filibres dans 00 contoxto. Chaque pr~dicat so
traduit par un vote rocueilli au niveau do chaque fili~ro dans une structure A cinq
champs (do non satisfaisanto A trbs satisfaisant ).
Quand tous los votes ont 6t6 r~alis~s, on analyse los r~sultats pour 61iminer los
filibres non satisfaisantes of classor par ordre dlint&rM "a priori" cellos qul sont
ref onues.
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Activation at succession des fillbres
La communication avec le niveau intdrieur *Contr6le Vision" so tait A chaque
d~cision d'application d'une filibre, sous forme d'activation du module contr6lo
vision pour son application ;en retour le module regoit aucune, une, ou plusiours
positions possibles, avec pour chacuno un taux de confiance "Vision". Le module
lance ensuite la filibre suivante ou arr~te la recherche.
Evaluation finale des remonts
Lapplicatlon do plusleurs tilibres successives et leurs r~sultats sont pris en comple
dans [e calcul d'un facteur do contiance retourn6 au module Navigation. Ce calcul
s'appuie sur Ia comparaison des r~sultats des filibres par rapport A i'hypoth~se do
vision do d6part, mais aussi sur Ia comparaison do~s r~sultats entre los difrentes
filikes.

4.7. MODULE CONTROLE VISION

Lo module Contr~le Vision est activi§ par le module supdrieur Identitication d'un
Symbole, dans 10 but do confirmer ou d'infirmer Ia pr~sence d'un symbole, sous [a
forme d'une demande d'application d'une filibre, correspondant 6 la recherche d'un
indice visuol donn6 et tenant compte do la connaissance a prion du symbole
contenue dans les champs gdom4tnques ot radiomrntrques constituant son modle
abstrait.

R~gions R~gions Prjcin Segments// Segments
Binaires Morpho NgiisPetos Contours Contours

Image Image Binaire Image de
Binairo depuis Morpho Ngris Pts do contraste

uIvi + Anti-Parall~les

ITransform~e
Segments/ do Hough

ProjeIction 2 I
Passage Reprds Passage Repr~s Passag] Repr6s Pasae Repr~s

Standard R~gions Standard Standard Doublets Standard Segments

/ /
ri final Tri final Tn final Tri final Tr final

Figure 4.2 GRAPIIE DES OPERATEURS DE VISION
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La conduite d'une filibre Vision consiste donc en la g~n~ration d'une s~quence
d'op~rateurs doe traitement d'image.
Le Contrdle Vision appelle le niveau infdreur de Traitement d'image dle bas niveau
par des activations successives d'op~rateurs vision avec la donn~e de tous les
parambtres n~cessaires A ces opdrateurs.
e module contr~le vision r~alisera donc plusieurs tAches
- Atermination des chaines d'op~rateurs possibles et choix dle la plus pertinento,
*guidage dle I'application des op~rateurs, notamment le choix doe ours param~tr~s,
*int~gration des mesures interm~diaires r~alisdes par les op~rateurs,
-test des conditions d'6chec de [a recherche aprbs chaque op~rateur.

Le concept de Macro.Opdrateur
Le Macro-Op6rateur (not6 MOP) est la structure dle base du module Contrle
Vision. Fonictionnellement, un MOP traduit une entitA en termes de traitement
d'image (THO 88]. Ainsi, on considbre dill~rents niveaux de MOP allant de
l'op~rateur vision bas niveau A la chaine de trailement complbte.
La notion de MOP est Ii~e A cello dle mesure Ainsi, dlans le cas gdn~ral, on
rogroupera sous le torme de MOP la donn~o d'une sdquence d'op~rateurs bas
niveau (Aventuollement un seul) et d'un ensemble de mesures A etfectuer a
posteriori. Ces mesures ont pour but dle juger, dlans la mesure du possible, du
r~sultat dle l'application du MOP courant, et Aventuellement dle guider le choix et los
conditions d'application des MOPs ult~riours.

La g6naratlon dynamique do plan
Le choix d'une filibre revient A s~lectionner une succession dle sous-buts qui
constituent autant d'dtapes dlans la rdalisation du but principal trouver la
localisation d'un symbole dans une image.
La fagon dlont est r~alis6 chaque sous-but est d~termin~e dlynamiquement en
foniction du contexte. En effet, soil ce sous-but est Iui m~ine rod~composable. soil it
est r~alisable par une seule transition dlans le graphe des opdrateurs de vision.
Cotte prise en compte diff~r~e des choix locaux d'op~ratours permet do lirer le
... llaeur profit des r~suilals issus des mesures intomediaires.
On distinguera donc deux types de MOP:
*los MOP terminaux correspondent dle manikre univoque A une sdquence
"indivisible" d'op~rateurs vision bas niveau,

A . les MOP non termfnaux se d~compose, de mani~re unique ou non, sous forine
d'une s~quence de MOP terminaux ou non terminaux.
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5. MAQUETTE DE DEMONSTRATION
REALISATION - EXPERIMENTATION

5.1. INTRODUCTION

La maquette de d~monstration, objet du marchd, a repr~sent4i un travail
consid~rable r~alis~e sur machine Lisp SYMBOLICS 3650

*plus de 20000 lignes Lisp enti~rement onginalos,
*plus de 90000 lignes de C dont moiti6 d'originales pour la libraine de traitement

d'image,
-saisie, recalago et documentation do plus de 60 scbnes,
*expdrimontation du systbme sur ces scbnes.

5.2. EXEMPLE D'INTERPRETATION DE SCENE

Nous allons, dens cet exemple, interpr~ter une scbne semi-urbaine. Le syst~me
commence par d~terminer los symboles visibles et leur apparence a pnon. 11les trie
61 no retient quo 2 symboles int~ressants . le chAteau d'eau d'Aimargues 01 un
trongon do route. 11 part sur l'identification du chAteau d'eau avec une fen6tre do
recherche correspondant A la localisation optimalo (Figure 5.1).

Aprbs d~rivation du symbole courant, on etloctue uno phase do mosuro sur l'image
afin de compl~ter l0 modblo radiom~trique.
On ordonno et trio les filibres pour non retenir quo deux
*une approcho morphologie mathdmatique / analyse de connexit6,
-uno approche projection do points do contours.

On ontre dans le module Contr~le Vision avec la ibra filibre, macro-op~rateur non
terminal, qui so d~composo en un te macro-op~rateur r~alisant un "chapeau haut
do forme" suivi d'un souillago adaptatif pour mettre en 6vidonco los zones blanches

Le 26rme macro-opdrateur non terminal est onsuite d~compos6 ot la branche
"ouvorturo morphologiqus" ost retonue
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Le 36mQ1 macro-opdrateur, terminal, est une analyse de connexitd suivi d'un tin qui
nous tournit une seule locatisation dans limage:

On remonte au module Identification qui lance en confirmation [a 26me lilibre
disponible dont la premnibre op~ration est una extraction dae points do contours
verticaux:

011 projette ensuite et on reliant deux pics d'une largeur correspondant A la largeur
attandue du chdtaau d'eau:

-U1
On ettactue dans chaque tranche une projection horizontale at on recherche las
pics pouvant correspondre au chAteau d'eau

I .... .. ..
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On remonte ces 2 localisations I Identification qui va tusionner avec les r~sultats
de Ia d6tection et ne fournir qu'une localisation. On remonte cette localisation
fusionn6e au module Navigation qui 61abore I'hypothbse de localisation Loc-1
(planche 5 1) avec une estim~e de l'erreur de aG = -8 m 3L = 39 m pour une erreur
introduite de 50 m sur chaque axe (indiqude par le point dans la ten~tre de
pr6sentation de restim~e d'erreur de position). LUestim~e de rerreur est une ellipse
allong~e (petit axe = 11 m) dans Ia direction de Ia ligne de vis6e avion - chAteau
d'eau. C'est sur cette base que va tre 61aborde Ia fen~tre do recherche du Trongon
de route.

gel3 system1 3 bose de COSIlolsS~C., doldO a rlltloptolloo 0'1.0.. klrO.,oo. bold bu.. vd.c.l..

C(se , C. G 8,,. S m , l l,, S-, [- I'll C-4d.. Lar..

(01,. CL Eff... So,&l RAZ Ca-, T-ec E-4d,..

Localisation Optimale

Localisation Loc-1

Localisation Loc-1-1

FIGURE 5.1
CARTE ET GRAPHE DE LOCALISATION - EVOLUTION DE UESTIMEE DE

L'ERREUR INERTIELLE ET DE LERREUR D'ESTIMATION

____,
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6. CONCLUSIONS ET PERSPECTIVES

Une rdallsation complexe
Tant par ies techniques qu'il emplole, que par les connaissances mises en ceuvre dans
les modules "intelligents", le systbme est d'une trbs grande richesse. La complexit6
r~sultante a entraWn de lourds d~veloppements mais elle Atait n~cessaire pour
r~soudre le problbme posA. 11 est int~ressant de souligner que les techniques de
programmation, fonictionnelle et surtout d~clarative qul sont une des composantes de
l'Intelligence Artificielle ont contribu6 & [a r~ussite du projet autant que les techniques
"cognitives*.

Des techniques Innoventes
Dans chacun des domaines pr6-cit~s, des solutions int~ressantes ont 6t0 retenues,
nous mettrons ici I'accent sur deux d'entre elles. La variabilit6 de l'apparence tant
gdom~trique que radiom~trique des symboles a conduit A d~finir une reprdsentation
abstraite de leur apparence dans l'image. Sur [a base de ce modble il a Wt possibl, de
r~ahiser des fonctions dle tri, comparaison de r~sultats de filibres de traitement d'image,
pourtant de natures trbs diff~rentes. Ceci a Wt r~alis6, par des mesures de distance
entre mod~le et r~sultats, rendues possibles grdce A cette repr~sentation. La
repirdsentation des r~sultats de l'interpr~taticn sous forine d'hypothbses d'erreurs de
position inertielle du porteur, tacilite leur exploitation A fins de confirmation pour la
reconnaissance d'autres symboles que ce soit dans une m~ine image ou A des instants
distincts

Des r6sultats prometteurs
Dans sa configuration laboratoire actuelle, la maquette permet de reconnailre plusieurs
types d'amers dans des images FLIR basse altitude :trongons droits de voles de
communication, superstructures telles que tours, chAteaux d'eau et autres bAtiments
isol~s. Le faux de bonne d~tection est A Iheure actuelle doe 80%. L'6chantillon d'images
utilis6 reste cependant limitd par rapport A 1ensemble des conditions que pourrait
rencontrer un syst~me opdrationnel et il y a lieu d'btre encore prudent sur ce point.
Des sujets de recherche
La maquette r~alis~e, est aujourd'hui un point d'appui pour des d~veloppements
int~ressants:

Le mode Observation, tr~s int~ressant d'un point op~rationnel et th~orique, n'a pas
encore Wt 4tudiA Sa r~alisation suppose l'ajout de fonctions de poursuites dans
l'image pour d~tecter les v~hicules et la mise en place d'une interpr~tation
contextuelle (lieu et vitesse de d~placement) pour leur identification
Dans son fonctionnement actuel le syst~me pourrait 6tre am~lior6 grAce A des
capacit~s d'apprentissage "en op~ration", notamnment au niveau de la pr~vision de
l'apparence thermique des symboles pour laquelle on pourrait utiliser le r~sultat de
reconnaissances dAjA r~alisdes.

Des applications potentlelles
En plus d'applications a~roport~es, le systbme pourrait 6tre utilis6 sur v~hicule
terrestre, autonome ou non, pour des applications de recalage et de suivi de route. Une
prise en compte de risques de masquages plus 6lev~s et dle modbles plus complexes au
niveau de l'apparence des symboles dans l'image, amenant des traitements d'images
plus d~licats, seraient les principaux points A d~velopper pour ce type d'applicalion.
Enfin, des applications en exploitation dimages satellites ou de reconnaissance
a~rienne sont 6galement envisageables.
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PATH GENERATION AND EVALUATION FOR A
MISSION PLANNING EXPERT SYSTEM.

Federica LUISE
Danilo DABBENE

AERITALIA, Defense Aircraft Group
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Corso Marche 41

10146 Torino
ITALY

ABSTRACT

The aim of this paper is to describe AERITALIA's (Defense Aircraft Group) experience with the

problem of path generation and evaluation for a multitarget air to ground planning system working in a limited

geographic scenario.

Since in the same planning operation we have to satisfy many goals (each goal is a mission target) we

have to use techniques of splitting problems into simpler ones as it is not possible to use satisfactorily heuristic

guided search (like A*). Although these algorithms give an optimal solution for each goal, this doesn't ensure

that the union of the solutions that are optimal will be the best for the whole set of goals.

The mission is decomposed into sub-missions, and each one of them is solved finding all the solutions

satisfying the forced constraints (e.g. maximum leg length, maximum turn number). All the solutions so

generated become a new search space to be used to find out the final best solution.

Every sub-mission is represented by a task (a process) that generates all the partial solutions (partial

paths) that will be combined in an upper stage by a higher level task (mission task) in order to generate the

whole set of global solutions.

Currently all the tasks are independent and are managed by a task-scheduler which simulates the

behaviour of a multiprocessor architecture carrying out the task synchroniza'ion by an event generation and

waiting mechanism. A few simple primitives allow the tasks to generate events and wait for them (e.g. waiting

for the end of a task computation).

Every sub-mission task builds each path as a collection of atomic paths (point-to-point) which may be

shared by different solutions of the task. The mission tasks will combine the subtasks results, generating a

graph whose roots are all possible paths and whose leaves are the atomic paths (a leg). Afterwards the best ones
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among these paths are chosen using a bayesian evaluation system that traverses the path graph calculating the

main features (e.g path length, dangerousness etc.) and sending the values calculated in the leaves to the roots.

Thlc evaluator is a graph which has path featurc evaluation nodes and bayesian combination nodes

whose function is to combine evaluations in one single value. The criteria used concern risk exposition, path

recognizability, consumption, altitude profilec, turn width, success probabilty on target. The evaluation graph is

run time configurable to make possible the usc of all the criteria or any subset.

T7he developed prototype has been tested by our pilots and the results are described below.

The system has been developed on a lisp machine Explorer 11 using Lisp and Flavors and later ported

on a Symbolics 3630.
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Introduction: The planning problem

The generation of a flight plan for a ground attack mission in visual flight is a process that finds a path
joining a sequence of way points which connect the take off airfield with the landing one through the planned

targets of the mission.

A mission planner tised in the field must be able to generate for each mission an optimal flight plan (or
a set of plans) with respect of a certain set of criteria. Pilots must always have the possibility to choose their
flight plan from a set of plans (in order to avoid always having the same plan for the same mission). Besides the
solutions, the mission planner must provide information about the probability of success of the mission, risk of

the route, consumption, etc.

A set of constraints must be taken in account to build the paths that will become flight plans. These
constraints will be used in the generations of plans together with a set of criteria for evaluating the quality of the
plans themseh. Many of these criteria and constraints are based on pilots experience. When pilots have to plan a

mission they use theirflight experience and knowledge of the territory they must flight over. They also use their
knowledge of the aircraft performance, personal strategies and attack modalities.

Nowadays the task of preparing flight plans is performed by pilots who are the best experts in this field
(and obviously the most direct interested in the plan's quality). An automatic planner must generate plans at
least as good as those of pilots (better if possilAe) so it must take into consideration the same knowledge that
pilots use in the problem resolution and that they have acquired during their flight experience.

The path generation and evaluation: an analysis from the knowledge point of view.

A detailed analysis of the planning problem (if not exhaustive) is necessary to better understand the
problems one can meet in the development of an automatic mission planner. This analysis has been possible
only observing how a pilot plan a mission. Between the different elicitation techniques the most useful was to
ask pilots to "think aloud" during a series of sessions. The records of these sessions allowded a better
understanding of the way in which pilots work and to gather the first kernel of knowledge, later gradually
increased. Even sonic flights were useful to effectively understand the pilots point of view. During these flights
pilots explained to us in the field their problems, the knowledge involved and its use.

In the introduction we asserted that to plan a mission means to determine a path joining a set of way
points so as to connect the take off airfield with the landing one through the defined targets of the mission.

The way points to be connected must satisfy a set of requirements that restrict the choice possibilities in
the definition of the paths. These requirements are: the probability of a correct idenitification of way points
during flight according to the arrival direction and the constraint to obtain paths in certain lenght range with
limited and not too frequent turn angles (geometrical route constraints).
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Moreover it is also necessary to take account of the orographic information of the territory to be flown
over and of the possibility of finding threats on the route. Thus it is necessary to find an optimal path according
to different points of view (length, threatness, probability of correct identification of the way points, etc.), some
of them can contrast each other.

Some evaluation criteria depend oi. ihe average value of certain characteristics of the calculated path
(e.g. the identification of the way point), others depend on the complete value of the path (lenght, threatness
etc.). These evaluation criteria are calculated in different ways: this fact influences the generation of the route. In
fact it means that we cannot use heuristic search algorithms in the space of the states (i.e. algorithm of the A*
class (6)) because they require incremental evaluation functions in order to be used with a certain advantage.

Moreover It is also necessary to take into account tactical criteria particularly in choosing the optimal
pussh up point on the target. This kind of choice depends especially on the target type (bridge, highway junction
etc.), on the armaments and on the attack type (toss, lay down, etc.). Finally, the flight plan must take into
account the temporal constraints (i.e. time nn target).

So the problem to build a flight plan for a mission becomes the problem of defining paths linking the
focal points of the mission (take off, targets, landing) so as to satisfy some constraints and to be optimal
according to certain requirements.

At the first glance one could think to reduce the problem into subproblems (e.g. from the take off base
to the first target, from this last to the next and so on till the landing base) and then to resolve separately these
subproblems and unify the results to find out the complete solutions.

In general this is not possible because constraints and optimality requirements are used in every point
of the route, so it is not possible to guarantee that they are respected in the joining points of the subproblem
solutions.

In other words, in our case the simple "sum" of local optimal solution doesn't guarantee an overal
optimality. In sonic cases this is possible, it depends on the mission characteristics. For instance, a reiterated
attack allows to leave the target from any direction so the geometrical constraints on the route falls down and it
is possible to obtain a global optimum.

The developed prototype

The developed prototype (currently it works on a Symbolics 3630 and is implemented m Common Lisp)
is composed of four main modules.

-27

M 4
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- an object oriented data base containing all the necessary information to represent the territory
(orography, way points, towns, roads, rivers and so on) and the tactical scenario (missiles, artillery,
radars with their operative range). Furthermore the data base contains heuristic information: every

way point has an identiflability diagram (given by pilots) and targets have attack diagrams pointing
out goodness factor of the arrival direction on the target according to orography, attack type, target
type. For each class of target (bridge, airfield etc.) there is an attack diagram drawn from the

information given by pilots. These diagrams are instantiated to the specific cases using functions
that take into account the local data (orientation, position etc.).

- a module exaustively generating all the permissible paths. This module uses an algorithm that combines

the reducing problem into subproblem techniques with a breadth first algorithm on a graph. The

problem is decomposed in tasks (from take off to the first target ... from the last target to landing):
for each task every path satisfying the geometrical constraints on route (maximum number of turns,
maximum turn angle, etc.) is found. In the end the task that generates the complete paths combines

all the partial paths (given by the previous tasks) removing the solutions thai doesn't verify the
constraints in the conjunction points. The final solutions are then evaluated and ranked so to be able

to choose the best ones.

Obviously such an algorithm doesn't have real time performance, but we had different reason in

chooing this approach for the time being.

First: an analysis of the space of the problem states space guaranteed that although it is computationally

demanding, the algorithm was executable in acceptable time and that its complexity (exponential according to
the way point number of the route) had, in our case, a finite and computable maximum limit.

Secovz : this algorithm becomes a workbench to gather, test and evaluate the necessary knowledge to
evalua c t., paths quality. In fact, having all the acceptable solutions, it is possible to verify the better ones,

together with the rejected ones: in this way it is possible to verify with the experts if any potential good solution

has boen rejected and to controll the quality of the knowledge introduced in the system.

Finally, this is the basis on which it is possible to develop other algorithms, not exaustive and almost
real time, testing the quality of the found solutions and the difference from the theoretic optimal solution.

- an evaluation module based on a bayesian evaluation network reconfigurable to work with different

criteria sets.

- a batch excution and evaluation module that runs a set of benchmark tests. This module allow to to

execute benchmark to evaluate different algorithms from the point of view of the solutions quality.

These four module form a "dedicated shell" in which it is possible to study and to evaluate the best

approach to the problem and on which iR is possible to insert different planning algorithms and to evaluate their

quality "or the field".

Below there are some consideration got from the first us'.( of this shell.

-i u- " . s,.. • i ., .1
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Search algorithm to generate plans

The spectrum of scarch algorithm extends from brute force techniques, which use no knowledge of the

problem domain, to knowledge intensive heuristic search!

The problem of the brute force algorithm. is their complexity that cai. lead to unacceptable execution

time if the state spaces is not well limited. Their strength is that they guarantee not only to find always the best
solution but also to find other solutions, if there are, good enough to be used. In this case pilots have the choice.

The heuristic approach uses domain knowledge intensively to guide the search. This may be in the
form of cost functions and of estimating functions if a search algorithm is used (A* (6), bidirectional search US'

(4) etc.), or in the form of strategies if more complex planning tecniques are used.

In our case, search algorithm based on heuristics showed some problems: first of all some cost functions

are not monotone so optimality of the solution is not guaranteed (in our experiments with a bidirectional search
algorithm BS', about 30% of the best solutions were not really the best solutions compared with the hexaustive

approach). Secondly these kind of algorithm were "tudied to compute mainly the best solution, not a set of the

best solutions. Moreover, even if we modify these algorithms to obtain the n best solutions we are not

guaranteed that these solutions are effectively different each other, and pilots consider very important the
possibility to choose between a set of best solutions. In most cases these algorithms find very similar solutions
(e.g. they differ only for a way point sometimes near to those of the other route) and don't allow a significant
choice. Obviously the exaustive algorithm too suffer from the same problem, but having all the acceptable

solution, it is possible the search of a different path.

Finally, most of the classic search algorithms are optimal to find the best path between two points, but

don't consider the case in which one has to connect any number of points: so they must be used together with
reduction problem techniques. Furthermore, this is not enough, in fact even in this way we are not guaranteed

to find the best solution, so we must also use more sophisticated mechanism to allow reasoning tecniques as the

"hypothesize and test".

The development of a more sophisticated planning system that use knowledge to generate strategies to

plan seems promising. The fundamental point here is the way in which the system "sees" the map. In fact pilots
are able to read the map globally and to extract elements (valley or hills to hide to radars) useful to generate

problem solving strategies: in other words pilots find out "macro paths" that try to refine respecting constraints.
Contrarily classic heuristic search algorithm are able to read the map locally, near the point they are expanding:

so it is not possible to extract global strategies. Performance and flexibility of the first approach are remarkable:

for instance it is possible to use different strategies in different situations. I lowever this is an approach still in

the theoric phase and it requires a very strict interaction with pilots and expecially an interdisciplinary

approach in the development phase: for instance a module2 to "read the map globally" may require image

interpretation techniques.

t4
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The system role in the knowledge elicitation

The use of the system as a task oriented shell was partictularly useful in knowledge acquisition, allowing
a dialog between ystem and expert who is able to evaluate the difference between his solutions and those

uffered by the system. In this way we obtained an effective reflection on knowledge, more and more useful in
respect to that obtained in theory.

Pilots interaction with the sy'item is made by a classic multi-window interface, using mouse and menus.

The interface allow a synthetic map representation on which way points, cities, rivers, highways etc. and the
tactical scenario (feba and threats) are displayed (see fig. 1 at the end of the paper). It Is possible to visualize on
this map the different solutions (fig. 2): in this way pilot has an output similar to that commonly used. The

interface allows some functions to edit the tactical scenario (create and remove of threats, feba definition), to
introduce all the necessary data to define the mission (take off, landing, targets, weapons, attacks etc) and to

introduce the pilot's own solution. This last is a very useful option as it allows to verify the knowledge used in
the evaluation of the system solutions directly on the pilot one, verifying immediately its quality.

The possibility to modify quite quickly parts of the bayesian network used for the evaluation (e.g.

changing certanty factors) allows a tight pilot-system interaction and makes knowledge refinements easier.

The direct interaction expert-system, helped by a knowledge engineer who may (when possible) correct
the system, allows the expert to get involved much more in the system development and in the work team. In

fact in this way of work, the expert can see his words to become quickly part of the system.

On the other hand, there are some unfavourable aspects in this approach: for instance there is the risk to

focus the attention on the interface development (easy use, good display, etc.) instead of working effectively to

gather knowledge This is a real risk because the time required to develop a good interface is remarkable, its

complexity loads on the whole system performance (e.g page faults) and this process tends spiral.

The qualitative tests of the prototype and their evaluation

Tests were executed on a limited geographic scenario (about 200 x 250 kin) using the exaustive

algorithm. The tests objective was to verify the correctness and consistency of the data necessary to generate the

solutions and to control their acceptability and quality. As we were not interested in verifing the algorithm
performance, the algorithm used (clearly not real time) and the limited scenario didn't affect the tests results.

Tests followed the modalities described below:

- Definition, together with pilots, of three tactical scenario (one only with the feba, the others with SAM-6
and SAM-7 missiles and anti aircraft artillery)

- Definition, together with pilots, of a meaningful test set in order to cover the different possibilities (take

off, landing, diffcrent type of targets, different number and kind of attack) The test set was applied

to the three tactical scenario.

., " ".4 1
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- Pilots were given a map with the same information stored in the system, in order to work in the same

situation as the system (pilots uses a lot of information to plan thir mission, some of them as the

power transmission lines are drawn on the aeronautical chart but aren't stored in our system).

Nilots were asked to plan the mission of the test set alone. At the same time the system planned the same

missions.

- Pilots were asked to evaluate the best solutions proposed by the system and the system evaluated the

solutions proposed by pilots. The system works in an exaustive way finding every possible solution

and choosing the best ones: so from now on when we say "different solutions" proposed by pilots

we intend "different from the best solutions proposed by the system".

Sometimes pilots found different solutions, in spite of the exaustive way of work of the system. This is

because the system finds every possible route satisfying the geometrical constraints, pilots instead may find

solution lightly out of the admissible ranges. We developed a modi'e for the introduction of calculate solutions

specially for this cases, in order to undergo them to the system evaluation.

- Analysis of the results. We consider the quality level given by the pilots and by the system, and we

extract the points of the routes meaningful different. In fact sometimes there were equivalent points

near each other so in this case the choice and therefore the difference in the route wasn't important.

It was particularly important to evaluate the difference in the choice of the push up and escape

point. These last kinds of difference involve different approach to the target and therefore an

inconsistency between the tactical knowledge used by pilots and that of the system.

From the tests analysis it results that pilots often gave different solutions to each other. One of the pilots
who made the tests was the leading expert for the whole project development: as we thought the system found

solutions nearer to the leading expert ones. This shows the subjectivity of part of the system knowledge

necessary for this kind of work, but this is also a demonstration of the flexibility of the artificial intelligence

techniques in representing and using not well formalized and highly subjective knowledge.

In any case, as regards the quality of the solutions, no one was substantially different from the solution

proposed by pilots. Pilots evaluated some of the system solutions better than theirs and didn't consider any

system solution decidedly inferior.

A more detailed analysis showed that 40% of the push up points and 50% of the escape pointb

corresponded with those of the reference pilot, while the proportion became lower with other pilots. On

average the increment of the number of targets corresponds to an increment of the difference. Sometimes the

system revealed a lack of fuel, but repeating the same mission with more fuel, the system found meaningful

better solutions. In the cases in which the push up points in the system and pilots solutions were different, the

respective single evaluation (of the push up point) was equivalent (see fig. 3 at the end of the paper).

As regard the quality of the overall solutions, the opinion was good. There was only one critique: the

system often passes nearer the threats than pilots do. Pilots prefer to avoid threats, passing far from them even

if they are sure of threats location: especially when weather is not good and visibility is poor it becomes very

important to be sure to get out of the operative range of the threat. Some of the differences were due to this

consideration, In any case this is an information about the necessity to proceed to another and more intense

phase of knowledge acquisition.

__%
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In general the main needs verified during the execution of the test set were of three kind:

- the need to improve the geographic data base (both in extension and resolution) in order to have a better
agreement with the operative use of the system.

- the need to give more flexibility to the system in order to release part of the constraints when it is
necessary

- the need to continue the process of knowledge acquisition about tactical aspects in order to cover a
greater number of attack modalities and to consider a greater number of type of target.

Future works.

Future works will carry a transformation of the prototype from a dedicated shell to a power and

engineered version to be used on the field.

The two main items will be:

- the tuning and engineering of all the modules that were developed with essential functionalities as they

were necessary but not crucial to the system.

- the development of the final planning module, after the test of other search algorithms and more and

new refined planning tecniques.

Amongst the first kind of modules, the geographic data base will be one of the more interested by the

growth: it will be able to treat more and more data both because we will enlarge the territory and because the
information will have a greater resolution level. Moreover, it will be necessary to develop the kernel of a DBMS

(data base management system) in order to manage data stored on files, reducing the use of the virtual memory

(actually widely used) and optimizing the response time.

As regard the second point, we will gather and organize new and deeper knowledge especially about

the tactical aspects (attack modalities according to the diffrent type of target and of weapons, run in direction

selection etc.). (t will be very important to determine the main strategies that pilots uses in the generation of

flight plans and tha way in which the system can "read the map from a global point of view".

The results obtained lead us to consider useful the followed approach to the development of a ground

station to plan the operative mission.
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Fig. I . This photo shows the Marples interface. The entire territory is shown in the right upper window,
the little square indicates the part of the territory displayed in the big window on the left. Every square of the
map (in the big window) represents a 5x5 kmn zonc. It is possible to represent the tcrritory with different
elevation thresholds (3000 ft. in thc photo). The red zones are zones higher than the choosen threshold, the
green zones arc lower. In this photo way points, highways (red lines), rivers (blue lines), roads (black lines) are
displayed.

________________________ V
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Fig. 2 Ahe line crossing the cntire territory (rzght upper window) reprcsenis the FEIA, the right bide of
the FEISA is the enemy one. The brown zones in the big wirdow are dangerous lwcause beyond the FEI3A.
Moreover, a threat is set in r~ght lower part of the window; thc dangerous zones included in the operative range
of thc missi wre ornaiga. In this photo two different routes arc displayed: with the thrcat the best route is the
pink one (the lower route), without thec threat thc best is the black one.
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Fig. 3 .In this photo the tactical evaluation of a push up point is dislayed. The push up point is the
railway junction of Santhia (rwj.santhia) and the target is the railway bridge of Vercelli (rwb.vercelI). The
overall evaluation is shown in the Information Display window and dcpends upon the push up recognizability
and upon the probability of success on target. Moreover this last depends on othcr factors: one is the goodness
of the arrival direction on target that depends on the target type and on the orography near the target (see

central window tgt-type and orografic)
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Fig. 4 . This is thc folder of the best route described on the right window.
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SUMMARY

A knowledge-based cockpit assistant for IFR (Instrument Flight Rules) operation is presented, aimed at improvement of sit-
uation assessment and performance increase by computer aids for flight planning and plan execution. Here, situation assess-
ment also includes monitoring of the pilot's own activities. The modular system structure is described as well as the individual
system modules. The cockpit assistant was tested in a flight simulator by professional pilots und.r realistic IFR-scenarios. The
concept of the test design as well as test results are presented. The system design goals are mainly confirmed by these results.

1. INTRODUCTION

IFR operation is a standard for commercial air traffic in order to warrant arrivals on schedule under adverse weather condi-
tions. This is also true for a substantial portion of the general aviation traffic. However, lack of visual cues from outside the
airplane as well as increased automation and complexity of cockpit instrumentation can result in overdemanding loads ,,a the
pilot. This leads to a significantly higher number of accidents in IFR operation, in particular for single-pilot-IFR flights
[1,2,3].

Investigations on the cognitive behavior of humans (4,5] have revealed that electronic cockpit assistance for the pilot has a
good chance of becoming effective for

- situation assessment
planning and decidion making and

- plan execution

by complementing human capabilities and not taking away from him all challenges.

On the basis of this formal body of knowledge of the user needs a cockpit assistant, called ASPIO (assistant for single-pilot
IFR operation), has been developed and implemented in a flight simulation facility, which is described in the following.

An extensive test program has been conducted in order to provide data of how performance improvement, workload balanc-
ing and pilot acceptance can be achieved by the aforementioned cockpit assistant functions.

2. STRUCTURE OF COCKPIT ASSISTANT

Conceptually, from the very beginning of the development, considerable emphasis has been put on taking into account the
interdependence effects between the cockpit assistant, the pilot, the ownship systems as well as the air traffic and atmos-pheric environment, looking for the single-pilot application in the first place. Consequently, the cockpit assistant has got three
main interfaces with its eavironment, i.e. with ATC (Air Traffic Control), with the pilot and with the other onboard systemsof the aircraft (flg.1).

With regard to the ATC interface, a digital two way data link is posited. T~his assumption results in ATC instructions beingire"tly fed into the assistant system and, at the same time, being aurally presented to the pilot.

The pilot interface makes excessive use of speech communication in either direction. A speaker depadent speech recogni-
tion system :n single-word mode was used for pilot messages towards the assistant. Tlhe vocabulary of about 140 words andword strings, in accordance to civil aviation terminology, covers the

- terminology used by the pilot for flight guidance management (e.g. descend to flight level ...)
command inputs towards the cockpit assistant

- command inputs into other aircraft systen
- numbers
- istantiations for airficids and navigatioial da.

A syntax structure of several levels is implemented to ensure sufficient reliabihty and promptness of recognition (flg.2). Syn-
thetic speech is used for speech output, with different oices for different categories or assistant messages.

More complex information like comprehensive flight plan recommendations is presented visually.

The aircraft interface is established by a data pool which contains all aircraft relevant data about

tinsse Igewr oewsue o io esgstwrsteessat h oauayo bu 4 od n
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flight status (including control variables such as autopilot settings)
radio navigation settings
radio communication settings
status of aircraft subsystems (e.g. engines).

There are three main functional blocks according to the specified functions for planning (including situation assessment),
plan execution and monitoring. The planning function is provided by the automatic flight planner (AFP) module. The plan
execution function is broken down into submodules, i.e. the model of the pilot-flying (MPF), the automatic pilot-not-flying
(APNF), which is more or less comprising what is to be executed by the co-pilot in a two-man cockpit, and the autopilot (AP).
These modules, together with the t", -Nie for plan execution monitoring (MON), are described in the following.

Automatic Flight Planner (AFP)

For every flight, a flight plan (including destination) must be issued before take off. This flight plan could be worked out by
the AFP, but it will usually be prepared by means of other facilities and will be taken for the AFP initialisation.

On the basis of the actual flight plan, the AFP performs a rigorous evaluation of the elements of the current situation and its
future projection, which might reveal that the actual plan is no longer executable. Canses could be actual or anticipated de-
viations from the flight plan and such events as new ATC instructions not in accordance with the flight plan, adverse weather
conditions etc. For instance, this evaluation will activate the planning function by means of a problem solving algorithm for
the selection of an alternate destination and corresponding generation of a new flight plan.

For the representation of the necessary AFP knowledge in the IFR domain, the method of problem reduction is used (fig.3).
This representation can be used for both the situation evaluation and the planning itself. For some of the planning decisions,
fuzzj criteria are used following the theoretical foundations of fuzzy sets in [6].

The AFF planning results are presented to the pilot as recommendations, and if not corrected by the pilot, these planning
results replace former flight plan commands for plan execution.

Model of pilot-flying (MPF)

On the basis of the flight plan as generated by the AFP and acknowledged by the pilot, the MPF can perform automatic man-
agement of flight plan execution. The rather coarse command structure of the flight plan of the AFP is broken down by the
MPF into action sequencies like

speed reduction
flaps actuation

- gear down
- final check
- etc.

for the flight phase of the final approach.

These sequencies follow the regulations of piloting and ATC, which are extensively proceduralized. These procedures, being
automatically performed by the MPF, cannot be different from what the pilot is supposed to put into effect. Therefore, this
module can also be construed as a model of the pilot, of which the output can be utilized for pilot monitoring purposes, too.

The MPF module can be considered as almost exclusively rule-based. This rule base is essentially structured by the goal/task
hierarchy of the overall flight task. The tasks (or respective rules) are either pertinent to flight phases or are dependent on
event occurrences, represented by scripts and productions, respectively.

Automatic pilot-not-flying (APNF)

The APNF represents the effector module of the cockpit assistant together with the autopilot (AP) module. This module
comprises all functions usually performed by the co-pilot in the conventional two-man cockpit. Among these functions are
instrument setting flap and gear setting, ATC communication, checklist execution and monitoring (the latter is directly passed
on to the monitoring module MON). There are also standard callouts as usually delivered by the co-pilot in the conventional
two-man cockpit. The APNF performs these callouts via speech messages. The APNF can also be directly tasked by the pilot
with respect to navigational calculations or requests about flight-relevant information (radio stations, alternates, etc.).

There are two modes of tasking the APNF. This is done either by the pilot or by the cockpit assistant itself, depending on
where the responsibility of flying the aircraft is placed. The pilot may hand over this responsibility to the cockpit assistant in
the same way as he can pass it on to the co-pilot in a conventional two-man cockpit. In this case, the MfF module will accept
the role of tasking the APNF and will make use of the effecting capabilities of the APNF module as well as of the AF, as
described above. The APNF aiso sets the A? modes and the command values. If the pilot has control, the A? may or may
not be engaged accoroing to the pilut psefence.

Monitoring Module (MON)

This module works on the basis of the actual outputs of the pilot, i.e. the resulting flight status, and the MPF outputs. Devia-
tions from the flight plan can be detected by comparing these data during flight. It thereby comprises an important segment
of the situation assessment task. This module distinguishes three categories of monitoring functions:

rX
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Monitoring of flight progress ('nodal attention checks') in order to be aware of the arrival at any subgoals of the flight
plan
Monitoring of health status of aircraft systems
Monitoring of pilot actions and their compliance with those required by the actual flight plan

In figure 4, the normal mode of operation is depicted which is mainly investigated. For this mode, which was favored in the
first place, an extensive test program is conducted. Figure 4 shows the potential pilot inputs into the cockpit assistant and the
data flow with regard to the monitoring function. The advices or warnings, as generated by the MON, are tansferred via the
speech interface. This is one mode among a number of other possible ones which can be distinguished by the degree of charg-
ing the cockpit assistant with tasks otherwise performed by the pilot. In case of pilot incapacitation the ASPIO functions can
be used for autonomous emergency flight.

3. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION EXPERIMENTS

For the experimental investigation the cockpit assh tant is implemented in a flight simulator facility with a one-seat fixed base
cockpit (fig.S). Besides aircraft dynamics (6-degrees of freedom model of the HFB 320), autopilot (AP), radio navigation sys-
tems and wind characteristics are simulated in this facility. The pilot interface includes computer-generated outside vision,
artificial stick force as well as speech input and output in order to closely match the speech dialogue in a two-man cockpit
environment. As an option, instead of pressing keyboard buttons, the speech system can also be used by the pilot for all kinds
of inputs into the aircraft systems. The functions of the cockpit assistant are implemented in a VAX and a PS12 computer.Some implementation parameters are given in table 1.
The experiments were aimed at proving enhancements in overall system performance, also with regard to safety, pilot work-
load balancing and pilot acceptance under the most possible realistic conditions. For this purpose, the following criteria were
investigated:

- Accuracy of flight
Pilot errors in situation assessment and system operation

- Duration and quality of plannhg processes
Pilot workload

- Pilot acceptance

The pertinent parameters were evaluated for a number of test runs of IFR-approaches. These test runs were organized in the
way as shown in table 2. Three different IFR scenarios [7] were developed which consisted of standard situations as well as
of unusual events and emergency situations. Scenario 1 is exclusively standard. Therefore, it was possible for this scenario that
all pilots flew both test runs, with and without cockpit assistant (CA). However, in scenario 2 and 3 planning and decision-
making is triggered by unforseeable events. Each pilot could only have one test run in either of these scenarios, either with
or without cockpit assistant. A total of nine professional pilots, everyone with a great amount of IFR flight experience, have
performed test runs for the three different scenarios. A great amount of experimental data has been provided. Some of the
evaluation results are presented in the following.

As an indicator for flight accuracy, the airspeed deviation was considered to be most appropriate for evaluation. Figure 6
shows typical time histories for scenario 1. Figure 6a illustrates the deviations occurring without the cockpit assistant, as op-
posed to figure 6b, which shows much smaller deviations for the case of activated cockpit assistant. Both flights are performed
by the same pilot. The evaluation results for the standard deviation for all pilots, as shown in figure 7, demonstrate a highly
significant improvement in flight accuracy for the flights with activated assistance functions. For scenario 2 the results were
even better, for scenario 3 not quite as good as for scenario 1.

Pilot errors could be directly and unambiguously detected. One can say that, by definition, no major deviations from normal
flight could be observed for the flights with activated momtoring function of the cockpit assistant. However, without cockpit
assistant, pilot errors were detected, also more serious ones.

The time needed for planning and decision-making was determined by the difference in time between a triggering ATC in-
struction, which also demanded for a reply about the pilot's further intentions, and the pilot's reaction. In figure 8, the pilot's
decision time without support by the cockpit assistant, following an unexpected ATC message in scenario 2,i s shown in com-
parison to the time elapsed until pilot reaction for acknowledgement of the flight plan recommendation of the cockpit as-
sistant was detected. The planning and decision task was to check for an alternative approach procedure under consideration
of weather and airport data, after a message was received about the breakdown of the instrume'nt landing system at the desti-
nation airport. The differences are obvious. In addition, the pilots stated in the debriefing session that all decisions recom-
mended by the cockpit assistant, made sense.

The pilot workload was assessed by means of subjective rating and the introduction of a secondary task. For subjective rating,
the SWAT-method (Subjective Workload Assessment Techmque [8]) was used. As a secondary task, periodical tapping [9]
was specified. The results show a slight reduction of workload, but without significance.

Pilot acceptance was evaluated from pilot statements in a questionnaire which was furnished by the pilots after their test
flights. Among other ratings, the technique of semantic differential [10] was used, as shown in figure 9. The median values
show positve mean reactivnu, i.e. goudd acceptance by the pidots. The neutral overall assessment for the component "not dis-
tracting/ distracting" was explained by the pilots by certain lack of familianzation in system handling, in particular with respect
to the specific speech recognition system used for these experiments.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A knowledge-based cockpit assistant for piloting tasks in IFR aviation can offer great benefits in monitoring, planning and
decision-making for complex situations. The system can rapidly offer recommendations to the pilot without getting 'tired' or
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loosing information. The recommendations are derived by evaluation of alternative solutions against objective criteria. The
presented system specially is intended for the single-pilot IFR operation. However, most of its essential functional elements
can be applied for the two-man cockpit as well. The system is able to understand the situation on the basis of knowledge
about facts and procedures of the piloting task environment and the actual data about the flight status and pilot actions. The
situation can be evaluated with regard to disturbing impacts on the flight plan and, if necessary, it derives a revised flight plan
as a recommendation to the pilot. It also can serve the pilot for plan execution tasks in a similar way as the co-pilot is working
in the two-man crew. Speech dialogues as known from the two-man cockpit remain essentially unchanged because of the in-
tegration of a pilot interface with speech input and output.

The flight simulator expcri..ents for testing the cockpit assistant under realistic conditions, including the air traffic environ-
ment, lead to the conclusion that this kind of system actually can complement human capabilities and is accepted by the
pilots. Flight accuracy was significantly improved, adverse consequences of pilot errors were eliminated and also planning and
decision- making was improved. It could be shown that pilot workload was slightly reduced, although the pilot interface was
not optimized at this stage of development.
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Bestpossiblq worstpossible
score Median score
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entlastend belastend (more workload)
vernirnftiq unvem~nftig (insensible)
nicht ablenkend N ablenkend (distracting)
f6rderlich hinderlich (hindering)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Caused by specific features of speech system

Figun3 9: Questionnaire result Tar the semantic differential "The cockpit assistant is..."
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RESUME

Cet article pr~sente un syst~rns de d4termination automatique de silhouette d'un
v~hicule sur imagerie infra-rouge.

Cette reconnaissance s'sppuie sur l'utilisation explicite d'un mod~le de f'objet A
identifier. Le formalisms objet, mis en oeuvre pour repr~senter Ie mod~le permet de
d~passer Ie cadre d'une simple mod~lisation g~om~trique et photom~trique par
Ilintroduction, dbs Ia phase de conception du modble de connaissances sur 1s
fonctionnement du syst~me.

Le processus de reconnaissance eat fond6 Sur un sch~ma g~n~ral de preadiction-
v4rification d'hypothbses et exploits un ensemble de primitives de type "r~gions
homogbnes" afin de r~aliser l'interpr~tation de limage. Enfin, un m~canisme
d'intersction entra Ie module d'interpr6tation et IS processus de segmentation baa-
niveau permet do contr~ler Is phase d'am6lioration de Ia silhouette en utilisaknt leS
informations du mod~le.

INTRODUCTION

Un des axes principaux du d~veloppement des performances dee syst~mes d'srmes modernes
concerne Ilam~lioration de lours capacit~s sensorielles.

L'i dentiflication automatique ou smi -autosati que d'objactifs constitue Ilune des
fonctions principalas des syst~mes de veille, de reconnaissance, ou bien des
autodirectaurs de missiles.

Le syst~me pr~sent6 dens cet article as place plus particulibrament dans Ia cadre de
cetta dernibre application. Dena Ie domaine des missiles autonomes tir~s A distance do
sicurit6, l'identification de l'objactif deviant une n~cessit4, tout particulibrement
dane Ie cas d'une cible mobile pour laquelle un simple guidage inertiel ne saurait otre
suffisant.
La fonction dacquisition automatique de cible a'av~re 6galement primordial* afin de
mettre en oeuvre des traltaments de r~sistance aux contre-mesures.

L'objectif du syst~ee RUBIS (RUle-Based Identification System) eat Ia dotermination
sutomatique de Is silhouette d'un v~hicule sur imagerie infra-rouge. L'extraction de
silhouette s'inscrit dena un cadre plus large concernant lensemble de In fonction
d'acquisition automatique d'objectif.

Le concept d'acquisition d'objactifs de petite taiIlea (maronefs, v~hicules terrestres,
ciblas pour lesquelles aucune pr~paration de mission nWeat effectu~e) recouvre un
ensemble de fonctions de complexit6 croissante

- In d~tection;

- Ia reconnaissance

- l'identification.

La d~tection de cibles consists en une recherche d'objets dane l'image pouvant
conetituer des ob.3actifs potentiels. Lea critbres de discrimination prisaen compte lore
de cette 6tape sont ralativement rudimentaires et lea algorithmes de traitement des
images, pour la bands spectrale Infra-rouge, sont g~niralement I ond~s aur une extraction
de points chauds at Ie pistage do ceux-ci.

La reconnaissance do cibles a pour objectif Is classification des cibles potentielles
suivant leur cetdgorie at 'a rejat des fausses alarmes at des leurres.

L'ldentification des cibles constitue la phase ultime du proceasus d'acquisition at a
pour finalit6 Ia d~termination, pour chaque objet, de son type.

La d~termination do silhouette consists & localiser pr~cisiment- Ilobjectif en extrayant
parfaitement as forme dans limage. cette op~ration et effectu~e sans utiliser de
connalssances a priori sur I'6chslle at sur l'orlsntatlon do l'objet dane l'image.



RUBIS met en oeuvre des techniques issues du domains de l'Intelligence Artificietlo
afin do r4alisor une segmentation initials do Ilimage en r6gions puis d'effectuer
l'interpr~tation de cet ensemble de primitives en utilisant un mod~le du v~hicule A
identifier.

Le procoses d'interpr~tation suit un schfmu gdn6ral de prddiction-v~rification
d'hypoth~ses en utilisant los 6l6monts remarquables de l'obj~t pour 6mettre une
hypothbso de vision (point do vue. 6cihel to, position de I 'objet dans Il'image). La phase
de v~rification tents ensuite de conifirmer bu d'infirmer cette hypothbee par
identification prdclse do chaque 614ment constituent Is v~hicuie.

L'affinage progressif de l'interpr~tation pout conduire A Is d~finition do roquates do
recherche particulibres do regions dane Ie cas d'objets manquents ou mal Begmentds lors
de Is partition initials. Cetto interaction du module dlinterpr~tation avoc lee
traitemente do segmentation permot d'am~liorer esiblement lee performances do RUBIS.

Nous pr~senterons successivement le module do segmentation, Is processus
d'interpr~tation ainsi quo Is schema do definition d93 ioUfties puie noue donnerons des
r~suitats quantitatifa obtenue stur une base d'une trontaine d'imagos FLIR 8-12 p
repr6sentant un blind6 sous un ensemble d'attitudes vari~es.

LA SEGMENTATION EN REGIONS

La t~cha de ce module consistS A fournir au processus d'interpr~tation un ensemble do
primitives stiffisammert pr~cises pour entreprendre is miss en corroispondence entro lee
indices viouels extraite do l'image et los objets ou parties d'objets du models do
reference.

Le choix des primitives do type r~gion est justifid par l'application. It s'agit en
effet d'identifier des v~hicules reiativgment mal r~solus dans Visage ;let dimensions
de lour silhouette n'excddantt pas quelques dizains do pixels. L'utilisation d'uIn mode
d'lnterpr~tation fond6 cur des primitives 9dom~itriques (segments do droite) no saurait
convenir car is prtcision des primitives eat trop foible. Pour un segment do longuour
6gale A 10 pixels, uns erreur do poaitionnement do 1 pixel cur cheque extr~mit6 conduit
& une 5reur do 11' sur l'orientation du segment. Par villeure, Is r~partition detb
gradients d'intenoit6 cur Ia surface do la cible no rend pas toujours compto des
diff~rentes parties du v~hicule St lee segments as contour obtonus n'ont pee
d'hornologues dans un mod&le de type CAO.

La d~finition des cibles en terives d'assowblages do r~gions do luminance homogone
permot d'atteindre Is robustesse indispensable A notre application. Toutefole,
l'utilieation d'une repr~sentation on regions do Ilimago no fournit pas suffisament
d'informatlons pour Wte en Piosure do calculer pr~cis~ment i'orientation de la cible.
Dans I. cas des objectifa mobiles do dimensions r~duites, cotte information nWest pas
n~cessaire car Is ccnnaisgance approximative do l'attituds de l'objet dans l'lmage eat
suffisante pour localiser Is point d'impact optimal.

Le module do segmentation et divis6 en doux ensembles principaux. D'une part, kin
traitorient do segmentation orn regions fond6 our une approche de division r~cursive et
d'autre part une base do regles do production qut anelysent localement i'ensemble des
regions et d~clenchent l'application des actions correctricos do division ou do fusion.

Las traitements do segmentation initiale sont fond~s cur deux principos importants

- un seuillage multiple des niveaux do gris

- une approcho recursive des divisions.

Ce processuseaot initialis6 par la recherche d'un suil cur l'imaga initials. Le seuil
Oct appliqu6 our 1 image et une premibre partition an r~gions connexes ost d~termin~e.
Pour chacune des r~gions no satisfalsant pae Is crit~re duniformit6, l'onsomble des
opdrations do division oat r~it~r6 solon un procossus r~cursif,
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La determination do seuil pour une r~gion set fondd sur la m~thode do KOHILER (1] qui
exploits l'histogramme des transitions moyennes do la Idgion. Cot histograse eat
determin6 de ]a fatqon suivante

Pour tout couple (p,q) do pixels adjaconte tels quo L(p) 4 1(q)

si 1(p) < nl < L(q) N1(n) =N(n) + I
C(n) =C(n) + Min(L(q) - n, n - 1(p))

H(n) =0(n) / N(n)

Oi Lo) eat la fonction luminance.

La valeur de seullI S correspond mu niveo do gris pour leqoel H(S) atteint son maximum.

Le soil selectionn6 correspond & ]a maximisation do nombre do transitions moyennes
qu'il met on evidence.

L'approcho recursive permet do determpiner at d'appliquer lee soulls localoment at de
minimiser sinai les effets do propagation des segmentations obtenues par application
do soulls globaux.

L'analyse des segmentations obtenues montre quo des defauts subsistent. 008
imperfections peuvent 6tre classes en trois categories principales

- fragmentation excessive des r~gions :une zone ayant une existence s4mantique
(representation dWun objet physique) est divisde er. do nombreuses regions qui nWont
aucune roalite physique

-phenomene d'overmorging" certainos regions r( couvront partiellement unobjet sinai
qu'une partie do l'environnoment

- rreur do placement do Ia frontiere d'une region :ceci eat essontiellement do au
profil du gradient au voisinage do la frontibre dos zones homogenies. Co profil nWest pas
parfait, ot cola occasionne des erreurs sur l'ostimation do la position du maximum du
gradient.

Ces defauts ont deux causes ossentielles

- ls critere do segmentation eat sal adapte A 1s zone trait~e (coci et
particulierement vra sur lee images preontant A Ia fois des zones hoisog~nes et dos
zones textureesl

- l'analyso do ]'image eat trop globale ot ceci conduit A ]a ddterminatlon do
parametres do segmentation localement mal adaptes.

Pour pallier cos inconvenients, nous avons choisi d'am~liorer la segmentation initiale
par des traitoments contr6l~s par des bases do r~gles. Les pr6misses do cos r~glos do
production ont pour but la detection d'une configuration int6ressante afin do d~clencher
dana la partie action un traitemont adapte.

La miss en oeuvre d'un disposltif do contr6lo do ces traitoments oat n~cessaire afin
d'evlter quo lea actions do division et do fusion no s succbdent ind~finiment our one
portion do l'image. Co systeo do segmentation a en offot on comportomont non-monotone
dont il eat impossible d'assurer la torminaison a priori. Nous detaillerons donc Ia
m6thode do contr~le quo nous avons miss en place ot qui eat basee our la r~partition do
parambtres d'etat sur chaque objet manipule par 1e ayst~me.

La ropr~sontation des primitives do I& segmentation eat realise. dane un formalisms
objet. Deux classes principalos d'objots sont utilises par le syste do segmentation
bas-niveaso

- la classe REGION
- Ia classo RELArION D'ADJACENCE

Chaque r6gion oat representee par one list. d'attributs at par son extension iconique
(liste des pixels qu'olle contiont). Nous distinguons trois typos d'attributs principaux

los attribute photometriques (lids 6 1& repartition des niveaux do gris sur ]a surface
do Ia r~gion), lee attribute geom6trlques et lea attribute morphologiquos (lids & la
forms do la region).

Outro lea informations propres A chaque region, nous soemes amends ui utiliser ao cours
do d~roulemont du procossus do segmentation des informations our lee liaisons entre lea
regions lorsq'lil s'agit do d~torminor lee couples do regions adjacent.. candidates A
one fusion. Nous avone donc choisi do representer lea relations d'adjacence entre deox
regions par on objet do syat~me qul poese des attribute sur la frontibe entre lee

_ J)$
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deux regions (longuour du parimatro commun, moyonne, valours oxtrOmes et 6cart-type du
gradient Is long de Is frontlbre).

Lee ragles do segmentation sont organis6es en paquota correspondent au typo d'action
qu'olles appliquent. LB premier paquet regroups lee r~gloa do fusion. Au nombre do
quinze, cBS r~gles off octuent des fusions solon dem critares photom6triques ou
morphologiques.

Loe crit~res photom6triques font intervenir principalement , Is luminance moyenne de
cheque region, une information de texture (mesuras & I 'aide des attribute de r~partition
du gradient calcul~s sur l'int~rieur do Is r~gion pour 6viter lea d~fauts 1~am & Ia
proximit6 de Is frontibre do Is r~gion).

LBe critbres g6om~triques et morphologiques sont fond~s essential lament sur l'aire des
r6gionc (tout particuli~rement our lea rapports d'aires entre deux r~gionsaedjacentes

Vcandidates & Is fusion), ot sur des attribute his & Is forms des r~gions qul permettont
do d~tocter des configurations particuli~res come , Dar example, l'existence do r~gions
particuli~remont fines (par Is calcul des moments d'inertie, du ratio entre l'eire do
Is r~gion et l'aire de son ArodA etc... ). La r~gle suivante est un exemple do cotto
utilisation des attribute:

Doux r~gions fines adjacentos
dont l'une eat peu 6tendus
dont lee axes principaux dWinertie sont parallbles
dont Is longuour do p~rimAtro commun eat faible

sont fusionn~es

Deux modes principaux do division sont mis en oeuvre dens RUBIS. LB premier mode
* consists A activer s~lectivement our une seule r~gion Is segmentation par seuillage

fondde sur la m~thodo de KOHLER. Cetto m~thode do segmentation est actlv~e par los
conditions suivantes

- grands dynemique do nivesux do grim

- l'existence do plusieurs modes sur l'histogramme on niveaux do gris do Ia r~gionj

- Is pr~sence do gradients assez Alev~s das cotte r~gion.

Le second mode de division est appelA 'Division Morphologique". Cotte action consiste
&divisor une r~gion selon un masque obtonu par ouverture morphologique. Cetto

op~ration pormet d'imoler lea zones fines ou les irr~gularit~s de forms apparaissant sur
Ia r~gion et d'effectuer l'op~ration do division en isolant coin zones. Ce treitement a
pour but do supprimer lee zones do r~tr~cissoment d'uns r~gion. Ce ph~nombne est
g~n~ralement occasionnA par une discontinuit6 du gradient tr~s locale (souvent limit~e
& I ou 2 pixels) Is long do Is frontibre d'une r~gion. La simplification de la forms des
r~gions constitue un gage do r~ussits pour le procossus d'interprtation qui aura A
offoctuor une mime on correspondence entro des r~gions issues do l'ieags et les objets
du mod~le qui mont souvont d~composables en formes relativemont simples. Cette division
eat activ6e sur des r~gions do compacitA (sire / p~rim~tre2, ) faible.

Le contr6le du processus do segmentation est guidA par lea quelques principes muivants

- Maltriser lee ph~nombnpa d' "oversplitting" St d'ovrmerging"

- Assurer la torminaison du procossus do segmentation;

- "Pr~venir plut6t quo Gu~rir' : l S'agit, d'une part, d'6viter des actions
catastrophiques qui remettraient en cause Ie foncttonnement du systbmo at d'autre part
do pr~parer Ia miss en correspondence en isolant d~m Is phase do cr~ation des r~gionn
des objets qui paraissent caract~ristiques.

Le contr~le du processus do segmentation pout 6tre onvisagA & deux nivosux. L'approche
global. consists & effectuor uno Avaluation sur l'ensemble des r~gions afin de calculer
un critbre de satisfaction via & vie du traitomont do segmentation. Cette 6veluetlon
globale a pour but d'oriantor Ia stat~gie do segmentation & haut-niveau qui consistsa
privil~gior un typo particulier d'actions Sur une zone do l'image. Cetto Stratdgie de
haut-n'veau dolt Atre accompagn6e d'un mode d'appllcation. Ceci rovient ak d~torminer
prdcis~mf.nt Is saquencemont des d~clenchoments des r~gles on associant & chacuno d'olle
is ou too primitivefi do 1'lmage A mncd,,ficr. Cette fo'me de controle it AtA misp en oeuvre
par Nezif et Levine [2], (3], (4], (5), (6] qui ont d~veloppA un algorithms do contr~le
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fond6 cur la th6orie des ensembles flous.

La mice en oeuvre d'un systame de contr6le global conduit & do nombreux calculs afin
de romettro A jour r4guli~romont Ie crit~re d'appr6clation do Is segmentation. Les
principaloc caract~ristiques priess on compte lora do cette dvaluation sont lea
suivantos:

- l'uniformit6 do cheque region
- 10 contrasts inter-r~gions.

L'approche adopt6o dane 10 syst~me RUBIS consists A d~localiser la fonction do contrOle
sur chaque objet manipu16 par 10 syst~me & base do r~gles. Chacune des r~gions do la
segmentation comports dana ma bisto d'attributs un attribut d'6tat qui permot do notor
lee actions admissiblec cur cetto r~gion. Ainsi cot attribut pout prendre les valours
suivantec.

- libre :poor indiquor qu'il n'existe aucune restriction

- indivisible :cette valour signifie quo la r~gion no pout 6tre divisdo. Il exists
deux variantes pour cetto caract6ristique qui concornont la m4thode do division (une
r~gion pout 6tre indivisible par seuillago ou par division morphologique ou totalement
indivisible);

- gel~e ,aucune action nWest admiso cur Ia r~gion. Ceci signifie quo la rogion oct
indivisible at qu'olle no pout Otre fusionn6e avoc aucune do sea r~gions adjacentee.

Par ailleurs, nous avons la possibilit6 d'interdireoune fusion particulibre pour un
couple do doux r~gions adjacentes en notant cette caract~ristique cur un attribut d'6tat
do l'objet ropr~sontant lour relation d'adjacence.

Cette organisation du contr~le permet d'implantor eusci bien une strat~gie globale quo
locale. Dane RUBIS, nous nouc commec limit~c & l'implantation dWung strat~gie locale
monotone. En effet, l'affectation d'une valour & l'attribut d'46tat d'une r~gion nWest
pee remiss en cause lors du processus do segmentation on r~gions excepts pour romplacer
cc vaeur couranto par uno valour plus restrictive. Ainsi uno r~gion dont l'Atat Oct

.morpho-indivisible" pout passer A l'6tat "indivisible' eels en eucun rac a 1'6tat
*libre". Cotte utilisation des attribute d'6tet, associ4oe A la diminution des
intervallos do tol~rance des critbros do segmentation assure la convergence du procoseuc
do vision bae-nivoau.

Cotte approcho no conduit peeas une partition do l'image optimal* via A via dee
crit~res d'6valuation dnonc~s par liazif et Levine mais il s'agit I& d'un compromis entro
un r~sultat acceptable at une charge do calcul excessive.

Per ailleure, l'eneemblo des r6gions obtenu oct dectin6 A fitre intorpr~t6 par Ie
procossue do vision haut-niveau qui utibise un modble explicite do l'objet A
reconnaltre. Au cours do cetto interpr~tation, la partition en rigions initials no core
plus simpboment 6valu~e par rapport A un ensemble do critiree ind~pendants du contenu
do b'lmage male vie A via d'un modble do l'objet. Colul-ci core utilis6 pour 6mettre des
hypothbose do resogmontation locale af in do rocherchor dec objets manquants ou do
pr~cisor lee limites des objets identifi~a afin d'am~liorer los performances
d'identification.

Il ect oxtr~mement ambitioux et m~me illusoire do chercher A construire un treitoment
g~ndral do segmentation ind~pendant do la finelit6 do l'oxploitation qul core feito do
l'ensomble des primitives extraites do l'image.

Dons 1e ccc do RUBIS, il nWest pee primordial do traitor parfaitement lee zones A trbas
forte texture car 01108 repr~sentent g~n~ralomont des zones do l'onvironnement natural
cur lesquollee aucun traitemont d'interpr~tation n'eat effectu6.

L'uniquo treitement des r~gions textur~es consists & d~tecter l'oxistonce oe be texture
par une mesure do r~partition dec gradients. La r~gion oct isol~o on utiiisant
b'attribut d'6tat, efin d'Aviter qu'une action do division no colt effectu~e car cola
conduirait A un nombre tr~a important do r~gions et A I& saturation total* du syst~me.
Codi constitue la meilboure illustration du troisibme princive 'Pr~venir plut6t quo
gu~rir".

DMe Ia phase do segmentation, des informations ainel quo be conneissance do be final it6
du syst~me sont n~ceesairee afin d'optimlcer lea performances du module do vision bee-
nlveeu. Le ech~me do contrOlo utibisA dane RUBIS a pormis d'implanter via un ensemble
do m~ta-r~gles des cr1 tbres do gel do cortaines r~gions pr~centent des caract~ristiques
discriminentee vie A vie do b'objoctif do RUBIB, A savoir "I'identification do
vtS. Iules" Los r~gions do luminance et do compecitA Aovyees sont ieolAos m~ms Ri lour
airo en felt dec candidates & !a fusion. Cos r~gions reprdsentent des Oldmente chauds
du v~hicule ou do Il'envlronnement (lourros, feux, etc... ) et consetituent des germee pour
10 syst~me d'interpr~tation qui initialise 10 schdma de prdlcti on-v~ri f ication
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d'hypoth~ses Sur ce type d'objets romarquables.

L'attribut d'6tat eat egalomont utilisil comae compto-rondu des actions do division
d'une rilgion. Si un mode do division no donne aucun resultat Our uno region, cetto
information oet conerv6e via l'attribut d'Aitat, Co qui permet d'eviter uno invocation
do cotte action Sur cotte s~me region Mlore quo lissuo eat vouA & '6chec.

L'onsombls do primitives obtonu & l'lssue do la phase do segmentation West en aucun
cao optimale ("Un objet, uno r~gion") et lee traitemonts do haut-niveu doivont Otro
capablos do r~aliser Is reconnaissance maigr6 108 defeuts. Le choix des seulls et do 15
strat~gie pour 10 processus do bs-nivoau no saurait 6liminor un typo do d~ifaut o n
offs.., la suppression totale du phenome d'ovormorging conduirait Ak un nombro
prohibitif do r~gions tout particuli~rement Sur dos zones A forte texture male, per
ai Iloetre, l'ovormerging set oxtr~mement pr~judici able au procossus dintorpriltation qui
debuto Il'idontification du v~hiculo A l'aide des informations d~duitos do quelguos
regions supposes roprentativos d'un objet du mode.

Ceci montro is necessairo collaboration entro lea diffents niveaux d'un Systems do
vicion artificiollo lorsquo 1e domains dapplication Set rolativemont vesto ($cones
naturollos, conditions do prises do vue variables, environnements complexes, mesqueges,
contre-mesures etc...)

LA MODELISATION DES CIBLES

L ,identification des cibles Ost realisee, dana 10 systeo RUBIS, par un module de miss
o n correspondence entre un models du vehicule, dont Is type Set suppose connu, et
Il'ensemble do regions mises en evidence lore do la phase do segmentation bas-niveau,

La r6ussite do cotte etapo do reconnaissance set oxtrAmement dependents do Is quelite
du modhle fourni. L'eveluation do cotto qualitil pout Otre r~alisils vis a via des
crit~ros suivants:

- ]e pr~cision et Ia finesse do la description

- ia robustesso do is mod~lisetion qui rend compte do son adaptabilito A des conditions
d'obervations varies (point do vue, qualitel des images);

lai facilite do miso en oouvre du modbe par 10 processus d'intorpr~tation.

Nous evons donc cherchi§AL d~finir, dans RUBIS, un cadre doe mod~lisation peu
Contraignant , robu Ste, ot capable do prondro en compto l'espect tridimensionnel.

L'approche retonue Set un modeo multi-bidimensionnel. Cola signifie quo Is
modelisation d'un v~hiculs Set composes d'un certain nombre do modbles elementairos do
vue s bidimonsionnol lee du v~hicule solon plusiours orientations caract~ristiquss. Cospte
tonu do is resolution des images St du champ couvert par Is cibleosur l'imago , nous
nous sommos, limit~a a cinq orientations carecteristiquos correspondent A une vue do
face, uno vue do profil, une vue d'arri~re, une vue do trois-quart face et une vue do
trois-quart erribre.

Chacun do ces modbles elemontairos eat de~compose en un certain nombro d'objets qui sont
lee repr~sentations d'una partie du v..hicule solon l'oriontation du modbe eildentaire
considere. Ainsi, Is modble elemonteire d'un blindei do typo AM~X30 solon une vue arribre
sera constitue do six obJots:

- deux pots d'6chappement droit et gaucho
- doux chenilles droite et gauche
- Ia vus erri6re du chassis;
- is vus arribro do la tourelle.

Le mod~l. du v~hicule set repr~sentil dens un formalisms objet an utilisant lee notions
d'hiritage af in do construire une arborosconce pour chacun des elements constituent
cette cible. Cette Structure arborosconte regroups I 'ensemble des vues d'un s~me element
du vehiculra solon l'ensomble des orientations decritos dens 10 modblo.

Cette hi~rarchistion do is description d'un objet consists a regrouper au niveeu 10
plus 6levdi do genalralitel l'ensemblo des caract~ristiquos communes & toutos lea
repr~sontations do V'objet doe los niveaux inf~rieurs. Par exemple, quolgue Soit
1'orientation du vdihicule our l'image, 10 pot d'6chappement, s'il eat visible, sore
roprdsent6 par uno ou plusieurs regions do luminance 6leve ; cotto ceracteristique
commune sore conservili au niveau Is plus *lev6 do l'arboresconce. Cette hierarchie eot
d~crite en torsos do classo et do rious-clazzat afin do tirer pleinement parti do ia
notion d'h~ritago inhilrente lai repr~sentation orlentA. objet.

UR
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11 exists deux types de critbres pour caract~riser un objet

- Lee crit~res dits "intrins~ques" car leur vdrification ns fait intervenir que des
attribute propree aux r~gions concern~es par cet objet. Ii s'agit par example de ]a
luminance, de la cospacitO, de l'Alongation.

- lee critbres appel~s "relations de voisinago" qui d~crivent lea conditions que
l'objet dolt varifier vie A via des objets voisins.

La mod~lisation des v~hicules comporte donc une double atructuration ;d'une part une
arborescence sur chacun des 616ments et d'aui~re part des relations de voisinage ontre
lee ropr~sentations do ces 6l6ments [7].

Lu souci de robustesee qui a guid6 Ia t~che de mod~lisation nous a conduit & introduire
dane Is mod~lisation, d'une part Ia notion de granularit6 variable, et d'autre part &
d~finir d~s la conception du mod~le des hypoth~ses de gestion des dchecs pouvent
survenir lore do Ia mise eli correspo'ndence.

La notion do granulsritO variable et introduite afin do rendro compte da Ia phase
d'6tabliesement du modble des ph~nom~nes do pertes de r~solution suivant la distance de
la cible au capteur. La parte do r~solution a deux causes principales -

Isl nosbre do pixels apparaissant a la surface de la silhouette do la ciblo qui eat
une consdquence directs do 1'Aloignoment de l'objet;

- la fonction do transfert do l'optique qui conduit A une diffusion apparonto do ]a
cibie dans i'imags, A une parts do nottet6 des details et A des ph~nom~nos do fusion
ontre les zones proches do luminosit6 peu diff~rente.

D'apr~s cos observations, ii epparalt clairoment quo 1. mod~lo d'un vohicule situdA&
longue distance no pout pas Atre ddduit du modble d'une vue AL courts distance par simple
r~duction d'dchelle. L'introduction do plusiours modbles correspondent A une masa
orientation du v~hiculo permot do prondre en compto ce diff~rents aspects tout en
d~finissant, d~s la conception du modble, des hypoth~see do gestion des checs du
procossue d'interpr~tation. Un example do cette organieation eat fourni par la
mod~lisation du char de type AMX30 "vue arri~ro'. Sur une image do grands r~solution,
on pout dietinguer lee r~gions correspondent aux deux pots d'Achappement ainsi qu'uno
r~gion l~g~rement moins lumineuso reprdsentant Is chassis. Dana Is cs du smem vohicule
vu solon ls mamae orientation A une dcholle beaucoup plus faible, ii et raromont
poss~ble de distinguor ces trois r~gions qui nWen forment plue qu'uno seule. La prise
en compte do ce typo do ph~nom~ne lore do Ia phase do construction du mod~lo fournit au
processus d'interpr~tation plusiours alternatives do raisonnoment. Coci 6vite d'avoir
A envisagor des mies en correspondence entre une fusion do plusieurs objets du mod~le
ot d'une souls r~gion do l'image ou bionde cherchor A divisor une r~gion do l'image
sans information a priori eur 1e mode do division A mottre en oeuvre.

L' INTERPRETATION

Le module d'interpr~tation est fondA sur un sch~ma g~n~ral do miss en correspondence
entre los objets du modblo et l'oneemblo des primitive. extraitee do l'image. La miss
en correspondance eat offectude par un proceseus do pr~diction-v~rification
d'hypothbsos. Cheque identification d'un 6l6mont du modble donne lieu A Ia cr~atlon d'un
objet instance do la cloes reprdsentant 1'Al6mont reconnu. Cotte instance stocks is ou
lee p~imitives correspondent A 1'6l6ment. La construction d'instances du mod~le au fur
ot A, mosuro do is reconnaissance permet do g~ror plusioure interpr~tations do faqon
parallble.

Dane I. cas Is plus g6n~ral d'une miss en correspondence entre un modble
tridimensionnel et une image bidimonelonnollo, l'hypothbse do vision sot un sextuplet
do velours (a,e,d,X,Y,r) correspondent respectivemont aux doux angles d'azimuth at
d'6l6vation do la ligne do visas dane 10 repbre cible, A la distance captour-but, A
la position du centre do la silhouette et A Il'orientation do is silhouette dens I' image.
Dane notre application, nous avons n~glig6 l'sngle r en faisant l'hypothbAe quo 10
capteur et stabilis6 en roulis ot qie Is sol eat suffleament horizontal pour eupposer

x=0. Par ailleure, nous n'evons mcl~lis6 qu'un ensemble restraint d'orisntations de
Is ligne do vis~e par rapport a Is c ble

- vue arribre (a =- 90*, o C
- vue do face (a = 0', e = ')
- vue do profil (a =90', 0 0*
- vue do trois-quert arribre (a =-45*, 6 0*)
- vue do trois-quart face (a =45*, a0'

Nous n'avons jemais tenu coepte dane notre mod~listion do l'anglo e. Los modbles
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construits pour lee cinq orientations privilagiaes peuvent Otre utilis~s sans aucune
modification pour des angles e < 20 '

Le param~tre d de l'hypothase do vision eat remplac6 dans notre systbme par l'6choill
E du v6hiculeosur l'image.

La pr~diction d'hypothbses consiste & utiliser certalnes primitives do l'lmage et&
tenter de lea mettre en correspondence evec des objets du modblo. Do chacune do cos
tentatives, sont d~duits les parambtres d'une hypoth~se do vision A savoir une attitude
de l'objet, una position approximative de s silhouette at une premibre estimation do
l'6chs lie.

Ce processus do pr~diction Oat fond6 sur des objets particuliers du modole appel~s
"llots do conflance du modble" (I.C.M). Ces objets seront utilis~a conwee des germes sOre

afin d'6mettre des hypothases do vision. CoB objets doivent poas6der los propri~t~s
suivantes:

- ils sont idontifiables sans connaissanco a priori su l'6chelle ot l'oriontation do
Ia cible dens V'isage ,

- ile sont discriminants afin d'orienter I0 choix du mod~l. bidimonsionnel & utiliser

- I Is pr~sentent, si possible, des caract~ristiques suffisamment distinctes par rapport
aux objets voisina afin d'6tre isol~s par 1s module do segmentation en r~gions. Codi
pormet d'obtenlr cosine ropr~sentation do cot objet dens Ilimago une soul. r~glon
facilement identifiable & partir do laquelle 11 eat possible d'obtenir une promibre
estimation do l'6chelle du v~hicule dens l'image.

La repr~sentation des 1CM dana 10 mod~lo fait appol & Ia notion d'h~ritagos multiples.
Una class. ICM eat cr66e et eat Ilune des classes antdc~dentes des classes
reprdsentativos des objets qul jouent 10 r~le d'ICM.

Les objets A forte 6mlasivit6 thermique constituent, dena 10 cas do notro application,
d'sxcellents ICM. Ainsi, pour un blind6 do type At4X3O, les pots d'6chappemont et les
chenillos (particuli~remont vues do face ou d'arribre) constituent les principaux ICM
de la mod~lisation.

10 d~roulement du m~canisme d'interpr~tetion d~bute par une recherche do toutos lea
rdgiona do Il'image v~rifiant l'un des crit~res do s~loction des 1CM cgs crltbres 6tant
regroupda au nlveau do la classe 1CM. Pour checune des primitives sinai identlfi~es,
sore tentdo uno als en correspondence avoc Il'une des classes "filles" do 1a dec80e ICM
et sinai do procho en procho jusqu'& une classo "feuillo" de Ilarborescence.

Chaque miss on correspondence eat 6valu~e par un calcul do qualit6 qul tient compto
d'une part do Il'ad~quation entre los attribute propres des primitives ot lea
caract~ristiques intrine~ques do Ilobjet du mod~le ot d'autre part do Ia pr~senco ou do
l'absenco des 6l6ments voisins d~c'its dens 10 mod~lo. La propagation descendants des
misos en correspondence eat accompagn~e d'une remiss & jour do l'indico do qualit6 en
tenant compte do Is valour trouv6e au niveau Dr~c~dent et des nouveaux critbres v~rifi~s
au niveeu consid~r6.

Loraqu'une hypothas et Omiss, 1e proceesus de miss o.n correspondence eat activ6 pour
chacun des objets appartenant au moddle choisi . Une phase do pr~diction permet do
limiter Ia zone du recherche de cot 6l6ment grAce aux informations d~duites do
l'ldentiflcation do VICM.

L'architectu-e do modble permot do maintenir, parall~lemont, plieeurs lignes do
raisonnement au cours d'une interpratation. Il eat parfols impossible do conclure entro
deux interpr~tatio,is (p)ar exampleo. vue do face ou vuo do trois-quart face d'un m~ine
vdhicule) sais Is syst~me indique tout do s~me lea Al6ments correctemont reconnus m~mo
si ]sure caract~ristiques no sont pas exactemont semblables A cellos correspondent A
une alternative unique.

Lorsque plusioura ICM d'un m~me vdhicule sont simultan~ment visibles sur une image,
plusiours interpratations coh~rentes sont obtenues. Dans ce cao, un m6canisme do
propagati on de contrai ntes eat mis o n oeuvre. Cette op~rati on eat r~al 196* on appIi quant
lee contraintes do voisinage issues do l'sdentification d'un 1CM our l'intorpr6tation r
r~alisde en utillsant 10 second 1CM come germ.

Le atade ultime du processus d'interpr6tation concerns 1 interaction entro I. module
S de vision haut-nlveau et Ie syst~me do segmentation bas-niveau [8]. Cette interaction

poursuit deux but& - d'urnc part affiner et or~diser les limitos do is silhouette ot
d'autre part traitor lea cas d'6checs (absence apparente d'un objet).

Catto amelioration consists a appliquor localeient des op~rations do division on
choisiesant Is zone d'affet grace A i'interpr~tatic. obtenue par Is procoosus do haut-

R1
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nlveau.

L'oeemble des objets correctement i dent if i~s dans l'isage eat utllIis6 afin do calculIer
is position pr6cise d'un certain nombre daxes caractdristiques du mode 6l6mentaire
utlls6. A co modhle eat associ6 un prototype constitu6 do Il'nsomble des positions
standard des axes pour une 6chelle do reference. La combinaison des axes do rf6rence
at des axes determines dane l'image conduit au calcul d'une fenitre do recherche pour
cheque objet du modble elementaire. La position et is taille do cheque fen~tre sont
extr~mement pr6cise car ce calcul prend en compte smultandment toutes lea informations
issues do 1'identlfication do plusiours objets.

Chaque fen~tro eat utilisde pour d~terminer Is liste des regions suseptibles do
repr6senter l'objet concorne. Un traitement do division est appliqu6 aux r6gions syant
une intersection avec is fenfitre male 6galement une partie do is surface situ~o hors do
is fen~tre. Pour chacun des fragments mis en 6vidence par i'op6ration do division, 10
syst~mo chorche & lee ammocier & un objet du modble. L'op~ration est reiteree jumqu'A
V'identi fi cation do I 'objet cherch6 ou bien jusqu'au constat d'un 6chec qui signifie
3oit quo Ilobjet eat masqu6 soit quo i'aspect sous lequol ii apparalt nWest pas
model is6.

L'utilimation du modbe pour Omottre des requ~tes de segmentation bam-nivoau permet
do minimiser les imperfections in~vitables do Ia partition initiale en r6gions ot
d'am6liorer do mani~re significative lea performances du syst~me.

L'&valuation quantitative des r6sultats a 6t6 r6alie~e sur une base d'une trentaine
d'images ropr6sentant un blind6 sous un en63mble d'attitudes vari~Os. Cette dvaluation
a 6t6 men~e en cosparant Ia silhouette oxp6rimentale d6torminde par RUBIS avoc la
silhouette th~orique extraite interactivement par un ap~rateur.

Deux critbres d'appr~ciation mont prim en compte. Le coefficient Ci qui reprds0nte Is
pourcentago de surface do )a silhouette th6orique correctement inclus dana )a silhouette
exp~rimentale. Le second coefficient Cd mesure Is pourcentage do surface de is
silhouette experimentale n'appartonant pam A is silhouette th6orique.

Les risultats ont 6td 6valu6s avant et apres is phase do resogmentation. Le coefficient
Ci 6gal A 71X avant resegmentatlon passe & 78% apr~s cette etaps. Le coefficient Cd
passe do 7% A 5%. Sur Is plupart des images trait~es, le m~canisme do resegmontation
accroit Is performances dens des proportions tr~m faibles do l'ordro do 1% maim dana
certains cam difficiles d'onvironnement structur6, cat affinage am~lioro .enslblement
Is pr~cision do Is silhouette (jusqu'A 20 % d'augmentation do Ia valour do Cd). Ceci
pout avoir des cons~quencos importantes our Ia pr~cision do localisation du point
d'impact optimal.

Le syst~me RUBIS a 6t6 deloppA sur une station do travail do type SUN 3/260 en
langages C at Common Lisp. L'ensemblo des r~gles pilotant 10 module do segmentation en
rggions a 6t6 implant6 A l'aido du g~ndrateur do systhme expert KIRK at Ie lengage
objet utilisA pour Ilensemble du projot eat 10 prodult FLAME. Coin deux outils fond~s Sur
Common Lisp mont doux produits d~velopp~s par THOMSON-CSF.

CONCLUSION

La maquette actuello de RUBIS a perms d'une part do prouver Is faisabilit6 d'un
systeme autonome do reconnaissance do ciblem. Elle a constitu~e un banc d'ossai pour
un certain nombro do m~thodem at d'outilm issus du domains do l'intelligence
artificiolle qul fournissent au concoptour un onvironnomont do d6voloppoment souple ot
6volutif afin de tester et do prototyp~r rapidosont lin algorithmes.

Los r~sultats obtenum mur 15 base d'isages de test sont probants car RUBIS realise
dana is plupart des cas uno d~termination do silhouette corrects maigr6 )a presence de
fonds complexes. Coin performances ont deux raimons essontlellos :l'approcho multi-
critbres do Is segmentation en regions et Is tol~rance du module d'intorpretation vie
a vie des d~fauts do segmentation grace A Is collaboration des deux nivosux du syste
par l'Omission de roquOtos do segmentation A partir du processus do miss on
correspondence.

RUBIS a on outre un potentiol d'6volution important car ii consttue un cadre general
pour supporter des d~veloppements ult~riours tant au nlvoau do Is segmentation
(utilisation du mouvosont par example) qu'au niveau de l'lnterpr~tation (strategies do
rechorche, extension vera un nombre plus importants do typos do vdhicules).

La prise en compte do l'aspoct temporal semble conctltuer l'axe de d6veloppesont 10
plum promettour. Codi pout s traduire dans 1s processus do segmentation par
l'utilisation du mouvesent (segmentation du champ des vitessom) ou en propageant les
r~sultats obtenum pour Il'mage N sur l'lmage N+1 &fin d'affiner sinai Is segmentation
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au lieu de rdinitialiser le processus pour chaque nouvelle image. Dana le processus
d'interpr6tation, la miss en oeuvre d'un modble d'6volution temporelle de 1'aspect de
la cible dane 1'image devrait permettre un 61agage consid~rable de 1'arbre des solutions
pour lee mises on correspondance et augmenter significativement lea performances tant
du point de vue do I& pr6cision quo d'un point de vue efficacit6, point fondamental dana
la perspective d'une application embarqu6e.
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Summary

In the future, the cooperation of pilot and controller will change. Tech'sical
advances contributing to this change are a more intelligent airborne Flight Management
System (FMS) and a datalink connecting the FMS and Air Traffic Control (ATC). Against
this background, concepts for an Experimental Flight Management System and its human-
centered system design approach are described Combined with a basic scenario of future
Air Traffic Management (ATM) the requirements for an airborne constraint management
subsystem are developed. The fundamentals of aircraft route planning and system
operation including considerations on the interaction between constraint management and
man-machine-interface are discussed and an on-line algorithm for aircraft route
planning is presented. The paper also describes the present state of a software
prototype and the soft- and hardware employed.

1. Introduction

Flight Management Systems have become an essential part of civil aircraft operation
in the last decade. Increasing research efforts on automation regarding future Air
Traffic Management (ATM) reveal opportunities to improve the support of the air traffic
controllers by utilizing airborne resources. Future FMSs and ATM systems will have a
datalink module and thus enable direct data communication between airborne and ground
equipment. Undoubtedly, such a datalink combined with planning and decision support for
the air traffic controller will increase system performance. Flight precision as well
as exploitation of airspace will increase considerably. Combined with increasing
'intelligence' of the supporting system the human operator demands additional
explanation on how machine-generated proposals are generated and what the implications
are on system operation and aircraft safety. However, the changing role of the human
operatir in this environment probably introduces new errors (Wiener []).

In the past numerous papers have been published outlining fundamentals of a future
'intelligent cockpit'. References [2] to [5] present typical examples. The paper by
Rouse, Geddes and Curry [2] provides a detailed summary regarding functional design and
architecture of the man-machine-interface in case of a complex system. It is chosen as
a basic reference. In this context detailed formatting aspects of information to be
displayed as well as selection of appropriate operator input devices are of minor
interest. However, the design of an operator support system requires a wholistic view
to create an efficient overall system. System architecture, algorithm design, data
structures and appropriate selection of task-related information in total can provide
high performance and acceptance (Hacker [6]). Simply spoken, the questions - what is
needed,, how can it be achieved and which realisation features fit human capabililles -
depend on each other and have to be answered nearly simultaneously to prn,idu a
profound design approach.

The paper concentrates on this comptehensive aspect of system design. The aircraft
route planning task of the pilot as well as the constraint management subsystem arediscussed making direct reference to the man-machine- interface. An ATM scenario and a
FMS conceptual design proposal pointing to future needs are presented for the
definition of functional requirements as well as for the implementation of a software
prototype.

2. Flight Management Concept

Preroquisite for the implementation of an aircraft route planning algorithm is the
FMS. Therefore, the conceptual model of an experimental FMS currently designed as well
as a scenario for future integrated ATM are described.

21 The_ConceptuajXo Lofan ermenal FlIgh __jna ement S ste

The following description refers to the Conceptional Model of an Experimental
Flight Management System defined by the working group 'Experimental Flight Management
System (EFMS)' within the "Programme for Harmonized Air Traffic Management Research in
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EUROCONTROL (PHARE)" (7,8]. The participating European Research Institutions - BFS,,
CAA, CENA, DLR, NLR, RAE, RSRE and EUROCONTROL - specified an experimental system,
which alms at high flexibility to serve as a research tool for datalink, air traffic
management, profile prediction and optimisation as well as man-machine-interface
studies and experiments. A major goal of the programme will be the realisation of an
ATM demonstrator including real aircraft operation in an advanced experimental
environment.

This system proposal may serve both as an example for an advanced conceptual design
of a future FMS and as basis for an experimental implementation

The system consists of the eight modules shown in j! _qe l performing the following
functions:

- Man-Machine-Interface
Translates objects of the EFMS

Network into Man-Readable
Messages and vice versa

- Constraint Manager
Maintain Active and Secondary A

Constraint List (i.e. an MAN SENSOR

Flight Plan) t UTOMATIC

Respond to Constraint Edits OERL CONTROL

Respond to Activate Secondary SYSTEM

Constraint List Command

Profile Prediction and Outer
Loop Guidance
Construct the Active and EFMS

Secondary Flight Profile NETWOR
Generate and Broadcast the S

Outer Loop Guidance Vector A.

Data Base Manager I
Extract Data from the Data

Base following to a query
and respond to the FigureI-EFMSFuctionalElements
initiating element

Update Data Base

- Data Link Manager
Gateway between the Air-Ground Datalink Network and the EFMS Network

The remainder provides the connection between the EFMS network and aircraft-
specific environment:

- Automatic Flight Control System (AFCS) Interface
Generate Implementation Specific Guidance Commands for Output to AFCS

- Navigation System
Interface between specific Navigation Equipment and EFMS Network
Selection and Management of Navigation Sensozs
Autotuning and Data Conditioning

- Sensor Manager
Interface between Aircraft specific Sensors and EFMS Network
Data Conditioning, Filtering, Interpolation

Before proceeding to the details of system operation two definitions are formulated[8]:

A constralj=! consists of a waypoint combined with attributes specifying position,
altitude, speed, time and a constraint type. Optional attributes such as maximum speed
or altitude limitations may be added if required. The lesultant constraint list may be
characterised as an extended issue of a fjgJj_jnian.

The , rop/ie or tra~lector.y is computed from the constraint list, meteorological data
and aircraft performance data. Combined with lateral and vertical deviation limits a
'tube' is obtained. Time constraints result in the conception of a 'bubble' moving
through the 'tube'. 'Bubble' and 'tube' represent the contract between aircraft and
ATC. The 'bubble' denotes the manoeuvre space of the aircraft in which the aircraft is
authorised to optimise its own trajectory. The trajectory tnen is the basis for
computing the ouqer loop__.quda nce ve tor, which is fed into the AFCS.

Strategical planning opergtion

The operation sequence for strategical route planning is initiated by the pilot
with the input of waypoints, thus creating a flight plan which is the basis of the
constraint list completed by default values and any limitationc from the database. The
flight profile generation module computes from this data, meteorological forecast data,

.7 w.,

1A
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ATC constraints received via datalink, aircraft performance data and navigation data an
optimized trajectory. The trajectory is displayed to the pilot. If it is appropriate
the pilot may request a clearance for that trajectory. ATC will return the take-off
time and - if necessary - a number of additional constraints. If the ATC constraints do
not conflict the airborne constraint list, the pilot may activate the trajectory. If
not, the pilot has to adhere to the ATC constraints and to initiate another run of the
flight profile generator to get an appropriate trajectory. The clearance request is
repeated. The described operation is iterative and will be repeated until an agreement
between pilot and controller is achieved. Then, ATC will return the trajectory and
deviation limits, which define the 4-D 'tube' in space.

Alternatively the pilot may wish to alter constraints. This initiates an identical
negotiation process between the pilot and the controller, but will Lnclude the
essential ATC constraints of the current flight plan.

Tactical operation

Tactical control commands such as 'holding', 'step climb', 'descent to' or 'direct
to' require immediate action by the pilot Then the pilot has to enter modifications of
the constraint list, start the profile generation process and subsequently to initiate
the negotiation process with ATC.

At present, different definitions of the time span referring to tactical control
are discussed. Here, a time span of about 30 minutes ahead is assumed. Short term
tactical control in case of emergency conditions will be handled most probably via R/T-
communication.

2.2AirTrafficManagement Scenario

The future ATM scenario proposed by a GARTEUR working group outlines a concept of
operation [9] which is generally characterized by computer assistance of the
controller, a datalink between aircraft and ground equipment as well as suitably
equipped aircraft, i.e. FMS and even 4-D navigation capability.

Three distinct levels of datalink communication between aircraft and ATC are of
importance in this respect:

The 1'ackground level is characterised by an automatic exchange of information
without human intervention. This level includes general aircraft data, such as aircraft
call sign, aircraft type, equipment identification etc., and initiallses the datalink
communication process. Subsequently, exchange of dynamic data at fixed time intervals
predominates datalink communication. Regarding the downlink, position as well as
meteorological data with reference to time and aircraft position will be included. The
uplink communication may contain broadcast weather data,, ATC constraints and runway
data.

The strategical level represents pilot or
controller initiated exchange of long-term
related strategic planning information. Tc.W

The tactical level requires an immediate
responzn by pilot or controller.

Both strategical and tactical level refer
to the trajectory negotiation process where the
tactical level assumes the higher priority.

Fsqiure 2 illustrates the data types and
datalink communication (9]. Corresponding to JIM,.'.'
these basic items ATC is in a position to WU WNW.

- perform collective optimisation to
resolve conflicts between individual
preferred profiles, where clearances take ATc 1..

the form of a rigourously defined 'tube' .I".
in space,

- exploit improved navigation in case of
suitably equipped aircraft by direct use
of aircraft position data or because the
aircraft can comply with clearances
unaided, ..... , -

-maintain a database providing current
meteorological data in a three u
dimensional grid within the geographical
region of interest.

With suitably equipped aircraft as well as ground-based optimisation procedures air
traffic density could be raised to maximum capacity without reducing safety demands.

t%

K , 4
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Poorly equipped aircraft limit the maximum capacity because they have not the
capability to operate in i comparable and narrow 'tube'.

3. Functional Requirements for Constraint Management

Constraint Management represents a central function of the FMS. Therefore,
functiona] requirements for constraint management relate to the operation of the entire
FMS, regarding internal constraint handling and including man-machine-interface
aspects. A wholistic approach is needed.

3.1 System Ooeratki

The constraint manclement module gathers the constraint inputs of the pilot and
creates the constraint list which is the basis for subsequent data processing within
the profile prediction module. The result is displayed to the pilot and - in case of
pilot's agreement - w.ll be sent to ATC via the datalink. Further constraints added by
ATC will restart the process of editing the constraint list by the pilot. After
activation of the constraint list and the inherent trajectory computation, the pilot
supervises aircraft performance and the progress of flight with regard to aircraft
state, navigation state and outer loop guidance. A constraint list modification may
result in a considerable increase of workload, since supervision of the currently
3ctive and modified constraint list has to be done in parallel.

Even such a simplified description of the pilot task irrespective of a possible
work-sharing between the two crew members asks for some assistance for the pilot.

Assistance for route planning can be achieved by means of airline-defined routes
created off-line and stored in the database or by implementing a route planning
algorithm for on-line use. In the first case each airline emoloys a set of tailored,
airline-specific routes. The second case is just a suggestion for the further
development of the FMS, but both solutions must be consistent.

A current restriction for system operation is the limited number of constraint
lists handled by the FMS To solve this problem future systems must contain several
constraint list buffers. On the one hand this requires a complete set of buffer
manipulation commands such as "COPY", "DELETE" and others. On the other hand priority
values for the operational sequence have to be introduced to the system: A tactical ATC
message as well as the subsequent modification of the active constraint list demand a
higher priority than the route planning process of the next flight leg, which, in turn,
affects the piofile prediction process.

The most frequently addressed FMS module
will be the database management unit. The COMAND NAVIGATION ATTRIOUTES)IVALUt

performance characteristics of this module will ,INmwmE
influence the total system performance
considerably. The database contains navigatio,, I 0es.n, .
data, aircraft performance data and .
meteorological data. The source of the
navigatvon dataase which is provided according DEARUR

to ARINL standards [10]. An otf-line, ground- BEGIN
based procedure will be needed for E,
transformation of the navigation database into <

a form suitable for efficiont database access. 0

These features increase the system DEET

complexity considerably. Efficient system oANE 0 .1914I,
handling b, the pilot, however, demands a low VSb. .''
complexity of the system model within the man- ALTITUDE I-d
machine-interface. Therefore, future systems SPEED
will include operator models and aiding units N -yPIAI
providing task queuing and method selection
dependent un pilot workload assessment (2]. eR xCT.O mW 6

3.2 I nterna Cst raint Han_ n _q HOLIN, t m. on

The essential function of the constraint ,
management module is represgnted by the Pd

'constraint editor'. Modification of the Figire 3 -Constraint List EditorCommnds
; ~~-..... .. . a_ " - F-Lr3Cntant~tdtrom

commands 'tna equ e as b of ents
commands optionally supplemented by arguments,
i.e. attr~butes and values for a detailed
definition of the particular ccnstraint. FAuq_re 3 outlines the command set as well as
necessary argument specifications.

There Pre only few basic commands needed ("INSERT", "DELETE" and "CHANGE") which
are to be combined with a navigation obje t identi:lier as well as optional attributes
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and values. In case of different attribute modifications rather long command sequences
may occur. From an ergonomic point of view it seems convenient to extend the command
set by including attribute modification commands, e.g. 'he attributes 'via',
'altitude', 'speed' etc. combined with an identifier and a value. Because of their
operational importance, two tactical commands "DIRECT-TO" and "HOLDING" are included,
although they actually may be considered as attribute representations of the basic
commands "DELETE" and "INSERT".

Other candidates for a command set extension are 'LATERAL-OFFSET' and 'AVOID'.
However, they are not included because they represent future research topics to achieve
an efficient utilisation of computer resources of ground-based and airborne equipment.

Besides the constraint editor function a buffer manipula.ion command set has to be
realised. It includes commands like COPY, KILL or DELETE, CONCATENATE, CHANGE BUFFER,
LIST BUFFER and ACTIVATE, all of them to be combined with one or two buffer
identifiers.

The complete command set supported by the constraint management module represents a
hierarchy. Buffer manipulation commands are comparable to operating system commands of
a computer, and the constraint list editor is directly related to text editing.
Different command input formats, if identified as unambiguous, shall be acceptable for
the constraint management module, to facilitate the development of different internal
models of the command hierarchy. Even the combination of different commands shall be
allowed.

A general, self-evident requirement regards constraint identification. To end up
with a consistent constraint list the constraint management software must be able to
discriminate between different kinds of constraints in cooperation with the database
management module A rather simple example nay be the differertiation between airways
and waypoints enroute and in the terminal area. Pilot-defined waypoints as well as
airline specific routes or even system-generated routes and waypoints have to be
classified appropriately.

A formal error-checking is performed by the man-machine-interface module, e.g. a
check whether the command is complete. An entry without a navigation object identifier
or an attribute change without a value make no ranse. The constraint management module
then will perform error-checking with regard to the entry in cooperation with the
database management,, e.g. whether the object identifier is available in the navigation
database or whether attribute modifications are allowed. Airway direction, altitude or
airspace restrictions may lead to a rejection of an attribute modification by the
system.

To sort the constraint list entries, the constraint management module needs the
information of starting and endpoint or departure and destination, if the planned route
is a complete flight leg. By means of the route planning algorithm the constraint list
can be constructed without inserting a.y waypoint in-between. The input sequence of
waypoints - even if the pilot inserts additional waypoints to guide the algorithm - is
of no importance.

With the constraint list completed the
cc scree, area constraint management module may initiate the

, profile prediction process. This process may be

itarted automatically even if the pilot continues
entering i ditional waypoints. The system has to

e 8 verify whether such additional inputs are already
8 contained in the consttaint list cr - ' not -
8R whether they rL. resent an incraase of costs and
e therefore lead to a rejection of the additional
8 wuypoint. Waypoint entries by means of the "VIA"
E command must not be refused by the syste.., but

represent essential points of the planner route.

3.3 Man-Machine-Intra__ction
m~ eys I ?

oo ooThe I/O-device for current FMSs is a Control
Display Unit (CDU). which has been standardized by

Au 00 1a ARINC Specification 739 [11]. FiA.ute 4 shcws this& 0,0 800 CDU referring to the EFMS project (12]. This man-

O n 0 CO- machine-interface system is characterized by a
display of 14 lines of elpha-numeric text including

AIfl ,rer.C keys CLP ky title line and scratch pad, 6 line select keys on
each side of the ,lisplay, 1r fiinrtion keys and a
set of alpha-numeric input keys. N&>/chart
information is dircte' o the navigation display

Figurte 4. Control Disploy Unit (ARINO 739) (ND) of the Electroric Flight Instrssent System
(EFIS). Modes of operation allow the selection of
different information contents and output formatsfor the navigation display. The EFIS control panel includes the selector for several

display modes (rose, arc, plan), the range selector and five optional data display
switches. For each of these selectors only one function can be activated at a time.

7A
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However, alphanumeric input requires a lot of time and, unfortunately, often
results in errors, even in uncritical situations El). An advanced control display unit
will have to include hardware features such as graphic display and pointing device for
an easy combination of graphical objects with desired functions [13,14).

For flight plan generation and aircraft route planning, respectively, graphic
objects denote map/chart information requiring a rather high resolution and respectable
screen size. The requirements for a vertical situation display are even less, but the
vertical planning supervision demands a comnparable pilot 'playground' , i.e. a graphic
display design and an adsquate pointing device. Whether this pointing device is
optimally represented by a rollball or a touch screen can not be answered
satisfactorily yet.

A page-oriented display layout as realized in the current display design of the CDU
may be useful because of the diversity of information contents. Probably, the applied
information structure of the current CDU refers directly to the pilots' cognitive
structure (15]. A graphic display can realise such a structure by means of an
information overlay technique, comparable with slides containing an identical basic
information pattern, but different detailed information contents layed over each other.
Nevertheless an alpha-numeric display of the constraint list, initialisation data and
aircraft performance will be necessary. On the one hand it facilitates 'a change of the
third figure behind the decimal-point', on the other hand it increases pilots'
acceptance.

Another function made available by the control display unit is the access to the
map information access for the displayed region or range. The planning pilot will need
this information about navigation objects not contained in the constraint list, but
located close to the planned track. Besides that, the pilot must be able to change the
range or reference coordinates. These requirements have to be supported by the database
management module.

These considerations refer to a separate control display unit including a graphic
display, pointing device and keyboard. The navigation display of the EFIS may remain
unchanged in principle with just minor modifications. The plan mode may be removed and
operation may be simplified by discarding the optional data selector, if 'essential
information' can be brought up automatically. In general, the navigation display can be
used to visualize the active constraint list as well as tactical commands from ATC.

4. Aircraft Route Planning

Search strategies applied on route planning represent a classic item of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) exemplified by the famous 'travelling salesman' problem, the solution
of which identifies the shortest route between several cities permitting him to visit
all cities, but only once (Nilsson (16]). Other applications of AI search strategies
regard robot movement in dynamic environment (17] as well as aircraft route planning
for military missions [18,19].

The problem domain of civil aircraft routing is slightly different from these
applications. Intermediate waypoints, airway segmencs and terminal area procedures have
to be developed first, even the number of int'rmediate waypoints is unknown, when
starting the search. Nevertheless, search strategies are applied to all these planning
problems, only optimisation criteria and p oblem space description will differ.

Route Planning Algorithm

The task 'Aircraft Route Planning' is performed in a two-phase cycle. It is
initiated as soon as the system has knowledge of the start/begin (or departure) and the
end (or destination) of the pre-planned flight. Normally a waypoint, navaid or airport
is required for the definition of 'start/begin'. The starting point may be represented
by the current aircraft position or a nominated route waypoint.

Within the first phase distance and track of the direct route between 'begin' and
'end' are calculated. If there are more than these two points available, e.g. in case
of a 'via airway' command entering all airway defining waypoints, an identical
calculation is performed for each waypoint in relation to the start-point. Then, the
waypoints are sorted to distance. With a criterion based on distance and track
calculation, waypoints being far-off are deleted. Additionally, waypoints occurring
twice in the list, for instance, in case of airway intersections, are identified and
reduced to a single list entry.

The first phase is characterized as mainly passive. Some basic calculations
combined with database queries are performed to collect as much information as possible
about the list entries. The pilot is not informed about the result in particular.

The second phase is dominated by activo search. The waypoint list, created within
phase one and probably incomplete, represents the initial state of search. Beginning
with the first list entry (starting point or departure) a number of adjacent waypoints
on the actual and each intersecting airway is used for the creation of a search tree.
Additionally, those waypoint entries of the initial waypoint list for which route

~ ~ -
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discontinuities can be stated are included. The number of adjacent waypoints denotes
the search depth.

An accumulative cost index based on track angle deviation between adjacent
waypoints, and compared to the direct track between start/begin and end of the planned
flight, leads to the selection of the next waypoint on the route.

If the algorithm detects a significant track angle change for the waypoint
sequence, which is described by the previous waypoint, the actual waypoint and the
selected optimal next waypoint, it will try to connect them directly, thus deleting the
intermediate waypoint entry.

The underlying search strategy may be classified as an informed best-first search
[19] supplemented by heuristic elements. If a graphic visualisation of the process is
available, the sequentially performed search and waypoint evaluation can be easily
understood.

In the following, two examples will provide some explanation on the search process
and the verification procedure.

Verification examples

Aircraft route planning is performed under a number of different conditions, which
refer to different constraint list editor commands and operational aspects,
respectively. Presently, twelve different scenarios have been realised to investigate
planning algorithm and optimisation criteria. Two of them, representing actual flight
conditions will serve as examples.

Figure 5 illustrates the current route of the aircraft, with the upcoming waypoint
to be reached, WPBEG as starting point, the intermediate waypoints ABC, WPDEF and GHI
and the endpoint LHN. The algorithm attempts to connect the waypo±nts ABC and GHI
directly, thus creating the route description or constraint list, respectively, as
WPBEG, ABC, 1I, LMN.

A direct connection as shown between LMN and WPSTU will be reject, ., because the
algorithm has knowledge of the restricted area.

Exampie A - Command input: END WPSTU

With this command input the endpoint attribute of LMN is overwritten. Within a
constraint list just one 'end' is allowed.

Phase 1: The waypoints of the current
constraint list and the new list entry <LN
WPSTU are sorted to the distance from
the starting point, resulting in the
sequence WPBEG, ABC, GHI, WPSTU, LMN.
The last waypoint is identified as far-
off and deleted.

Phase 2: There is only one connection
existing between WPBEG and ABC, which
then is chosen as optimal. In the next
step several alternatives are WM
identified: ABC - WPDEF, ABC - GHI, ABC
- OPR representing the first layer of
the search tree, and, additionally,
WPDEF - GHI, GHI - WPSTU, OPR - WPSTU
in case of two layers activated. A /
criterion, based on track angle
deviations at the distinct waypoints,
compared to the direct track between
WPDEF and WPSTU, is applied to the OSC
different alternatives, selecting the
optimal waypoint. The procedure results
in the optimal waypoint equence WPBEG,
ABC, OPR, WPSTU.

Example B - Command input: INSERT G5
FigureS.-Route Planning

Phase 1: The waypoints GHi and WPSTU,
defining the airway in the specified
region, represent new ontries. The waypoint GHI occurs twice, because it is
already part of the active constraint list. It is reduced to a single entry.
Sorting the waypoints to the distance from the starting point, results in the
initial waypoint list WPBEG, ABC, GHI, WPSTU, LMN.

Phase 2: Compared to example A, an identical search is performed. But here, it
results in another waypoint sequence, characterising the optimal route. It is
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defined by WPBEG, ABC, GHI, LMN. The waypoint WPSTU is identified as not optimal
and will be deleted. In consequence, the command input by the pilot is ignored.
A message is generated to inform the pilot.

Problems to be solved

A command input VIA G5 instead of INSERT G5 - example B - forces the algorithm to
include at least two subsequent waypoints with the airway attribute G5. The result will
be the waypoint sequence WPBEG, ABC, OPR, WPSTU, GHI, LMN. Such solutions, far-off the
optimal route, result in failure states of the algorithm, in which the algorithm needs
assistance. By means of heuristics, i.e. rules of thumb, these problems can be resolved
in future.

Besides aspects regarding the search algorithm, presently a distinction is made
regarding enroute and terminal area planning task, because of different data
representations for enroute airways and terminal area routing (10]. A common internal
representation has not been realised yet. In general, the route planning procedure is
identical for both enroute and terminal area.

5. Software Prototype Realisation

The implementation of the aircraft route planning algorithm requires the simulation
of constraint management, database and man-machine-interface. The simulation may be
reduced to those functional elements directly related to the route planning task.

Regarding the constraint management module, the command set of the constraint list
editor as well as some basic buffer manipulation commands to facilitate parallel work
on different constraint lists had to be realised. The central element of this
simulation is represented by the route planning algorithm and some basic error-checking
which enables the algorithm to cope properly with incorrect data input. Additionally, a
navigation database had to be installed providing data access for the constraint
management and for the route planning task. The third element to be realisod is the
interface between man and machine. The first lay-out was centred on the present CDU
design simulated on a computer terminal. These requirements represent the initial
system design approach for "rapid prototyping". Objectives of the system simulation
were the development and investigation of the route planning algorithm, the structure
of the database contents and the interaction between the different elements.

The selection of software tools
was strongly influenced by the route
planning algorithm, which required PC.AT

handling of list structured objects _

and :ecursive application of PERSONAL MS Dos OMprocedures. To tread new paths, a COMPtTER L z 2
Common Lisp Programming Environment
on a PC/AT was chosen for 2
realisation. Figre illustrates
the current system. Because uf
problems regarding accuracy and
general run-time in the initial
development phase, the calculation .
of coordinates, distances and tracks sAoN GRAPM

was realised with a Pascal program.
Data exchange between Lisp and SIMO.

Pascal program was provided by a PC- I
Assembler routine. The map display GRAPH=---

(plan mode) was implemented on an
IRIS workstation with a program
written in C.

Figure6. Current Reallsation of Constraint Management Module
Currently the system is and Route Plannlng 'Algodthm

reorganised because of run-time and
data storage problems. Finally, the
programs written in Lisp will be transferred from the PC to a workstation, with the
man-machine-interface module realised as a separate software module.
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Assnucr
Planning systems for autonomous and semi-autonomous vehicles can be viewed as performing very high level

guidance and control functions. The structure of hierarchical planning systems parallels that of the management and
decision-making structure of many organizations where long-term, less detailed skeletal plans are developed at the
highest levels of the hierarchy, and near-term, fully detailed plans are developed and then implemented by the lower
levels. Mission planning system, can be decomposed into planning algorithms and planning management functions.
Together, they provide the onboa d, intelligent decision-making required to plan and execute the nominal mission and
modify mission activities in respnse to unforeseeai events, with little or no reliance on human intervention. Planning
Algorithms produce plans of actions that best achieve stated mission objectives within specified mission constraints for a
given mission environment. Planning Management Functions control the execution of plans, monitor the progress of the
plans currently being executed, dec'de if replaning is necessary and, if so, define the revised planning problem to be
solved by the planng algorithms. In this paper, an architecture for a mission planning system is presented withdescriptions of the associated planning algorithms and planning management functions. Implementation considerations
for architectures in that class are discussed, and an approach to stochastic modeling of the planning process implied bysuch architectures is proposed.

I INmgODUC'rON
Planning algorithms and planning management functions together provide the onboard, intelligent decision-making

that allows an autonomous vehicle to p lan and execute its mission and to modify its activities in response to unforeseen
events, with little or no reliance on human intervention. Given a well-defined planning problem (i.e., objectives,constraints and knowledge of the mission environment) Planning Algorithms produce a plan of actions that best achieve
stated mission objectives within specified constraints for a given mission environment. PlanningManagent Functions
monitor the progress of the plans currently being executed to decide f replanning is necessary and, if so, define the
revised planing problem to be solved by the planning algorithms. In effect, planning management functions manage
bo tthe planring process and the execution of plans, acting as the interface between the mission planning algorithms and
other onboard systems such as fault detection and isolation, redundancy management, sensing and image recognition
systems, navigation and control. Much of the effort invested in automation for autonomous vehicles during the past
decade has been in the development of planning algorithms for a variety of missin applications. In contrast, little effort
has been made toward formalizing the development of the associated planning management functions that are a pre-
requisite to successfully fielding planning algorithms in operatinal autonomous and semi-autonomous vehicles

The complexity of mission planning and planning management problms has led to the use of hierarchical
decompositions to make those problems manageable Ill. At the CS. Draper Laboratory, hierarchical planimng and
scheduling architectures have been developed in several problem areas including: layered control architectures for
autonomous submersibles [2 ; hierarchical planning management architectures for autonomous aircraft [3 ; and
hierarchical planning and scheduling architectures for railroad traffic control 141. For each of these activities the design
objective has been to develop an architecture which allows the complex planning and scheduling problem to be

ecomposed into misnageablepieces. The architecture must support the flow of information (commads, resource
duests, and status reports) throughot the system that is required to support the orderly execution of the planning
ocess. Mission and trajectory plans are developed within the hierarchy to optimize a seleted objective function (e.g.,
nimize lethality, fuel or time or maximize mission accomplishment) subject to constraints that must be satisfied by the
ns (e.g., allocations on mission time, survivability or weapons use).

Within the planning system, the level of detail to which mission activities must be planned by a given planning
algorithm is determined by spatial and temporal planning horizons. Over a short planning horizon actions must be
planned in great detail. In contrast, it is unnecessary, even futile, to plan actins that lie beyond a short planning horizon
at the samenhigh level of detail. Thus, there is a natural decomposition of the planning function into a hierarchy of planncrs,
wherein the planning horizon decreases and the level of detail at which actions are planned increases as one moves from

higher to lower levels of the hierarchy. In this paper, our dis'-ussions will be presentc d in the context of an aircraftmission planning problem. For that example problem, at the highest level of the hierarchy (Mission level) skeletal plans of
th entire mission are constructed. At intermediate levels (Rousclivitv levels), near-term actions that are consistent with
the strategic plan are planned in greater detail. Finally, at the lowest level of the hierarchy (Flight Safety level), commands
are generated for vehicle subsystems (e.g., sensor, vehicle propulsion and control systems) that execute the mission and
ensure vehicle safety. Figure 1 illustrates the plans generated for the aircraft example by a hierarchy consisting of three
levels. The uppermost segment of that figure depicts the potential mission objectives set forth in the mission
requirements as well as threat regions that are known a priori and zones within which vehicle travel is restricted. Below

t tineg Maisg n Fe ionstrude what are traditeaUy rerred iouA Mivion Mlevlmei Funartons Thi th plantnae cnsstent i
enpoytd to for atvehiled on their role In manag.g the onbord ivilon planning s,enur vhilesaet.Fiur 1ilusrae te las enrae fr heaicrfteamlebya iearh cnsstngofthe
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that are illustrated the plans generated by the three levels of planning. These are discussed in more detail in succeeding
sections
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Figure 1 Planning Hierarchy Example

This paper addresses the design and development of hierarchical planning systems for autonomous and sem-
autonomous vehicles with an emphasis on the planning management functions. Section 2 discusses the hierarchical
decomposition of the planning problem and the relationship between planning and planning management. Section 3
presents a system architecture for implementing a hierarc! ical planning system and defines the planning management
functions that must be performed in sucha hierarchy. Some considerations in implementing the planning algorithms and
planning management functions are addressed in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the differences between the process of
producing a plan and the plan produced and proposes a modellitig approach for the dynamic planning process
represented by the proposed hierarchical decomposition. Finally, Section 6 closes the paper with a summary and some
concluding remarks.

2 HIIEACHICALDECOMPOSMON OF THE PLANNINC PROBLEM

The hierarchical approach to decision-making decomposes a large problem into a numb-r of separate levels or sub-
prOblems, thereby reducing the overall complexity, ideally with little reduction in overall system performance. The top
lvel of the hierarchy plans the entire mission using coarse or abstract models. As one pro.'resses downward within the
decision-making hierarchy, the spatial and temporal scope of the decision-making functions decrease and the level of
modelling detAil increases. The selection of the individual subproblems, the .;pecification of their local performance
cnteria and the modeinng oi their interactions are aii part of an integrated approach to developing a hierarchical
decomposition. An important goal in this selection is to maintain a balance in the complexity of decision-making effort
across all levels of the hierarchy,

_ _ _ _ _ _
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The planning system described in this paper consists of a hierarchy of planners which collectively cooperate to solve
mission planning problems. Each planner consists of a number of components: planner-specific data, models, reasoning
mechanisms (algorithms) and control mechanisms (management functions). The levels of abstraction of each of these
planner components vary from level to level within the hierarchy, but must be self-consibtent at any given level. The
control mechanisms not only control the planning algorithms at each level of the hierarchy but also control the flow of
information and control among the various planners in the hierarchy. This ensures that the planning process proceeds in
an orderly fashion. Thus, each planner within the planning system (i.e., the hierarchy of planners) provides planner-
specific outputs to and accepts planner-specific inputs from other planners within the planning hierarchy.

2.1 Planning vs. Management
As described above, there are two principal functional elements contained within each level o' a plannin system

hierarchy: planning algorithms and planning management functions. The planning management functions are
responsible for three classes of control subfunctions: controlling plan execution, managing interactions among adjacent
leviels of the planning hierarchy and implementing replanning deision logic. The planning algorithms are responsible
for developing plans whenever the planning management functions have decided that replanning is appropriate. The
development of individual planning algIthms is addressed elsewhere (see, for example 15,61) and is outside of the scope
of this paper: However, the interfaces between the planning algorithms and planning management functions and their
mutual interactions are addressed here. Each of the planning management subfunctions is described in Section 3. The
following basic questions must be answered when designing a decision hierarchy:

d How many levels are required?
d What should their temporal horizons be?
n How should deision-making be partitioned within a level?
* What constraints and objectives shoisld be passed from level to level?
f What happen when any given decision-making unit cannot meet its constraints?

There are no well founded, systematic procedures for addressing these design questions, although rsarch continues

in an attempt to synthesize one. Empirical evidence suggests that system performance is not overly sensitive to the gross
structural form of a hierarchy, e.g., the number of levels and how they are partitioned. The difficulty lies in the design of
the planning and management functions that are embedded within a hierarchy. These design issues are the focus of this
paper.

2.2 Hierarchical Decomposition of Automated Mission Planning
To make our discussions concrete, a specific hierarchical decomposition of the vehicle mission planning problem has

been selected. The selected planning system hierarchy has three levels: the mission level, the route/activity level and the
flight safdyletvel (see Figure 1). The nature of the plans and the planning algorithms that are used to generate plans at each
of these levels are described below. The planning management functions that manage the execution of those planning
algorithms are also described in a subsequent section.

Two types of waypoints are referred to in the discussions of planning algorithms: mission waypoints and
intermediate waypoints. Mission waypoints are associated with mission objectives and are specified as inputs to the
planning system. Intermediate waypoints are waypoints that are generated at the discretion of the planning algorithms.
They are used to define the trajectories between selected mission waypoints. Intermediate waypoints can be added to or
deleted from the mission plan by the planning algorithms.

2.2.1 Mission Planning Level
At the mission planni.,g level, the selection and ordering of a subset of mission waypoints that make up the nominal

mission plan and the definition of the trajectories at a low level of resolution between the mission waypoints [5,61 are
performed. The mission planning problem is decomposed into a high level trajectorv planning problem and a goalpoint
planning problem, each with an associated planning algorithm A by-product of the plans generated at the mission
planning level is a resource allocation spanning the complete mission that is consistent with the overall mission resource
budget.

2.2.1.1 High Level Trajectory Planning Algorithm
The high level trajectory planning algorithm generates near-optimal (within specified constraints on time, energy and

survivability) trajectory segments between mission waypoints. In a premission planning mode, the high level trajectory
planning algorithm generates a set of trajectory segments linking all pairs of mission waypoints. During a mission, some
or all of these trajectory segment s may be updated at the discretion of the planning management functions to
accommodate changes in the expected mission environment (e.g., weather and threat). In our implementation, trajectory
segments are generated by a modified A* search over a predefined set of candidate mission waypoints [61. The A* search
methodology has been selected because it provides a computationally efficient mechanism for making trade-offs between
solution optimality and search time. In generating trajectory segment s between mission waypoints, the A* search
employs lethality models for anticipated threat encounters and energy consumption models that account for vehicle
airsped, altitude, altitude rate and winds. The high level trajectory planning algorithm accommodates (1) moving air
traffic (multiple vehicles), (2) winds and weather systems, (3) ground-to-air threats, (4) specific criteria for waypoint
capture and (5) corridors bounding trajectory segments between specified mission waypoint pairs. The trajectory
segments, togecher with estimates of the costs that would be incurred in pursuing them, are stored in a trajectory buffer
fur u seqLieni use by the galpoint planning algorithm.

The A search methodology makes it possible to obtain multiple solutions (i.e., multiple segments between a given
pair of mission waypoints), each corresponding to a different optimization criterion and/or set of constraints. This
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provides the goalpoint planning algorithm described below with a set of trajectory segments that trade off time, energy
and lethality in different ways.

2.2.1.2 Coalpoint Planning Algorithm
The function of goalpoint planning is to use the high level trajectory segments and their associated cost (resource

usage) information to construct a mission plan. This is done by selecting ar.d ordering the subset of mission waypoints
(objectives) and associated trajectory segments that maximizes the utility of the mission plan under specified constraints.
In our implementation, the goalpoint planning aigorithm is initialized with a seed plan, typically a degenerate plan
consisting only of the origin and final destination of the vehicle. This plan is iteratively improved through a number of
modification cycles 15,61. During these modification cycles, the best plan found during all previous cycles is stored in a
best plan buffer. Within each cycle, the plan representing the initial condition for that cycle is modified in accordance with
a set of heuristics. The output of this process, the mission plan consisting of the selected mission waypoints and
associated high level trajectories, is placed in the flight plan buffer, which contains the plans that are generated at all levels
of the hierarchy.

2.2.2 Route/Activity Level
The route/activity level offhe hierarchy is responsible for filling in details in the plan generated at the mission level.

Two clasoes of plans are generated at this level: more detailed routes between the intermediate waypoints that are
specified in the the high level trajectory plan segments and activity plans required to accomplish the mission objectives
associated with each of the missioi waypoints specified by the goalpoint plans. The objectives, resource allocations,
timelines etc. for generating these route and activity plans are all contained in the plan generated at the mission lev I.
These plans have a shorter spatial and temporal horizon than the plans generated at the mission level. In order to
perform planning at this level, the mission environment must be described at a higher level of detail than is required at
the mission level. A more detailed description of the mission environment is obtained by fusing onboard sensor data with
a priori map data.

A brief description of 4 route planning algorithm is given below. Since the nature of the activity planning algorithms
will vary significantly as a fur.ction of the designated mission objective (e.g., reconnaissance, supply, ground attack,
interdiction, etc.), ito activity planning algorithm is described here.

2.2.2.1 Route Planning Algorithm
The primary function of route planning at this level of the hierarchy is to plan the vehicles flight path at a higher

level of detail than is provided by the intermediate waypoints of the high level trajectory segments specified at the
mission planning level. The route planning algorithm produces detailed plans, consisting of a set of intermediate
waypoints that are consistent with both the resource allocations established by the mission plan and the vehicle's
performance envelope. The inputs to the route planning algorithm are the mission plans stored in the flight plan buffer
and the current best estimate of the state of the mission environment supplied by the information fusion function. The
output consists of route plans connecting a pairs of mission wpypoints or intermediate waypoints defined by the high
level trajectory plan. The route/activity planning algorithms are required to generate plans that: (1) adhere to flight
corridors and mission specifications, (2) avoid local storm systems and adverse winds, (3) avoid collisions with local air
traffic, (4) avoid collisions with the ground, (5) account for vehicle system failures or damage and (6) specify the
utilization of sensor and payload systems.

In our implementation, route plan generation is accomplished by a near-optimal A* search simlar to that used by the
high level trajectory planning algorithm of the mission planner. A major difference between the functions of the
route/activity and mission planners is the information used by each in generating plans. The mission planner uses a priori
and communicated map data. Because the route/activity planners generate plans incorporating greater detail and for
shorter temporal horizons than the mission planner, the route planning algorithm requires both real-time sensor data and
a priori data for generating its plans.

2.2.3 Flight Safety Level
During the execution of the nominal mission plan, events that have not been anticipated in formulating the nominal

mission plan and which threaten the safety of the vehicle may occur. The planning hierarchy accommodates these events
at the lowest level of the hierarchy (see Figure 2) where near-term flight safety plans are generated. These plans take
precedence over any other plans in the near term.

The primary function of the flight safety planning algorithm is to provide a plan, over a very short temporal horizon,
that is guaranteed to meet survivability requirements. Secondary emphasis is placed on time and fuel optimization. The
fact that the flight safety planning algorithm is invoked is an indication that e - reasoned approaches could not be usedto obtain a plan in time to accommodate the current safety threatening situation. Inputs to the flight safety planning
algorithm are contained in the flight plan buffer (the mission plan, route plan and possibly an active flight safety plan)
and the current best estimate of the state of the local mission environment. As with the route planning algorithm, the
flight safety planning algorithm depends heavily on fused real-time sensor data for knowledge about the state of the a,
world. The detail of the flight safe-, .an is comparable to or higher than that of the route planning level. The flight
safety planning algorithm produces s plan that is executable within the vehicle's performance envelope and that ensures a
flight path that is within an acceptaole risk of vehicle loss. The output may either be a complete flight plan to the next

'CtrCd- 11a-1-t ge -'.t-ed or a pLan whose temporarl horizop allows sufficient time for more reasoned planning to
regenerate the trajectory to the next intermediate waypoint.

2 Mort e n lgothm nuy be rNquired to meet thse requirements

pg4
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2.3 Planning Management

Whereas planning algorithms generate the specific sequences of actions that define a mission plan, planning
management functions monitor the current situation for events that may require a replanning response, determine the
nature of that response by defining the inputs to the planning algorithms, and control the interactions among the several
levels of planning. The planning management functions play the role of an executive that:

(1) monitors progress relative to the execution of the current mission plan and the vehicle's ability to continue
to successfully execute the current plan,

(2) monitors the current mission situation for changes in the state of the vehicle or mission environment that
may necessitate a replanning response

(3) monitors any changes in mission objectives or constraints that may necessitate a replanning response
(4) determines the nature of the replanning response by selecting the appropriate planning algorithms and

defining their inputs
(5) controls the interactions among the several levels of the planning hierarchy

Note that is conceivable to implement the monitoring functions debcnbed in items 1-3 within the information fusion
function; however, this is undesirable because the monitoring functions are mission related and go beyond the
information fusion tasks of estimating the state of the vehicle and its operational environment. The design and distributed
implementation of these planning management functions are outlined below.

3 SYsTEM ARGoIIECTURE
The multi-level, distributed architecture depicted in F;gures 2 and 3 has been developed to implement the planning

algorithms described in Section 2 and their associated planning management functions. Within this architecture, the total
planning management function is partitioned into'modular sub-functiors and distributed throughout the hierarchy. Each
level is self-contained and has its own set of planning algorithms.

PlnigAuthority

Sieion Lvel

PPLANNER

FUNFCTnNs , CONTROL

F INTERFACE

Vhicle Safety Level

Figure 2. System Architecture

The management functions at each level make decisions based on three sources of inputs: the mission manager
databases, which contain information about the state of the aircraft, the state of the environment and the mission objectives
and constraints; theflight plan buffer, which contains the current plans developed at each level of the planning system; and
direct communication from managers at adjacent levels, or, in the case of the mission manager, direct communication from
a p.nning authority spec Ifying dangus ir, pan.ning rcquirc.....S.
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I P 3 Gerc Level of a oRPl n HIL RI MANAGEMENT I[ - - CONTROL
FUCIN INTERFACE

Figure 3. Generic Level of a Planning Hierarchy

The modular, distributed implementation of the planning management functions allow. easy modification of one
level of management without affecting the whole system. In addition, while each level of management performs similar
functions cnd has similar interfaces, the modular structure allows each level to be tailored for planning activities specific
to that level.

3.1 Management Functions

The primary role of the planning management functions is to control the planning process at each level of the
hierarchy. In order to achieve this ob)ective, four classes of management functions must be implemented for each level of
the hierarchy:

(1) Plan execution functions
(2) Plan monitoring functions
(3) Replanning decision functions
(4) Inter-level coordination functions.

Each of these is discussed in detail below.

3.1.1 Plan Execution Functions

Communication between the planning system and the vehicle guidance and control functions, sensors and payload
is made through the planner.control interface block in Figure 2. The plans developed by the planning algorithms at any of
the planning system levels contain two kinds of information. One kind represents descriptions of activities that are to be
executed by the guidance and control functions, sensors or payload. The other kind of information defines requirements
for lower levels of planning. The content of the plan defining guidance and control, sensor or payload activities must be
translated by the planner-control interface into formats that are understood by the subsystems. Once translated, these
activities are executed by the appropriate subsystem, and the progress of that execution is monitored. Both the current
progress of plan execution as well as the impact that the current progress may have on the vehicle's ability to successfully
accomplish activities planned for the future are monitored. These and other monitoring functions performed by planning
management are discussed below.

3.1.2 Plan Monitoring Functions

3.1.2.1 Monitoring Plan Execution
Associated with each mission plan is a measure of its expected accomplishment, referred to here as its utility, and its

expected profile of resource utilization. Thus, the progress of the execution of the current plan can be measured along two
dimensions: accomplishment and resource utilization. The actual level of misswn accomplishment is compared with the
expected level of mission accomplishment. The actual resource utilization is compared with the planned profile. If the
expected accomplishment or the actual resource utilization differs significantly from what is expected, then planning
management may initiate replaning. If the expected resource utilization exceeds the available onboard resources, then V..
replanning will produce a new pan that can be accomplished within the available resources. If the actual resource
utilization is lower than that predicted by the usage profile, then replanning might be in /oked in an attempt to exploit
surplus resources to produce a plan of greater utility than that of the current mission plan. Part of the design of the
planning management function is the selection of the decision thresholds that are used in the comparisons between the
actual values and the predicted values. Mechanisms must be established for communicating the results of plan
monitoring to provide status information to superior levels of the planning hierarchy.

'A"X
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3.1.2.2 Monitoring Mission Objectives and Constraints
Any changes in either the mission objectives (mission waypoints) or explicit mission constraints are made through a

user interface with the pilot/crew in a piloted vehicle or through communications from a higher planning authority for an
autonomous or semi-autonomous vehicle. Changes of this type will require modifications to the mission requirements
database and will result in an associated request to replan. These changes will have the most significant impact on
planning at the mission level. In addition, it may be desirable to have the ability to externally override the planning
functions, allowing the mission plan to be controlled manually. This capability will be useful during initial flight
demonstrations of autonomous planners since it provides a mechanism for manual control as well as for testing specific
flight plans, trajectories and vehicle maneuvers. This point is further elaborated in the section Le/vs of Autonomy.

3.1.2.3 Monitoring Vehicle and Environment Status
Planning management functions are required in order to monitor the status of both the vehicle and the mission

environment in order to detect any changes that may affect the -vehicles ability to successfully execute the current mission
plan. This monitoring is event-driven and is based on information received from the information fusion function and its
redundancy management sub-function. In our implementation, the decision to initiate replanning in the face of events of
this type is made by comparing the a prion plan utility with the value of expected utility conditioned on the given event.

The two primary classes of changes in vehicle status that may triggers a re-evaluation3 of the current mission plan
are failures and damage to the vehicle. For redundant systems, a failure may result in an immediate loss of performance
as well as in reduced subsystem reliability (e.g., one channel of a triplex system goes down). Here, performance refers to
the vehicle's dynamic capability (i.e., performance envelope), sensing capability or payload system's capability. Reduced
system reliability implies a lower probability of having the capabilities required to successfully accomplish future mission
objectives. The planning management functions employ an onboard system reliability model to predict the probability of
the future availability of specific vehicle subsystems given the current failure status of those subsystems. These reliability
predictions are incorporated into the computation of the expected level of accomplishment of candidate mission plans
or example, a decision to abort a mission would depend significantly on the number of redundant elements that have

been lost due to failures or damage and the impact of the failures or damage on system reliability.

Features of the mission environment that may impact the expected utility of the current plan are weather
(winds/storms), threats and local air traffic Timely information regarding these features of the mission environment
must be supplied by the information fusion fitinction.

Once a significant change in the state of the vehicle or environment has been detected by the planning management
functions, one of several events may occur: (1) replanning may be immediately initiated, (2) the plan may be re-evaluated
in the face of the detected change and on the basis of that re-evaluation a decision to replan can be made or (3) replanning
at that level may be delayed because it has been decided that a lower level planner should first respond to the change or it
is has been observed that a lower level planner has independently begun to respond to that change.

3.1.24 Onboard Vehicle Performance Models
Onboard vehicle performance models are used in evaluating candidate plans and in detecting degraded vehicle

performance. When failures, damage, or other potential performance degrading events occur, these models must be
updated. Performance monitoring and modeling take place over both short and long time scales and at various levels of
abstraction. The updated models developed over long time scales are used to decide whether mission replanning may be
necessary; and, if so, the updated models are used in building the new plan and allocating resources across the time span
of that new plan. Modeling over a shorter time scale is used in emergency situations to evaluate the immediate impact of
unidentifiable failures on the performance of the vehicle and its subsystems These may be simple input-output models
that provide approximate response of the vehicle to specific commands.

The success of performance modeling requires appropriate interaction with mission planning/management. For
example, in order to identify or update models of vehicle performance, specific vehicle mane vers may be required in
order to identify failed actuators or to "excite" the proper vehicle modes to identify and model the performance
degradation due to ineffective aerosurfaces.

Qualitative vs. quantitative models
Examples of areas where performance monitoring and updating are tmportant from the point of view of both fault

tolerance and mission planning/management are:
" Vehicle fuel consumption rate as a function of flight condition
* Vehicle turn / climb /. descend capability
* Vehicle speed response
" Sensor subsystems performance
* Payload subsystems capability

3.1.3 Replanning Decision Functions:
Given inputs from

(1) superior levels regarding plan requirements,
2) :ubordlnate levels regarding plaitS di d plait emvmutiuii biatub,

(3) the planner control interface regarding plan progress and
(4) information fusion regarding the state of the vehicle and the mission environment,

3
Th-,A-h-,t,,n wtll ho h-ld nnrtilv on the exoected uthty of the current plan zven the current esumates of the state of the vehide and environment.
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the planning management functions at each level must decide whether to continue to pursue the current plan that has
been developed at that level or to replan. Given that a decision has been made to replan, inputs must be developed for
the planning algorithms. In effect, those inputs define the problem to be solved by the planning algorithms. Included in
those inputs are the constraints or resource allocations that must be satisfied by the plan (e.g, allocations on mission time,
fuel, survivability, and weapons use) as well as the objective function that should be optimized in developing the plan
(e minimize lethality, minimize fuel, minimize time and maximize effectiveness). In cases for which there are multipleobjectives, the management functions must establish the relative importance among those objectives. Fina:ly, given that

replanning must be performed in real time (i.e., soon enough), the management functions must decide how much time isavailable for planning and how the onboard computational resources should be allocated in generating a new plan.

3.1.3.1 Reonflguration Rcovety from Failures
Planning management plays a joint role with redundancy management in reconfiguration and recovery following

failures. For a given phase of a mission, the best configuration of the aircraft's hardware and software depends on the
objectives th a et that phase. In addition, recovery from failures can be aied by the lowest
level of the planning hierarchy in that the lowest level specifies short term flight trajectories requirng only the most stable
flight modes immediately following a significant failure event.

In the event of a failure, the primary objective of redundancy management is to configure the vehicle to ensure
stability and safety of flight. Havng insured that, redundancy management provides the planning system with
information regardingthe status of onboard systems and the range of vehicle capabilities that are possible given that
status. The plannir.g systems must account for that achievable range in developing plans. Given a formulated plan, theplanning system pjrprises redundancy management of the associated vehicle capablity requirements, and redundancy
management configures the non-failed vehicle subsystems in a manner that best realizes those capabilities.

For aircraft operations, it is important to distinguish between two types of failures that require redundancy
management. One type consists of those failures that impact flight safety. These types of failures (e.g., actuator failures,
computer failure) represent a threat to immediate safety of the aircraft. The second type consists of those failuree that
impact mission effectiveness. These types of failures (e.g., payload failures, sensor failures) do not pose a threet to the
safety of the aircraft but they may impact the mission. For safety related failures redundancy management using
standard techniques. However, for mission related failures, redundancy management must be performed in the context
of the current mission stuation which requires interaction with th planning management functions.

3.13.2 Control the Generation of plans
Each of the monitoring functions described earlier ultimately provides information regarding whether or not to

initlate replanning. Metaplannin- literally translates to "planning about planning" and here refers to the way n which the
process of generating a new plan is controlled. Some of the elements of metaplanning .elatesg o dete r the level(s) of
the hierarchy at which replanning should be performed, deciding which tlanning algorithm to employ at a give. level,
and establishing the time allotted to generating a new plan. The last section of the paper proposes a method for
modelling the planning process that provides insight into how to forulate a "control law" to insures stabil ty of the

planning process.
Plmanig management must be able to distinguish between small depa rtures from the current mission plan that can

be crrected by maing small perturbations to that plan (e.g. changes in commanded airspeed) at the route planning level
and significant departures that can only be corrected at the highest level of the planning hierarchy. For example,
metaplanning may initially restrict the mission planning level by irvquesting that it first attempt to resolve any problems
through modifications to high level trajectory plans before attempting complete replanning of the mission waypoint
selection and ordering. Discriminating between small and significant departures from plans generated at all levels of the
hierarchy is a principal metaplanning functon. For small departures, the planning algorithms may be directed to initiate
replanning using the current plan, potentially reducing the time required to find a good new plan. For large departures,
replanning may begin with a default "erpty" plan, requiring the new plan to be completely rebuilt.

3.1.4 Inter-Level Coordination Functions
In a hierarchical system, higher levels provide guidance to lower levels. In the planning system, the plans generatedat higher levels contain bth constraints and objectives that serve as requirements for planning at lower levels (see Figure

2). Planning management us responsible for translating that information into requirements for lower levels. Conversely,
each subordinate level receives requirements from its superior, and those requirements must be properly interpreted forinput to the planning algorithms at the subordinate level. In addition, each subordinate level must provide information toits superior regarding ithe status of the execution of the current plans generated at that subordinate level. The primary

flow of information within the hierarchy planning is that rec airmets drivete replanning process from higher levels to
lower levels, while the changes in the operational environment drives the planning process from lower levels to higher
levels.

3.2 Implications for the Design of Planning Aalorithms

3.2.1 Isolating the Planning Algorithms
One of the primary objectives of the design of the architecture depicted im Figures 2 a 3 has been to make a .lear

distinction between reasoning and control mechanisms, i.e.. between planning and management functions. The
architecture has been defined in a manner that provides clean iterfaces vls n the planni ng algori hms and the
p lanning management functions. The major benefit of this approach is t it simplifies the already difficult task of
designing the planning algorithms by ensuring that management issues need not be addressed by the planning
algorithms themselves. In addition the planning algorithms are packaged in a modular fashion that facilitates the

On of th ......ar betie of tedig oft arcietr eitdi iue t'3hsbe omk la
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insertion of new algorithms and allows one planner to call another (see Section 4) without consideration of potential
management side effects.

3.2.2 Time to Plan
In order for the hierarchy to perform effectively in real time, the time allocated to a given planning algorithm for a

specific planning task must be established by the planning management functions. Constraints on time to plan may be
defined at a given level or may be passed down from a higher level. In addition to the objectives and resource constraints
that define a planning problem, each planning algorithm also requires an initial state as an input. Indeed, every plan
must begin at a point in both space and time that is reflected in its initial condition. Choosing that point in the future
implicitly bounds the time available to plan. Thus, the planning management functions at each level are responsible for
coordinating the choice of an initial condition on the planning process with the planners at other levels. Furthermore, the
planning management functions must decide which planning algorithms may be most appropriate given the available
time to plan. Establishing the time to plan and associated planning initial conditions is a non-trivial decision-making
problem, but one that is crucial to the overall performance of the planning system.

3.3 Levels of Autonomy
The level of autonomy of an automated planning system can be measured in terms of the frequency of operator

interaction with that system and the complexity of those interactions. The more frequent and complex tho interactions,
the lower the level of autonomy. A vehicle capable of operating at several levels of autonomy provides an effective
mechanism for testing and evaluating the performance of autonomous planning and decision-making functions without
incurring the risks of completely autonomous operations. It also provides the capability for initially operating an
autonomous vehicle at a low level of autonomy, while facilitating a gradual transition to the ultimate objective of
complete autonomy. The planning managemaent functions serve as the interface between the onboard, automated systems
and the human operator (see Figure 4).

In order to design planning management functions that permit operations at multiple levels of autonomy, it is useful
to partition the planning management functions in a way that is natural to human decision-makers. The execution,
monitoring and replanning decision-making functions described in the preceding sections represent such a partitioning
T he information flowing into those partitions and the types of decisions they produce as outputs will be the same whether
the "ecisions are made autonomously or by a human. In the case of the operator-in.the-loop, the presentation of the input
information to the human decision-maker is provided through an appropriate user-interface. Partitioning the decision-
making in this manner provides the additional benefit of making the autonomous decision logic easier to test, debug and
evaluate, since the human tester can participate directly in the tests via the interface designed for person-in-the-Icop
operations.

The design of the planning manigement functions should be structured so as to most easily accommodate the three
potertial modes of operation descriled above: autonomous, operator-in-the-loop and test 4. The hierarchy shown in
Figure 2 shows a planning authority interacting with the planning system only at the highest level. In general, interactions
may be required at any of the leveh, shown in Figure 4, especially during testing of the system. The hierarchy and its
planning management functions should be designed from the outset to accommodate the expected variety of interactions
and modes of operation,

Mssion Mson
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~Figure 4 Person in Mhe Loop

4
Note that an operator-ln-the-loop test mode will be required even for autonomous systems
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4 IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

The preceding has focused on the requirements for the planning management functions. In this section we discuss
important issues that must be considered when implementing the planning management functions in a hierarchical
planning system.

Below we describe a standardized software framework within which the planning management functions and
planning algorithms at each level of the planning hierarchy can be implemented. Establishing such a framework will not
only simplify the design process, but will also make it easier to expand the system design at some futur,: time. For
example, for the aircraft planning problem discussed here, we have identified a hierarchy containing two levels of
trajectory planning (referred to here as high level trajectory planning and route planning). If in the future it were decided
that three levels of trajectory planning were preferred, the third level could be added with much less effort if a standard
framework is used for each level.

The standardized implementation described here for a particular level of the hierarchy contains three basic functions
(see Figure 5):

* A Manager: The component which contains all of the planning management functions discussed previously in the
paper.

* One orMore Planners : The planners generate solutions to planning problems that are defined by the manager
and/or other planners.

* A Manager/Planner Interface: This component of the framework provides a mechanism for controlling the flow of
information between management functions and planning functions both within and across levelrs of the hierarchy.

The details of the design of the software within each component need not be identical across levels of the hierarchy. What
is important is to standardize the information and control flow in and out of the components.

SaetWu ravtm Cor,*oudJobla PeV R8qwsl
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Figure 5. A Generic Level of the Mission Planning Hierarchy.

4.1 The Manager
Consider the following example. The mission planner creates a flight plan that consists of a number of mission

waypoints and associated high level trajectory segments. Prio r to the execution of a new trajectory segment, the mission
planning level passes the new segment to the route level manager as a task. The task includes the destination waypoint
and the operational resource allocations, The route level manager directs the route planning algorithms to create a
detailed route plan, to execute the route plait, monitoring the execution of that pc rtion of the flight plan, and to replan as
the situation warrants. In situations where a manager cannot produce a plan that satisfies the constraint and resources
allocated by its superior, it reports back to the higher level manager. For example, if the route level manager cannot
produce a satisfactory route within the specified resource allocations, it reports this situation back to the mission level
manager. The mission level must reallocate the available resources to meet the current shortfall identified at the route
level or reformulate the planning problem.

When the manager: at a given level determines that the effectiveness of the plan that it is currently executing has been
reduced er wien the manager identifies an opportunity to improve the effectiveness of the current plan, the manager
generates the appropriate job and sends it to the queue manager.

4.2 The Manager/Planner Interface
To support the flow of information throughout the hierarchy, it is desirable to standardize the structure of that

information. This can be accomplished by employing a data structure referred to here simply as a Job". A job identifies a
planning problem that some element of the hierarchy (either a manager or another planner) has defined. A job is a
mechanism for packaging a planning problem into a standardized form that can be communicated throughout the
hierarchy. Each job is made up of seven elements;

I
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" ID. A unique ID that allows the hierarchy to keep track of the different jobs in the system.
" Creator: The manager or planner that created the job. This information is used by the job router to know

where the results of the job should be directed when it is completed.
" Planner: The planner to which the job is to be sent. This information is required to define the destination

for a job when there is more than one planner within a level of the hierarchy.
* Priority: A value that indicates the relative importance of the job.
" Start-Up Time The time the job was created. The start-up time, together with the job's priority, is used to

determine the job's location in the job queue.
* Problem Description: The complete set of inputs to the planning algorithm including objectives,

constraints, resource importance factors and the time available to plan.
" Problem Solution : The place holder used to store the solution to the planning job when the planner has

completed its task.
• Status: The status of the job (e.g., on the queue, executing).

Jobs are initiated by the manager. They are deposited in a job queue within the Manager/Planner Interface according
to a priority and time spent in the queue. When a job reaches the top of the queue, it is executed by the planning
algorithm and the results (problem solution) are sent back to the requesting manager or planner via the job router. At any
point during the execution of a job, the manager can direct the queue manger to interrupt or terminate the job. Planning
algorithms can also create jobs for planning algorithms at lower levels of the hierarchy. These jobs get handled in an
identical manner although the information is passed across levels of the hierarchy An example of a planning algorithm
generating a job occurs in the mission planner. In order to determine the best ordering of the mission waypoints, the
goalpoint planning algorithm must know the approximate cost of flying between pairs of minsion waypoints. It obtains
this information by sending a job to the high level trajectory planning algorithm.

4.3 The Planner

The system architecture depicted in Figure 2 has been developed to eliminate the need for planning algorithms to
treat management issues. One concern when orchestrating the execution of the planring algorithms is the need to balance
the computational load of the system so that planning is completed across all levels "just in time". Even though the
management functions perform the command and control associated with the hierarchy, it is expected that in most cases,
the bulk of the computational requirements will come from the planning algorithms. It is therefore particularly important
that the planning algorithms be designed to perform their functions within a specified availability of the computational
resources of the system. One method of achieving this goal is for the management functions to impose "time to plan"
limitations on the planning algorithms during operation.

5 ToPic FOR FuTuRE RESEARCH; MODELING THE PLANNING PROCESS

In this section, we propose to model the process of formulating a mission plan (either the complete initial plan or an
updated plan created in response to an unexpected event during mission execution) as a discrete event stochastic process
1. By modelling the planning process in this way, one can gain insight into how to develop the control law for such a
process, that control law being embodied in the planning.management decision-making functioits described earlier.
Considerations in creating such a model are discussed below in the context of the initial plan generation process.
Generalization to the replanning process is discussed at the end of the section. It should be noted that we only introduce
out approach to modelling tl'e planning process and suggest avenues for further research into this modelling and control
problem.

The process of generating an initial plan begins at the highest level of the hierarchy. The objectives and constraints
(resource allocations) that define the planning problem at each level successively "flow down" from superior to
subordinate levels. Ideally, each subordinate level creates a plan that "best" accomplishes the objectives set forth by the
superior within the allocated resources and specified time-to-plan. The metric (or metrics) by which the "best" plan is
measured is also established by the superior-7. This provides a mechanism to insure tnat the overall measures of mission
accomplishment remain consistent across planning at all levels. If sufficient resources are allocated for accomplishing the
objectives defined for each successive subordinate level, then planning will be successful on the first try at every level and
the total time to generate a complete plan (that is, across all levels of the hierarchy) is a deterninistic quantity and is simply
the sum of the times required for generating plans across all levels. Unfortunately, since each superior level must use
models to "predict" the expected resource requirements for its subordinate(s), those predictions will not always be
sufficiently accurate to ensure this ideal solution. Specifically, it will often happen that the subordinate at some level will
discover that the resource allocations predicted and passed down by its superior are insufficient to create a feasible plan,
much less an optimal one.

Of course, the ideal flow down solution could be achieved if each superior level always provided a large resource
margin relative to its predictions. Specifying generous resource allocationscan result in a plan of reduced overall mission
accomplishment relative to the maximum accomplishment possible using all available resources,. Providing too little
margin in resource allocations can result in a planning deadlock due to subordinates being unable to find feasible plans.
As illustrated by the following example, the tradeoff between generous and tight resource margins is one that can be
addressed by the proposed model of the planning process.

Consider two cases wherein the resource allocations provided by the superior are inconsistent with the plans that can
be developed by the subordinate using higher fidelity models: (1) the subordinate requires more resources for a feasible
solution and (I) a good plan requires far fewer resources than predicted by the superior. In case 1, the subordinate must

5 At all levels, secmdary meastti of plan merit relating to resource usage should also be considered The relative weaghtig of one type of resource versus
another (e.g., fuel vs. suvivabihty) ias so estabhshed by the superior level
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send a request back up to the superior for either more resources or a reduction in the scope of the expected objectives to be
planned for at the subordinate level. Along with this request the subordinate may also send the best plan (or plans) that
could be produced for the stated objectives and the additional resources required to pursue that plan. In this case, the
superior must decide how to reallocate resources across its larger (relative to the subordinate) temporal and spatial
horizons, possibly relaxing objectives, in order to make subordinate level planning feasible. That reallocation implies a
change in the superior's plan, potentially abrogating the planning effort already expended at other levels and thereby
delaying the time to complete the planning process. Alternatively, the superior could pass the problem further up the
hierarchy to have the resource inconsistency addressed at a yet higher level. Of course, the higher in the hierarchy that a
problem is resolved, the greater the extent of lower level planning effort that may be obviated, furtf-er increasing delay in
completing the planning process.

In case II, the subordinate return, its best plan along with an indication of the associated recource surplus. The
superior may choose not to reallocatc the surplus, with the consequence that a plan of potentially higher levels of
accomplishment may be sacrificed (other considerations regarding resource surpluses are discussed later in this section).

Level
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Figure 6 Planning Pro:ess State Transition Diagram

One element of the stochastic modelling problem is that of approximating the impact on the planning process of the
two effects of resource budgeting, namely, resource margins that are too tight can lead to an unstable planning process
while resource margins that are too generous can lead to an overall plan of significantly reduced effectiveness. Thus, one
of the models that must be developed is of the probability that a subordinate will be unable to create a feasible plan that
satisfies the superior's resource margins. In the simplified planning process state transition diagram in Figure 6, that
probability is denoted by Pi,i(rmargin ij) with Level i as the superior and Level j as the subordinate and with rmargin iq a
measure of the resource margin provided by Level i for Level j's objectives. The probability distribution for ;1e total time
to complete planning is computed as a function of the times to generate a plan at each level and the probabilities of the
planning process transitioning either up or down in the hierarchy. Clearly, this model is a gross simplification in that the
time to plan at any level is specified by other planning management functions which would also require modelling.
However, even simple approximate models may provide significant insight into the impact of the selection of the resou-ce
margins. Finally, the stability of the overall process is a major concern and it is anticipated that this approach to
modelling will be useful in assessing stability and in quantifying stability margins.

In addition to the planning process, there is a stochastic element to plan execution that lends itself to modelling. That
is, the degree to which a plan is susceptible to failure in the face of unforeseen events is partially a function of resource
margins. That is, when margins are tight and additional resources are required for near-term accommodation of
unforeseen events, the long-term plan may become inviable due to a lack of sufficient resources. Again, there is a trade
off between liberal resource margins that provide the reserves required to absorb the impact of unexpected events and
tight resource margins that are set in order to allocate as much of the available resources as possible to accomplishment of
valued objectives. Replanning is initiated when the plan fails. If the expected rate of plan failure (the rate of initiating
replanning) is sufficiently high, then there may be insufficient onboard computational resources to support that amount of
(re)planning. Thus, this additional effect of resource margins must also be accounted for in the design of the planning
management functions.

6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

An architecture for mission planning systems for autonomous or semi-autonomous vehicles has been described. That
architecture has been descnoed in the context of a spacific planning system hierarchy designed for aircraft mission
planning problems. However, the discussions here apply eoually across a spectrum of space, air, land and undersea
mission planning problems. A distinction .ias been drawn between the algorithms that create plans and the decision-

Zmaking runctions that control the process of creating and executing the plans: the planning management functions. A
detailed discussion of the decision-making functions that comprise planning mar.agement has been presented and a
standardized framework has been proposed for implementing some of the elements of the planning architecture
associated with planning management. Finally, an initial approach to developing a stochastic model of the planning
process has been proposed. Models of this type will be useful in helping to design the decision-making functions that
control the planning process.

, ..
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SUMMARY
This paper describes the problems and issues of developing a tactical mission manager. It discusses development aspects of intelli-

gent real-time avionics, and outlines an efficient real- t:me A! methodology and implementation for the development of the intelligent
systems. It also outlines advanced software development techniques and provides an overview of related Boeing research efforts.

INTRODUCTION

Tactical combat missions are becoming moe complicated due to improved enemy tactics, equipment, communications, and training.
Advanced aircraft performance, and sophisticatr4 st'bsystems and sensors increase aircrew work load. The missions are more dynamic
due to the introduction of highly mobile threats, real time intelligence updates, and advanced battle management and control interfaces
To successfully carry out a modem tactical combat mission requires the airerew to synthesize, filter, comprehend, end respond to mass-
es of sensor, threat, mission, and aircraft systems data in real time. Only a combat aircraft equipped with a flexible, real ume, adaptive
mssion planning and execution capability can perform effectihrly in this environment

"he automated mnflight mission manager provides real-time mission planning and replanning capabilities, facilitates increased air-
crew s':uation awar.-ness, monitors aircraft and mission status, analyzes key mission situations and problems, and provides the aircrew
with intelligent courses of action. The mission manager is an intelligent avionics system. Intelligent systems differ from conven-
tional systems, primarily, because they must make their own decisions. Conventional avionics systems spend most of their time pro-
cessing algorithms. Intelligent avionics systems spend a great deal of effort processing complex knowledge or logic paths These logic
paths are usually based on expert derived experience based knowledge,

A great deal of the complexity of intelligent software is contained in the reasoning and decision making logic. The algorithms stil!
contain the bulk of the code and perform most of the processing functions.

High order programming languages provide effective constructs for developing algorithmic computer code. However, only limited
facilities are available to encode the complex logi, definitions. Intelligent avionics systems must process large amounts of logic to
make their decisions. When the logic can not be broken down hierarchically, software complexity is greatly increased. The code be-
comes very complex, incomprehensible, and unmaintainable.

Artificial Intelligence (Al) knowledge based techniques were developed to allow problem domain knowledge to be acquired from
experts and efficiently encoded for automated computer processing, reasoning, and decision making. This allows the development of
systerm tbat efficiently encode the knowledge obtained from experts, and provides the facilities necessary to carry out the automated
reasot.ing process. The problem with current knowledge based systems is that they generally do not function on avionics computers, in
embedded environments, or in real time.

The embedded avionics environment contains some specialized characteristics that distinguish it from many conventional Al envi-
ronments. These differences make it necessary to develop specialized architeilturu and software that exploit the idiosyncrasies of em-
bedded systems. When exploited, these characteristics allow efficient development of very intelligent systeor. In fact, they bound the
Al problem, allowing processing shortcuts which increase efficiency and reduce Al processing overhead.

Developing an automated inflight mission manager requires the formulation of knowledge based software development techniqtes,
methods, and tools. Development environments must be built that will allow average skill level computer program.,iers to develop, test,
integrate, and validate the intelligent software. Run-tim: environments must be developed that provide low overhed, real-time,
knowledge diven software processing. These systems must use conventional programming methods, practices, engweers, languages,
and facilitiei to create hybrid intelligent Al and conventional avionics systems.

AUTOMATED INFLIGHT MISSION MANAGER
The objective of the Automated Inflight Mission Man.ger is to enlanue the attack aircrtdt's capabilities for the 1990's and beyond,

emphasis has been placed on the around attack role of tactical, smtegic and unmnaracd aircraft. Fitiaiced mission capatitles include:
a paperless cockpit, where the combat mission folder is contained within &e aircraft avionics; automated control of an enhanced sensor
suite to improve target search, detection, and identitication; intelligent threat asessment and countermeasure selection to minimize risk
to the aircraft; automated mission planning and replanning to provide mission adaptability and fltxibility; and management of advanced
controls and displays to minimize aircrew work load and enhance situadon awareness The inflight mission manager internalizes the
hard copy mission folder used by airerews today, and represents it as a paperless electronic mission folder which can be cnanged and.updated inflight by the aircrew. The following capabilities are required of the autonated mission manager:
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1) An intelligent sl ;tem to synthesize, prioritize, process, and display mission events in real time to the aircrew. The system will
provide intelligent mission problem resolution for aircrew decision actions, enhance weapon system survivability, and increase the
probability of mission success.

2) An automated inflight capabihty to plan and replan mission activities in response to degraded aircraft performance, unforeseen
events and defenses, and changes in: targets, threats, routing, timing and air refueling.

3) An interactive system that incorporates aircrew and communications inputs, resident data bases, algorithms and sensor data for
computing and optimizing inflight re-routing, threat avoidance and weapons application. The system recommended actions will be pre-
sented to the aircrew in a time critical action priority sequence.

Mission manager problem inspection reveals that mission management is actually a collection of individual management problems.
These problems are sea,'ate and distinct in nature, function, and task, but are highly dependent on each other for information and con
trol. The major task iii outlining an acceptable approach to developing a mission manager is defining the individual management prob-
lems and their inter-rele',onships.

Individual mission mt agcment problems cover a wide variety of functions that require vastly diffeient solution processes. Exam-
ples of individual problems are: -.hecklist management, aircrew interface, mission planning, sensor control, threat assessment, counter-
measure selection, and aircraft status updating and monitoring. Each of these problems is unique in its nature. Some can be solved with
standard algorithmic programming techniques, others require automated reasoning techniques and some demand combined reasoning
and algorithmic solutions.

Control of multiple mission and avionics systems and processes requires an intelligent system director. The system director is an in-
telligent controller that controls and focuses system processing and resources that by scheduling and invoking system functions. The
system director handles the communications between the individual mission manager problem solvers and accomplishes two major
tasks. See figure 1.

The first system director Lask is to activate the mission plan, and carry out the mission. The mission plan is the contract between the
aircrew and the automated mission manager system. It contains all information needed to successfully carry out the mission. This is by
far the most im1ortant task the system director performs. Even on a perfect mission where no abnormal events occur the mission man-
ager is essentiak. It controls aircrew displays, ensures correct procedures are known and followed, and monitors, analyzes and filters
mission and aircraft status to provide the aircrew with the best possible situation awareness. The system director performs this task by
sequencing through the mission plan and activating applicable processes.

The second system director task is to analyze the global world state and look for anomalies that may preclude executing the mission
as planned. This involves monitoring the aireraft, weapons and mission status. The system director may invoke mission replanning,
threat avoidance, or other mission manager processes to modify the mission plan. The system director performs this task by looking

BLACKBOARiD

RULES/FACTS

• The inflight mission manager is a hierarch-, jicooperating systems
" System director controls and monitors th .ndividual systems
* Global data is stored in the blackboard. cture, available to all systems

FIGURE I: MISSION MANAGER ARCHITECTURE

tor distinctive mission situations which u, passed to the system director from the individual mission manager component processes.
The system director then takes the appropriate responses by scheduling required mission manager functions to be executed.

The mission manager performs crucial mission tasks which require the real-time analysis and interpretation of numerous dissimilar
pieces of information. It performs autonomous or semi-autonomous reasoning and decision making, and filters vast quantities of data
to reduce operator workload and to ensure that correct decisions are made and correct actions taken. It must be adaptable to changing
requirements both during mission execution and over the entire system lifecycle. This is especially crucial because it contains large
amounts of heuristic user defined logic.

IN
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INTELLIGENT AVIONICS SYSTEMS
The automated inflight mission manager is an example of an intelligent avionics system. Reasoning and decision making functions

must be embedded directly in it to provide the level of competence necessary to accomplish the complex misions. The system must
function autonomously or semi-autonomously and should reduce not increase aircrew workload.

Intelligent avionics systems differ from conventional avionics systems, primarily, because they must make decisions based on user
defined logic statements. Conventional systems spend most of their time processing algorithms. They process only enough logic to
drive the algorithms, and little of this logic is very complex.

Conventional avionics software is complex, difficult to understand to maintain. A contributing factor is that the logic and algorithms
are woven together forming complex object relations.

Programs that contain a lot of user defined logic or knowledge must be flexible and adaptable to constant change. This is because
their problems have not been completely defined. They contain too many paths to enumerate and evaluate all of them, The large num-
ber of paths and our inability to effectively enumerate them is what creates the need to use AT techniques.

Conventional programming languages provide effective constructs for developing algorithms. They effectively handle sequential
processing, iteration, recursion, function calling, and data abstraction. They contain only a limited capacity to handle complex logic
definitions. Smart systems must process large amounts of logic to make the decisions necessary to drive the algorithmic processing.
Logic that can not be broken down hierarchically generates very complex software. Usually numerous flags are created and added as
the problem is refined, making the code more complex, incomprehensible, and unmaintainable.

Al knowledge based techniques were developed to allow problem domain knowledge to be acquired from experts and encoded for
automated reasoning and decision making. Knowledge based technologies provide the framework for real-time embedded avionics
processing. Knowledge based systems use special high order language constructs to define the logic. These constructs are called pro-
ductions rules. They reduce software complexity by pulling the logic out of the code and putting it in the knowledge base.

Pulling this complex logic out of the code reduces the complexity of the code by eliminating the portion of the code that represents
the complex logic. Complex logic coded in Ada and other conventional languages, is usually made up of numerous conditionals, flags,
and switches, which are very difficult to understand and maintain. The rules in the knowledge base are user defined and are modular.
They are automatically linked to each other and to the algorithmic code by the inference engine during program execution. This allows
the development, visualization, and maintenance of the software at a higher level of abstraction, and leaves the actual creation and
maintenance of the logical links to the inference engine. See figure 2.

Most Al systems do little algonthmic processing, they concentrate on knowledge processing. Embedded systems require hybrid
conventional and Al solutions, where most of the complexity is contained in the reasoning and decision making logic, while the algo-
rithms contain the ,,ik of the code, perform most of the processing functions, and expend most of the processing resources

Hybrid Knowledge
Conventional Software Based Systems

SKnowledge Base Code

Logic ~ !Algorithms

[ I rece creates
Logic & Algorithms Egnei complex tiaks

* Separates the logic from the Algorithmic Code.
* The Algorithmic Code becomes less complex, more modular, and discrete.
* Express the logic at a higher level ofabstraction in the knowledge base.

FIGURE 2: KNOWLEDGE BASED APPROACH

Effective smart avionics software must be developed by combining features of two separate technologies: (1) conventional software
engineering techniques, which provide pow,"fful langua.-es, stap lards and practices; and (2) Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques,
which provide autonomous reasonm" and decision making capt.bilities. These two technologies must be effectively combined to pro-
vide a "hybrid software engineer .g framework" that can support high quality, cost effective, and maintainable software for smart avi-
onics systems. Much work has been done each of these areas, but little has been accomplished it, efforts that combine all of them. To
develop intelligent real-time embedded systems required us to pull together techniques from each of these areas and develop a method-
ology that facilitates efficient software development and supports our mission needs.

AN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE METHODOLOGY
The methodology selected to solve the mission management problem uses distributed, parallel, cooperating expert systems. These

expert systems are functionally separate and communicate using message passing techniques. Each individual expert system requires
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only basic expert system capabilities. All that is needed is an efficient and relatively simple production rule driven inference engines
that support english like rule parsing, interface to a data base, and provide procedural and priority attachment facilities.

Declarative mission knowledge is contained in production rules. Standard high level programming language functions ana proce-
dures form the basis of the lo , level algorithmic code. These procedures will be invoked and controlled by the rules, providing a dy-
nanuc ye: simple control structure.

The system is data or knowledge driven. The inference engine invokes the appropriate software functions as determined by the sta,.
of existing facts. Thus, the world state determines what software is invoked. External systems and sensors directly assert facts and the
resultant system states drive the inference process. Inferencing ensures that appropriate mission activities are accomplished at the right
time. The system continuously provides its best solutions to the existing mission management problems. This Al methodology allows
the efficient combination of information from diverse sources.

The inferencing techniques operate on sets of production rules. Production rules are associated with individual system facts and al-
gorithmic procedures. Inferencing for or about a fact results in the firing of the rules associated with that fact. Facts are organized in hi-
erarchical, frame like, graph structures. Inferencing techniques control heuristic traversal of the structures. As a result of the
inferencing, fact values are updated and procedures arc invoked. Procedures can be called directly using procedural attachment to the
rules, or indirectly as side effects of the inferencing. Erecution and control of these procedures is the primary objective of the mission
manager.

The system director is implemented as an enhanced expert system that functions similar to an Al blackboard controller. The system
director controls a global data base or blackboard, which contains the mission plan and current aircraft and mission status. The system
director controls the individual expert systems or knowledge sources directly by analyzing key blackboard entries. It invokes specific
knowledge sources to schedule events, analyze the blackboard, or perform high level mission functions. The knowledge sources con-
sitst of expert systems, production rules or procedure calls to system functions.

The primary communication medium between the mission manager processes is the blackboard or global data base. All communi-
cation between the experts and algorithmic procedures is through this structure. There are three major data bases in the blackboard.

1) The Aircraft Status Data Base contains a hierarchy of facts that describe current aircraft, equipment, and weapon status It con-
tains information on: switch positions, equipment modes, fuel status, and aircraft degradations.

2) The Mission Status Data Base contains a hierarchy of facts that describe current mission status. It contains information on current
mission phase, mission plan, mission priorities, mission objectives, rules of engagement, and lists mission actions as complete or pend-
ing

3) The Mission Plan contains all knowledge required to carry out the mission. It describes mission phases, priorities, flight plan,
sensor control planning, and all scheduled mission and airerew tasks, switch actions, and procedures. It serves as the, contract between
the aircrew and the automated mission manager Knowledge of the current mission plan provides the aircrew with an understanding of
mission manager plans and actions. Mission plan changes can only be made through the system director and with appropriate aircrew
coordination.

Al ARCHITECTURE IMPLEMENTATION

The architecture implemented to solve the real-time inflight mission manager probiem uses only basic knowledge based techniques
distributed into an efficient cooperating parallel environment. This knowledge based software consists of three major elements, data
base, rule base, and inference engine.

The Data Base
The data base or fact base contains all currently known facts. Fzrts are similar to programming language variables with additional

attribute that they are implicitly linked together and to the rules via the knowledge base. Facts may be of a vanety of tynes, such as: in-
tegers, reals, floats, enumerations, or strings. Facts are declared by stating a name and type. Multiple values for each fact may exist
through multipl,- fact instantiations, and the facts may be gsosi'ed into composite structres (records).

The Rule Ba3e
The production rules contain the logic and knowledge for the specific problem being solved. They define specific aspects of the

problem and what to do under those circumstances. They an, modular and direrete and provide a kind of relational approach to logic
definition. The rules, ontain premises and conclusions. The rremises define the context under which the conclusions should be execut-
ed. The premises conwtins facts and possibly constants, function calls, or algorithmic expressions. Rule conclusions contain commands
to invoke rules or pr x,tdures or update fact values. Facts updated in the conclusion may trigger more rules to fire.

The knowledge bas( contains all o! the systems declarative knowledge. Facts .nd rules are both declared in the knowledge base file.
See figure 3.

The Inference Engine
The inference engine is the software that drives the automated reasoning proxess. The inference engine parses the knowledge base,

links the facts to the rules, and performs automated run-tim inferencing. It is the key element in the automated reasoning piuc-:,s. The
inference engine must be efficient and should impose as little overhead as possible.

The knowledge base parser reads the lact definitions and interprets production rules. It creates efficient data structures that allow fast
access to the rules and facts. The parser links the rules, facts, and procedures together by eeing a list of rules for each fact. A fact's

im i J .... .... I -i i-- I 1[ 2 / 1 -j
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FACTS
counterj-o. ennmeratixfaCt (true, false)
cu r rUadw cnneratedjaci (gun, SAM)
mdan-mode enwneratedJact (tracking, locked--, firing)
aircOLftjtini realfart
mnimunaltitude realact

RULES
Rule-I

IF cr enLtradr is SAM & adarlmode is tracking
THEN ASSERT counterradar

Rule-2
IF counterradar & atrcraft.aldide <= minimnum-alutude

TtL UPDATE radarcounterineasum TO jam
Rule_3

IF counter.rala & aurraftaltide > minmurnatitude

THEN UPDATE aircralfatutude TO minimnualutude

A sample knowledge base illustrating chaining. When Rule 1 is fired, thefact counter radar is updated. This triggers
the premises of Rule 2 and Rule 3 to be tested. Ifthe result of testing a- rule's premise is true, then its conclusion is
fired, causing other facts to be updated, and in turn other rule premises to be tested, and so on.

FIGURE 3: SAMPLE KNOWLEDGE BASE

rule list :s constructed by examining the premises of each rule. It a rule's premise references a tact, then that rule is placed on the fact's
rule list.

The inference engine executes an iteratively recursive inferencing process. It performs rule testing and firing, and fact value updat-
ing.

When a fact value is updated all of the rules on its fact list are iteratively tested. Rule testing is the process of determining if the
premise is me. It involves obtaining fact values, and resolving the premise expressions. If the premise is true then the nile is fired

Rule firing is the process of executing the rule's conclusion. If the process of executing a conclusion statement updates another fact val-
ue, then the process is interrupted. The inference engine recurses and starts the process over with the new fact, hence the designation
"iterative recursion."

Code Generator
The knowledge base code generator encodes the interpreted rules and facts into procedural code. The resultant cle allows the inter-

preted aspects of the inference process to be replaced by direct compiled code and access. This speeds up the inferencing process by
several orders of magnitude. Each rule is turned into a procedure and the rule fact links are turned into an efficient lookup table.

Knowledge Driven Programming
The assertion of a new fact value automatically mggers the appropriate rules to be invoked. This is termed knowledge driven pro-

gramming. Rule execution generates new facts, which cause more rules to be executed. This iterauve process is forward chaining. See
Figure 4.

In knowledge driven systems the assertion of facts automatically initiates the appropriate processes. External sensors and conditions
can automatically focus and control system actions by their collective states. This provides an extremely efficient processing paradigm.

Knowledge driven programming is efficient because the logic in the knowledge base can be interpreted by the user and the computer.
Changes in system states are noted by new values in the data base. Key states automatically trigger the appropriate code to be executed.

System Functions and Procedures
Standard programming functions and procedures make up the bulk of the programming code. These are modular and discrete, and

are invoked and controlled by the rules. Their interactions are defined in the knowledge base. This provides a dynamic yet simple con-
trol structure that requires little control code to be developed. Very little time is spent developing complex control code, as the control
is maintained in the knowledge base. These procedures perform a variety of tasks, but perform little reasoning mLd decision making.

Debugging Facilities
Smart embedded avionics systems are usually highly automated and do need little operator interface. However, debugging, testing,

validation, and development requires an interactve environment. The interactive environment allows tact and rule inspection and logic
tracing.

The operator is able to inspect or change fact values which allows detailed analysis of system states and provides user controlled J
state transitions. It is essential that on-line logic traces are available. Logic tracing is a simple process because the inference engine is
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Updated Facts

Base

* Fact Base contains state information of the system.* RuleBase cnntains knwledge(r prductionrules)storedasIf-Thenstatementsdefiningfactrelationships.
C Forward Chaining is the iterative process ofinferenc ing production rules.

* Inference Engine combines known facts and relationships to crea, new fact values and controlprogram executon

FIGUJRE 4: KNOWLEDGE BASE INFERENCE METHODOLOGY

the focus of all logic related activity. All facts are updated, and all rules are tested and fired by it. Tr"acing rule accesses and fact value
updates are two essential areas of logic tracing.

Real-Time Performance
Real-time performance can be achieved by taking advantage of the constraints and rcstrictions inherent in embedded avionics sys-

tems. These include: limited operator interface, well defined system interfaces, simple data structures, well estabhished requirements,
and rigorously deiu'ed algori thmic software procedures. Th,:y provide bounds for the Al problem by limiting thc scope of the run-timeproblem. It Chminates the need for symbolic processing, which requires costly run-time interpretation, examination, and decomposi-
tion. All variables or facts, which are not numeric, can be statically cumerated.

Other keys to real-atme performance are reducing overhead, providing good procedural attachment facilities, and increasing proces-

sor throughput.
The iterativey recursive paradigm is well suited for real- time performance. It allows the development of an inference engine that ,s

very compact, and consumes lttle processing overhead, since it contains only several procedures and small data strctures for each fact
and rule. It is only invoked when facts are updated that may trigger rules to be fired.

There is no run-time overhead in determining which rules are candidates for firing or the order of finng. They are fired sequentially
from the fact's rule list. Also, since the problem is decomposable by facts and rules it can be broken down and solved concurrently.

Cooperating Expert Systems
Concurrent distributed processing can be accomplished by breaking the knowledge driven system up ino e multiple cooperatng sx

pert systems. Each expert system operates on its own set of facts and rules. Cooperation and communication are accomplished via
shared facts.

Defining nxoert systems interfaces is a very straight forward process. Each expert system has its own knowledge base, shared f t
ao declared in the tact definitions. When the value of a shared fact is changed by an expert system, a message is sent to the other expert
systems rith the new value.

When ather expert system changes thevalue ofa shared fact, a message is received by the expert stating the fact name and the new

value. This message is stored in a queue and is not processed until the system finishes the current recursive processing. The messages
are then processed in tumn. The messages change fact values and may cause inferencing.

Messages from other experts are treated exactly like inputs from sensors, systems, or the operator. There is very little processing or
size overhead in this method of distributed processing.

Ada REAL-TIME INFERENCE ENGINE (ARTIE)
To develop an mission manager to run on a parallel embedded environment and provide all of the required capabilities it was neces-

sary to develop a real-time inference engine. Several generations have been developed, in various programming languages, using a va-
riety of knowledge eased techniques and features. The current inference engine includes all of the features outlined above. It is written
in Ada and is called the Ada Real-Time Inference Engine or ARTIE. ARTIE is very fast, compact, and runs interactively or embedded,
alone or with multiple cooperating expert systems

ARTIE consists of approximately 13,000 lines of Ada source code, and performs the following key functions, knowledge base pars-
ing, rule-fact-code linking, on-line trace and debug facilities, on-line rule and fact modification, and runtime inferencing. ARTIE fires
over 1400 rules per second on a typical work station in the interpretive mode, it is significantly faster using the compiled code genera-
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tor. ARTIE has been successfully executed without modification on: Apollo 3000,4000, and 590, Sun 2/60,3/60 and 4/60, Vax, Mi-
crovax, and Silicon Graphics IRIS workstations. ARTIE also r ins on a rarallel processor which consists of 10 embedded 68030
processors on a VME backplane.

ARTIE can function as a stand-alone system controlled by the operator through an interactive interface, or autonomously embedded
in an Ada program controlled by external Ada code that is knowledge driven.

DEVELOPING INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS
Developing intelligent systems requires the use of specialized software development techniques. Knowledge based software devel-

opment techniques can reduce the time and costs required to develop smart avionics software. In addition, it facilitates the creation
of comprehensible, maintainable, and verifiable systems. Knowledge based software development is a methodology that uses Artifi-
cial Intelligence knowledge based techniques to provide: 1) less tomplex software; and 2) rapid development, coding, test, and ver-
ification of intelligent and autonomous software.

Software complexity is reduced by extracting embedded decision and control software from the complex code and putting it in
a knowledge base. Decision and control software is the reasoning software that represents the logic that drives the system by link-
ing together the algorithms that perform system tasks. This software is not represented efficiently in conventional high order languag-
es. It will be placed in the knowledge base.

The knowledge baz- contains high level, user unders,2ndable, modular descriptions of the decision and control logic. These mod-
ular logic descriptions are the production rules. Removing the logic from the complex code leaves behind simple, discrete algorithms
and procedures. The knowledge base is interpreted by the inference engine which creates the actual logic links.

Reduced software complexity makes it possible to create software that is comprehensible as well as verifiable and maintainable.
The knowledge base provides a common language and interface between the customer, systems engineers, coders, testers, and main-
tainers. An interpreted inference engine with an automatic code generator allows efficient incremental or iterative software develop-
ment.

Rapid software development is accomplished by bringing the entire software team together and using the advanced features of the
interpreted inference engine to develop, test, and verify the softwar:- The automatic code generator is invoked to rapidly create
the embedded high order language code.

The key to knowledge based software development is having a inference engine that: is very small, efficient, embeddable, per-
forms real time inferencing, provides on- line reasoning and software execution trace and debug facilities, supports high level
code gcneration for embedded operations, and is coded in a high order language using standard enginecring practices and proce-
dures.

With an understanding of the inference engine, experts can develop the rules to solve the problems. Computer programmers need
only assist the experts and code the low level functions described by the experts as necessary to provide information or processing to be
controlled by the rules.

The knowledge based software development process is streamlined to providc two major capabilities: rapid prototyping and efficient
performance. To meet these to objectives the development process uses multiple levels of interpretation and symbolic processing.
Software tools automate the transitions between these levels.

In the early stages of intelligent system development rapid prototyping and quick turn around are essential. This is true because de-
velopment of intelligent systems requires an iterative approach. The systems are complex and logic errors will be found and must be
eliminated. The rapid prototyping will be accomplished by using an interpreted inference engine and placing as much of the new code
as possible in the knowledge bases. Modular knowledge bases allow incremental rule base development, similar to Ada's packages.
The interpreted inference engine reduced the required number ofrecompilations and provides on- line debugging and modification. See
figure 5.

Requirements . Rules . Emulatlon _ Code Generation OIJc Code

Some of the advantages are: provides early viewing of ode performance through emulation, semi-automatic object
generation, and shorter development time.

FIGURE 5: RULE BASED SOFTWARE DFVELOPMEN r PROCKSS
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In later stages of development real-time performance and compact size become the priorities. At this stage, tested knowledge bases
are compiled directly into procedural code. These rules are accessed directly like programming language procedures. Modification of

these riles becomes more time consuming and complex but this is not a key factor at this stage of development,

Facilities are provided throughout the stages of software development to allow debug and logic tracing, even on the target processor.

Facilities are provided to allow the use of multiple knowledge bases which may be at different levels of ievelopment, some may be in-

terpreted, while others are already compiled as procedural code. The result is a very efficient process that allows rapid prototyping
while preserving high performance.

MISSION MANAGER DEVELOPMENTS

Several Boeing research projects have contributed to our real-time mission management knowledge and experience. These include:
(1) On Board Mission Management, a project that developed a prototype strategic inflight mission manager, (2) Advanced Tactical
Cockpit, a project to develop and demonstrate a tactical mission manager in a domed simulator, (3) Knowledge Based Software Devel-
opment, a project that developed a real-time Ada based inference engine, knowledge based development techniques, methods, practic-
es, and tools, and (4) The Boeing Advanced Avionics Test Bed, a project that provides a Boeing aircraft for flight testing and evaluating
advanced avionics systems.

On Board Mission Manager (IR&D BMA-031)
A strategic on board mission management system (OBMM) for bomber aircraft was developed at Boeing. The system provides in-

flight mission replanning, automated mission statusing and aircraft health monitoring, and evaluates multi-sortie nuclear deconflictions.
It also models and assesses the threat environment and controls on board radio frequency sensors. Aicrew interface is via multiple
color displays, a tracking handle, and programmable touch panels.

The OBMM system will aid the strategic aircrew in accomplishing its mission under the myriad of constraints and conditions that
exist in the current and future strategic environment. It collects, synthesizes, analyzes, filters, and controls information gathered by
modem aircraft sensors and avionics, and presents situations and status with alternative actions to the aircrew. O3MM provides adap-
ive sensor control, mission planning and replanning, aircrew interfaces, and aircraft status and monitoring as dictated by the mission.

The on board mission manager is controlled by distributed, parallel cooperating expert systems. OBMM experts and procedures
communicate with each other through the blackboard, or global data bases. Global data bases contain the mission plan along with air-
craft, weapon and mission status.

Tactical Mission Manager (IR&D BMA-897)
An advanced tactical fighter cockpit mission manager that manages air-to-ground tactical fighter and unmanned air vehicle missions

was developed at Boeing. It performs inflight mission management, automated sensor control, threat recognition and countermeasure
selection, inflight mission replanning, and advanced control and display processing. The system was developed in Ada and will on
many platforms. The system was demonstrated in a distributed Silicon Graphics environment, linked into off-the-shelf simulation and
graphics support tools. The system was flown man-in-the-loop and in a fully autonon,olis mode to represent an unmanned air vehicle.
See figure 6.

Simulation Procenor(s) Cockpi

MODEL FACT MANAGERS

Simulation Operator

STATUS OBJECTIVES

FIR h TCTs A SItelDEBUG smulanon architecture depicts major Tactical Mission Manager components and their interrelation-
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A key capability of the tactical mission manager is real- time threat avoidance. The system is designed to use knowledge of the low
level mission environment to determine the best threat counterme:'ire. Threat countermeasures are not limited to electronic jamming
or spoofing, but may include: aircraft maneuvers, altitude changes, expendable countermeasures, or mission replanning.

Mission planning and replanning includes weapon selection, mode control, and delivery tactics optimizauon. When the nussion ob-

jectives, threat environment, or aircraft systems capabilities deviate from that required by the planned mission; the mission manager au-
tomatically replans the necessary mission segments. The replanning may require reconfigured weapons, a different delivery tactic, or

an alternate flight profile. This capability provides real-time inflight tactics and mission management.

Advanced Avionics Testbed (IR&D BMA -032)
Key aspects of these prototype projects have been tested and flown on Boeing's Advanced Avionics Testbed Ancraft (AAT), a Boe-

ing 720 aircraft that has been modified and instrumented to allow inflight evaluation and testing of advanced avionics systems. The
AAT is dedicated to flight testing advanced offensive and defensive systems. Equipped with state-of-the-art sensors, instrumentation,
and communications and navigation equipment the AAT has provided a facility for real world testing of inflight nussion manager com-
ponents. Real world conditions include: threat avoidance (via a Loral radar warning receiver); inflight mission replanning; threat recog-
nition; simulated countermeasure selection; advanced controls and displays; sensor management (forward looking infrared radar,
millimeter wave radar, laser line scanner, optical imagery); inteligent navigation (global positioning system, inertial navigation unit,
digital map aided terrain following); advanced situation awareness (multiple color displays).

LESSONS LEARNED

Several lessons were learned in the process of developing real-time inflight mission managers and advanced avionics systems. Several
key points follow.

Complex Al facilities are not required for state-of-the-art intelligent embedded systems. They add too much complexity, are too in-
efficient and never seem to quite fit. Facilities such as evidential reasoning, inheritance, and frame based a architectures were explored.
These are useful features, but make the systems too complex and slow for most real-time systems.

Later versions of the real-time inference engine are as streamlined as possible A key requirement that evolved was to provide only
the necessary Al facilities implemented with the least overhead possible.

Intelligent embedded systems can achieve real-time performance by using knowledge based Al techniques. They can perform the

very intelligent and automated tasking required by modem combat systems. These systems can achieve very high performance levels

using only basic knowledge based concepts. The inference engine must be extremely efficient.

By using knowledge based techniques the program logic is pulled out of the code and put in a knowledge base, where it is under-
standable, modular, and modifiable. This greatly reduces the complexity of logic intensive software and increases software quality

The inference engine provides an interactive user interface for debugging. Due to the complexity of the logic and the number of
paths through the system, it is essential that the operator have complete visibility to system performance during all stages of system de-
velopment. The inference engine also provides interactive debugging in the final embedded avionics environment.
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ABSTRACT

A common problem in the design of expert systems is the definition of rules from data obtained in system operation or
simulation. While it is relatively easy to collect data and to log the comments of human operators engaged in experiments,
generalizing such information to a set of rules has not previously been a straightforward task. If an expert human operator is
involved, he or she can be interviewed, in the hopes of identifying expenential knowledge concerning what does and does not work.
However, this approach often is unsatisfactory, either because the expert has difficulty verbalizing techniques for performing the
mission or because the mission is largely governed by quantitative issues not well analyzed by human operators. This paper presents
a statistical method for generating rule bases from numerical data, motivated by an example based on aircraft navigation with multiple
sensors. The specific objective is to design an expert system that selects a satisfactory suite of measurements from a dissirmlar,
redundant set, given an arbitrary navigation geometry and possible sensor failures.

This paper describes the systematic development of a Navigation Sensor Management (NSM) Expert System from Kalman Filter
covariance data. The development method invokes two statistical techniques: Analysis-of-Variance (ANOVA) and the 1D3 algorithm.
The ANOVA technique indicates whether variations of problem parameters give statistically different covariance results, and the ID3
algorithm identifie-s the relationships between the problem parameters using probabilistic knowledge extracted from a simulation
example set. ANCVA results show that statistically different position accuracies are obtained when different navigation aids are used,
the number of naviation aid is changed, the trajectory is varied, or the performance history is altered, By indicating that these four
factors significantly affect ,he decision metric, an appropriate parameter framework was designed, and a simulation example base was
created. The example ba contained over 900 training examples from nearly 300 simulations. The 1D3 algorithm then was appliedto the example base. yielding classification 'rules" in the form of decision trees. The NSM expert system consists of 17 decision trees

that predict the performance of a specified integrated naviganon sensor configuration. The performance of these decision trees wabassessed on two arbitrary trajectories, and the performance results are presented using a predictive metic. The test trajectories used to
evaluate the system's performance show that the NSM Expert adapts to new situations and provides reasonable estmates of sensor
configuration performance. The paper shows how the I Expert nds tNrthe best sensor navigation strategy from a pool of available
sensors to provide the highest position accuracy.

NOMENCLATURE

vj Total number of examples with the i h atmbute value
et" Total number of examples in training set

F Computed F-ratio
HA Altemate hypothesis
H0  Null hypothesis

h (in) mt T observation of the result

p(cj) Probability of occurrence of the jt result value
Pias Probability of orceurrence ofj result with ia attribute valueYi. Sum of observed results using the i th valueYi Observed result obtained when ith and 3t values of Facts

A and B are used
Y, Mean value of observed results using the it

value of the factor under investigation
a, Effect of iti value of Factor A on observed result Y 
Yi. Effect ofjth value of Factor B on observed result Y 
(Ols)rv Effect of interacons Ptween i b value of Factor A

andj th value of Factor B on the observed result Ylj

p Geodetic distance
0 Bearing measurement
tt.. Mean of all observed results in data set being

ued in ANOVA experiment
Confidence level
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INTRODUCTION

Knowledge acquisition is a major problem in the development of rule-based systems. The tools developed to date are not
designed to extract information from data for which no generalizations are known a prion. Instead, these tools either rely on the
expert to provide examplcs from which rules are generated or try to capture the expert's problem-solving methodology with
interviewing techniques [ 1]. Unfortunately, it is often difficult for experts to describe their problem-solving methods or to detail the
factors that come inlo play during the resolution of a problem. It is exactly this type of knowledge that is needed to design rule-based
systems.

Since the early 1970's, adaptive navigation has been viewed as a highly desirable candidate for development in next-generation
aircraft [2]. It is envisioned that fuirtre aircraft will have multi-sensor capability for navigation tasks requiring high reliability, optimal
performance, and increased automation. With mt'lti-sensor capability, the task of sensor configuration selection and management
will become an additional pilot burden.

The performance of multi-sensor navigation systems (more commonly known as "integrated" or "hybrid" systems) has been
explored since the late 1960's when results from modem control theory provided techniques for sensor mixing and optimal state
estimation (3]. Hybrid systems refer to externally referenced navigation systems that "aid" an on-board inertial navigation system
(INS) using an optimal state estimation mechanization. Hybrid systems combine the high- and low-frequency accuracy properties of
INSs and external navigation aids (navaids) respectively. Many radio navigation and on-board systems aiding INSs have been
modelled and their performance covariance resulis obtained [4-8]. When radio navigation systems are only pamally operational,
results show that navigation performance is superior to that of the pure INS [4]. Therefore it becomes advantageous to keep partially
operational systems as candidates for integrated sensor mixing purposes.

With a large number of available navaids, choosing an optimal or near-optimal sensor set becomes a large combinatorial problem.
Convergence towards an optimal sensor configuration requires an exhaustive computer search utilizing simulation results as the basis
for selection. In contrast, a small number of available navaids reduces the decision space considerably. Hence, a dilemma occurs;
increasing sensor capability (and thus reliability and performance) increases decision-making complexity.

The selection of an optimal configuration requires the application of some decision criteria. Most often, designers choose
between navaids based on the relative a-curacies of each system using a hierarchical approach [9]. This approach is "knowledge-
based" in the sense that the nominal performance of each navaid is well-known and that this knowledge is built into the sensor
hierarchy. The current hierarchical designs are not as "robust" with respect to sensor availability and performance changes as is
necessary for future sensor management systems 110] Instead, these hierarchies represent "rules-of-thumb" that are useful in only
the simplest cases. They do not resolve sensor configuration problems when more detailed information must be considered - for
example when the number of each available na'aid is specified, when partially operational systems remain viable candidates, and
when trajectory effects degrade system performance. It becomes necessary to explore factors other than the performance of
nominally operating navaids to determine how these factors affect the decision-making process, and to fully exploit the potential of
hybrid systems.

The Analysis-of-Variance statistical technique (ANOVA) [11] was used to identify the factors that cause variation in navigation
performance. Once the important factors were identified, the relationships between them were determined. The ID3 algorithm
[12,13], an inductive inference technique based on the probabilistic occurrence of events, was used to find these attribute
relauonships.

The development of a navigation sensor management expert system using the ANOVA/ID3 technique [14,15] is described in this
paper. The NSM system controls the selection of multi-sensor configurations. The methodology is applicable to any problem where
the development of know!dge bases from multi-factor data studies is desired.

INTEGRATED NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

Optimal estimation techniques are used to combine inertial and radio navigational systems in order to provide stable continuous
inertial navigation information [16]. The errors exhibited by these "hybrid" systems depend on the accuracy of the aiding system,
and navaid accuracies are functions of many factors, such as navaid type, number of similar navaids, distance from the navaid, and
whether the aircraft is approaching or receding from the station. The sensor selection criteria depend on the relaive importance of
these factors. Five external radio navigation and two on-board navaids were used to update a medium-accuracy (10 Nautcal Mijhr)
INS. Hybrid system performance was simulated using the linearized inertial navigation error model and navaid measurement models
as inputs into the optimal estimation filter. The hybrid errors were updated at a specified navaid fix rate. The systems simulated were
(1) Global Positioning System (GPS), (2) Long-Range Navigation System (LORAN), (3) Tactical Navigation System (TACAN),
(4) Distance Measuring Equipment (DME), (5) VHF Omnidirectional Range (VOR), (6) Doppler radar, and (7) Air Data sensor.
The operational theory and the mathematical models used to simulate the navaids and the meial navigation error model are discussed
in detail elsewhere [14].

The numerically-stable discrete-time U-D implementation of the Kalman Filter equations [17] was used to mix the inertial system
and navaid information optimally, providing covariance estimates of the navigation errors (e.g., north/east position) [14,18]. Each
nonlinear measurement equation was linearized with respect to the inertial navigation states to obtain the observation matrix used in
the U-D measurement update equations. Since sensor errors were taken into consideration in the measurement models, the inertial
enor state vector was augmented with the sensor shaping filter dynamics (e.g., random bias, first-order Markov model) to formulate
the hybrid navigation model. Additionally, the measurement noise time history was simulated. As the aircraft moves along its
trajectory relative to ground-basd navaid stations, the measurement noise characteristics change. Therefore an equation for a
distance- or time-varying measurement covariance matrix was found in order to realisticaly model grouiod-based radio navigation
systems. According to Ref. 18, GPS meastremens noise increases in a similar way; as the satellite descends near the aircraft's
horizon, the noise increases. To simulate time-varying measuremennoioise for the ground- and satellite-based navigation systems,
each noise variance was modelled as the sum of initial and range-dependent variances. The latter component increases linearly with
the square of the distance from the station or satellite.

Position accuracy was selected for the rule-based system decision metric. Here, position accuracy is defined as the root sum of
squares (RSS) of the north and east component errors. The RSS decision metric provides sufficiently consistent quantities to
compare hybrid performances. For a detailed discussion of the RSS decision metric, the reader is directed to Ref. 14.

N'
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HYBRID NAVIGATION SIMULATION RESULTS

Using the RSS position error metrc to measure hybrid system performance, the following U-D filter simulations were
performed:

1. Single-type hybnds: GPS, LORAN, TACAN, DME, VOR, Doppler Radar, or
Air Data sensor aiding an INS

2. Number of stations used in a single-typc hybnd
3. Multi-type hybnds: Combinations of different navaid types aiding an INS
4. Aircraft trajectorics simulated: High-performance, commercial, general aviation

Comparisons of Single-Type Hybrid Performance

Consider the f6ur ground stations A, B, C, and D spatially oriented with respect to the high-performance, commercial, and
general aviation trajectories in Fig. 1. The four ground stations are simulated as LORAN slaves, TACAN, DME, or VOR stations.
Figure 2 shows the performance differcnces of ground-based, GPS, and on-board type hybrid systems. When the results from all
ground station A types (LORAN, TACAN, DME, VOR) are compared on the high-performance trajectory, the relative performance
from best to worst may be listed as follows: (1) LORAN, (2) TACAN, (3) DME, and (4) VOR. For example, a hybrid system
utilizing LORAN Slave Station A provides better performance than a hybrid system utilizing TACAN A; a TACAN A hybrid in turn
outperforms a DME A hybrid which in turn outperforms a VOR A hybrid. This pattern is repeated for stations B, C, and D [141.
The best hybrid performance was obtained from three GPS satellites aiding the INS. Figure 2 also shows how the performances of
the Doppler radar hybrid and the air data sensor hybrid compare with the GPS and ground-based navaid hybrids.

Referring to the LORAN results in Fig. 3, there is a striking variation in the performance of the individual Stations A-D; this
figure reveals that single stations of the same type aiding an INS give highly variable performance results. The same variability in
performance of the remaining ground-based single-stanon navaids was found [14]. From Fig. 3, the variation in Station A-D's
performances is attributed to the position of each ground station relative to the aircraft's trajectory. For example, LORAN Slave A
gives the smallest position error of the four stations; referring to Fig. 1, the aircraft makes a close approach to Slave A on the
trajectory's second leg. Hence the RSS error becomes very small. These errors begin to increase towards the end of the trajectory
leg, due to the increasingly uncertain north component. In contrast, LORAN Slaves B, C, and D are farther from the aircraft's
trajectory. The first trajectory leg results in good relative north information to B, C, and D, whereas the east component uncertainty
grows due to the lack of relative east information. The variations in performance observed from Stations A-D are due to trajectory
effects; using Station B instead of A to update the INS is equivalent to using A and changing the aircraft's trajectory.

Effect of Increasing the Number of Navaids in a Hybrid System

Next, the effect of the number of ground stations was studied by simulating all possible combinations of single-, double-, and
triple-station liybrids formed from Stations A-D. There are six possible combinations of two stations and four combinations of three
stations ,iat may be integrated to ad the INS. These simulatons were carried out for LORAN, TACAN, DME and VOR.

46
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Figure 1. Aircraft Trajectories Used in Simulations

Referring to the LORAN results in Fig. 4, the perforrmance variation among the double-station combinations and triple station
combinations is less pronounced than the single-station variations. The magnitude of the RSS errors decreases dramatically when
two stations are used instead of one station. The RSS errors decrease further when three stations are used, although the magnitude
differences are not as great. The RSS magnitudes of the double- and triple-station combinations are much lower because the aircraft
receives more complete navigation information as the number of stations increases. This also explains why there is much more
variation in the results for the double station combinations than for the triple stations. Similar performance trends were observed for
GPS, TACAN, DME, and VOR [14].
Effect of Trajectory on Hybrid Performance

It already has been shown that an aircraft's trajectory relative to a single ground station hybrid plays an important role in the
estimators performance. The RSS results in Fig. 5 illustrate the performance differences of the LORAN Slave A hybrid on the high-
performance, commercial transport, and general aviation trajectories. Two parameters that contribute to these performance
differences are distance to a station and heading with respect to a station. A third trajectory parameter that contributes to a hybrid
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system's performance is the number of heading changes along the trajectory. The effect of heading changes is discussed in more
detail in [14]. Trajectory factors affect the INS dynamics, which in turn affects the error estimation performance. The trajectory
factors also change the measurement dynamics since the measurements depend on the trajectory's geomemc properties and aircraft
states (such as velocity). The results in Fig. 5 clearly show that when the trajectory changes, the navaid selection decision most
likely changes as well, since the relative accuracies of the navaids change.

Hybrid Performance of Mixed Navaids

Figure 6 shows various combinations of integrated navaids. The individual performances of LORAN Slave B, Doppler radar,
and Air Data hybrids are shown in Fig. 6 along the high-performance trajectory. The LORANiDoppler and LORAN/Air Data hybrids
also are shown for comparison. Both combinations gave better results than their individual components operating alone. For
example, the LORAN/Doppler combination outperformed the LORAN hybrid and the Doppler hybrid; similarly, the LORAN/Air
Data combination performed better than either the LORAN or the Air Data sensor hybrids alone. The latter combination did slightly
better than Doppler hybrid on this trajectory after the initial transient period. These results show that good navigation performance is
still possible when a "failed" LORAN system (only one slave station operational) is integrated with an on-board navaid such as
Doppler radar or a standard equipment Air Data sensor.

Effect of Navigation Sensor Reconfiguration on Hybrid Performance

This section shows how reconfiguration can be used to improve hybrid filter performance, resulting in an optimal navigation
strategy. Here, the term "reconfiguration" is exemplified as follows: If navaids "A" and "B" give the best filter performances on
trajectory legs "I" and "2" respectively, then the filter can be reconfigured (changed) to use navaid B rather than A on the second
trajectory leg. The results in the previous sections demonstrated that the integration of several systems gives greatly improved
performance over the use of each system by itself. However a dilemma arises if computational resources on board the aircraft prevent
the filter from using more than one ground station for real-time measurement processing. This situation can occur if part of a
distributed computer architecture or parallel processing system fails. A navigation expert system should have the capability of
recommending a navigation strategy in this situation in addition to making recommendations when the navigation computational
resources are fully operational.

Figure 7 shows the performance obtained when the best TACAN station information is used on each leg of the high-performance
trajectory of Fig. 1. In the figure, TACAN station A provides more accurate position information than TACAN station C on the first
two trajectory legs (from 0 to 35 minutes), On the last two lees, TACAN station C provides better information to the filter than
TACAN station A. When TACAN station A is reconfigured to TACAN station C, the reconfigured filter provides better position
estimates than does a TACAN C filter operating on the last two trajectory legs. This is because the good measurement information
from TACAN A is propagated in time.

DEVELOPMENT OF A NAVIGATION SENSOR MANAGEMENT EXPERT SYSTEM

This section describes a novel methodology that uses established statistical techniques to develop the NSM expert from the
simulation dat,. The primary function of this expert system is to select the external navaid sensors that provide the smallest possibleRSS position error from a large set of available sensors. The Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) technique [11 is used to identify the

• ?
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factors that make statistically significant contmbutons to the decision metric. Then, the ID3 algorithm determines the relationships
between these factors [ 11,13]. The mathematical formulations of the ANOVA and ID3 techniques are briefly reviewed, followed by
a discussion on how these techniques were applied to the covariance data.

Mathematical Formulation of ANOVA

Consider that two factors, A and B, are to be studied concurrently in an ANOVA "experiment". The ANOVA experiment
identifies the two factors' effects on an observed result. The mathematical model describing the observed result obtained with
different values of Factors A and B is given by:

YiXm) = It + a, + 01 + (CI3)t + CJ(m) ()

Yaj(m) is the observed result corresponding to the ith and jih values of Factors A and B, respectively. On the right-hand side, p is

the mean of all observed results in the data set, a, and 03, denote the individual A and B factor value effects, (cap3), represents the
effect of the A-B interaction, and e,(m) is a Gaussian random error that represents an unaccountable contribution to Y1, The
subscript (in) denotes the m th observation of Y.

An estimator for each term in Eq. (1) is found in terms of the observed results using the method of least squares The random
error Pj) is minimized and the minimum variance estimators are computed from [ 11,14]:

9 a Yi."... 
3j Y j".. 0tISaj = Yaj J Ya Y + t j=Y, (2)

where &, is the ith least squares estimator of co, Yi, is the mean value of the observed results having the ith value of Factor A, Y, is
the mean value of the observed result (if "m" observations are available) having the ith and jth values Vf Factors A and B respectively.
The dot notation in Eq. (2) is defined as follows:

b b ' b
Tb (3)

J.1 b).1ai t

In Eq. (3), Y,, is summed over "a" values of Factor A and "b" values of Factor B. For example, in the navigation sensor selection
S problem:rlFactor A, Navaid Type=(TACAN, VOR, DME, LORAN), a=4 (Model 1)

Factor B, Number of Ground Statiions=(One, Two, Three), b=3
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Substituting the least squares estimator equations into the model in Eq. (1), the deviation of an observed result from the overall mean
is given by:

L =,-L [M~. -41 N[t ,- IA. ] + + P ± + [Y " (4)

Deviation Factor A Factor B A-B Interacdon Residual
from overall Contribution Contribution Contribution Contribution
mean to total to total to total to total

deviation deviation deviation deviation

If the sums of squares of each component in Eq. (4) are computed, the total variation of all the observed results i4 expressed in ten.s
of the individual factor, interaction, and residual variations:

SSTOTAL = SSA + SSB + SSAB + SSE (5)

where SS refers to the sum of squares. SSToTAL is the total variation in the observed result, SSA and SSB are the contributing
variations in the observed results .hen values of Factors A and B are compared, and SSAB is the contributig variation in the
observed results due to A-B interactions The residual, SSE, is the unexplained (random) variabil.ty in the result when observations
with different factor values are made. In the NSM exar ,ple in Model I, SSr'.oAL is the total variatou in the RSS position error based
on 12 simulations averaged oyer the entire flight time. SSA is the contributing variation in the RSS position error due to using
different navaid types, SSB Is the contributing vanauon in the RSS position error due to using different numbers of ground stations,
and SSAB is the contributing variation in the RSS position error due to interaction effects. Finally, SSE is the vanat-on in the RSS
position error that cannot b- attributed to navaid type, the number of stations, or interactions between these two factors.

Equation 5 is the foundation of the ANOVA technique When each sum-of-squares component is computed, many conclusions
concerning the factor effects can be made. For example, if SSA >> SSB then Factor A has a greater effect on the observed result
than does Factor B. The F-test determines whether Factor A's apparent effect on the -bserved result is real or can be attributed to the
residual variation, SSE. Defining the F-ratio for Factor A, F, assuming more than one observed result (m > 1):

P= SSA/(a-l)
SSE/(ab(m-1)) (6)

The sum of squares for each source of deviation is normalized by the degrees of freedom (DOF), which is simply one less than the
number of factor values. Since Factor A in Model I has four levels (a = 4), then the DOFA is 3, and ftue Mean Squared Error of A is:

MSA = SSA (7)
3

The F-test enables a choice between two hypotheses to made made Stated mathematically for the NSM problem, the hypotheses are:

Ho: The RSS errors are statistically equal for different
values of the factor under consideration

HA: The RSS errors are statistically unequal for different
valuer of the factor under consideration.

H. and HA are called the null and alternate hypotheses respectively. The null hypothesis suggests that there are statistically
insignificant differences in the observed results for the factor values under consideration. The alternate hypothesis suggests the
opposite case is true. When the null hypothesis holds, the F-ratio follows the F-distribution [11]; when the alternate hypothesis
holds, the ?-rato follows a complex non-central F-distribution. The computed F-ratio is compared to tabulated values that indicate
how the ratio is distributed, allowing a hypothesis to be selected. Small values of F support H. whereas large values support HA.
Using Factor A as an example, the decision rules needed to choose the hypothesis for a specified confidence level, , are:

If Fo < FTABLE ( ; DOFA; DOF.), then conclude H0  (Model 2a)

IfFa > FTABLE ( ; DOFA; DOFE), then conclude HA (Model 2b)

identifies the "risk" the designer is willing to take that the F-test will reject the null hypothesis when in fact the null hypothesis is
valid. If H. holds, the effect of Factor A on the result is statistically insignificant, whereas when HA holds, the effect of Factor A on
the result is statistically significant. Table I summarizes the computed variables needed to a.aalyze a two-factor ANOVA experiment.

When two observed results are compared, the statistical diffe:ence between the results is determined using the Scheffe
method. For example, in a navaid ANOVA experiment, multiple comparisons of radio navaid hybrids lead to a ranking of these
systems from best to worst. Two results are statistically unequal if their computed difference exceeds the Scheffie critical difference,
given by:

D-p fat MS (j. + l) x DOFFAC0R 'FrABL ( ; DOFACYMR; DOe)" (8)

where ni and n2 are the sample numbers of the two results being compared. Although the discussion above used a two-factor
ANOVA experiment as an example, the theory is extendable to experimcaL for which any number of factors are to be investigated

- .
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Table I ANOVA Table for a Two-Factor Experiment

Source of Sum of Degrees of Mean Squaed F Confdence
Varaon Squares Freedom Value TABE Coefficent

Factor A SSA a-1 SSA/a 1) MSA/MSE FTABU3( ;a-I;ab(m-I)) (1-) x 100%

Factor B SSn b-I SSaib-I) MSB/MSE FTALaE(4;b-I;ab(m-I)) (t-C) X 100%
A-B Interaction SSB (a-l)(b-l) SSAB/((a-IXb-I)) MSAB/MSE FTsaLE( ;(a-tXb- );ab(m-l)) (1-)X 100%

Error SSE ab(in-t) SSF/ab(m-I))

Total SSTorAL aban-I

Identifying Important Factors Using ANOVA

The RSS position error histories from over 200 covanance simulations were obtained, and the data were used in an ANOVA
four-factor navaid experiment. The goal of the experiment was to identify which of the factors (navaid type, number o," ground
stations, trajectory effects, performance history) and their interactions had statistically significant impacts on the RSS position error.
The factor values used in the ANOVA experiment were:

Navaids=(VOR, DME, LORAN, TACAN, GPS) Oodel 3)
Number of Ground Stations=(One, Two, Three)
Trajectory Type={High-Perfornance, Commercial Transport, General Aviation, from Fig. 1)
Performance History = (Intervals: 1, 11, 111, IV)

Since each trajectory consists of four, 15-minute legs, the Performance History (or "time interval") factor refers to the RSS
performance obtained within each 15-minute time frame. Four single-station, six double-station, and four triple-station hyb,,:s were
simulat.,d using combinations of Stations A-D in Fig. 1.

The ANOVA sunmary in Table It shows that three of the four factors, navaid type, number of aiding ground stations, and
performance history, are "strongly significant" with 99% confidence. Scheffe multiple comparison tests were applied to the navaid

Table II Analysis of Variance Summary and F-test
Results for Four-Four Navaid Experiment

MEAN
SOURCE SUM OF DEGREES SQUARE

OF SQUARES OF VALUE COMPUTED TABULATED CONFIDENCE
VARIATION (Sq. N.MI.) FREEDOM (Sq N.ML) F-RATIO F-RATIO COEFFICIENT

MAIN EFFECTS

Between
Navaids 4 815E+02 4 1 204E+02 9 909E+02 3.320E+00 99%

Between
Number 2,423E+02 2 1.211 Ee02 9,973E+02 4.610E+00 99%

Between
Trajectory 6,234E-01 2 3 117E-01 2.566E+00 2.3001+00 90%
Between
Time Intervals 5.729E+01 3 1,910E+01 1.572E+02 3.780E+00 99%

and number-of-ground-station factors to identify the specific differences within each groups; for example, the RSS performance
difference between GPS and TACAN, all other factors being .qual, was statistically significant. Refemng to Table III, GPS
provides the best RSS position performance when compared to TACAN, LORAN, DME, and VOR; this is consistent with the results
in Fig. 2. On the other hand, the RSS performance difference between LORAN and TACAN with all other factors being equal, was
not statistically significant. This means that a LORAN hybrid could perform better or worse than a TACfAiN hybrid, depending on
the values of the other factors (e.g., number of ground stations). As expected, the comparison test concluded that VOR and DME
give higher position errors than either TACAN or LORAN, and that DME performs better than VOR. The multiple comparison test
results in Table III yielded the same performance ranking depicted in the graphical results (e.g., Fig. 2), while utilizing the
infomation content of a large number of independent simulations.

Further investigation into the ANOVA interaction effects revealed that the ranking should b- cautiously applied to single-station
hybrids, since these are higly-sensitive to trajectory effects. As seen from the magnitudes of the computed differences in Table III,
double-station hybrids provide much smaller RSS position errors than sLngle-station hybrids. The performance difference between A

&€
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Table III Scheff6 Multiple Comparisons of Simulation Para-
meters for a Four-Factor Navaid Experiment

MEAN COMPUTED CONCLUSIONSNAVIGATION DIFFERENCEPARAMETER (N. MI) (N. MI)
NAVAIDS [S,6,800 Critical Difteran., (9% 7.484E-02 N. Mi.)

02'~ CS WM4  I 4936-0
TACAN" 2.0706-0 19220-02 TACAN n e hOm 02'S
LORAN 2.40r.002 2.2606-01 LORAN *n CP,,01S
DM6 5348313,02 553413-02 DM6 -thnor CPS
VOR 113113+00 11666+00 VOR -~ .mn CP1S

CWOMITACAN w,4 2.0706.02
LORAN 2.406H01 338W602 LORAN nw bwemrmo i,. TACAN
0668 5 48?P0 3 4122-0i DM6 wo,.4,nTACAN
VOR 2.2825.0D 9 742B-01 VOR wom,.,TACAN

CooPrceLORAN.% w 4OW.4-01 o, ., OA
DM6 3 483E602 3 O07602 - imLOA
"OR 118113,0 9 4046 02 VOR ,,rnno4,LORAN

Co-oo"eDMT w,, 53483E601
VOR I228260D 613306&02 VOR -- th.. DNIE

NUMBER tSch,,80 Critical Differnce (109%) - 48340h.02 N Mt

C-W '3"-t 2062E601
.' 2.627602 3354602 'rrtw4.no1

.. 8.47413-01 6 412002 '" - th.

ConW.e *r .oiI 2.62760.. 8 47463-02 58506-01 2wo"-,I,."2*

TRAJECTORY (5,helld Criical Differeno. 3 3412E 02 N. Mid1
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two and three stations is not as dramatic but is nonetheless statistidally significant. One way to further investigate the sensitivity of
single-station hybrids to trajectory is to use multiple Scheffi comparisons, presented in Table IV. The LORAN and DME icoults
clearly show that aircraft trajectory significantly affects RSS performance when single-station INS hybrids are used; howeve', the
results show that RSS performance using double- and triple-station INS hyt-ids is less sensitive to the aircraft's trajectory. This
result verifies die RSS performance graphically observed in Fig. 5. 'fable IV alUo provides interesting insight into the behavior of the
TACAN and VOR systems. TACAN is less sensitive to trajectory effects than LORAN, DME, and VOR for single-station hybrids
because TACAN provides distance (p) and bearing (e) measurements (i.e., p48 nvigation) from the aircraft to the station, enabling
a position fix to be made. In contrast, the single-station LORAN, DME, and VOR hybrids each use only one me-isurenient to
recalibrate the INS so that a position fix is not made. However, when two or three stations of LORAN or DME are used, a position
fix is provided (p-p navigation), and the RSS performance becomes less sensitive to trajectory effects. This explains the "damped"
response in navigation error shown in Fig. 4.

The ANOVA sumimary, in Table U shows that the factor "trajectory" is weakly significant (90% confidence). Indeed the term
"trajectory" is extremely vague. The significant differences in single-station hybrid performance shown in Table IV and Fig. 3
suggest that trajectory should be decomposed into attributes that describe, in better detait, what thcse effects really are. The.
differences between the high-performance, commercial, and general aviation trajectories (Fig. 1) are: distance from a station,
airspeed, and heading with respect to the ground staiions. These factors play an important role in affecting navigation performance.
In summary, the ANOVA and Scheffe methods systematically identified trends in the simulation data without recourse to tedious
graphical analysis.

Extracting Rules Using Induction: The 1D3 Algorithm

The 113 Algorithm uses inductive inference to extract rules ( 131 from an example set. The problem space is described in terms of
attributes, where eac' tribute is characrized by a set of values that define the possible "states." For example, in Model 3 , the
navaid type and ny a. of ground stations were shown to be attributes affecting RSS position error. The attribute values for the
factor "navaid type were (GPS, LORAN.,TACAN, DME, VOR), and the attribute values for the factor "number of stations" were
(One, Two, Three). The MD3 algorithm defines the shape of the decision tree as it identifies the most important attribute at each
decision node. Thc algorithm uses an Information-Theoretic Measure (ITM) that minimiztes the number of tests (attribute nodes)
necessary to define the deci-ion tree. The information contained in an attribute is quantified using the attributes entropy content,
found in the example set. This measure is the information gained by testing the attribute at a given decision node; it is defined as the
difference between the information content within the complete example set and the information content within the attribute:

ITnttrb -pC 3 ) np(c) + P, in p, (9)
jti-i C j.I

where p(cj) is the probability of occurrence of the jth result in the total example set; pq is the probability of the ith attribute

77T~7-----------V,--
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Table IV Scheffl Comparisons of Trajectory Effects on
Single., Double- and Triple-Station Hybrid INSs
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value occuing with the jtLI result, cj; c, is the total number of examples having the ith attribute value, and eT is the total number of
exasj'ples in the training set, the limits M and N denote the number of result and attribute values respectively.

The 11)3 algorithm uses the ITM in a splitting strategy [ 12150o decide which attribute provides the most information from the example
set. When several attributes are tested foi their information conent, the one giving thc largest ITM value (hence, information) is the
attrbute chosen The ID3 algorithm constructs a decision tree as follows:

1. The root node is chosen using the llTM values. The 171M I'aving the largest
value is the root node, and the examples associated with the rooi node are
examined

2. If the ex~amples associated with the current node allI have the samne class value, then an
endutode is reached. The next attribute is chosen by recalculating the ITM values of the
remaining attributes. The largest value determines the next atmrbute.

3. The current node has at least two branches. The examples art atssociated with their
branches according to their values.

4. For each branch node, repeat step 2, until all endnodes have been found.

A simple example us ne. the navigation sen'or management problem will illustrate how deciston trees are formulated using the 11)3
method. Consider ti,,t decision tree to predict RSS position errors for different navaid types and number of ground siations is to be
extracted from a set of covariance simulations. The nav;; types and numbers studied were:

Navaid Type = [LORAN, TACAN, VOR) (Model 4a)
Number of Ground Stations = [Two, Three) (Model 4b)

The RSS position error is determined from five sintulations, where the RSS performance for each simulation has been classified into
four categories:

RSS performance clas~.es = [c-I, c-2, c-14, c-15) (Model 4c)

where the values c-I1, c-2, c- 14, and c-I15 represent user-defined intervals of RSS position error. The five simulations and
corresponding classified RSS errors are shown in Table V:

Table V Training Example Set for Decision Tree Induction

Navaid Number of RSS Position
Type Stations Error Class

LORAN 2 c-2
LORAN 3 C-1
TACAN 3 2
VOR 2C-15
VOR 3 c-14

First, tihe IT~is for the navaid type and number of stations attributes ate computed. In this example, NNAVAID =3,
NsTA71'oN=2, and M=4. From Table V, the probabilities that each value of each facior occurs with each of the RSS position error
classes is:

77T7~ ~' i ,11
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Table VI Value-Result Occurrence Probab-
ilities for Training Example Set

c-i c-2 c-14 c-15
LORAN pll=0.5 Pl2-0.5 P13-O0 P14 0-. 0
TACAN P21=0.0 P22=10. P23---0 p24=0
VOR P31-0. P32=0.0 P33=0. 5  P34=0.5

c-I c-2 c-14 C-15
Two P11 0 . P12=-0.5 P13-0 P14'0.5

Three P21=.3 3  P22=.33 P23=.33 P24=0.0

Using Eq. (9) and the probability tables above, the ITSs for the two atmbutes are:

ITMNAVAIDS = 0.776 bits, rITMsrATIONS = 0.394 bits

From step one of the ID3 algorithm, the navaid type attribute is chosen as the first node because its ITM value is larger than that of
the number-of-stations attribute. Applying the remaining steps in the algorithm, the decision tree extracted fron the example set
above would look like the following:

Navaid Type

LORAN VA5AN rIc-2
Number of Number of

G tains Gr tns

Two Thfee Two Tr
c-2 c-I c-15 c-14

Developing the ID3 Attribute Framework Using ANOVA Results

The Model 3 covariance simulations were used to extract decision trees fot the NSM Expert system. Eleven atmbutes were
defined for the ID3 framework:

e Navaid type,
* Trajectory leg,
* Aircraft groundspeed,
9 Number of ground stations,
e Minimum geodetic distance from station,
e Maximum geodetic distance from station,
* (Max - Min) distance on trajectory leg,
* Maximum line-of-site angle from station,
* Minimum line-of-sight angle from the station,
• Direction of flight (approaching or receding) relative to station,
* * RSS position error class on previous trajectory leg.

The distance from a ground station is an important atmbute since the signal-to-noise ratio decreases as the distance to the station
increases. The direction of flight with respect to the station influences position accuracy through its effect on the line-of-sight angle.

The trajectory parameters were computed for each of the high-performance,jet transport, and general aviation trajectories on each
trajectory leg. The maximum and minimum distances to the aiding station were also determined on each trajectory leg, in addition to
the difference between the maximum and minimum distances,

When more than one station was used the maximum and minimum distances were the closest and farthest distances computed to
the stations. The distance difference is the algebraic difference between the farthest and closes, distances determined on the trajectory
leg. A similar definition was applied to the line-of-sight angle; from the angles computed to each station, the largest and smallest
were selected. The ID3 algorithm's task was theti to determune how these attributes were related to each other and to the final RSS
position error.

The classification scheme chosen to represent the RSS position error endnode in the NSM decision trees is depicted in Table VII.
Since an approximate prediction of the RSS position error was of interest, it was appropriate to represent the RSS performance in
terms of an error range.

_______________az
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Table VII RSS Position Error Classification Scheme

[High-Accuracy] [Medium-Accuracy] [Low-Accuracy]

Error Range, Code Error Range, Code Error Range, Code
N. Mi. N. Mi. N. Mi.

0.0-0.02 c-I 0.10-0.20 c-6 1.0-1.5 c-15
0.02-0.04 c-2 0.20-0.30 c-7 1.5-2.0 c-16
0.04-0.06 c-3 0.30-0.40 c-8 2.0-2.5 c-17
0.06-0.08 c-4 0.40-0.50 c-9 2.5-3.0 c-18
0.08-0.10 c-5 0.50-0.60 c-1O 3.0-3.5 c-19

0.60-0.70 c-iI 3.5-4.0 c-20
0.70-0.80 c-12 4.0-4.5 c-21
0.80-0.90 c-13 4.5-5.0 c-22
0.90-1.00 c-14 > 5.00 c-23

The velocity, distance, and line-of-sight angles were expressed in terms of ranges instead of individual values, so that the expert
system weights trends more heavily than specific examples. This renders the expert system more adaptable to new conditions,
because matches between the actual and knowledge-base cases could be obtained more frequently.

The example set was developed using the attribute framework described above. The RSS position errors for each simulation
were classified on each trajectory leg using the scheme in Table VII. The ID3 example base was then created from each single-,
double-, and triple-station simulation.

NSM Decision Trees

The NSM example set was divided into 17 smaller example sets. The GPS and on-board navaid examples were grouped into one
expert, whereas the ground-based navaid examples were divided according to navaid type and time (15-minute intervals). The ID3
algonthm constnicted decision trees for each of the 17 small expert systems that comprise the larger NSM Expert. The breakdown of
the NSM Expert into smaller systems provides greater manageability of the training example base. The total number of examples
used to develop the NSM Expert System was 932, based on 260 Kalman Filter covanance simulations. An additional 37 simulations
were performed to obtain a decision tree to estimate RSS performance when different navaid types are combined. The NSM expert
system prompts the user for a set of flight conditions commensurate with the attribute/value lists used in the example set, and the
resulting RSS classification code is returned to the user from the decision tree.

A typical decision tree obtained for the ground-based navaids is exemplified by the TACAN results. Figure 8 pr-,sents the
decision trees for single-, double-, and triple-station combinations on the first 15-minute trajectory leg. Here, the majority of the
testing nodes are trajectory parameters (distance, LOS angle, direction of flight with respect to the stations). The top or root node in
Fig. 8 is the aircraft's direction of flight. This is expected because the distance and LOS angle attributes are dependent on directional
motion. Distance, LOS angle, and groundspeed are results of the aircraft's motion; hence, they represent more specific problem
parameters, and it is expected that these parameters appear at a lower depth in the decision tree. Figure 8 also shows that distance,
ground velocity, LOS angle, and hybrid performance history are significant factors that enable a prediction of the RSS error to be
made. The RSS classification results verify that the closer the aircraft is to a station, the smaller is the RSS error other results show
that the larger is the LOS angle, the smaller is the RSS error [14].

Ded" Toa " 1e¢ 0.l Am bls LvdA- a W l T-o A"Jls~bk ID.6io Trme 1e, 7hre A,.Uhbl
TACAN SI.li. TACANSaioll TACAN siuaes

i ~ R .415 1
al. 4h0 .. 0. 150 4r 7,15

IlIZ.Z ..,).'..... Ap,...,,., L.V.I ,~ 25ifti
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Figue 8.Decision Trees Predicting RSS Position Error Range for an INS
Aided by TACAN During the First 15 Minutes of Flight
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The expected performance of the GPS system on each trajectory leg is shown in Fig. 9. Note that the aircraft's groundspeed

plays an important role in the GPS hybrid's performance. Velocity affects the measurement dynamics (history) and is therefore
classified as a trajctory effect. From Fig. 9, the two-satellite hybrids are more sensitive to these velocity effects than are ibe4hree-
and four-satelhte hybrids.

late &I

ce ItI
Velocity Vocity

i75.225 375¢25 >n'r 175-225 325375 325-575
CI c-C-1 C-

N s telliNo. Satellites

To ,Tie, lim Two Thl Four
c.2 C-I c-I c-S c.i c-i

Figure 9 Decision Tree Predicting RSS Performance
for an INS Aided by GPS

Finally, the decision tree showing what position error range is expected when different navaid types are integrated in a hybrid
system is presented in Fig. 10. Note that the decision tree is not specified for a given trajectory leg. The RSM position errors for
these simulations were averaged over the entire flight time for the high-performance trajectory. The tree is organized in terms of the
navigation method used: (I) Distance-Velocity (p-V), (2) Bearing-Velocity (0-V), (3) Distance-Bearing (p--), (4) Distlce-
Distance (p-p), (5) Bearing Bearing (-B), and (6) Velocity-Velocity (V-V). These results show that LORAN is a better distance-
measuring navaid than DMh and that Doppler Radar provides better navigation accuracy than the Air Data Sensor when p-V
navigation is used. The p-0 results show that it is possible to obtain good performance when LORAN and VOR are used. The
LORANIDMB hybrid gives better results than two DME stations but worse performance than two LORAN stations. By far the
worst results are obtained using two VOR statuons. As discussed before, the VOR system is the least accurate measurement device of
the seven systems studied, which greatly affects INS-VOR hybrid results.

Navigation
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Figure 10 Decision Tree Predicting RSS Performance When
Different Navaid Combinations are Used to Aid an INS

PERFORMANCE RESULTS OF NSM EXPERT SYSTEM

It is important to quantify the NSM Expert's performance for several test scenarios. It also is desirable to determine the factors
that affect the system's perfornance, so that these factors can be exploited in future system development.

Two high-performance trajectories were used in the performance evaluation of the NSM Expert. The two trajectories each consist
of four 15-minute legs. Trajectory #2's flight pattern was in a counter-clockwise direction, whereas clockwise flight patterns were
used to develop the NSM Expert (Fig. 1). Additionally, the takeoff point on Trajectory #2 was five degrees farther north than the
training trajectories' takeoff points. These trajectory differences change the measurement and INS dynamics, affecting the hybrid
performance. Trajectory #2 was designed this way intentionally, st, that the NSM Expert System's adaptability could be determined.

4
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Single-, double-, and triple-station combination hybrids were simulated on each test trajectory for the DME, VOR, TACAN, and
LORAN systems. The combinations were formed using four ground stations located as in Fig. I with respect to each other.
Additionally, two-, three-, and four-satellite hybrids were simulated on the test trajectories, as were Doppler Radar and Air Data
sensor hybrids. In total, 60 covariance simulations were performed for the two test trajectories.

Test Trajector, Data Preparation, Performance Metrics, and Results

The performance results for each of the 60 simulations were classified on each trajectory leg according to the scheme in Table
VII. The total number of matches was counted on each leg of each test trajectory for the seven navaid types studied. A match was
declared between the actual and predicted RSS classification if and only if the RSS classification codes differed by one or less. For
example, if the NSM Eypert predicted an RSS classification code of 6 whereas the covariance results determined ,. performance of
Class 7, a match was declared. A match also would have been declared if the actual performance was Class 5. Since the NSM
Expert is only expected to estimate a hybrids performance, it is allowed some room for error.

The NSM Expert System was run 488 tn'es in order to determine the number of matches for each system on the test trajectories.
Figure 11 shows the NSM Expert's performance in predicting the RSS position error for each hybrid configuration. The predictive
performance metric for each navaid is defined as the percentage of number of matches obtained from the total number of
combinations tested for that navaid. The matches on all four trajectory legs are reflected in this figure.

The NSM Expert performed very well on the two test trajectories. Figure 11 shows that the NSM Expert correctly p,-dicts the
RSS position error better than 70% of the time on test Trajectory #1. The system required only the traiectory information -nd its
knowledge of hybrid system performance to make these predictions. However, its predictive capabdilty on test Trajectory # is
slightly worse for the LORAN hybrids (69%), considerably worse for the VOR (45%) and Air Data sensor hybrids (53%), and
identical for the remaining configurations. Hence, the results from Trajectory #2 suggest that additional investigation into trajectory
effects on VOR's and Air Data Sensor's performance may be necessary.

The results in Fig. 11 are encouraging for expert system designers. We have shown that an expert system can be designed from
data, and that good results are obtainable even from relatively small training sets. The total number of examples used to obtain the
NSM decision trees was slightly less than one thousand.

Next, we investigated how the NSM Expert's performance could be improved. Two factors affecting the Expert's performance
were examined: the number of problem atmbutes selected to describe the problem, and the number of examples in the ID3 training
set. Figure 12 shows the NSM's predictive performapce metric plotted as a function of the number of attributes used in the
knowledge bases of four navaid expert systems The complete attribute set may be found in Ref. 14.

To study the effect of number of attributes on the NSM Expert's performance, the number of attributes us-d in each of the 17
expert modules was decreased one at a time and new decision trees were obtained. The "root node," representing the most important
attribute on which a decision tree is be based, was eliminated each time in order to establish a systematic method of attribute
elimination. The results in Fig. 12 were obtained by running the NSM Expert each time an attribute was deleted. The results reflect
the cumulative number of matches for both test trajectories on all four trajectory htgs; in total, 3,296 runs of the NSM Expert were
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Figure It. Performanc, of Navaid Experts Figure 12. Performance of Selecied Navuid Experts With tucreasIng
on Teat Trajectories Number of Atiributes Describing the NSM Problem Space

required to produce the results in Fig. 12. As seen in the figure. the peformance of each navaid expert increases as the number ofattributes increases. There is a small dip in the DME expert's predictive RSS error capability when nine attributes are used; since a

relatively small number of training examples was used to develop the NSM expert, small dips can be expected, and they are relatively
insignificant when compared to the overall trend.

The effect of number of examples in the ID3 training set on the NSM Expert's performance is shown f r the TACAN Expert in
Fig. 13 for both test trajectories. This figure was obtained by deletin* examples in the training set, reindbcing the decision trees on
each time interval, and counting the number of matches between covanance-determined and NSM-determined RSS classification.

As seen in the figure, there is an increase in expert system performance with increasing number of examples. An important trend
in Fig. 13 is te reduced rate of performance increase with increasing numbers of examples. Although it is difficult to exrapolate
directly from the curve, it is estimated that an 80% prediction performance could be attained with greater than 300 TACAN hybrid
examples.
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Figure 13. Performance of TACAN Expert With
Increasing Number of Training Examples

Selecting Navigation Strategies Using the NSM Expert System: One Navaid Available

The NSM Expert was used to determine navigation strategies for several sensor availability scenarios on two high-performance
test trajectories. The NSM-recommended strategies were then compared with strategies obtained from examining covariance data. In
the first test, the NSM Expert was linuted to choosing a strategy when only hybrids of one navaid type may be used or when only
one measurement may be processed. In the second test, the NSM Expert chose strategies when two measurements of similar or
dissimilar navaids could be processed.

In Figs. 14a-b, the NSM Expert found the best navigation strategies on both test trajectories when TACAN Stations A-D are
available. For test trajectory #1 shown in Fig. 14a, the NSM Expert recommended Station A for the first 30 minutes, Station C
from 30-45 minutes, and Station B from 45-60 minutes. For test trajectory #2 shown in Fig. 14b, the NSM Expert recommended
Station A throughout flight. Similar strategies were determined when DME Stations A-D were available. This is because Stations
A-D are fixed with respect to the two test trajectories. Therefore the relative RSS performance for the stations would be similar
whatever the station type might be.
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Figure 14. Comparison of NSM-Recommended and Covariance-Determined
Nav Strategies when One Navaid Type Available to Aid an INS

Comparisons of single-measurement NSM-recommended and covariance-determined strategies are shown in Fig. 15 when
navaids of different types are available. Two scenarios were investigated in these figures, as follows:

Scenario A -DME Stations B and C, LORAN Station D, and Air Data Sensor are available.
Scenario B -VOR Station C, DME Station A, and LORAN Station A are available.
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Figure I5. Comparison of NSM-Recommended and Covariance-Determined
Nay Strategies with One Measurement from Different Navaids
Available to Aid an INS

On test trajectory #1 when Scenario A navaids are available, the NSM Expert recommended that LORAN Station D be used until the
fourth trajectory leg (Fig. 15a). Then, the NSM Expert recommended reconfiguring the hybrid .ter from LORAN Station D to DME
Station C; however, the computed covariance results show that the best reconfiguration would be from LORAN Station D to DME
Station B. The resulting difference in performance is slight. From Fig. 15b, the NSM Expert chose LORAN D to aid the INS
throughout the entire flight. For Scenario B, the NSM Expert chose LORAN A over DME A and VOR C to aid the INS on both
trajectories, as shown in Figs. 15c and 15d. This suggests that the NSM Expert "learned" the colocation rule exhibited in Fig. 2-
When two stations are colocated, the selection is based on the navaid hierarchy LORAN, TACAN, DME, and VOR

Selecting Navigation Strategies Using the NSM Expert System: Two Measurements Available

Using the navaids available in Scenarios A and B above, the NSM Expert was given the task to find the best two-measurement
hybrid strategies. Since hybrids were to be formed from different navaid types, the navaid mixing decision tree in Fig. 10 was used
in addition to the 17 individual navaid experts. Recall that Fig. 10 provides an approximation of the expected position error for the
various navaid mixes and does rot include trajectory and performance history effects

The results obtained by mixing the Scenario A navaids together are shown in Fig. 16. On both test trajectories, the NSM Expert
recommended that two GPS satellites be used to asd the INS. The second and third choice configurations were the LORAN A/DME
A and Doppler Radar hybrids, respectively. From Fig. 16b, the LORANIVOR hybrid performed on a par with the Doppler Radar
hybrid on test Trajectory #2, although this was not predicted by Fig. 10.
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Figure 16. Comparison of NSM-Recommended and Covariance-Determined
Nay Strategies with Two Measurements from Different Navaids
Available to Aid an INS

CONCLUSIONS

The performances of seven navigation systems aiding a medium-accuracy Inertial Navigation System (INS) were investigated
using Kalman Filter covariance analyses. Hybrid performance decisions were based on the RSS position error history memc. A
Navigation Sensor Management Expert System was designed from covariance simulation data using a systematic method comprised
of the two statistical techniques, the Analysis-of-Variance (ANOVA) method and the D)3 algorithm.

ANOVA results show that statistically different position accuracies are obtained when different navaids are used, the number of
radio navigation ground stations or Global Positioning System satellites used to aid the INS is varied, the aircraft's trajectory is
varied, and the performance history is varied. By indicating that these four factors significantly affect the decision metric, an
appropriate parameter framework was designed, and a simulation example base was created.

The example base was composed of over 900 training examples from nearly 300 simulations. The example base was divided into
17 smaller groups to enhance manageability. The ID3 algorithm then was used to determine the NSM Expert's classification "rules"
in the form of decision trees The performances of these decision trees were assessed on two arbitrary trajectories, by counting the
number of times the rules correctly predicted the RSS position accuracy. These performance results then were presented using a
predictive metric.

The ANOVA/ID3 method was very effective for the systematic development of the NSM Expert using simulation data. Results
show that the NSM Expert can accurately predict the expected RSS position error for a specified navigation sensor suite operating on
a specified aurcraft trajectory between 45% and 100% of the time. The test trajectories used to evaluate the system's performance
show that the NSM Expert adapts to new situations and provides reasonable estimates of the expected hybrid performance. The
system's good performance with relatively few examples clearly shows how the ID3 algorithm maximizes the information content
contained in the example base. The performance results strongly suggest that operational systems can be designed from simulation or
experimental data using the ANtVA/ID3 method for knowledge acquisition The systematic nature of the method makes it a useful
tool for expert system designers.

With slightly less than 300 navigation hybrid simulations used to develop its knowledge base, the NSM Expert exhibits a good
capability for finding the best or second-best navigation strategies. The most important aspect of the system is its development using
mathematical models and digital computer simulations, and not through knowledge-extraction using human expertise. Also important
is the systematic development of this Expert System using the well-known ANOVA and ID3 statistical methods. The exercise also
showed how potentially very large expert systems can be broken down into several small experts, thereby facilitating system
maintenance aid enhancing future development.

It was shown that the NSM Expert's ability to solve navigation sensor management problems increases with the number of
examples used in its training set and with the number of problem descriptors. The NSM Expert's good performance, given its
relatively small training set, is very encouraging. It demonstrates that large, carefully-planned simulation experiments can be used in
a systematic manner to develop t sully-operational expert system with a designer-specified periormance effectiveness.
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Other aerospace applications that are good candidates for the ANOVA/ID3 method are air combat pilot strategies from simulation
or flight test data and air traffic control solutions to multi-configuration problems. The expert system design methodology also is
pertinent to problems such as nuclear reactor control strategies, chemical process control strategies, automated highway driving, and
robotics applications. In each case simulation or operational experiments may be executed for the systematic development of an
expert system advisor.
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ABSTRACT

The development of expert systems require the use of engineering techniques which
can be used to efficiently and correctly extract the domain knowledge residL,,t within
the human expert. To apply these techniques, certain conditions must be met. These
conditions are that the candidate expert system domain must be suitable for implementa-
tion, that there be a knowledge engineer with a certain level of domain knowledge, and
that the right human domain experts be selected in the expert system development effort.
This paper presents a semi-sequential approach to development of techniques which can
be used to extract the knowledge from the human expert. Presented are both direct and
indirect methods which a knowledge engineer can use to extiact this knowledge.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, expert systems have been developed for a wide variety of subject
domains such as medicine, engineering, and the sciences. With these developments,
there has been a creation of techniques which serve to extract the domain knowledge
from the human experts. The methods used to extract this information from the human
domain experts is commonly referred to as knowledge engineering. There are two main
approaches used in knowledge engineering. First, there is the object-attribute-value
approach which uses forward-chaining from the inference engine and knowledge structure
facts to reach a designated goal. Second, there is the inferential approach which
uses if-than rules from the goal and backchains through the knowledge structure to
deduce the facts. Knowledge engineering, still in its infancy as a field, consists of
the knowledge acquisition or extraction process which is used to develop an expert
system. Consequently, the knowledge extraction techniques in existence today are
largely the result of tne emerging technology which has risen out of the development
efforts of current expert systems.

Before an expert system is developed, the knowledge engineer must understand that
this effort is not a trivial task. He must also determine whether the candidate domain
is suitable for implementation into an expert system. In making this determination,
it is important that the following conditions be met:

(1) the domain must be stable enough and precisely defined so that it can
be decomposed into the various subdomains which are resident with it.

(2) there must be a user's requirement for having such a system.
(3) there must be human domain experts from which the domain knowledge can

be extracted.
(4) there must be a knowledge engineer with an indepth understanding of the

subject domain.
(5) there must be some engineering tools or methods with which the knowledge

engineer can extract the domain knowledge from the human expert.

The most difficult of these tasks is the extraction of the knowledge from the human
domain expert. The knowledge engineer or knowledge extractor must design methods for
revealing the complex structures and processes used by the expert in solving various
types of problems. This engineer must understand that the expert has knowledge stored
in various types of structures. Some of these types of structures include information
stored in lists, tables, decision logic trees, and in hierarchies of relationships
whicn consist of nested categories or clusters.

The knowledge engineer must also recognize that an expert possesses the skill to
adapt old patterns which he/she sees applicable in a new problem through the application
of known good rules used before. In this case, the knowledge engineer should obtain a
set of representative problems which the expert is familiar with and have him/her
articulate the steps and methods used in problem solving. The information which the
knowledge engineer extracts then consists of rule bases which can then be implemented
into an entity called the inference engine. This engine, a very important component
of the expert system, is then modified as new rules are defined during the course of
user-interaction with the prototype expert system.

This paper prccnts a semi-sequential approach to the development of techliquu
which can be used to extract the knowledge from the human expert. Presented is a
description of the procedures and techniques in developing an expert system. The
discussions include consideration of the domain suitability for an expert system, the

Aknowledge engineer requirements for effective knowledge acquisition, the selection of
the domain expert, the actual direct and indirect methods for knowledge acquisition,
some discussions on system prototyping and user interfacing, and on testing and knowl-
edge base maintenance of the developed expert system. This familiarization can be
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acquired in the following ways: To accomplish this, the engineer should:

DOMAIN SUITABILITY FOR AN EXPERT SYSTEM

Before beginning the development effort for an expert system, the proponents for
system development must determine whether the proposed domain is suitable for incorpo-
ation into an expert system. This is done by obtaining surveys from well-known experts
in the domain on what they believe are the areas where such systems are needed most.
The experts should also be able to identify the intended users of such a system. For
example, if a development proponent was looking at the feasibility for developing an
expert system to aid physicians in diagnosing a certain disease, the propenents would
seek the advice from specialists in the domain -area and have them identify areas where
they believe that such a system would prove of some intrinsic value to the intended
user. Following this, the knowledge engineer determines whether the domain is stable
enough for development by getting additional opinions from well-known experts on the
variations or conflicts which may exist in how processes and their outputs are viewed
within the domain, If the domain is continuously changing or evolving, then develop-
ment may have to be deferred until the domain stabilizes or there is a majority of
agreement on how the domain is viewed by the experts. After establishing the stability
of the domain, thp knowledge engineer must then determine whether the candidate domain
knowledge can be extracted given the current technology and knowledge engineering
methods. This is important because a domain may be good for system development but
there may not be any existing methods for extracting the knowledge from the expert or
the knowledge engineer (or candidate) may not have sufficient domain knowledge to
develop a plan for extracting the information.

KNOWLEDGE ENGINEER REQUIREMENTS

The knowledge engineer should have a working-level familiarity of the domain
which is candidate for implementation in an expert syster. To accomplish this, the
engineer should:

(1) attend tutorial sessions with some domain experts to ootain a general
understanding on the domain concepts and technology.

(2) prepare a domain knowledge document whicn contains general domain
knowledge. This document also serves the purpose of being used as a
training tool for project members which later join the team and is
valuable because it contains the common grammar used in the expert sys-
tem.

(3) read as many domain reference materials to include any literature on
past expert system development efforts which are related to the current
effort. For example, if a knowledge engineer were trying to develop
knowledge for development of an expert system to diagnose a certain
disease, he/sno would make sure that he/she has read all pertinent
literature on systems like MYCIN (Reference I). EMYCIN (Reference 2),
and INTERNIST-I (Reference 3) to name a few.

(4) conduct short knowledge acquisition sessions with the experts on a time-
available basis.

A required output of the familiarization phase is that the knowledge engineer
should prepare a paper (which contains the knowledge document identified in (2) above)
which identifies the knowledge base in domain facts and rules which are clear, descrip-
tive, concise, and preferably in a pseudo-English format. This allows for ease in the
initial prototyping of the system, the ability to backtrack if necessary with complete
information/knowledge available to determine problem areas, and make it easier for the
expert to communicate in a format which is known to him/her.

SELECTION OF THE DOMAIN EXPERT

Since the human domain expert is the most important driver for development of the
expert system, the knowledge engineer needs to make sure that the experts which he/she
select for the knowledge extraction process are well-known, acknowledged experts within
their domain community. The engineer also needs to determine whether the expertise
lies with certain Individuals or within the confines the expert community. He/she also
needs to establish some criteria for the selection process. Other important factors
are that the candidate experts must have the following:

(1) have current experience on working problems within the domain of their
expertise.

(2) the support of their management so that they can devote considerable
time to the development project.

(3) be cooperative, and willing to allow for the knowledge engineer to

extract the resident knowledge through a variety of methods (some of
which might seem boring, time-consuming, and perhaps a bit contrived).

(4) see the potential benefits that he/she can reap by having a companion
advisor to aid him/her in doing some of the routine, detailed, or
can then allow the expert to work on areas which interest him/her be-
cause of having more time for these efforts.

(5) complete confidence that such a system, once available, is not meant as
a replacement for his/her expertise.

-4
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The knowledge engineer can accomplish this by selecting a panel of domain experts (not
the ones from which the knowledge is to be extracted) to identify potential candidates
for selection. These candidates are then given typical, non-contrived problems which
are common within the domain and evaluated based on their observed strengths and
weaknesses as experts. The evaluation would be based on the ultimate recommendation of
the panel of experts but with final judgement made by the knowledge engineer. Once
these potential candidates have been selected, the knowledge engineer, with the consul-
tation of the expert panel, must evaluate the experts, and select one or siveral (in
some cases) experts for the project.

KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION

Before actually starting the knowledge acquisition phase, the knowledge engineer
must make the assumption that this phase is the single, most important phase in the
development of inference strategies because it is a driving variable in the development
of the main part the expert system, the inference engine. The engineer must also
unJerstand that developing an expert system prototype can take several months to a year
as the knowledge base is expanded and reformulated many times. Therefore, it is
important that the knowledge engineer choose an approach which Is flexible enough
to allow for ease in prototyping a system as early as possible while at the same time
having a definitive enough format which is easy to follow in backtracking procedures,
should the need arise.

Initially, knowledge engineer should:

(1) organize knowledge acquisition meetings so as to maximize his/her access
to the expert with only minimal interruptions,

/2) allow the meeting attendees access to the information gained and the
protot:-pe which is developed as soon as possible.

The first consideration is based on the recognition that the expert's time is very
valuable and that this time is not entirely available to the development effort. For
this reason, it is important to hold the meetings away from the expert's office so as
to avoid interruptions. However, the knowledge engineer must also recognize that he/she
might want to see the expe.'t perform his tasks in his/her own habitat. So it is
important that tradeoffs be established to avoid possible conflicts and maximize the
amount of time which the knowledge ennineer has with the expert. The second is to
insure that exrert system can be run as the prototype is being developed from the
acquired knowiedge to checkout the parts of the program. In this way, the outputs of
the prototype are evaluated and used as drivers for the development for subsequent
modifications to the prototype. The knowledge acquisition process follows the subpro-
cesses during the knowledge acquisition phase:

(a) the experts is given or is told to provide typical domain problems which
he/she solves in a step-wise approach,

(b) the knowledge engineer acquires the knowledge acquired through a variety
of direct and indirect techniques and documents the observed rules and
facts in the krtowledge document using the descriptive, concise pseudo-
English format. These techniques are discussed in the following
sections.

(c) from the information/knowledge gained in the initial problem-solving,
the knowledge engineer generates new problem sets (either by hand or
through the use of a computer) and has the expert solve these problems.
These problems should, over the course of several iterations, converge
on the fringes or edges of where the existing rules and facts are
approaching the limit applicability. In this manner, the knowledge
engineer can be assured that he/she has covered the complete spectrum
of problems feasible within the bounds of the expert domain.

(d) as the rules are acquired, the prototype build-up is started. The ex-
pert is then called upon tc provide critiques and analyses of the cur-
rent state of the prototype by reviewing the applicability of the cur-
rent rules given the generation of new problems which he/she must con-
sider. Hopefully, the expert continues to generate new problem sets
which the knowledge engineer can observe and start the knowledge acqui-
sition process on.

Th.'oughout the entire cycle, the knowledge document is continuously reviewed and
updated as new rules/facts and their modifications are uncovered. The following sub-
sections discuss the individual direct and indirect methods which can be used by the
knowledge engineer to acquire the knowledge.

KNOWLEDGE EXTRACTION METHODS

DIRECT TECHNIQUES

The direct techniques for knowledge acquisition or extraction consist of inteiviews,
questionnaires, simple observation procedures, verbalized or thinking-out-loud protocols,
interruption analysis, drawing of closed curves, and inferential flow analysis. These
methods are used to have the expert make known the domain knowledge through the
description of the processes used in solving typical domain problems. Each one of
those techniques is further described below.

7 7 o 7-,7 tWY ,1
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INTERVIEWS

The initial objective of the knowledge engineer is to get the expert's full
cooperation at all times so that the resident knowledge can be harnessed. This requires
that the expert be willing to share his/her knowledge. Hence, the engineer should
select only those experts which meet the criteria previously identified. In addition,
the knowledge engineer must make the expert completely at ease so that he/she is willing
to be interviewed.

The interviews can be structured or unstructured. However, interviews, by their
very nature, are very time-consuming. Therefore, the knowledge engineer needs to
maximize the knowledge gathering potential of these interviews so that there is no
wasted time with the expert. This is done by having a very well organized plan for
conducting interviews with the expert. The interviews can be used to identify the sets
of objects and relationships used in the performance of his/her domain tasks. The
engineer needs to ask a mixed style of questions which might focus on a particular
aspect of a problem and then attempt to generalize it to other types of problems. This
can be done by noting the expert's responses, rules, and objects which can be examined
for generality in later sessions. The engineer also needs to find out if the expert
thinks of the objects in special relationships, lists, tables, or physical spaces. In
addition, the engineer must find out any relational/organizational factors, judgement
processes, problem-solving methods, and solution designs. When interviewing multiple
experts, in a case where the expertise perhaps lies within a community of experts, the
knowledge etigineer should also find out if there are any special design consideretions
which the community uses.

In an unstructured interview, the knowledge engineer can let the expert verbalize
as he goes through a problem. This is hard to do because the knowledge engineer might
interfere with the expert's thought processes by his/her mere presence.

The knowledge engineer should also not try to impose his/her opinions or level of
domain understanding on the expert. In other words, the engineer should not try to
prompt the expert's answers by influencing his/her remarks. This could result in getting
the expert sidetracked away from his/her reasoning path and might mean that the knowl-
ledge which could have been obtained is lost. The engineer should let the expert talk
even if the current subject area seems momentarily unrelated ti the main purpose. If
the expert remains for an extended amount of time on these areas, the knowledge engi-
neer should look for the opportune moment (without interrupting) and gently steer
the expert back on discussion of the problem at hand.

The knowledge engineer can therefore be content with what little knowledge the
expert might verbalize and defer the verbalized or thinking-out-loud protocol (discussed
later) until a future time. In any event, the engineer might want to make an audiotape
or videotape of the interview so that any of the expert's speech pauses, nongrammatical
segments, or unintelligible segments may be reviewed and reconciled with the copious
notes the engineer takes during the interviews. These knowledge sources can reveal the
inference making processes present (Reference 4). The interviews should be conducted
in a small, quiet room with only the minimum essential project personnel present. In
most cases, this includes only the knowledge engineer and the expert. However, in some
cases, the engineer might want to have several experts (not more than say three) if it
is believed the knowledge lies within the community of experts. (The subject of the
interview of several experts is discussed in more detail below).

The structured interview, on the other hand, is a derivative of the unstructured
type. In this case, the knowledge engineer uses information which was gained in previous
interviews or sessions and dwells on the expert's familiar tasks. In order for this to
work, the knowledge engineer must make an initial pass of all available knowledge (even
if general in nature) which has been analyzed or reviewed. The expert then goes over
the data one entry at a time and makes comments which the engineer records. This method
forces the cxperts to systematically go over the knowledge. The expert's comments can
be used to change the data base which exists as new information is made available.
This information could include (1) the creation or deletion of entries, (2) the quali-
fication or explanation of the current entries, (3) a reorganization of the hierar-
chical or categorical structures of the data base, or (4) the addition or deletion of
categories. After such changes are made, the expert is again taken over a review of
the data base until the knowledge engineer believes the knowledge has been extracted.

In some cases, it might be necessary for the knowledge engineer to interview
multiple experts. This happens when the knowledge which is desired for extraction is
found to be resident within the community of the experts as a whole., For this situation,
the knowledge engineer might want to have a single residence expert act as a consultant.
The consultant's duties are to make sure that the problems which are given to the
experts are not contrived and present all the information required for solutions or
elaboration. The consultant does not participant in the design process because of the
danger of inserting bias information. However, he/she might prove inv;luable in that
subproblems are then given to each expert for general solution. This means that the
experts do not have to solve the problem all the way through as long as the main solution
processes are identifiable and representative of what is required in the problem
specifications provided to them. The knowledge engineer then examines the individual
solution processes to find out if the experts used the same strategy in terms of
decomposition of the main problem into subproblems, subproblem solution methodology,
and differences in specialization among the experts.

4,
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QUESTIONNAIRES

The kihowledge engineer can also use questionnaires to derive the objects of a
domain and their relationships and uncertainties. This is a very efficient way of
acquiring knowledge and information. It offers the advantage of allowing the expert to
complete the questionnaire in a relaxed manner. However, the questionnaire needs to be
properly designed to insure that the maximum amount of knowledge/information is ex-
tracted from the expert. The questionnaire should be designed with a considerable
amount of effort expended to structuring the questions such that they elicit a response
on how the expert solves a typical domain problem. The two basic types of question-
aires are variable and relationship elicitations. These types are discussed below and
are not the same as those used in survey research. In variable elicitations, the
expert is asked for the variables which he/she uses and a description of the following:,

(1) the variable name.
(2) a description of the variable.
(3) the type of values that the variable can assume.
(4) the size of the values.
(5) the range of the values.
(6) whether there is any uncertainty in the values assumed.
(7) whether the variable is known at the start or uncovered as the reasoning

progresses.

In relationship elicitations, the expert is asked to state his/her beliefs on
what the relationships between factors are. For example, the expert right be aqked
about the stock market whethor there are any relationships between the price of gold,
the number of shares traded in a single day, and the prime lending interest rate.
Through this process, the expert is asked to specify the possible relationships.

Once the methods described above are conducted, the knowledge engineer should ask
the expert to scale his/her responses for any uncertainty in the particular inferences

which might have been reported. The method of using questionnaires has justification
and is appropriate because the normal verbal response obtained from tile expert might
not contain relfable information. The reason for this Is tnat the expert may not be
good at estimating the problem. Often, he/she might perceive the problem to be very
difficult before he/5he starts the problem-solving process, and will have thought that
the problem is trivial when finding out how easy it was to solve. In some csses, the
expert might show extreme conservatism in his/her responses and therefore cloud the
true, underlying answers. In other cases, the expert might be overly optimistic that
what he/she are conveying to the knowledge engineer is correct and factual.

The rating scales which are used to exact the information from the expert consist
of the bar scaling and the five-point verbal'(or Meister) scale. With the first, the
expert is asked to approximate his/her level of uncertainty from a range of levels
reflecting total uncertainty to total certainty. With the second, the expert is asked
to apply a qualitative rating on his/her uncertainty through the use of the terms
COMPLETELY, REASONABLY, BORDERLINE, MODERATELy, and EXTREMELY to the uncertainty.

OBSERVATION OF TASK PERFORMANCE

The knowledge engineer can also determine how the expert makes his/ner judge-
ments, diagnoses, or design decisions when working through a problem. In order to do
this, the engineer must look at the expert solve sowe typical domain problems. Through
observation the engineer can discover the objects, relationships, and inferences which
the expert uses. The only problem is that the engineer must maki sure that the infor-
mation/knowledge is correctly recorded so that the domain knowledge is captured in its
entirety. The two methods wlicn can be used to do ttlis are for the knowledge engineer
to take copious notes and obtain audictape recordings (video recordings also if time
and the development budget permit) as the expert articulates the processes he/she used
in problem solving. This method, however, Is burdensome on the engineer in that the
knowledge engineer might be pressured to try to capture every possible step which the
expert demonstrates or artlcLlates. The end-results could be that the engineer might
miss significant portions of the processes which are described or might read too much
into what the expert is really conveying. The videotaping (and to a certain extent
the audiotaping) processes offer the flexibility of allowing the knowledge engineer to
review the tapes later and obtain answers to what he/she missed taking notes on.
However, the disadvantage is that the knowledge engineer might rely too heavily on the
tapes and will not takQ down notes on important facts which the expert conveys while
going through the problem solving procedures. Also, this method should be applied
expeditiously because in some cases it relies too much on assuming that the expert may
be stating his/her true line of reasoning in the process. This might not be the case.

PROTOCOL ANALYSIS

Another technique which is closely related to observation of task performance is
protocol analysis. This technique is not applicable to all kinds of tasks (Reference
5). The difference between observation techniques and this technique is that the expert
performs the domain task by going through an applicable problem and thinking the
processes used out loud as he/she does so, Normally these types of sessions are videotaped
and the knowledge engineer annotates the displayed behavior after the session by
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reconciling the behavior with the notes taken in real-time. 'ypical entries noted on
these annotations are statements about what the expert's goals are at particular steps
in the problem-solving proce's, the problem-solving methods used by the expert, and
statements about the expert's cognition of the processes he/she is using.

This method offers the advantage of letting the knowledge engineer see the infer-'
ences made by the expert about objects, their relationships, and other information
from the session transcripts or notes. It also has the advantage over task performance
observation in that there is relatively no delay between the act of thinking and the
recording of the act. In this manner, the knowledge engineer details tne kinds of
tasks the expert performs by noting (1) those tasks where verbalization Is a natural
part of the thought process or that verbal information is produced while someone makes
inference on them, or (2) In identifying the features of the objects in tie situation.
However, this method is not applicable to all types of tasks. Tasks in which idiosyn-
cratic language processes are used, are not well-defined enough to enable knowledge
extraction. An example of an area where such would be the case would be in the arts
(such as music). In addition, some tasks cannot be described by natural language
descriptions. Domains which involve perception or motor tasks, 1o not lend themselves
to these types for tasks. The kno,,ledge engineer must also consider that n some type
of tasks, the technique of verbalizing might distract the expert into subtasks which
are normally used only as a side-consideration by the expert. In this case, the ex-
pert might be channeled down a path which deviate% from the correct problem-solving
reasoniny path. Once obtained, the protocol analyses must be examined to determine
if there are any changes in the attention focus used by the expert. Also, they are
examined for identification of the kinds of objects which the expert sees in the
process and the relationships and inferences that he/she sees between protocols.

INTERRUPTION ANALYSIS

When the knowledge engineer no longer understands the expert's thought processes,
the engineer can use a technique called interruption analysis. The knowledge engineer
then asks the expert to furnish details on what he/she did and why. By doing this, the
engineer is trying to capture the specific momentary focus and inferences which the
ex)ert is using. This method is very instructive about the processes being observed at
the moment. However, the drawback is that once the expert is interrupted, there is
very little chance of getting the expert to continue at precisely the place he/she was
prior to the interruption. Consequently, there is a propensity for the knowledge
engineer to lose information/knowledge with this technique. Therefore, this technique
should be used sparingly and only as a last resort. It is most applicable and offers
the most promise if it is applied to the expert system prototype when comparing
performance with the human expert.

DRAWING OF CLOSED CURVES

A specialized technique which can be used to indicate the relationship among
objects which are in some physical space configuration is called the drawing of closed
curves. With this techniqua, the expert is asked to indicate which collection of a set
of objects go together, and to draw related objects in a closed curve. This technique
is applicable to any spatial representation such as the mapping of the possible position
locations on a game board. In effect, the knowledge engineer is looking for the aspect
of the responses, the position currently displayed, and the order which matches a closed
curve,

INFERENTIAL FLOW ANALYSIS

A technique which is a variant of the interview, is known as inferential flow
analysis. This technique is ad hoc in nature, simple to use, and displays to the expert
the aspects of expertise which have been uncovered at a certain time. It can also be
used to stimulate the expert's mind on the subjects to be covered on future interviews.
Typically, the expert is asked questions about the causal networks amplifying the
objects of concepts in the domain of expertise. The knowledge engineer looks for a
list of key objects of expertise and then asks the expert to cite any relationships
which he/she sees between two seemingly related objects. The answers could reveal
linkages among items which are linked in an inverse relationship and which may have
another intervening variable. The answers should also uncover some consistency in the
relationship between the intervening variables. Each time a specific item is mentioned
in the ex ert's answer, it is linked with the other items in the answer with a relative
link labeled either positive or negative. The linked items are then joined in an all-
inclusive network of relations. Normally, the link is started with a standard weight
and strengthened with each successive mention during the development of the network.

INDIRECT METHODS

The indirect methods for knowledge acquisition do not rely on the expert's ability
to articulate the knowledge/information which he/she uses in the solution of problems
in the dnmain. These methods exploit other types or behaviors Within the domain. The
bases for these methods lie on the recalled or scaled responses from which the knowledge
engineer can make Inferences about what the expert must have known in order to respond
in the way he/she did. In some instances, the expert is completely unaware of the
mental or knowledge processes which he/she uses to obtain some very complex answers.
With these methods, the expert is not asked to express the knowledge directly but is
given a variety of tasks. From the results, the knowledge engineer infers the underlying
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structure among the objects rated. This technique makes different assumptions about
the form of the understructure which may consist of physical spaces, lists, networks, or
tables. The knowledge engineer must use only those methods from which the assumptions
fit the expert's best guesses. This information is obtained through the initial infer-
ences through careful questioning and noting of objects, names, and/or notations which
the expert makes. The methods discussed below consist of (1) multi-dimensional scaling,
(2) hierarchical clustering, (3) general weightee networks, (4) ordered trees from
recall, and (5) repertory grid analysis. All th se techniques have been validated inexperimental studies and have shown psychologice validity.

MULTI-DIMENSIONAL SCALING

A method which allows for similarity judgements to be made on all pairs of objects
and concepts in the domain Is referred to as multi-demensional scaling. This technique
is easy to use but the interpretation of its results are not. The technique produces a
layout of the items in space. From this, a similarity judgement matrix is derived
where the objects are paired off and compared to each other to determine their relative
similarity with each other. The matrix is then used as an input to an analysis program
which searches for the best placement of the object in the user-defined dimensional
space. Each dimension solution has an association factor measurement which is a total
distance differential from the perfect fit association. The knowledge engineer then
looks for solutions which have distance factors which are small and aggregates dimensions
for the smaller factors. In doing this, less dimensions are plotted. The plots are
then examined to judge the best placement of the axes and the appropriate labeling for
them. These plots are then mapped as solution-to-solution-to-similarity matrix types.
The advantage of this technique is that it can derive interesting clusters of objects,
the distance factors for the closer lying objp.ts, and the outliers. The difficulty
with this technique is that It is a tedious r ocess ilhich requires multiple collections
of pair-wise sim:larity judgements. it is a'so difficult to see the dimensionality
with the smallest distance factor and the-i perceive the best placement of the axes and
their names. The judgements are, for the giist part, assumed to be symmetrical and to
have a value from zero to one. This metho, I; also good for producing a diagram which
the expert can inspect and describe in mo.j detail as the knowledge engineer asks more
questions.

HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING

A simplified, straight forward algorithm which consists of half-matrix similarity
judgements is known as hierarchical clustering. The underlying assumptions for this
algorithm are in direct contradiction to those for multi-dimensional scaling (multi-
dimensional scaling assumes a symmetrical distribution of graded properties whereas
hierarchical clustering assumes that the item is not a member of the cluster). The
judgements are made as a function of *he nested clusters which two items have in common
or the height at which two items bect.,,e members of the same category. To start the
algorithm, the knowledge engineer in't'alizes.the half-matrix set by entering the
distances between items. This resLItS in a hierarchical representation of the items
where the pairs of items closest in th

, 
matrix are joined and assumed to be members of

the same cluster. Then a new matrix is drawn up with one cluster serving as a new
item. The new matrix is then reexemined to find items which are closer together. Each
time a new matrix is drawn, the int r-item distances between unclustered items are
calculated to determine the distanci. factors (minimum distance of all cluster items to
each item, and also the maximum and average distance factors). These values are then
copied from the original matrix onto the new matrix. The advantage of using this
technique is that it can be done through hand-calculations which are easy to follow.
However, the procedure is tedious because you have to collect the items as in multi-
dimensional scaling and without some valid justification for employing a particular
joining algorithm, the enjoining process is somewhat arbitrary. The result is that you
could derive different algorithms for the different hierarchies dnd the analysis is
very subjective.

GENERAL WEIGHTED NETWORKS

Like with multi-dimensional scaling and clustering techniques, the general weighted
network technique gives the knowledge engineer a way of extracting the expert's
symmetrical distance judgements on all poqsible object pair combinations. The distance
is assumed to arise from the expert traversing a network of associations where the

network is one in which the single primary path between every two items and from some
difference enclosed for the secondary path. From the distance matrix, the knowledge
engineer derives the minimally connected network where each connection must involve
closely connected or linked items. Then additional links are added to the tree and the
structure is referred to as the minimally elaborated network. From that point, a link
is added if and only if it is shorter than links curreintly serving the network between
those two nodes. The minimally connected and minimally elaborated networks are then
examined for any dominating concepts with large numbers of connections to many nodes
and for items which are linked into circles. This technique can then be used to reveal
significant aspects uf expertise which should be encoded into the expert system.

ORDERED TREES FROM RECALL

A method which is used to investigate the memory organization of the expert is
commonly referred to as ordered trees from recall. This method has been investigated
to show the relative differences on memory organization between experts and novices in
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a domain. The ordered trees begin with recall trials. This method assumes that objects
either belong to a cluster or do not like in the hiarchical clustering. However, a
difference is that it is built on a model of how the data is produced by a subject.
This method also assumes that people recall all items which are from a stored cluster
before recalling items from another cluster. The result is that the technique builds
on data from recalled items from known or learned organizations. The similar patterns
which are found to exist over a set of recall orders are then assumed to be indications
of organized memory. The analysis of these patterns can be done manually but is ex-
tremely tedious and subject to perceptual error. Hence, computer analysis is best.
This technique is used most in studies where expert and novice domain practitioner
differences are being investigated. Experts usually show much more similarity in
their organization than do novices. They also show more of a trend toward convergence
in their methods. Once the ordered sequences or trees are obtained, the knowledge
engineer must then examine them and determine what and how the expert perceives a
situation resident within his/her domain. Reitman and Rueter (Reference 6) show good
examples of how to apply this technique.

REPERT(.Y GRID ANALYSIS

A technique which is based on clinical psychology construct theory is known as
repertory grid analysis. This technique has been used to develop several hundred
prototype systems and is thought by some expert system developers to be the most

complete technique. The technique is applicable to classification type problems where
new problem observations and the objects are sorted into one known set of categories.
An initial dialogue is established with the expert through an unstructured interview.
The expert is then asked to name objects in the domain. Once this is done, the expert
is asked to distinguish the traits between objects and to name the dimensions of the
objects in his/her own words. The expert is then told to indicate the high and low
values for the objects. The knowledge engineer then records the dimensions and scales
provided by the expert for three items taken at a time (triples) until the major
dimensions of the similar and dissimilar objects are uncovered. This forms a grid of
objects and the associated dimensions. The knowledge engineer then asks the expert to
fill in all the missing values. The initial dialog is followed by a rating session in
which the expert makes inferences about relationships among the objects and the
relatedness of the dimensions. Then the objects and dimensions are analyzed to look
for object clustering and for the dimensions used to rate the items. This is done
based on examination of the similarity of the dimensions. For the clustered objects, a
matrix showing distances between objects is required. For the pairs of objects, the
absolute differences between the object values are determined. For the dimensions,
however, the determination of distance factors is not so straightforward. Some cases
might show correlation but show opposite values. A system developed by Boose (Reference
7) allows for examination of clustered dimensions to determine correlation. Following
this analysis, a second interview is conducted with the expert to determine the rules
obtained from traits and dimensions found at this phase. These rules are then prepared
for implementation into the prototype system. One advantage of this technique is that
the procedures for developing similarity matrices are less tedious than by directing
rating similarity in all pairs. Another advantage is that it allows for the combination
of expertise from two experts with different specialization within the same field.
Individual repertory grids can also be used as the basis for discussing and negoti-
ating differences among the experts.

SYSTEM PROTOTYPING

It is important that the system be prototyped at the earliest time possible so
that the rules obtained to date can be tested and modified, if necessary. The reason
for this is that problems in the expe "tem are not known until actual implemen-
tation because the system does not ha, "-ete specifications at the start of the
development effort. it should, however, ealized that major rework might be requir-
ed after finding these problems. The proLuype development efforts should concentrate
on a single representative problem at a time and should involve the intended user at
the earliest time possible. The advantages of doing this are that (1) the user can
immediately find any major problems early in the program and before a considerable
amount of work has been done, and (2) this also gives the user an ability to submit
recommendations on how the system design can be made user-friendly. The prototyping
phase is cyclical in that the development effort pace varies between the active sub-
phases where new packages, tools, and interfaces are being incorporated and those
times where the knowledge engineer is going back to the expert for more knowledge or
information. When initially starting the prototype phase the knowledge engineer should
(along with support of his/her management and the other members of the development
team) determine whether the implementation technology for the prototype will be based
using an off-the-shelf system shell or whether a special purpose system will have to
be built. The first type offers the advantage of having the shell Immediately ready
fo, the incorporation of rules as they are developed. However, extreme care should be
taken by the knowledge engineer to insure that the shell selected is oriented on rule
programming. The second type offers the advantage of having a tailor-made system
which is perhaps more conducive to producing the exact desired outputs. However, the
disadvantages are that the cost will be considerably higher for both development and
maintenance, it will take more time to develop and the shell might not be transportable
to other applications and expert system development efforts. Additional factors which
must be considered are whether the tailor-made shell development cost include support
for programming and ransultation by the developer. When using commerically available
shells, the knowledge engineer needs to ask questions about the types of expert systems
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that have been built before using that shell, and the types of support which were
required and available from the vendor.

USER-INTERFACE DEVELOPMENT

Once the system has been prototyped, the first real test of its value is that it
be user-friendly. Consequently, the knowledge engineer must factor this into the sys-
tem design and guide the development effort toward that end. This process takes con-
siderable time and should therefore be a front-end development item. It is important
that the system be simple enough to use such that the user does not haie to learn the
whole system. The user should be required to know only the necessary inputs which
he/she must provide to get the expected outputs. These factors make the system more
acceptable and of more value to the user. By the same token, the system should readily
allow for the knowledge engineer to modify or create new prototype packages with rel-
ative ease. Some helpful aids which might be incorporated into the prototype are goal
browsers which lay out the design process as a network of different goals and displays
the status of each goal when prompted. The browser allows for more detailed querying
of the goal structure through menu interaction on the screen. It also allows the user
to edit, undo, advise, and re-execute goals. This feature will allow the company
managers to know the exact stage or phase at which the effort is on the milestone
chart. This display is also updated by the system itself as the exploration of the
design space continues. In addition, a separate interface design document resembling
the knowledge document should be prepared and updated so that it includes any major
design decisions and analyses conducted on the interface.

TESTING AND REDEFINITION

Immediately after the first version of the prototype is developed, the system
should undergo intense testing. If these developments consist of submodules, the
knowledge engineer, the expert, and any other intended users should start testing the
system by using test cases to verify the rules contained. This process will inherently
generate new problems which might give the expert system development effort new direc-
tion and indicate areas where more work (i.e. more and/or better knowledge) is requir-
ed. The end result is that a second version prototype will usually be built as new
knowledge structure and inference procedures are uncovered. In addition, the solving
of real problems causes a reimplementation of continued knowledge programming or knowl-
edge base maintenance.

KNOWLEDGE BASE MAINTENANCE

After the knowledge engineer and the prototype developing team have tested the
system, the maintainers of the system must continue the process of updating the system
as new rules/facts or .hanges are identified. This should be done at all user stations
to help calibrate the user interface and extend the knowledge base. When this has been
accomplished at all stations, it is then easier to evaluate the cost of the resources
required as opposed to the value of solving new problems.

SUMMARY

This paper has presented some methodologies for acquiring or extracting the human
expert knowledge via both direct and indirect techniques. Also included are some
considerations for how to determine whether a domain is suitable for an expert system,
what the knowledge engineer requirements are, and procedures for selecting the right
expert knowledge via both direct and indirect techniques. Also included are some
considerations for how to determine whether a domain is suitable for an expert system,
what the knowledge engineer requirements are, and procedures for selecting the right
expert or group of experts for development of an expert system.
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Summary
VORTEX is an experimental methodology for building validated expert systems. It considers validation

to be an exercise in building confidence in a system in the users, procurers, experts and developers. It
identifies the components of validation concerning each participant and techniques for achieving validation and
embeds them in a life-cycle suitable for a novel technology. This paper presents the essential points of the
methodology and some experiences from the airborne ASW application developed in parallel with it.

1. Introduction
The move towards more technologically complex mission systems, for coping with increasing mission

sophistication, coupled with increasing limits on available manpower resources is leading to increased crew
workload and more lengthy training of operators for many existing and future aircraft. RAE have identified
that expert systems technology may relieve this problem by enabling the development of decision support aids
to reduce workload and improve operator performance. However, before this technology can be used opera-
tionally MOD need to have confidence in its procurement, use and maintenance. Validation is the basis on
which confidence in a system is built.

The validation of expert systems, though, remains a complex issue. Through VORTEX (Validation Of
Real Time EXpert systems) RAE has developed a methodology that consists of a description of the develop-
ment process from initial idea through to operational use, and a design approach, with tool support, that facili-
tates this task. The development process has some common aspects with the life-cycle for any new technol-
ogy. For example, it emphasises phased development and prototyping as a way of establishing both require-
ments and confidence. However, expert systems have their own unique aspects which cause problems for vali-
dation, notably the sometimes individualistic and heuristic knowledge contained in them and the inherent com-
plexity of the tasks they address, and are recognised to require expert ability to solve. This means that the
correctness of a generated solution is necessarily based on expert opinion and that an initial specification,
against which to validate, is extremely difficult to produce. These expert system-specific problems are not
insurmountable but do require commitment from an expert to the validation task.

It is not just the expert who is concerned with validation. Issues such as user-friendliness and timeliness
of response are important concerns of the user, while the developer assigns priority to maintenance and reusa-
bility and the procurer is concerned with operational impact. All these aspects are encompassed by validationand each should be considered in a fully validated system.

However, there may be some confusion about the meanings of these terms. For instance, timeliness could

be considered an element of user-friendliness. The ESPRIT project "VALID, Quality and Metrics" [1] item-
ises the criteria for quality software from the developers' point of view, It includes items such as clarity,
coherence and generality, without asserting their independence. The authors also describe components which
are the quality factors from the users' point of view, including the items mentioned above such as correctness
and performance. The users' factors are built up from the developers' criteria forming a two-tier model, indi-
cating that a number of criteria are related in that they contribute to a common user factor.

VORTEX draws loosely on this model by building another tier on top of the "user factors", where the
units of the new tier are the various participants in an expert system life-cycle, and the links to the (extended)
set of "user factors" indicate their different perspectives on the validation task as a whole. The other main
influences on the VORTEX methodology are listed in the bibliography.

In this way, there is a fusion of life-cycle, participants, validation components (such as expert understand-
able knowledge) and techniques (such as expert understandable knowledge) attempting to answer the
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fundamental questions of when, who, what and how to validate for an expert system.

2. Application Details
The expert system methodology resulting from VORTEX was based on actual experience of building an

expert system demonstrator. This expert system, called the Sensor Adviser, needed to be both a plausible
application for improving mission performance and sufficiently constrained for the purposes of investigating
and developing an expert system methodology. It was originally intended to consider Anti-Submanne War-
fare (ASW) data fusion but after applying the techniques described in the initiation phase the choice moved to
a decision aid for Merlin Observers for sensor selection and deployment in ASW.

Sensor selection chooses the best sensors from the Merlin sensor suite to deploy in a particular tactical
situation, whilst sensor deployment chooses the best way to use the sensor. Merlin is the name given to
EH101 helicopters planned as the aircraft for Invincible-class ships. It has a long range and good endurance,
and is equipped with sonobuoys, active-dipping sonar (ADS), radar and magnetic anomaly detector (MAD).
Operating autonomously in its ASW role, the crew consists of a pilot in the forward cockpit, and an Observer
and an acoustics system operator in the rear cockpit.

Observers are likely to have spent two years in the Navy either airborne or with some command responsi-
bility on-board a ship, followed by 18 months training in ASW tactics, followed by three to four years of
practical experience. They are responsible for the mission, but need to negotiate with the pilot over tactics
and risks, particularly where these represent a threat to the aircraft. The Demonstrator aims to increase the
effectiveness of Merlin Observers on sorties. It demonstrates how its operational equivalent could substan-
tially assist Observers in achieving their mission objectives, by improving performance and smoothing work-
load.

The Demonstrator improves performance by helping an Observer to:
9 consider all relevant factors in the selection and deployment of available sensors
* avoid narrow-thinking, and so reduce the risk of making poor decisions
* consider overlooked options at times when it is not clear what subsequent actions to take, such as losing
contact with a submarine that was previously being tracked

An Observer's workload can vary considerably during a sortie. For example, workload is often low when
flying to a barrier and excessive when prosecuting a target. The Demonstrator helps to even out these wide
variations. When workload is low the Observer can use the Demonstrator to explore alternative tactics and
prepare for the mission. When workload is high the Observer can use the Demonstrator for advice on sensor
selection and deployment.

3. The Sensor Adviser
The VORTEX Demonstrator is written in Common Lisp with Flavours to run on a Symbolics 3650

machine. It consists of a mouse driven graphical interface, a set of validation tools, an inference engine, a
Knowledge Base Manager (KBM) and the KB itself. These are described below in sufficient detail to under-
stand illustrative examples which will be raised during presentation of the methodology. Figure 1 gives a
block diagram of the relationship of the various parts.

3.1. Graphical Interface
In order to aid both user and expert understanding of the proposed system, the interface has been

designed to simulate that which will be available to Merlin Observers. One window simulates Merlin's Com-
mon Control Unit (CCU ) using mouse sensitive buttons. The Observer interacts with the system through the
CCU, navigating short menu paths which may require input from the CCU keypad. The alert key allows the
Observer to interrupt the Adviser and provide unsolicited information which can change the current line of
reasoning. T1,- Sensor Adviser outputs its advice on a simulation of the Common Display Unit (CDU),
together with a concise explanation of the rationale for this advice. It is intended that this output would be
imposed on Merlin's tactical plot.

Additional windows are used for demonstration and development purposes. One window provides a
detailed trace of the reasoning being undertaken by the Sensor Adviser's inference engine. Another controls
the scenario and provides access to both the internal state of the Sensor Adviser and to a suite of validation
tools. It enables system level interrupts to allow user input of information which would normally be available
from Merlin's mission system, such as sonobuoy detections. These windows would not be present on board
Merlin but might exist in an operational support station. Their purpose is to build the confidence experts and
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developers have in the Sensor Adviser and, therefore, they form part of the validation tool support.

3.2. Knowledge Base
It is important that the knowledge incorporated in an expert system be easily understood by experts if

they are to fulfil their validation responsibilities. Although individual production rules may be understood,
their interaction is much harder to grasp. Moreover, implementational constraints may compound this problem

The Sensor Adviser knowledge base consists of two kinds of knowledge:
" domain knowledge such as threat, sensor and weapon data
" problem-solving knowledge, ASW tactics and their application

Domain knowledge is organised in the familiar object hierarchy with inheritance, so that a MAD is a type of
sensor, which is a type of object, and so on. Problem solving knowledge is organised in a procedural form
which reflects the way experts decide on the best tactics for a given scenario. Tasks are therefore linked with
key decisions made by experts. For example the task go-passive is linked to the decision variable active-
versus-passive. Tasks may depend on sub-tasks which are necessary in order to perform the parent task. For
example, go-passive is a sub-task of decide-active-versus-passive. The latter will reason about such things as
water conditions while the former will actually update the decision variable. Tasks are also represented as
objects in the object hierarchy.

The internal reasoning within a procedural task is actually implemented using declarative production rule,.
The above problem with understanding the interactions of rules is removed since they are all constrained to
work on one task, and it is the interaction of the tasks which trace the flow of reasoning, and this is much
more natural for the expert. In this way knowledge base modularity is achieved and the natural expressive-
ness of production rules is retained without the associated disadvantage of complexity of interaction. Of
course, from a wider perspective, different tasks could have different problem solving methods within them,
including algorithmic techniques, but validation requirements have prompted the use of expert understandable
production rules.
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3.3. Inference Engine
The inference engine is the piece of software which systematically applies the knowledge in the Sensor

Adviser. It is therefore conventional software and is suitable for verification and validation using conventional
techniques. VORTEX concentrates on that part of the validation process which is special to expert systems
and so does not consider validation of inference engine code.

The operation of the inference engine is dependent on the knowledge representation so a brief description
of its operation is given here for completeness and to aid understanding of the knowledge representation.

The inference eniine maintains a schedule of tasks for processing in order. These tasks may schedule
sub-tasks, which are inserted in the schedule before the task following the parent task. Completed tasks are
not removed from the schedule, but remain as a record of the reasoning process. This record is necessary not
only for validation purposes, but during execution when interrupts may arrive from the user, in the form of
unsolicited information or from the (simulated) mission system. These interrupts may invalidate previous rea-
soning, eg a change of expected threat type. This will lead to the status of some decision variable moving
from "decided" to "undecided". Since tasks are connected to decision variables, reasoning will need to be
backtracked to the "ast point before the modified decision variable was used, by truncating the schedule at the
appropriate task. This then becomes the current task and reasoning resumes.

3.4. Knowledge Base Manager
Any changes to the knowledge base required during reasoning are performed through the Knowledge

Base Mangaer (KBM). It performs limited verification by the use of "strong typing". For example, a vari-
able such as sea-state is a numerical variable with cardinality one and range 0-9. If this is updated during a
mission, the KBM will prevent anything other than a single number in the specified range becoming the new
value. Strong typing also applies to all objects and their attributes in the KB. Note that the constraints do not
have to be language primitives, e.g. the variable recording expected threat must have a value which is actually
some submarine from the domain knowledge.

The KBM also perfonns the appropriate housekeeping functions when backtracking of reasoning occurs.
The inference engine only records the schedule of tasks and schedules new tasks. It is the KBM which deter-
mines the effects of external interrupts, deciding which decision variables are affected and how far back to
undo reasoning. The KBM operates both at run-time and compile-time, so it also provides verification support
when developing and maintaining the KB. Strong typing and tracing tasks which depend upon a modified
object detects a very large number of problems which would otherwise be extremely expensive to track down.

3.5. Tool Support
Experience and common sense suggest that effective validation requires tool support. The VORTF

ject has, therefore, developed a number of tools dealing with the validation and verification issues sp. J
expert systems. The KBM described above includes verification tools. The trace and explanation fw,.,r..es
mentioned in the graphical interface section are validation tools. A number of other tools bridge the gap
between assessing specific advice and inspecting the incorporated knowledge. These are the Task-Task
Identifier, Task-Object Identifier, Decision-Task Identifier, Object-Task Identifier and Task-Circulanty
Identifier. The first four produce graphical displays indicating a specific item and the items connected with it.
For example, the Task-Object Identifier displays all objects read from and written to by a particular task. More
details direct from the KB (and thus in expert readable form) are available by mouse selection of any of the
objects displayed. The Task-Circularity Identifier locates any potential problems caused b, , ask that could
schedule sub-tasks and then itself be scheduled by the sub-tasks or their descendants. The circularities might
not occur at run-time due to the run-time conditions not causing that particular reasoning path to be followed.
However, it is necessary to know where they might occur to validate the KB.

4. Validation and Verification Techniques
There are a number of different validation and verification techniques which address the special issues of

expert systems:
Application assessment - we have identified a number of criteria for assessing the suitability ot expert-system
technology

the existence of human experts
the demand for expertise is too great for the available supply
there is a need to improve the consistency of operational decision making
there is current planning for future unavailability of expertise
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the decision making quality is key to a task
the area of the task requiring expertise is well defined and can be packaged practically
the user can share in the decision making process
the amount of user input and output is not onerous
there is an existing or potential mechanism for maintaining 'best practice'
the users' trust can in principle be established
the envisaged system supports rather than replaces the user's decision making process
the reasoning experts employ is explicit rather then perceptual
there is access to experts who either do the job or have done it recently
uncertainties in the problem-solving process are handled in a well-defined and meaningful way
the necessary 'input' and 'output' to the problem-solving process is well understood
the "radio-link" test works [this test requires the expert to enquire about situations as if over a radio; the
development team then suggest responses for criticism and are thus able to establish an understanding of
the decisions made and th. factors required to make them]
the vocabulary and form of the knowledge statements that comprise the knowledge base can be made
familiar to the expert and to the users
the development team is experienced in expert-system development
early review and prototyping points are established, and feedback from experts and users is encouraged
that real-time and spatial considerations in the problem are handled in a way which is understood

Test cases - These are by far the most useful validation techniques that we have used in VORTEX. Different
test cases can be used for different validation elements. However, a single test case gives only partial
confidence in the incorporated expertise. Typically expert systems have an extremely large number of
equivalence classes, and so exhaustive testing is inappropriate.
Panel of taste - This is a mechanism favoured by those participating in our validation experiments for estab-
lishing the "right" answers to questions uncovered with test cases is to establish an authorized "panel of
taste" to arbitrate on what knowledge is correct.

Subjective judgement - many of the aspects of developing expert systems discussed elsewhere in this report
conspire to make subjective judgement much more important than is apparently the case in more conventional

technologies.
Asking the right questions at the right time - the weaknesses of a subjective judgement approach can be
significantly ameliorated if the right questions are asked at the right time. This gives the maximum chance of
detecting problems early, when they are much cheaper to fix. Our results-oriented life-cycle and validation
approach are designed to achieve this end.

Tool Support - Developing and employing V & V tools is an important technique: tools fall into a number of
different categories:

e Type-checking verification tools, which can opeiate at both compile time and run time. These catch
many "clerical" mistakes, which would otherwise be very expensive to track down.

a Structured editors, which ensure that only syntactically acceptable knowledge statements can be entered
into the system. Again, by catching such errors at the syntactic level, much effort can be avoided.

* Completeness tools, which verify that no referenced items of knowledge are duplicated or omitted.

* Explanation tools, which build confidence in users that the answers will meet the required level of com-
petence.
e Trace tools, which build confidence in experts that the knowledge is correct, in that correct answers are
being generated by appropriate lines of reasoning.

* Inspection tools, which build confidence that the knowledge is both correct and complete, by allowing
the expert to inspect the knowledge base flexibly, and folow relationships between knowledge fragments.

* Consistency tools, which assist validation, for example by ensuring that al) dependant elements of
problem-solving knowledge are re-examined when a statement of domain knowledge is modified.

In the VORTEX project, versions of these tools have been incorporated in the KBM.

5. Life-Cycle

This section describes the VORTEX methodology in detail. It presents the Initiation, Feasibility, Develop-

A ment, Delivery and Operation phases, identifying the outputs and the most important validation components of
ib each phase. For each component, the appropriate participants and their perspectives are identified and an indi-

cation of the techniques employed to validate the components is given.

t.
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5.1. Initiation Phase
The first stage is the idea that some aspect of a requirement may be met by an expert system, either

through apparent relevance of the technology or through belief that conventional systems cannot do die job.
Neither is a guarantee of applicability or success. The assessment indicators described above may be used for
this purpose.

An initial specification of all aspects of the expert system should be produced. It provides the first oppor-
tunity for validation but it must be accepted that for expert systems the specification will evolve during the life
cycle because the technology is new, so procurers cannot understand it well, and because the nature of exp.
tise is such that it is difficult to specify and hard to manipulate by analogy. For expert systems in general,
testing the system is a fundamental part of elicitation, and hence development, and so leads to modifications
of the KB, which has an effect on the specification. As a case in point, the Sensor Adviser was originally
only intended to make the decision to go active or stay passive. After a number of elicitation sessions it
became apparent that both sensor selection and deployment advice should be provided.

The procurer is interested in the impact of the system, ie the observable benefit. This requires the produc-
tion of a statement of impact which should address the following questions:

* What externally observable measure of performance will be improved through deploying the expert sys-
tem? For the Sensor Adviser, examples include reducing time to weapon in the water or reducing the
number of failed prosecutions.
* Who will achieve the improved measure of performance by using the expert system? E.g. novice, aver-
age, expert and fatigued crews.
* When will the improved measure of performance be achieved? E.g. against modem, unco-operative,
multiple and expert threats.
A key insight from the VORTEX validation experiments is that expert system decision support tools may

often yield benefit from catching mistakes and preventing errors rather than from systematically out-
performing crews. This should influence the way that the statement of impact expresses the observable
benefits.

The validation components associated with this phase are described below, together with those concerned
with them. The output of this phase is paper based and so the only technique that can be used is eliciting
subjecti.,e opinion on the proposals made.

Impact
The statement of impact is usually elicited by developers from procurers, perhaps with the assistance of
experts. Experienced developers should seek to reduce over-ambitious requirements, but all concerned
should realise this will probably only be a target statement.

Application assessment

The developers apply the indicators of section four to initial discussions with experts. For the Sensor
Adviser the radio link test was found to be particularly useful. For instance, two initially suggested appli-
cation. were improving tactical display quality to show only "interesting and relevant" information, and
automatic alert of mission critical situations which require an Observer's immediate attention. Both were
eliminated since they are highly perceptual tasks that are difficult to analyse in the manner required for
the radio-link test. Expert systems cannot model perceptual tasks. On the other hand, the spatial infor-
mation required for the Sensor Adviser which might be considered perceptual in nature can be verbalised
in terms of courses of threats and standard patterns of buoy development.

Knowledge Availability
This can be a problem when the procurer views expert system techniques as a panacea. Developers must
have access to knowledge to build the KB. Domain knowledge such as ship characteristics will often be
available in reports and manuals. Problem solving knowledge may be available from tactics manuals but
expert level knowledge will rarely be documented. Commitment from experts is therefore vital for suc-
cess.

Functionality
The user needs to be satisfied that the system will provide all functions required. Functionality is con-

sidered to include capabilities, explanations, changes of mind, division of labour and what-if questions.
During this phase, the developer seeks confirmation of valuable and workable functionality. For the
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Sensor Adviser, experts were consulted since Merlin is a future system and there are no users currently.

Integration
The plausibility of integrating an expert system with the anticipated platform requires the involvement of
expert system developers and those who maintain the platform.

5.2. Feasibility Phase
The output of this phase is a feasibility prototype and a.feasibility report. Since tangible software is

being produced, the subjective speculations of the initiation phase become mostly-subjective evaluations of a
real artifact. This is a major improvement. It allows use of the techniques of inspection and test cases and is
important for developing the knowledge representation, which has been identified as a key element in valida-
tion. The original proposal for VORTEX omitted the feasibility prototype on the grounds of cost but one was
built since it was discovered to be so important.

However, it is important to remember that the feasibility prototype is just a prototype. As such it is a tool
for conducting experiments that will lead to a final system. It is not the final system itself, even though ele-
ments of it may be retained. Prototyping is an experimental activity and, like all experiments, should be well
planned before commencing, with an expected use for the results. In the expert system context, the results are
typically used to improve knowledge representation and inference, with the goal of obtaining better solutions
for the current test cases. Planning prevents prototyping becoming hacking.

The validation components associated with this phase are described below.

Confidence
Experts want to know their expertise can be captured, procurers that the statement of impact can be met,
and developers that the technical approach is appropriate. Confidence is a subjective matter. The feasibil-
ity prototype provides procurers with a demonstration of the feasibility of expert system technology
applied to the application, experts with advice from test cases and an expression of their expertise, and
developers with feedback from the participants involved in the development process. There is, therefore,
tangible evidence to aid confidence building.

Cost
Developers will be able to revise cost estimates from building the prototype. This leads to a decision
point for the procurers about whether the anticipated benefits warrant the cost.

Competence
At this stage it is a matter of expert opinion as to whether the competence displayed by the limited feasi-
bility prototype is likely to support the anticipated operational impact. This opinion should be explicitly
sought and recorded.

Human Computer Interaction
If the prootype environment is sufficiently realistic, the users should evaluate the proposed HCI. Other-
wise, the judgement is made on the basis of general HCI considerations, such as Schneidermann's work
on direct manipulation, and on expert opinion about the operational task. With the Sensor Adviser, the
CCU and CDU proposed for Merlin were emulated as described above. This meant that users could
evaluate the HCI (although for Merlin the experts are in effect the only users). Initially, the system was
designed to ask for any missing information when advice was requested. This proved unpopular so the
format was changed to provide advice using defaults, while making observations that information was
missing and allowing the user to provide it as unsolicited information.

Timeliness
The user is concerned that advice is generated at the right time. As well as speed of response, appropri-
ateness of advice is important. By this stage, the analysis of the application should have identified any
areas of time criticality. In tactical decision aids, these are likely to be relatively well contained, as was
the case with the Sensor Adviser, but they should be addressed in the prototype. Selectiveness of advice
is a problem for knowledge elicitation. In fact, VORTEX considers solutions to response time problems
to be a knowledge elicitation task also. It makes sense to determine how the expert responds to time pres-
sure and to emulate these methods, rather than to attempt to deal with the problem in some automatic
manner. The task structure described above allows different problem solving methods to be used as

"o . . .
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required.

Scope
The user is concerned with the breadth of applicability of the expert system. This will be expressed in
terms of scenarios that can be addressed. The scenarios will form the basis of the test cases and are there-
fore selected by the expert to cover the different categories that must be addressed and the differing com-
plexities. Scenarios which do not need to be considered may also be specified. The user then needs to
know the range of scenarios, how competence varies over the range and how performance degrades at the
boundaries. The feasibility prototype only deals with some of the test cases but the results of these
saould be used to provide answers to the users' requirements. In terms of ASW, scenarios will be
specified by a particular threat in a particular theatre of operations, such as the North Atlantic, with details
of weather and threat behaviour and so on. The scope at this stage also needs to be validated by both
experts and users against the anticipated impact.

Knowledge
At this stage the expert is concerned with whether the knowledge required to achieve the anticipated
impact can be incirporated, rather than trying to validate the limited knowledge in the prototype. The
developers are concerned that the representation and inference facilities are adequate for the final system.
The former decision comes from the test case results and the latter from feedback from the expert on
these results. For the Sensor Adviser, the inclusion of decision variables (see above) aided expert under-
standing and allowed dependancy-directed backtracking of reasoning to be conveniently implemented.
These were missing in the prototype, which highlighted the problem.

Integration
Having derived an integration strategy, the developers must validate its feasibility within the context of
the known requirements for the exert system module for the target operational platform. The Sensor
Adviser is written in Common Lisp. This would be easier to translate to Ada for military operational use
than if it had been developed using a toolkit such as KEE or ART.

5.3. Development Phase
Development of the expert system can be divided into a conventional part, the infra-structure which

includes the inference engine, and an expert-specific part, the knowledge representation and the knowledge
base. The infra-structure is highly dependant on the knowledge representation chosen and configuration
management of the two is a practical issue of some importance. However, it is a conventional project
management problem and so is not covered here. The Sensor Adviser infra-structure provides the interface,
KBM, Inference Engine and validation tools and is described in section three.

Development of the KB continues throughout the life-cycle. During delivery, (which covers extensive
user trials) the close relationship between testing and acquisition will inevitably spawn new knowledge to be
included as part of the maintenance phase. As tactics change with improvements in sensor capability or threat
characteristics and behaviour, so must the knowledge base be maintained. Disposal of the system occurs when
the benefit it delivers outweighs the cost of its maintenance. A common mistake during initial development is
to perform too much domain modelling with no clear idea about how the problem-solving knowledge will util-
ise it. Usually it is better to be driven by the problem-solving knowledge and acquire domain knowledge as
required. This is based on the assumption that for validatable decision support systems it is better to adopt
the procedural approach to knowledge representation discussed in section three.

In acquiring knowledge, the following techniques have been found to be most useful:
* The radio-link test - good at getting experts to articulate their problem-solving approach and determining
appropriate interaction with system.
* Knowledge animation - illustrating the consequences of knowledge statements aids the expert in spotting
shortcomings and suggesting extensions and qualifications.
* Constructed test cases - varying test cases to identify boundary conditions between different solutions
and methods.

Inspection of the knowledge base is a further potential means of knowledge acquisition, but is time intensive
on the expert and so has not been extensively used by the VORTEX project.

The output of this phase is the final system for delivery. The components of validation associated with
the development phase are described below.

-m 
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Impact
By the end of the development phase, the validation of the target statement of impact will be to a much
greater degree of confidence because, while still dependant on the judgement of the expert, the procurers
will be able to see the results for a full range of example scenarios.

Confidence
All the critical expert system issues will be resolved so confidence of procurers and experts will be high.
The remaining areas of uncertainty concern integration and the accuracy of projected operational condi-
tions compared to the real world.

Cost
The technology related cost uncertainties will be largely resolved and so validation of cost will be reli-
able. The procurers carry out this validation with information from developers.

Competence
The expert system now embodies the competence statement. The advice generated for all specified
scenarios defines the competence achieved, which the user validates (drawing on expert opinion and panel
of taste) against the target competence.

HCI
The HCI is fully defined and should be validated by users against the operational environment in which it
will operate.

Timeliness
Th. full range of scenarios are available for selection of time critical test cases by the expert for valida-
tion by the user, using developers' projectiouns of relative performance in the operational environment.

Functionality
Now fully defined to be validated by the user against the specification.

Scope

All test scenarios can be validated against the specification by users. However, the users and expert must
also consider the flexibility to deal with future developments in the problem domain.

Knowledge
By the end of development, validation by the experts of the incorporated knowledge will depend upon a
number of factors:

* verification, primarily through the use of tools, of typing (compile and run time), syntax and com-
pleteness of the knowledge base
* inspection of KB listings, both by experts involved in the development and by other experts
* assessment of the advice generated in scenarios selected by experts to probe completeness and
correctness of the knowledge
e browsing, using tools, of knowledge related to issues arising from and suggested by the test cases.

The developers will now have full confidence that appropriate facilities exist for the initial KB release.
They must also validate the appropriateness of the facilities against an assessment of future needs as
external requirements evolve. Validation of the software constituting the knowledge representation and
inference facilities is addressed by the developers in a conventional manner.

Integration

At this stage a detailed integration plan will exist and the developers will validate this against the require-
ment.

In practice, military systems progress through the development stage using increasingly realistic world
models which include paper studies, laboratory demonstators, simulators and experimental aircraft. This pro-
gression increases the complexity and scope of the validation process, but to compensate for this there are
fewer artificial barriers distracting the the expert from the knowledge and its validation. The specification and
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confidence building also develop in parallel with this progression.

VORTEX is currently at the laboratory demonstator stage. A number of validation experiments have
been carried out using four experts other than the main expert used for most of the project, each with slightly
different orientations on the ASW domain, e.g. training as opposed to operation. The experts followed the
same set of scenarios, and were asked to say what they would do at each stage, just before the Sensor Adviser
gave its advice. If there were discrepancies the experts were asked to make their subsequent decisions assum-
ing that they had followed the Sensor Adviser's advice, to ensure consistency over the experiments. The
discrepancies and the reasoning behind them were recorded. This meant that knowledge was elicited, indicat-
ing the close relationship between testing and elicitation.

These experiments contributed to confidence building, competence assessment, scope and HCI component
validation, by identifying areas for further development. The knowledge representation, timeliness and func-
tionality component reqirements were demonstrated to be satisfied for the current scope. Future work is
intended to address the knowledge elicited during the experiments. This will expand the scope to deal with
more realistic scenarios. The HCI will also be developed to produce a graphical display of buoy deployment
as all experts found it difficult to keep track of the textual advice currently provided. The work is intended to
rema;n as a laboratory demonstrator, but once the new scope has been validated and there is sufficient com-
petence across it, there should be enough confidence to move to an integation task with a simulator.

5.4. Delivery and Operation Phases
The major activity of delivery is integration with the platform hardware and software, a conventional

engi-eed'&g exercise, and validation of the system using the real environment. This latter activity will pro-
gress into the Operation phase. The applicable validation components are confidence, cost, HCI, timeliness,
knowledge ard integration. At delivery, these are all nearly complete, but only after significant operational
use can full validation be achieved due to actual working practice evolving with exposure to the system, the
changing nature of threats and requirements and the actual operational impact.

VORTEX obviously has no direct experience of these activities. However, the progressively realistic
development environment from laboratory to simulator to experimental aircraft will provide "mini" - delivery
and operations ph.s.s within the overall development phase. The mini delivery phase for the first phase of
the Sensor Advif. development is described above. The Sensor Adviser has been widely demonstrated since
then and this has reinforced the current adequacy of the knowledge representation and timeliness, as well as
the need for further development of the scope and the HCI. This could be viewed as a mini-operation phase.

6. Conclusions
VORTEX is a project to -velop a methodology for building validated real-time decision aiding expert

systems for military operational use. It is still under development but, even if completed, it could not hope to
provide a foolproof step-by-step guide to building complex systems. Instead it seeks to provide a framework
for thinking about and discussing the validation issues and provides checks and guidance for those interested
in the development of expert system modules.

It does this by identifying the participants in the validation activity, the components of validation, some
useful techniquo.s for perforating validation and a suitable life-cycle. It attempts to fuse these together by indi-
cating the various participants' perspectives on the components at each point within the life-cycle and the
appropriate techniques to apply. Thi is intended to answer the questions:

* what should be validated?
* who should do the validation?
* when should validation take place?
* how should validation be performed?
It is accepted that the answers to the last question are incomplete, iithough the framework presented here

may help others to discover appropriate techniques for their particular applications. However, the methods that
we consider to be generally applicable and of great importance are

f* use an application specific knowledge representation that incorporates vocabulary and structure familiar
to application experts
* build a feasibility demonstrator to execute elicited knowledge as early in the development life-cycle as
possible
* elicit and use test cases which test the boundaries of the expert system
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e develop tools that support validation and verification.
Knowledge base inspection by the expert is also expected to prove useful, although little practcal experience
of this has been gained.

This methodology has been developed in conjunction with the development of an ASW decision aid for
sensor selection and deployment. Future work seeks to concentrate on validating the KB of this application,
which will itself be increased in complexity to develop the methodology for a more realistic expert system.
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SUMMARY

The paper focus both theoretical and practical aspects of the
fuzzy control systems according to the following scope. First,
foundations of the fuzzy controllers, and the different ways for
implementing them, are described. Second, we concentrate ourselves
in the management of the information, that is, the way in which the
inferences are made from the expert's knowledge. Usually this is
carried out by means of the Generalized Modus Ponens for which, the
so called implication function is the main tool to handle it. Hence,
as depend on the selected type of implication one has a different
version of inference, finally, the possible implications functions
and the consequences from its use are analyzed and discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The automatic control of complex industrial processes is very
difficult. The difficulty arises from non-linearities, the time-
dependent and/or ill-defined behavior of systems and the low quality
of available, performance measures. In most real cases the automatic
control is 'carried out through those (subsidiary) variables that
accept measurement and control, whichever them may be. In such
situations only partial goals may be forecasted by the control model
and the achievement of the global objectives are left to the
human-expert-operators.

Thus in a lot of industrial processes the human operators work
better than the automatic control systems. Their high perfiormance
lies on the experience. Like in other fields, the only solution to
design and construct more performing automatic control systems, it
seems to be the use of knowledge engineering to elucidate and
formalize the control strategies, which the human-expert-operators
often know and justify from an empirical point of view.

Even for well defined systems, usually the experts explain their
control strategies in a linguistic way, giving a set of heuristic
decision rules on the time. Obviously is a very difficult (even
impossible) task to translate such linguistic laws into a set of
numerical ones without loss of important pieces of knowledge.

3.
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Obviously the problem increases when the nature or the behavior of
the system is ill-defined or ill-known. Thus, studying direct
implementations of linguistic control rules is very interesting from
both a theoretical and practical point of view.

The Theory of Fuzzy Sets (introduced by L.A. Zadeh [29]), and
more particularly the developments on Fuzzy Reasoning, provides
tools to represent and handle linguistic and/or vague statement (for
instance rules) in an automatic manageable formulation. The use of
that tools in the analysis of systems, starts with the Zadeh's works
about fuzzy algorithms and linguistic analysis [30] and [32].

When expert's heuristic control rules are translated to a fuzzy
formulation, that set constitutes a fuzzy algorithm (linguistic
rather than numeric [32]) which, in this case, may be defined as
(logical) fuzzy controller. Fuzzy control research was started frow
Mamdani's pioneer work [8]. Since then, this new approach fo.:
analyzing and controlling complex systems has received a growitg
attention.

Two different (but complementary) trends are traditionally
distinguished in Fuzzy Control,

1.- Analysis: To describe and model the (fuzzy) behavior of a system
under specific (fuzzy) constraints or (fuzzy) control
conditions.

2.-' Design: To obtain a fuzzy algorithm being able to control the
(fuzzy) behavior of an specified (fuzzy) system.

Historically, the first works about analysis deal with construct-
ing suitable theoretic models, as well as defining appropriated
performance measures. As the researchers on fuzzy control arrived at
from classical Control Theory, the earliest approaches extend to the
new context the concepts of state, controllability and stability,
giving fittest versions to the Optimal Control Problem.

Further works attempt to generalize some aspects of the classical
control models. Obviously controlled fuzzy systems may be outlined,
like the non-fuzzy one, according to the diagram in Fig. 1,

Controller

inputs------- Process )Outputs

(Fig. 1)

Usually the system's outputs produce non-fuzzy inputs for the
controller, these signals being obtained by means of appropriated
sensors. In its turn, the controller responses need to be changed
into non fuzzy signals, and then they are inputs to the system.

Two areas of research may be distinguished according to the place
of the interfaces between the process and its controller. Whei the
interfaces are inside the controller, then this is just a kind of
discrete look-up table. The cases in which the interfaces are into
the process correspond to truly fuzzy controllers, and present more

A<
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interesting properties than the former ones (see (20]).

Although works about analysis were largely motivated by practical
problems, they are quite theoretic themselves. The design trend
however has a more practical character. It began with Mamdani's work
(8], and its main aim is to develop a methodology to specify and
model fuzzy control rules, in order to construct and implement
effective fuzzy controllers.

The remain of the paper is mainly devoted to different aspects of
the design, paying an special attention to the models of Approximate
Reasoning which underlies any fuzzy algorithm.

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A FUZZY CONTROLLER

Five components may be distinguished in any fuzzy controller
(Fig.2):

1) A Rule-Base containing the control rules or statements.

2) A Database which contains the operational definitions of the
fuzzy sets appearing in the fuzzy rules.

3) A Condition interface receiving non-fuzzy signals from the
process and transforming them into a fuzzy set form.

4) An Action interface which translates the controller's (fuzzy)
response into a non fuzzy action, and

5) A Computation unit inside which the fuzzy action is computed from
the fuzzy input signals provided by the condition interface.
It is clear the most difficult tasks are to construct the Rule

Base the Computation Unit and the Database.

[Database I  Rule-Base

I [ Computaion

Action Condition

Interface I

1PROCESS
Inputs Outputs

Fig.2

There ib no systematic knowledge engineering procedure to obtain
the control rules to construct a "complete Rule Base", that is, ono
being able to give the control action against any signal from the
current process. Most part of applications uses a trial-and-error

P 0 .. 
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approach ([2], (4]). Some attempt to develop autonwatic procedures
for this task may be found in the literature ([5], [10]). Anyway,
three modes of derivation of fuzzy control rules may be distin-
guished ([16], [14)):

1. Based on operator's experience and/or the control engineer's
knowledge.

2. Based on the fuzzy model of the process controlled, and

3. Based on operator's control actions.

The first me'hod is the most used because it is well-fitted with
knowledge engineering approaches. Any case the rules usually take
the form of "if-then" statements, with fuzzy data in the antecedents
and consequences of every implication.

Another part of the fuzzy controller which has received an
special attention, is the computation unit. Its functioning may be
outlined in the following feedback loop,

Input OutputSSystem II
Output signal 9 If vague output then vague input Input signal

But, usually the controller contains several rules and thus
(denoting the relation if.. then.. by an arrow) the feedback loop
may be represented as in Fig. 3.

input J ytm output

output output A )--input B input
signal output C )--input D -- signal

........ ,,.......

output X A-input Y

Fig, 3

As the inputs and the outputs signals in the computation unit are
fuzzy or vague statements or properties, its functioning may be just
seen as an instance of Approximate Reasoning. Thus, the computation
unit may be seen as a device which makes inferences to obtain the
outputs signals (input for the system) from input signals (output of
the system) and rules. In the literature two models of computation
unit may be found associated with the two existing approaches of
fuzzy reasoning:

a) Based on compositional rules of inference (c.eneralized "modus
ponens") (32, 33, 21, 22].

bj Based on fuzzy logic, for instance fuzzified Lukasiewicz loaic
(22, 23, 1].
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Most part of existing fuzzy controllers use generalized "modus
ponens" (implemented by means of compositional rules of inference)
for the sake of simplicity in computation [15].

Another crucial task in the design of a fuzzy controller is to
establish the Data- base, which involves determining the universe of
discourse of fuzzy variables in the input and the output, as well as
their semantics, that is the term set of linguistic assessments, and
the membership functions of the fuzzy sets representing that labels.
With respect to this task two approaches may be found in the
literature.

Since the Mamdani's pioneer works [8, 9), the fuzzy controllers
based on generalized 'modus ponens" usually assess the fuzzy
variables on a term set with seven labels:

NB: Negative Big, NM: Negative Medium, NS: Negative Small

ZO: About ZerO, PS: Positive Small, PM: Positive Medium

and PB: Positive Big

whose semantics is different according to the characteristics of the
universe (discrete or continuous (15)).

On their turn, the authors using fuzzy logic assess variables on
a three labels term set:

N: Negative, ZO: ZerO, and P: Positive

with monotonic membership functions (see [15]).

In following sections we will specially turn our attention to the
fuzzy controllers which use generalized "modus ponens".

The final step in the construction of a fuzzy controller is the
effective implementation of its design. Like the classical control
model implementations, there exist two different ways for implement-
ing a fuzzy controller: 1) by means of software systems, and 2)
through hardware devices.

In the first case, the central task is to write computer programs
(in a suitable programming language) being able to make the
aforementioned inferences. Some kind of suitable interfaces between
computer and system are obviously needed. Most part of works in
fuzzy control are in this way (see references about applications).

In the second approach the central task is to construct a
hardware device with "he specific purpose of making the control
inferences. Suitable interfaces with the system are needed again,
but their nature is quite different to the ones in the software
approach.

One of the most active researchers in the field of hardware
implementations of fuzzy controllers is T. Yamakawa, (24, 25, 26]
which has constructed the so called "Rules Chip", a chip that
implements control inferences using Mamdani's compositional rule of
inference (see next section) to model the generalized "modus
ponens". We must point out Yamakawa's research goals are beyond
fuzzy control, as this author seeks for designing and constructing a
"Fuzzy Computer", that is, an electronic device having the inference
as intrinsic operation, like digital computer are designed to make
arithmetic (25, 27, 28].

_ a
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Hardware implementations of fuzzy controllers, and more generally
of fuzzy inferences are receiving a growing attention [see for
instance 17, 18, 19, 6].

GENERALIZED "MODUS PONENS"

Systems using internal representations of knowledge need to have
the ability of making inferences, that is, they must be able to
obtain new facts from already known ones.

The "modus ponens" (the basic deduction rule from Predicate
Calculus) is the best known inference method, and it has been
extensively used in Artificial Intelligence developments. It may be
established as follow.

Assumed that the implication if P then Q is true, and given that
P happens (that is, the fact or proposition P is true), then one
must conclude the fact (proposition) Q is true. Usually this rule of
inference is denoted as

P- Q

-P

Q

In most cases P and Q capture knowledge about variables. The
simplest instance consider P and Q are statements about the
variables x and y respectively. That is, P and Q stand for 1x is A"
and "y is B" respectively, where A and B represent properties of x
and y, i.e. subsets of the corresponding universes of discourse.
Whith such formulation, the "modus ponens is written as

x is A- y is B

x is A

y is B

The deduction rule in that cases, where P and/or Q involve
several variables, is straightforward obtained.

Usually expert's rules or statement about facts are vague,
imprecise or fuzzy, rather than exact or precise. Inference methods
for that cases are obviously needed if one is looking for modeling
human reasoning to implement it in an automatic system. In the
setting of Approximate Reasoning, Zadeh [32], introduced an
extension of the classical "modus ponens", that is known as
"generalized modus ponens", to deal with fuzzy propositions or fuzzy
statements about variables, i.e. fuzzy or linguistic variables.

Let us consider a rule if x is A then y is B, where A and B are
fuzzy properties (constraints) about the variables x and y respect-
ively, i.e. fuzzy subsets of the corresponding universes of
discourse. Moreover, let us suppose an observation about x that
allows to state x is A', where A' is a fuzzy statement about x being
related, but in general different, to A. By generalizing the
classical scheme, the conclusion must be in the form y is B'

x is A - y is B

x is A'

y is B'

5/
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where B' is to be a fuzzy set on the universe of y, related, but in
general different, to B. There the key problem is to effectively
determine B'.

The most usual approach to obtain B' is the so called "Composi-
tional Rule of Inference" developed by Zadeh (30, 31, 32]. The very
idea is the rule "x is A --- y is B" induces a fuzzy relation R
between x and y, that is, a fuzzy subset in the cartesian product of
the corresponding universes of discourse whose membership function
depend upon the membership functions of A and B:

m R(x~y ) = F[mA(x),'mB(Y)]

and then B' is the transformation of B through R, i.e.

B' = R e B
where ® denotes some composition operation.

Let us observe F(a,b) is just an implication function in the
classical sense of the logic.

According to Zadeh's Extension Principle we may write

mBI(y) = Max (mA,(x) * mR(x,y))
x

• being an associative and monotonous application from [0,1]x[0,1]
to (0,1], i.e. a t-norm, and in this way the problem of determining
B' has been changed into establishing F and *.

Several options are possible and each conveys to a different
instance of "generalized modus ponens" i.e. to a different approxi-
mate reasoning model, which may be use to model human ways of
reasoning. Next section deals with a comparative study of several
choices of F and **

Roughly speaking we can say the control unit of a fuzzy control-
ler may be designed just as a device that performs some model of
"generalized modus ponens". To illustrate its operation, let us
consider a system for which the control rules are

If x1 is A 11 and x2 is A1 2 then y is B1

If x1 is A 21 and x2 is A2 2 then y is B2

Aij and Bi, being labels belonging to the term sets where the
variables x and y are assessed, i,j = 1,2 (usually as we have

described in last section). Moreover, let us consider that Mamdani's
version of the compositional rule of inference is used [8, 9], that
is

F(a,b) = min { a,b }
• = Min

* If the (non-fuzzy) signals from the system (obtained by means of
a suitable sensor) are xl, x2  belonging to the universe of

discourse of xI and x2 respectively, then the compatibility of these
observation with the premises of each control rule is given by

~ r 3
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wI = AII(Xl) A A1 2(X2)

w 2 A2 1 (Xl) A A2 2(x2)

and thus the conclusion B' must be characterized by

B'(y) = Max {w1A B1 (y), w2A B2(y)}

Let us observe the output from the computation unit is a fuzzy
subset in the universe of discourse of y. For control, a crisp

response being applicable to the systems is needed, and then B'

ought be defuzzified before its going out of the fuzzy controller.

Synthesizing B' in its gravity center is quite usual.

USING DIFFERENT IMPLICATION FUNCTIONS IN THE GENERALIZED "MODUS

PONENS"

In (32] Zadeh proposes to use the Min operator as *, and F the

Lukasiewicz's implication funct).on, i.e. F(a,b) = min { 1,1-a+b}

In [11, 12, 13] the behavior of the "generalized modus ponens"

under other different implication functions (keeping * = Min) are

dealt with. These studies have a theoretical character rather than a

practical one.

At present, our own research is mainly concerned with the

possibility of designing hardware devices, able to make inferences

by means of "generalized modus ponens". Thus we are looking for

implication functions and/or t-norms with two key features:

a) they must produce an inference method representing an average

human reasoning,

b) they must be simple enough to be implemented through electronic
circuits.

Moreover, for a formal coherence principle, it seems reasonable
to want obtain output with the same characteristics than the input,

in the sense that if the input is, for instance, a trapezoidal fuzzy

number (tfn), the corresponding output must also be another tfn.

with these goals in mind, we are carrying out studies rather

different to the aforementioned ones, paying an special attention to

the behavior of "modus ponens" in relation with points a) and b)

below, In the following, we summarize a simulation experiment which

attempt to discover the possibility of B' preserving with respect to

B, the relative position of A' with respect to A, under different
implications functions.

We have assumed, on a hand, X and Y, the universes of discourse
of the variables x and y respectively, are closed and bounded

intervals of the real line. Thus, both X and Y may be taken equal to

[a,b] or more particularly X = Y = (0,1]. On the other hand every

memoership function (m:[0,1] ) [0,1]) is sampled on 30 equally
spaced points, to obtain an internal computer representation. Each

sampled grade of membership is, of course, ranging from 0 to 1.

Thus, any fuzzy set is represented by a vector of 30 elements, that
is a point in [0,1] 0, and we can write:

7
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A (a .  a30) with a. mA(xi)

A' g (a' ..... ai0 ) with a! mA(xi)

B S (b 1 .  b3 0) with b j mB(Yj)

Obviously the relation R appears -is a 30x30-matrix defined by
rij = F(ai,b.) and thus

B' = (b ..... bi0) with b' = max (a! A rij)

1

In our experiment, A, A' and B' are supposed tfn, because they
are simple to handle, and good enough to represent any kind of
vagueness or uncertainty of data. With respect to the relative
position of A and A', three cases have been considered: 1) A' is
included in A, 2) A' is included in A, but A'and A have a non empty
intersection and 3) A is included in A'

Fifteen different implication functions have been considered to
define R. They are the most usual ones [13], and are listed in the
first column of the table 1.

Table 1 summarizes the results of our experiment. Each row
presents the assessment of the behavior of each implication
function, against the aforementioned three cases of relative
position for A and A', in such a way that any pigeonhole contains
three labels Ll, L2, L3, with the following characteristics:

A) Ll measures the goodness of F in preserving, on B' and B, the
relative position of A' with respect to A. The possible linguis-
tic values we have used are vb = very bad, b = bad, m = medium,
g = good and vg = very good

B) L2 assess the increment of fuzziness of B' with respect to B,
measured through the value I = minib': j = 1,2,...,30 }. The used

linguistic values are E = non increment (I = 0), F = fair
increment (I < 0.5), UF = unfair increment (I > = 0.5), T total
fuzziness (I = 1)

C) L3 is a boolean parameter that indicates whether B' is (Y) or not
(N) a tfn,
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Table 1

F (a, b) A' 5; A A' e A A r.A'

1 if a<>b or b=1 ,U, b,, bU,o otherwise g FYv,, bU,

1 if a<=b v,, bTY v,~o otherwise v,, bTY v,,

1 if a<=b ,, bTY gFY
b otherwisemYvbTY gFY

1 if a<=b ,, bTY vFY
min(1,b/a) ot.bEYvTY gFY

1 if a=O or (1-b)=O
min(1,bla, g,E,Y vb,T,Y vg,F,Y

min(2.,(l-a)+b) b,F,Y vb,T,Y vg,F,Y

(1-a)+a*b b,F,Y vb,T,Y vg,F,Y

max((l-a),b) m,F,Y vb,T,Y m,F,Y

max((1-a),min(a,b)) m,F,Y vb,T,Y m,F,Y

mirz(a,b) m,F,Y m,F,Y m,F,Y

1 if a=b
(1-b) if ab vg,F,N g,UF,N vg,F,N
o if a>b

1 if a=b
(1-b) if a<b m,E,Y gF,N vg,F,N
b if a>b

1 if a=b
o if a<b m,E,Y g,UF,N g,F,N
b if a>b

I1if a~b gENmF ,o otherwise gENmU, ,,

zl=max(1-a,b);

min(zl,z2,z3) ______In 1 1
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ABSTRACT

With the advent of the USAF's Advanced Tactical Fighter and NASA's National Aerospace Plane, demands
for concise test data reduction and interpretation will increase beyond the capabilities of current methodologies
As mission complexity increases it becomes apparent that real time data analysis for flight safety, mission control
and test conduct becomes a necessary tool.

A neural network is a biologically inspired mathematical model, which can be represented by a directed
graph, that has the ability to learn through training. Neural networks have many advantages over current
aviation computing systems including the ability to learn and generalize from their environment. Neural
networks are excellent for parameter estimation and recognizing patterns in signal data This research discusses
a prototype system designed and implemented at the University of Tennessee Space Institute to discover patterns
in test data from an engine test cell in order to determine if any part of the system is in failure. The results of
this research show that a neural network can be used for fault diagnosis in an engine test --11 when the problem
of fault monitoring and diagnosis is seen as one of pattern recognition A two layer semilinear feed-forward
neural net is able to separate simulated sensor data into normal and abnormal classes and the addition of a
hidden layer makes the network more resistant to noise and improves the ability of the network to classify the
type of fault that is occuring.

Neural networks offer test peisonnel a new tool for the analysis of critical test data. A general working
network model can be applied to any system where sensor data is evaluated and fault diagnosis is critical
Significant benefit to the aerospace community is gai,.ed by improved safety of test engineers by rapid detection
of faulty conditions. Thi* will be of extreme importance as testing begins on more advanced engine systems
such as the Nitional Aerospace Plane and the Advanced Tactical Fighter

(1.0) INTRODUCTION

(1.1) Problem Statement

Simulated flight tests conducted in an engine test cell produce large quantities of sensor data at rates that
overwhelm flight test personnel. The task of monitoring signals from test cell sensors and watching for the
onset of possible fault situations requires significant experience and a number of test cell personnel Because
of the variety and quantity of test cell data, extensive knowledge and experience is required for accurate
differentiation of data types. A neural network architecture that could accurately diagnose the onset of fault
situations and alert test cell engineers would result in a significant savings in personnel, downtime because of
damaged equipment, and improve test cell safety.

(1.2) Approach

The main approach of this research is to design and analyze a network architecture to monitor sensor data
from an engine test cell to detect data that falls outside learned parameters, thus signifying a fault. In this
re^-.,, diagncstic proble.ns in gener-a are conceptualized as a mapping of an input pattern (representing
sensor data) to an output pattern which is interpretable as a diagnosis.

*@1990. This research was supported by Sverdrup Technology under contract number R02-400489 All
references to the Aeropropulsion Systems Test Facility (ASTF) are from public domain documents (see Polce's

MS Thesis). This paper was cleared for public release by USAF/DOCS and USAF/PA on 20 Feb 1990.
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A neural network is a biologically inspired mathematical model, which can be represented by a directed
graph, that has the ability to learn through training. The action of a neural net may be viewed principally as
a mapping through which points in the input space are transformed into corresponding points in the output
space on the basis of designated attribute values (of which class membership might be one) (Pao,1989). It is
the goal of this research to design a neural network ardcitecture that can classify test data as part of a nominal
engine test or as data from a system in failure. The words neural network, network, net, and network model
will be used interchangeably throughout this thesis.

(2.0) PROBLEM ANALYSIS

(2.1) The ASTF Domain

The Aeropropulsion Systems Test Facility (ASTF) is designed for testing airbreathing engine propulsion
systems over a wide range of altitudes and Mach numbers. Simulated flight tests conducted in the facility will
determine the operational and performance characttristics of aeropropulsion 3ystems; thus, the time required
for flight tests is shortened, and the risks and expense of flight tests are minimized (Polce, 1982).

The ASTF was designed to permit development and surveillance tests of large airbreathing, jet propulsion
engines throughout their operational envelopes by providing the capability for true simulation of flight altitude
and flight Mach number conditions. The facility is capable of performing direct-connect testing of turbojet and
high-bypass (8:1) turbofan engines up to 75,000 pound-rated, sea level, static thrust throughout the appropriate
engine operating envelopes (Polce, 1982). The facility is designed to allow testing in both direct-connect and
freejet modes.

In Polce's (1982) thesis lie describes different types of tests that will be conducted in the ASTF. These
test types require the capability of transient testing, e.g., engine power transients, flight profile transients, or
combinations of the two. The facility operating conditions and the corresponding engine operating conditions
for testing in the ASTF are:

(1) Steady Environment - Steady Engine Power Setting.
(2) Steady Environment - Transient Engine Power Setting.
(3) Transient Environment - Steady Engine Power Setting.
(4) Transient Environment - Transient Engine Power Setting (Mission Profile Simulation) (Polce, 1982).

Looking at the testing requirements that the ASTF must perform, it becomes obvious that systems within
the test cell must be able to alter both pressures and temperatures, along with a number of valve openings,
to regulate test cell conditions. As the system increases in complexity, it becomes an overwhelming task
to supervise all the sensors that monitor the facility. Instrumentation and data handling equipment must
be provided to measure, transmit, acquire, display, and process those measurements which are required to
determine the performance of the test article. The measurement capability for each test cell includes 970
pressure measurements, 820 temperature measurements, and 152 miscellaneous measurements, such as forces,
flows, speeds, geometries, vibrations, accelerations, and strains (Polce, 1982).

Three major subsystems make up the ASTF instrumentation and control system They are the Plant
Instrumentation and Control System (PICS), The Test Instrumentation System (TIS) and the Automatic Test
Control System (ATOS).

The ATCS performs a number of control functions inside the test cell. The ATCS is used to:

(1) Control test conditions.
(2) Control engine operating conditions.
(3) Coordinate control of test and engine operating conditions with plant configuration changes
(4) Detect abnormal plant and engine operating conditions and their response thereto
(5) Communicate with facility operators (Polce, 1982)

Because of the importance of the ATCS and because it is used for detection of abnormal conditions inside
the test cell, this research concentrates on applying neural network technology to enhancing the ATCS

The ATCS controls the parameters which establish a desired test condition by positioning forty-six of the
facility configuration and control valves. The ATCS is used to control various engine controls and the interface
to the test cell engineers is effected at a panel in the test building control room. Pertinent test information is
communicated to test cell personnel through four CRT terminais. It is the end goal of tisi tebetuc t. c tablah
a better means of monitoring test data from the ATCS.
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(2.2) Fault Monitoring and Diagnosis

In order to apply neural networks to fault momtoring and diagnosis, the task of fault detection must be
seen as one of pattern recognition. In approad. ng the ASTF we will say that fault detection is observing data
that fall outside expected parameters previously regarded as "normal" operation. Sensor data that fall outside
normal boundaries do not necessarily indicate that the system is beginning to fail, but it does indicate that an
abnormal occurrence is taking place inside the system that is being studied and warrants further attention. As
stated previously, in this research diagnostic problems are viewed as a mapping of an input pattern representing
sensor data to an output pattern wnch is interpietable as a diagnosis.

Analysis of a complex system should use an opportunistic strategy - there is no computationally feasible
"legal move generator" that defines the space of solutions in which pruning and steering take place as in classical
Al systems (Nii and Feigenbaum, 1978). Bits and pieces of information must be used as the opportunity arises
to (relatively) slowly build a coherent picture of the world (system). This is one way in which neural networks
are better than current Al methods at analyzing signal data from complex systems.

(3.0) THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT

(3.1) Neural Networks

As stated previously, we will defiie a neural network as a biologically inspired mathematical model, which
can be represented by a directed graph, that has the ability to learn through training A neural network model
typically has eight major aspects. They are'

(1) A set of processing units
(2) A state of activation
(3) An output function for each umit
'(4) A pattern of connectivity among the units
(5) A propagation rule for propagating patterns of activities through the network of connectuvities.
(6) An activation rule for combining inputs to produce a new activation level for a unit.
(7) A learning rule whereby , 'erns of connectivity are modified by experience.
(8) An environment within which the system must operate (Rumelhart and MeClelland, 1988)

These will each be described in detail below

Each processing unit in a neural network model represents some featue-like entity such as aii engine sensor
It is the pattern as a whole coming from the system to be studied that is the meaningful level of analysis, The
purpose of a unit is to receive input from its neighbors and as a function of the inputs it receives to output a
value to its neighbors. There are three types of processing units in a neural network model' the input units
which receive data from sources external to the nmodel, one or more layers of hidden units which are internal to
the model only, and a series of one or more output units which sends signals out of the model to effect inotoric
systems or influence other external systems. Figure 1 shows a three layer feed-forward neural network.

Y1, Y Y3 .. •• y-

)... Ata

X1 t X, X. Maty

Figure 1 A Feed-Forward Neural Network Architecture

A state of activation is the representation of the state of the system at some time t representing the pattern
of activity over the set of processing units It is the pattern of activation over the set of units that captures
what the system is representing at any time

Associated with each unit y, there is an output function y = w.x which maps the current state of activation
to some output y,; y, j ,x,. There is often some threshold function so that a unit has no effect on its

neighboring unit unless the output function exceeds some certain value (Rumelhart and McClelland, 1988).

3 , -
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The pattern of connectivity constitutes what the system knows and determines how it will respond to some
arbitrary input. Neural networks aie often called connectionist networks because the computations in the net
are largely performed by the connection strengths. The signal coming into a processing unit is the inputs from
all incoming units multiplied by a weight and summed to get the overall input to that unit, as in Figure 2

The total pattern of connectivity can be represented by specifying the weights for each of the connections
in the system. Positive and negative weights can be seen as excitory or inhibitory input respectively. The
absolute value of the weight gives the strength of the connection. How to determine appropriate weights is
dependent on the learning algorithm

Propagation in the net is the sum of the net excitory inputs (the weighted sum of the excitory inputs to
the unit) and the net inhibitory inputs (the weighted sum of the inhibitory inputs to the unit). (Rumelhart
and McClelland, 1988). The activity of a unit is regarded as the degree of confidence that a preferred feature
is present. To reach a new state of activation a function f (activation rule) will be used to take x and produce
some new state of activation. f should be differentiable in order to use certan learning algorithms
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Figure 2. A Single Neural Network Processing Element

What makes a network useful in the analysis of complex systems is the abilty to modify its connectivity
through experience. There are three types of modifications to a network- the development of new connections,
the loss of existing connections and modifications of the strengths of connections that already exist in the net
The derivation of these modification (learning) rules will be covered under the section on learning algoritluns

The last aspect of the model is the environment in which it will operate. Formally, we will define this as a
time varying stochastic function over the space of the input patterns. More simply; at any point in time, there is
some probability that any of the possible set of input patterns is impinging on the input units The environment
for this research is the input vectors composed of sensor data coining from the ATCS in the Aeropropulsion
Systems Test Facility.

A description of how a neural network proce!sses information follows- An input signal (stimulus) is received
by the nodes in the input layer and produces some activation level in a given input unit, which conveys a signal
of proportional strength based on the weighting matrix to its [synaptic] connections, or nodes in the next layer
The global effect is that a pattern of activation across the set of input units produces a distinct pattern of
activations across the set of hidden units (Churchland and Churchland, 1990). The process is repeated again
as many times as there are hidden layers. As before, an activation pattern across the hidden units produces
a distinct activation pattern across the next layer of nodes In this way the network becomes a device for
transforming some input vector representing sensor data into a uniquely corresponding output vector. It is a
device for computing a specific function. Exactly what function it computes is fixed by the global configuration
of its synaptic weights (Churchland and Churchland, 1990).

There are a number of procedures for training a network and adjusting the weights Many learning
algorithms have been derived over the last two decades, In choosing a learning algorithm for a system to
monitor the ASTF we must realize the function that we want to specify is initially unknown to us because of
the myriad possible fault situations We can impose an unspecifyable function on the network as long as we
can supply a set of examples of the desired input/output pairs. The network is then trained until it performs
the input to output transformation desired.

#I
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(3.2) Learning Algorithms

When fea,ble, learning is a very attractive alternative to explicit programming. This is particularly true
when problems do not lend themselves to systematic programming, such as pattern recognition. All neural
network learning algoritlhns have their basis in the neural learning rule discovered by Hebb in 1949 His rule
for "Hebbian learning" in a network is as follows:

When an axion of cell A is near enough to excite a cell B
and repeatedly or persistently takes part in firing it, some
growth process or metabolic change takes place in one or
both cells such that A's efficiency, as one of the cells firing
B, is increased

Neural Networks can be classified oil the basis of the patterns stored asid their method of recall Two
labels for networks used as associative memories are autoas3ociative networks and heteroassociative networks
Autoassociative networks associate a data item with itself. Heteroasbociative networks associate two different
data items - one is used to recall the other Heteoassociative type memories must be trained with a data paai
representing the input and the desired output pattern associated with it. To store thle pattern in a training set
each input is presented to the system along with the desired output and some learning rule is used to adjust the
weights usually based on a difference equation and error between actual and desired outputs To recall stored
information an unfamiliar pattern from a different set of patterns is presented to the network and the system
outputs the second member of the training pair, the associated pattein of output.

A heteroassociative network will be used for fault monitoring of the ASTF interpretation of the network's
outputs and weights should give insight into the ineanig of signals in a complex system If a network is able
to respond to a set of "interesting" patterns then this will form the basis for a feature detector which we will
use for detecting faults in our complex system.

The learning rule used for this system to discover normal and abnormal patterns of data from the ASTF is
backpropagation of erior which was dscovered simultaneously by a number of different research groups in the
early 198Os. Backpropagation is a hetcmoassociative, function estimating, neural network that stores arbitrary
analog spatial pattern pairs, using multi-layer erroi-correction encoding between a target outpur vectol acid
actual output values from the net

The learnling procedure consists of the net being assigned a random set of we;, is and meceiviig a training
set pair as input and evaluating the output in a feedforward manner The initial diffeience error between target
and actual outputs will be quite .arge. Using the backpropagation procedure, the algorithm cale'lates a change
in weight At,. for all w,; in the net for that particular pattern This procedure is repeated for all patterns in
thi training set to yield a resulting Aw,,.

A = 6,,(q)/,(q)

where 6,(q) - - ( Z"rq)
" 
z*(q) [I - Z*

t
(q)j

z,uhired is the desired output for node , and irf,
° 

is the actual output value of node z,.

Cor,ctions are made to the weights and the outputs again are evaluated in a feedforward manner based
on the number of iterations specified by the system. Discrepancies between actual and target output values
again result in evaluation of weight changes (Pao, 1989). If the training is successful, the system error will
d-crease with the number of iterations the system performs and the procedure will converge to a stable set of
connection weights. For a complete derivation of the backpmopagation learning rule see Appendix B: Derivation
of the Backpropagation Learning Rule.

Backpropagation is not guaranteed to find the global error minimum, only the local error minimum which
should be good in enough in determining a fault situation in the ASTF facility. Backpropagation was chosen
for tbd research because of its ability to store many patterns, its ability to generalize and its ability to perform
arb;trary nonlinear mappings (Simpson, 1990).

(3.3) The Network's Ability to Generalize from Example

When considering neural networks for fault monitoring and diagnosis it is important to consider how well
;he network can generalize from the set of training ,yample, !t is iipossibc (and impractical) to pre enn the
network with all possible examples of a fault We are expecting the network to learn from a set of examples
and be able to generalize for ri possible faults.

____ "4.. . . .... . . . .. . .
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In diagnosing faults in the ASTF we have an environment, which is a set of sensor values, and call this set
X. In this environment we have a concept defined as a function 9 " x -- O, 1) which is the presence or absence
of a fault. The goal of learning is to produce a hypothesis h : z -- {0, 1) that approximates the concept 9
(Abu-Mostafa, 1989). In our case h is a pattern recognition system that recognizes the presence of faulty data.
To do this we have a number of examples of the concept (xig(xi))...(x,,g(xn)), in this case a set of input
vectors from the ASTF simulator and the desired outputs. A learning algorithm is one that takes the examples
and produces the hypothesis. Performance of the system can be measured by the number of examples needed
to produce t. ;ed iyvothesis.

When backpropagation is used in a feed forward manner, we are guessing that there is a good hypothesis
to be gained by setting the weights and thresholds of the network. The set of hypothesis H would then be the
set of all functions h that are obtained by setting the weights and thresholds of the net. The learning algorithm
picks a hypothesis heH that mostly agrees with g on the examples in the training set. In thinking about the
generalizability of the network it is necessary to ask: Does this choice, which is based on the behavior of the
examples, hold in general (Abu-Mostafa, 1989).

Generalization can be expected if the number of exanples is large enough. Without sufficient number of
examples the algorithm cannot produce a good hypothesis With too many examples the computational task
of digesting the examples into a hypothesis proves intractable.

(3.4) Adaptive Pattern Recognition

We will view pattern recognition as the ability to map a series of input patterns into groups of output
patterns (such as classes of patterns) or as Pan (1989) defines "a mapping from representation space to interpre-
tation space". The goal of this research with respect to pattern recognition is to determine if a neural network
can be used as the operator to carry ot this mapping for use in fault diagnosis. In the past, operators were
installed in specific pattern recognition systems. We will try to develop a network that can learn the optimal
operators through training. The word adaptive means that the system will be able to deal with patterns that
are distorted with noise, be able to modify classification rules in accordance with changing circumstances, and
be able to self-organize the connectivity of the network in accordance with the structure of pattern data (Pan,
1989).

In order to achieve an optimal operator we must understand the use of discriminants in pattern recognition.
A discriminant is a function or an operator that, when applied to a pattern, yields aii output that is either an
estimate of the class membership of that pattern or an estimate of the values of one or more of the attributes
of the pattern (Pan, 1989). Simply put, a discrimmant is a type of operator that produces a mapping from
pattern space into attribute space. The discriminant we are after is one that processes a complete pattern at
one time rather than one feature at a time The output of the net can be plotted as a map of decision regions
created in the multidimensional space spanned by the input variables. The outputs from a single layer network
form half-plane decision regions A two layer net can form many unbounded regions in the space spanned by
the input. The output of multi-layer networks form complex convex regions based upon the intersection of the
half-planes formed by each node in the first layer of time network. (Lippman, 1987). These regions, bounded by
hypersurfaces, become our discriminants and patterns are classified in accordance whether they are on one side
or another of a hypersurface or a set of hyperplanes (Pan, 1989) Using these hyperplanes divides the pattern
space into volumes of unique class membership. In this case the classes are simple; normal or faulty operation
of the system.

(4.0) RESULTS

(4.1) A Two Layer Senilinear Feed-Forward Neural Network: A Generalized Perceptron Ap-
proach

The Autc-natic Test and Control System (ATCS) in the ASTF uses 33 sensor values fo A'agnosis of the
health of the facility. Eleven of those are commands values from the test cell engineers for changing the test
cell environment. The other 22 are sensors that monitor the conditions of the engine and the test cell. In order
to catch all possible faults that occu. in the ASTF it is necessary to monitor all 22 data sensors. The network
was trained using a training set of 60 scaled vectors composed of 20 normal followed by 40 abnormal vectors
made up of 22 sensor values and their desired outputs. The network was allowed to iterate 1000 times over
the training set to achieve the lowest possible total system error while still achieving 1000 iterations. Finalized
connection weights for the input nodes (sensors) to the output node ranged between -1.61 and 3.78 The sensors
with the strongest connection weights (highest absolute value) were a pressure sensor (PO) i' a weight of
3.78. pressure sensor PUIH with e, weight of 3 57 and a ,, ,, opening sen r rwisn\ ...:t, -. ...^,t,
value of 2.02. The final threshold for the input nodes was -0 46. The hyperplane formed by the two layer
network is shown in Figure 3.

=
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Figure 3 Hyperpiane Formed by a Two Laser Neural Network in Thiee Dimensions (Sensor PO, Sensor PL3H
and Sensor LVC1B)

Iii order to interpret exactly what the network found, other than by testing it on new data sets, we can
look at hcw the final weights converged and try to decide if the weight values are telling us anything about the
system being analyzed Graphing the final weights ii Figure 4 we caii see the pattern of connection weights
with peaks at sensors P0, PL3H and LVCIB As far as this two layer network is concerned, the majonty of
relevant information as to the health of the system caii be gained from these sensors. In other words, these
sensor values give the best indications as to the status of the system

The two layer neural network was tested oii seven data sets composed of ten vectors made up of 22 sensor
values. Two of those sets were from the training set in order to judge whether or not the system was working
correctly The other five were composed of aibitrary input vectors from the ASTF simulator representing engine
test runs new to the network. As expected, the network computed a low output node value for the normal
vectors extracted from the training set (0 013) and a high output node value for the vectors representing faulty
data taken from the training set (0 999) This is not surprising since we would expect the network to correctly
identify input vectors it has seen before The true test of the system, of course, is its ability to make an accurate

WEH \

- . - I
SENJOR NUMBER

Figure 4. Final Connection Weights foi a Two Layer Neural Network

diagnosis of the health of dmie system based oii some uiknown input. When a set of normal ASTF sensor vectors
was presented to Lhe network the value of the output node value was 0.014 a correct diagnosis Four new data
sets composed of faulty sensor vectors was presented to the network and the output node adieved values of
0.990, 0.998, 0.936 and 0.990 respectively. These output values correctly indicate that the system is in failure
This shows that the network architecture is making accurate diagnosis and generalizing over the space spanned
by the input variables. A summary of time output values for the network tested on various data sets is given in

* Figure 7

To confirm that the network was indeed accurately classifying ASTF sensor data from any sensor in the
ATCS, the network was trained using a new training set composed of vectors different frem those ii the original
training set. The network was tested against test vectors extracted from the training set As expected tme

system achieved high diagnostic accuracy with a mean output value of 0.997 for vectors representing faults and a
... V..p lue f 0.0004 for vectors representing a normal test run To test the network for generalizabihity

over all sensors from the ASTF two unknown (not part of the training set) faults were presented to the network
from unspecified locations in tire test cell. The first vector was an unknown representing a turbine trip at al

undisclosed location in the ASTF and the second vector represented a compressor failure in aii unspecified leg
of the test cell. The network achieved an, output value of 0.998 for the first vector and 0 992 for the second
vector.

2%'.
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(4.2) A Three Layer Semilinear Feed-Forward Neural Network: A Multilayer Perceptron Ap-
proach

A network was constructed using a hidden layer composed of three and five processing elements. Tests were
run for each type of network, both on the vectors extracted from the training set and on the same unknown test
vectors as for the two layer network. Since a two layer network gave accurate responses, the thre layer network
bould be thoroughly scrutinized to see if it enhances the amount of information gained from the network Since

adding a layer adds computational complexity and adds to the time necessaiy to train and test the network, a
hidden layer should be able to detect hidden features in the patterns of input data not seen by the two layer
network, and be able to generalize over many different test sets in order to make it economically worthwhile

The first three layer neural :.twork used three piocessing elements in the hidden layer. Connection weights
from the input nodes to the first hidden node langed from-1 60 to 0 76 with highest (absolute value) weights
from sensors P0 (-1 55), FL3H (-1 60) Only these two senscors had connection weight strenghts greater than
1.0. Connection weights from the input nodes to 'he second hidden node ranged from -1.59 to 0.71 with greatest
weight strengths from sensors P0 (-1 30) and PL3H (-1.59). Again, only these two sensors had weights whose
absolute value was greater than 1.0. Connection w-ights to the last hidden node ranged from-l.27 to 2 50
with the strongest connectvns from sensors P0 (2 28), PL3H (2.50) aid LVC2A (-1.27). By adding a hidden
layer new information was gained on diagnosing the health of the test cell, namely the significance of data from
sensor LVC2A. In the two layer neural net the connection strength between LVC2A and the output node was
high (1.48), but its relative importance in diagnosing the status of the system was best seen in studying the
connection weights between the input layer and the third hidden node The hyperplanes formed by the three
hidden nodes can be seen in Figure 5. The addition of the hidden layer produced enough hyperplanes to form
a more complex region to better classify the data

A

+ NORMIAL 
ND

FAULT NO NODE 2
NOD I NODE 3

Figure 5 Hyperplanes Formed by Three Hidden Nodes Graphed in Three Dimensions (Sensor PO, Sensor
PL3H and Sensor TL1H)

A three layer neural netwoik with five hidden processing elements was also explored. For all five hidden
nodes the strongest connections between the input layer and the hidden layer were from nodes representing
sensors P0, PL3H, LVC1B and LVC2A Based on the finalized weights of the multilayer network, four sensors
give the strongest indication as to the healtn of the ASTF. A summary of connection weights can be seen in
Figure 6.

The three layer neural network with three and five hidden processing elements (PEs) was tested on the
same data sets as the two layer network in order to compare diagnostic accuracy A suminamy of the results
is given in Figure 7. Computing the output for the network with three nodes in the middle layer using data
sets composed of normal and faulty vectors extracted from the training set, resulted in an output node value
of 0 010 and 0.996 respectively. For the test set composed of new normal sensor data the value on the output
node was 0 011. For the four faulty sensor data sets the network achieved the following values 0.991, 0.994,
0.973 and 0.991. By comparing these values with the outputs from the two layer network it can be seen that
diagnostic accuracy was increased somewhat in four out of five test eases by the additio of the hidden layer.

Testing the three layer system with five hidden PEs, the network computed output values of 0 011 for the
normal test ease extracted from the training set and 0 997 for the abnormal test case similarly derived For
the new unknown test cases the network achieved values on the output node of 0.013 for the normal vectors
and 0.992, 0.99C, 0.944 and 0 992 for the fault cases respectively. This architecture did better than the two
layer system in the same four out of five test cases as the system with three hidden PEs, but achieved a higher
diagnostic accuracy then th' other three layer network in only three out of five cases.
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HIDDEN NODES
SENSORS 0 3 5

0 1 2 3 1 2 3 4 5

PT2 0.88 -0.79 -0.60 0.70 -0.35 -0.50 -0.40 0.18 0.69
PO 3.78 -1.55 -1.30 2.28 -0.05 -0.97 -1.21 0.98 2.75
"12 -1.61 0.03 0.16, -0.97 -0.54 0.08 0.10 -0.13 -0.33
PLA 0.56 0.49 0.36 -0.02 0.44 0.38 -0.09 -0.01 0.07
PHC1V 1.10 -0.27 -0.07 0.40 0.00 0.00 -0.46 0.01 0.84
PL1IP -1.35 0.76 0.69 -0.91 -0.02 0.54 0.56 -0.81 -1.01
PL2H -1.02 0.22 0.16 -0.21 -0.33 0.06 0.72 -0.53 -0.64
PL3H 3.57 -1.60 -1.59 2.50 -0.15 -1.27 -0.87 1.45 1.90
POEC1 0.20 0.32 -0.20 -0.08 0.3 -0.14 -0.05 -0.03 0.09
TL1 H 0.84 -0.87 -0.83 0.92 -0.43 -0.75 -0.04 0.32 0.45
TL2H -0.42 -0.42 0.29 0.49 -0.42 'J.29 0.49 -0.23 0.03
TL3H 0.45 -0.26 -0.01 0.04 -0.08 0.05 -0.40 0.58 -0.14
THC1V 0.13 0.30 -0.10 0.28 0.22 -0.09 0.38 0.21 0.07
TC12 -0.68 -0.44 -0.38 -0.34 -0.40 -0.26 -0.41 -0.40 0.25
LVC1A 0.07 0.34 0.14 0.36 0.37 0.25 0.31 0.32 -0.40
LVC1 B 2.02 -0.28 -0.54 0.98 0.46 -0.34 -0.64 0.95 1.13
LVC2A -1.48 0.73 0.71 -1.27 -0.14 0.52 0.35 -0.29 -1.40
LVC2B 1.33 -0.42 0.00 0.86 0.00 0.07 -0.10 0.21 1.18
LVC3A 0.08 0.24 0.09 -0.41 0.13 0.09 -0.30 -0.14 0.21
LVC3B 1.41 -0.15 -0.83 0.07 0.25 -0.75 -0.81 0.47 0.82
LVTC1 -1.14 0.41 0.61 -0.47 -0.24 0.41 0.74 -0.48 -0.63
LV1 00 0.09 0.09 0.45 0.05 0.06 0.49 0.04 0.41 0.09

Figure 6. Final Connection Weights from Input Nodes to Nodes of Hidden Layer Based on Number of Hidden
Nodes

tw Ib FA M0 $,.A I PA 2 F" 3 F&SA 4

0 0.013 0.999 0.014 0.990 0.998 0.936 0.990

3 0.010 0.996 0.011 0.991 0.994 0.973 0.991

5 0.011 0.997 0.013 0.992 0.996 0.944 0.992

Figure 7. Final Output Values for Test Data Based on the Number of Nodes in the Hidden Layer
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The results of these tests prove that the network is achieving accurate diagnosis of the health of the ASTF
over arbitrary inputs and that the network is able to generalize over all possible faults in this instance Based on
the comparisons in Figure 7, it can be seen that a three layer neural network with three hidden nodes achieves
a slightly more accurate diagnosis than a two layer neural network The addition of two more nodes in the
hidden layer only results in a smal! increase in performance, but significantly increases the time needed to train
the network. Tests conducted using the two layer network seem to indicate that data coming from the ASTF
sensors is linearly separable. Based on the increased run time and greater computational complexity it appears
that a two layer network is able to diagnose the status of the engine test cell with high enough diagnostic
accuracy not to warrant the addition of a middle layer, specifically the addition of five hidden nodes. However,
in this case a multilayer neural net proved useful in discovering sensor information that give important insight
into monitoring the health of the test cell. Also Figure 3 clearly shows that a two layer neural network is unable
to seperate all classes of data, especially in the presence of noise.

The strongest connection weights from the first hidden node to the output node were from sensors PL3H

(-1.60), PO (-1.55), and TL1H (-0.87). Using these weigots to calculate the intercepts of the hyperplane on a
three dimensional graph clearly shows that a multi-layer neural nctwork with three hidden processing elements
seperates data that was non-linearly separable. The E, dhtion of a middle layer adds diagnostic accuracy to the
network.

(5.0) THE NETWORKS ABILITY TO HANDLE NOISE

A great deal of criticism is given to diagnostic systems designed purely around simulated data. Many
systems, neural networks among them, do not perform as well on real world data as they did on data from a
simulator. One reason for this is the noise that is created when sampling real time sensor data. If a neural
network is to be used for diagnosing the status of an engine test cell it must be robust and resistant to noise.

Because of the unavailability of actual engine test data it was necessary to add noise to the data sets
created by the ASTF simulator. The original backpropagation program was modified to allow the user to add
a certain percentage of noise to both the training set data and to the test set data. Random noise was added
to the vectors during every pass through the simulated data in order to better resemble the noise that might
be encountered in on-line training and testing of the network Every time any piece of data was used by the
network in either training or testing, the random number generator was re-seedc i in order to give completely
random noise. Tests of the system were conducted with 5%, 10%, 25% and 35% noisy data. The algorithm
used for adding noise to previously used data sets was:

Noisy Data Value = (data value) + (uniform random number[-1,1]) * (percent Poise) (5 0 0)

A comparison of the noise levels for all seven tests sets for a two layer backpropagation network is given in
Figure 8 A two layer backpropagation neural network was trained using a training set modified to include 5%
noise. Seven test data sets composed of ten vectors (two from the traimng set and five previously unknowns)
were used to test the network. For the unknown normal vector set the network computed an average value of
0.051. For the four unknown fault vector sets the average computed values were 0.972, 0 993, 0.874 and 0.967.
All these output values diagnose the condition of the noisy simulated data with a high degree of accuracy.

The network was trained again to include 10% noise. The aveiage output value computed by the net for
the normal test vector set was 0 051. For the four fault vector sets the respective average output values were
0 973, 0 993, 0 874 and 0.967. The performance of the network degrades slightly as the level of noise increases
For tests conducted with 25% noise the average output value of the network was 0 051 for the normal vectors
and 0 973, 0.992, 0.873 and 0.967 for the fault vectors. 35% noise in the training and testing sets resulted in
average output values of 0.051 for the normal vector set and 0.973, 0.992, 0.872 and 0.966 for the fault sets
respectively.

NORMAL F.ULT NORMAL FAULT FAULT FAULT FAULT
NOISE TRAINING TRAINING

SET SET TEST EST I TEST 2 TEST3 TEST 4

5,; 0 046 0998 0.051 0.972 0.993 0874 0.967
10% 0047 0.998 0051 0973 0.993 0874 0.967
25% o048 0.908 0051 0.1Q7 0.;^2 C 7, 01.57
35% 0049 099 00S1 0.973 0992 0872 0966

Figure 8. A Two Layer Neural Network Trained and Tested with Noisy Data Over 100 Iterations
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Because a multilayer neural network spreads its knowledge in the form of connectioi ..ghts over more

nodes, we would expect that it is less affected by noisy data and would diagnose the status of the ASTF with a

higher degree of accuracy. This was indeed the case. The tests for noise in a two layer network were repeated
with a three layer neural net with three processing elements in the hidden layer, with results as shown in Figure
9.

For a network trained and tested on vectors modified to include 5% noise the average computed output
values were 0.044 for the normal test vectors and 0.970, 0 976, 0.927 and 0.968 for the fault vector sets. For
a network modified to include 10% noise in training and testing the average output values did not change
from the network trained and tested with 5% noise. The outputs also remained unchanged for a network that
included 25% noise. Bar-d on this test we can see that a multilayer neural network is robust and resistant to
noise in some instances. A slight degradation in diagnostic confidence appears in training and testing a network
to include 35% noise. The %verage output value for the network was 0.045 for the normal vector set and 0 969,
0.976, 0.927 and 0.968 for the fault vector sets.

By comparing the results in Figure 8 and Figure 9 it can be seen that the three layer network does better
on the unknown normal test vector set and fault vector set four, and much better for the third fault test. A
two layer network trained and tested with 35% noise for fault test set three computes an average output value
of 0.872 whereas a three layer network computes an average output value of 0.927. It can be seen from these
results that a multilayer neural network is more robust and resistant to noise than a two layer generalized
perception. If training is to be conducted on-line in the ASTF a multilayer neural network should be used

NORMAL FAULT
NOISE TRAINING TRAINING NORMAL FAULT FAULT FAULT FAULT

SET SET I TEST TEST I TEST 2 TEST3 TEST 4

S% 0043 0.98 0044 0970 0976 0.927 0968
10% 0043 0986 0.044 0970 0.976 0927 0.968

25% 004 0.986 0104 0.970 0.976 0.927 0.968

35% 0044 o.9 0045 0969 0976 0927 0.968

Figure 9. A Three Layer Neural Network with Three Hidden Nodes Trained and Tested with Noisy Data Over
100 Iterations

(6.0) THE NETWORKS ABILITY TO
CLASSIFY TYPES OF FAULTS

To make this system more useful to test cell engineers it would be helpful for the network to tell u what
type of fault is occunng.

The ASTF simulator was used to generate data representative of four types of faults: the ASTr loses one
air side compressor during a ramp in test conditions; the ASTF experiences a turbine trip of the only turbine in
use; the ASTF ! ses air side compressors while it is idle; and some unknown fault that has not been diagnosed
by the test celi engineers These faults along with vectors representing normal test data are used to compose
a training set in the following way: 30 normal vectors, 20 vectors representing the compressor failure during
ramp, 20 vectors representing a turbine trip, 20 vectors representing loss of air side compressors while at idle,
and 10 vectors representing an undiagnosed type of fault. This combinations was picked by availability of the
data and the results discussed in 3.0.

Both a two layer and three layer architecture were tested. In both cases the network was composed of 22
input node.s representing the ASTF sensors and five output nodes representing normal (node 0), compressor
failure (node 1), turbine trip (node 21, compressor failure at idle (node 3) and undiagnosed (node 4). Desired
outputs vere added to the traniig set with a lugh value (1) for the node representing the type of fault and a
low valuc (0) for all other output nodes. To make the data more similar to real time test data 10% noise was
added. The networks were trained for 100 iterations with a learning rate of 0.2.

After the network was trained it was tested on two vector sets from the training set and five unknowns.
Figure 10 shows the results for the two layer network. For the test set composed of normal vectors the value of
node 0 was high (0.371) with all other nodes being relatively low. For the first fault test set the value uf node
1 representing a compressor failure was high (0.601) with all other output nodes being relatively low. Likewise
for fault test two the value for node I was high (0.914) while all others remained low. Fault test three contained
data taken from the ASTF during a turbine trip and the value for node 2 was high (0.479). Fault test four
(compressor snap at idle) had a high value for node 3 (0.826) and a reasonably high value for node 0 (0.312).

p4
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A three layer network with three hidden processing units was tested for its ability to classify types of faults
After the same training configu, ation as the two layer network the net was tested agaist the same five test
cases. The three layer network did poorly at diagnosing normal test vectors for both the unknown normal and
normal data taken from the training set. In both cases the network diagnosed the data as being representative
of the undiagnosed fault. However, the multilayer network did very well in diagnosing some types of faults. For
fault test one the value of node 1 was high (0.535) For fault test two (another compressor failure) the value
of node 1 was 0.876. For the turbine failure fault test three the value of node 2 was 0.848 and for fault test
four the value of node three was high (0.864) with all other output nodes being relatively low. These results
are summarized in Figure 11

Based on these results it would seem that the multilayer neural network can diagnose certain types of faults
with high degrees of accuracy. However this network architecture is not able to differentiate between normal
data and unknowns. While a two layer network does not give output values with as high a confidence as the
multilayer network, it is able to diagnose the status of the system with accuracy and with no error dining these
tests

OUTPUT NOMA FA-LTOUTD T NORMAL FAULT NORMAL FAULT FAULT FAULT FAULT
NODE SET SET TEST TEST I TEST 2 TEST 3 TEST 4

0 0473 0.081 0.371 0092 0086 0072 0.312
' 0.033 0772 0.081 0601 0914 0002 0019

2 0 001 0.006 cool1 0 003 0 001 0 479 0 000

3 0069 0000 0019 0024 0016 0.135 0826
4 0076 0000 0079 0001 0000 000 0000

Figure 10. A Two Layer Neural Network Classification of Types of Faults with 10% Noise

OUPT NORMAL FAULT

OUTPUT RAINING TRAINING NORMAL FAULT FAULT FAULT FAULT
NODE SE SET TEST TEST I TEST 2 TEST 3 TEST 4

0 0279 0000 0.090 0001 0000 000 - 0 097
1 0012 0866 0.069 0S35 0876 0033 0003
2 0000 0084 0000 004 ooso 0841 0048
3 0057 0003 0.038 O01S 0003 0064 0864
4 0 S14 0035 0777 0062 0059 1 000 0067

Figure 11. A Three Layer Neural Network with Three Hidden Nodes Classification of Types of Faults with
10% Noise

(7.0) CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This research has shown that a neural network can be used to differentiate between patterns of data
representing a normal test run of the Aeropropulsion Systems Test Facility and sensor data coming from

• a test cell that is in falure A network was also built to classify the type of fault that is occuring For

similated ASTF data a near optimal diagnosis can be achieved using a two layer neural network (generalized
perceptron). However, for simulated data with noise such as would occur in actual engine test cell data, a
multilayer neural network with three hidden processing elements yields a more accurate diagnosis The neural
network architecture described in this3 report diagnoses the health of the ASTF with a high degree of accuracy
after being exposed to an input vector representing sensor data from only one time slice (0.2 see) and an even
higher accuracy after averaging ten time slices, or two seconds, worth of data.

In addition, by monitoring the converging weights of the input processing eleiiients it was seen that the
most relevant information used by the 22 input nod, network comes from four sensors, P0, PL3H, LVC1B and
LVC2A based on connection strengths. Graphing t, node connection weights and the total system error for
various network parameters shows whether the weights oscillate while approaching error minima.

This research has demonstrated the usefulness of neural networks for fa, lt monitoring and diagnosis.
Further research and implementation of neural network based systems will give test personnel a new tool in
the anlysis of critical test data. This system will help take neural network technology out of the laboratory
and help create commercial systems for the analysis of complex systems. The most significant potential benefit
of the system which has been developed is the improved safety of test cell per3onnel by rapid detection of
faulty conditions. This will be of extreme importance as testing begins on more advanced systems such as the
National Aerospace Plane and the Advanced Tactical Fighter.

A X*
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AN ADA FRAMEWORK FOR THE INTEGRATION OF KBS AND CONTROL SYSTEM SIMULATIONS

M. J. Corbin
G. F. Butler

Royal Aerospace Establishmaent,

Farnborough, Hants, GU14 6TD, U.K.

SUMMARY

The application of Ada and an object-onented approach to the design and construction of advanced defence systems are both
attracting increasing attention. The Ada language contains some support for object-oriented programming but has some notable
deficiencies. This paper shows how to overcome these deficiences by providing a library for object-oriented development in Ada
( OODA ) which contains facilities to create and manipulate objects and provides support for more general relationships between
objects

One of the initial applications of this library has been to design a framework for integrating KBS with control system simulations
comprising mixed continuous and discrete time elements, Using this framework it is possible to study the interacuons between a
Knowledge Based controller and the other more conventional elements of the closed loop to any level of detail required.

I. INTRODUCTION

The object-onented approach to the development of complex systems is attracting increasing support for its promise of improved
maintainability and reusability through modelling the software as a collection of interacting objects. There are a number of
object-oriented langipages ( Simula, Smalltalk, C++ etc. ) which all embody different versions of the four basic concepts of
object-onented prograrmming, namely:

Encapsulation- the property that a software object i; a completely self-contained entity, possessing all the data and code
needed to perform a set of standard operations which form its only interface to other objects.

Data abstraction: the ability to treat the definition of an single object as an abstract entity which can then be used to define
many further objects of the same type, all with independent data.

Inheritance: the ability to define new types of object which have some of the properties of old types, and some new pro-
perties of their own. These new types can be regarded as specialised variants of the old. Multiple Inheritance allows the
properties of more than one parent to be combined.

Dynamic binding: a facility of many object-oriented languages which allows flexibility in the specification of object opera-
tions. A message can be sent to an object requesting it to perform some action, without having to specify the type of this
object until run time.

It is important to emphasise, however, that the use of object-oriented techniques is not dependent on any particular programming
language. Rather it is an approach to organsing and planning computer programs which can be applied to a greater or lesser
extent in all software development. The standard language for defence systems, Ada, contains support for some of the basic
concepts of object-oriented programming. Encapsulation can be achieve by the use of packages, and data abstraction by
defining abstract data types, instances of which can be replicated ( Booch (1)). Inheritance and dynamic binding are not readily
emulated, however, and other features, which aid the construction of a world of interacting objects, are entirely absent.

The OODA library described here remedies these deficiencies by providing support for a range of features usually regarded as
essential for object-oriented programming, while staying entirely within the Ada language standard. No translators or other pre-
processors are needed, in contrast with some other approaches to this problem ( Simonian and Crone (2); Kovarik and Nies (3)).
The library also supports the definition of more advanced structures and object relationships and has been designed to be as
efficient as possible in execution to make it suitable for use in real-time systems. In this paper, we describe the OODA library
and initial applications of it to tho construction of knowledge based systems and to a framework for mixed continuous/discrete
simulations, capable of interacting with these knowledge bases.

2. THE ADA OBJECT-ORIENTED LIBRARN

Within the library, the basic mechanism used to encapsulate the operations and data for an object is the Ada package structure.
In practice, provision has to be made to replicate objects of one type any number of times. To achieve this, each package
defines a class of objects, and the individual instances of this class are created as needed, and destroyed when needed no longer.
The attributes, or data, for these independent objects are all stored within the class package as an array of reusable ;ecords. The
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maximum size of the set of instances which can exist at any one time is determined at the start of a run, when this class set is
initialised. While not being as flexible as a system which allows objects to be replicated ad libitum, this approach gives fast and
efficient access to the attributes of either an individual object or the set of such objects. It should be noted that the strong typing
capability of Ada is used to ensure that all references to objects of a particular class are made via a distinct ty-" Such a struc-
ture allows several categories of error in the use of classes to be identified at compile-time.

2.1 Accessing Objects

a- An object is uniquely identified by its name and the class to which it belongs. An object can be referred to by name, but, in
order to improve efficiency, the principal method for accessing an object is via a privately-typed reference. The reference is

assigned when the object is created, and includes both a unique identity for the object, and the location of the object's attributes
\, within its class. The type of the reference ;s determined by the class of the object. The following fragment of Ada code from a

typical defence application shows the creation of an object named "Harrierl ", of class Fighter, accessed by a reference H 1:,

HI : Fighter.type; -- define the type of the reference

Create( HI, name => "Harrierl" ); -- create the object
Refuel( HI ); -- access to it by reference

The alternative method of access is by giving the name of the object and using a specially defined operation, named after the
class concerned, to return the appropriate reference, e.g.:

Refuel( Fighter( "Harrier 1" )); -- access by name

2.2 Inheritance and Multiple Inheritance

Inheritance is the method used in object-oriented languages to allow new classes of object to be constructed by reusing previ-
ously defined classes. A new object class can inherit the properties of an old one, adding new properties of its own and thus
becoming a specialised variant of the old class. This can be thought of as constituting an "is-a" relationship between the two
classes, e.g. a Fighter "is-a" Moving-object. The method used to support inhentance in this library is a form of construction, as
proposed by Taenzer et al. (4) to allow more effective class reuse in Objective-C. When a new (child) object wishes to inherit
from an old (parent) class, it creates a new instance of the parent class with the same name as itself, e g..

i MovObi : MovingObject type;

b :-- 
define the reference for the parent.

Create( MovObj, In-of => Self);

-- create the inherited parent object,
-- "kin of" denotes inheritance, "Self' the child

The operations of the parent are then available for use within the child object by reference, or external to it by name or relation-
ship. Multiple inheritance is readily achieved since parent instances can be constructed from any number of classes. Where the
parents are themselves derived from a common ancestor class ( i.e. repeated inheritance, see Meyer (5) ), the library will create
only one instance of tus class.

2.3 Component Hierarchies

Another way in which complex objects are created is to build them up out of simpler component objects or parts. The com-
ponent objects are best thought of as being contained within the complex object, though in practice they have a separate
existence within their own class, and can be accessed individually when required, e.g. to initialise them. These components can
themselves be made up of others, resulting in a hierarchy of component objects.

Componency is more flexible than inheritance as a means of constructing complex objects iince a class can be inherited only
once, but it is perfectly possible to have more than one component from the same class. Each component is distinguished by a
part-name, e.g. "LeftWheel', "RightWheel" and the name given to a object component is made up of the name of its owner
appended to its part name, e.g. "Hatrierl.LeftWheel". The components are accessed within the owner object by reference and
outside it by name or relationship. For example, within the owner, we can create components and access them thus:

" II 7
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WI, W2 : Wheeltype;
--define references to componenhs

Create( WI, name => "L-eft Wheel", part of => Self);
Create( W2, name => "Right Wheel", part of => Self);

--create components, "part of" denotes componency.

Outside the owner, name or relationship are used:

Inflate( Wheel( "Harrierl.Right.Wheel" ), Pressure);
--acces name.

Inflate( Wheel( "Right Wheel", part.of => H1 ), Pressure);
--equivalent (but faster) access by part name.

2A Sub Sets and Set Operations

Inheritance and componency are both permanent relationships, holding true for the lifetime of an object. There are, however,
many problems in which it is desirable to form temporary associations between groups of similar objects. The OODA library
provides this facility by allowing the formation of Sub-Sets which can be populated by any selection of the objects in that class.
Objects can be added or removed individually, or a new sub-set can be made up of a logical combination of old sub-sets, or
from a general object specification.

Sub-sets are partcularly useful in the construction of plans for groups of objects, the members of which can be altered as the
plan matures. A complete sub-set of objects from one class can be inherited by a single object from another class, allowing
one-to-many mappings to be created between objects of different classes. For example, an object describing a meeting could
inherit a sub-set of people who are booked to attend it ( a Meeting "is-a" Set-of-people ). A single object can be included in
several sub-sets at the same time, allowing many-to-many mappings to be constructed. In this example, one person could be
booked to attend many meetings. Using the library, it is possible to find out who is booked for any two meetings by forming the
intersection between their sub-sets.

A further enhancement to aid the manipulation of sets and sub-sets of objects is the ability to define Set Operations. Rather
than operating on one instance at a tune, a set operation can perform the same operation on the members of the whole set of
objects in a class, or any of its sub-sets. This can considerably clarify the code, and improve run-time performance by reducing
the number of procedure calls needed to perform a given task. Set operations are particularly useful when constructing general
facilities, such as inference engines, for which access to the world'of objects independently of any specific application software
is desirable.

2.5 Additional Features

1. A template, containing a number of pre-defined operations, is provided to simplify the creation of class packages. The
specifications and bodies of class packages are compiled separately to minimise recompilation after changes.

2. Different classes can use the same names for operations. The type of the object reference is used to select the right one at
compile time.

3. Dynamic binding can be simulated for specific operations by including additional Ada procedures to select the correct
operation at run time.

4. An interactive tracing and diagnostic package is included, allowing operations on individual objects to be logged, and their
attributes displayed.

5. Objects have extended visibility - they can be accessed by name from any part of a large Ada task. It is possible, however,
to prevent critical object operations from being accessed from unauthorised parts of a task by use of the optional access
protection facility.

3. APPLICATION TO KBS

This illustrates the use of the OODA library to construct a set of interacting object classes which together constitute an inference
engine ( see Figure 1 ). 'Three classes arc defined: Facts, Rules and Rulibis.

The first class defines objects which ae Facts. Each fact has a name ( as do all objects ) and an attribute describing the current
state of knowledge about that fact, which can be True, False or Unknown. Facts can be manipulated both by inference engines,
and by other objects within the overall application program, allowing this class to act as a blackboard system.

•4 s,. .
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The second class defines objects which are Rules. These have attributes describing the antecedent facts, and how to combine
them using <and, or, not> functions to evaluate the rule. In addition, the attributes conta, ,, lit of consequent actions to per-
form if the rule fires and an explanation of the significance of the rule. The operations for rule class include Evaluate, which
inspects the antecedents to see whether or not the rule is capable of firing, and Fire which fires it and performs the consequent
actions, as well as several operations needed to define the rules.

The final class defines objects which are Rulebases. These are responsible for the overall control of the inferencing procedure
for a group of rules. Each rulebase object inherits a sub-set of rules ( a Rulebase "is-a" set-of-Rules ,, has attributes describing
the type of inferencing to use with these rules and a reference to a goal fact and a constraint rulebase. Its principal operation is
Ivoke, used to start the appropriate inference procedure for a rulebase. While inferencing on one rulebase, another one may be

invoked, either as a consequence of one of the rules firing, or as a consequence of the operation of the inference engine itself.
Another possible consequence of a rule firing is to Queue a discrete event in the simulation framework described in the next sec-
tion.

Rather than create a new language in which to define the rules, it was felt to be preferable to keep the definition withn the syn-
tax of Ada, since it is a well defined standard, supported by a range of software engineering tools. The basic form of a rule
appears thus:

StartRule( <rule reference>, <rulename>);

IF Established( <antecedents> ) THEN
<consequents>;

END IF;,
End-of( <rule reference>);

The antecedents consist of a list of factnames ( m quotes ) separated by <and, or, not> operators as appropriate. The conse-
quents comprise a list of operations to be called to redefine facts, Explain the rule, or Invoke another rulebase. The rulebase
itself is defined sirmlarly:

Create( <rulebase reference>, <rulebase name>,
<inference method>),

Rule definitions

End-of( <rulebase reference> );

These Ada definitions are compiled with the class packages for Rule and Rulebase, which overload the standard Ada operations
AND, OR and NOT called within the definitions. The definitions are then executed once to mitialise the objects before inferenc-
mg starts.

4. APPLICATION TO SIMULATION

The other main application of the OODA library so far has been to simulation. Below we describe a mixed continuousldiscrete
simulation system, constructed using OODA, which can run multiple continuous models under the control of a discrete event
scheduler, and allows the models to interact with knowledge bases. Three groups of object classes are involved in this:

a) A class of states, which are the results of an integration.

b) Continuous or discrete models, which belong to various classes, some supplied by the user, others provided in a support
library.

c) Integration control objects, inherited uy continuous models, responsible for selecting and applying the integration method
for that model.

These three types of object interact to provide the simulation facilities.

States are relatively straightforward objects, see Figure 2. They have operations for setting the differential of an individual state,
and reading the back the value of that state; these operations are used within tne models. The operations which can integrate the
differentials to produce the next values of the states are implemented as Set Operations, which act on the whole set of states, or
any sub-set of it. These ope.:ations are invoked under control of the event scheduler, transparently to the models which use each

state.

i1."~K
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Models contain the equations of muoon being sitmlated, and any calls to the event scheduler to explicitly schedult discrete
events. They are generely -ompisuno objects, built up of components which are sub-models provided by the ustr. or hilters and
transfer functions zx.'.ic~ed fhom a Lbrzry. Both a model and its sub-nI1ls worid gen:rsily contain states as commornents.

Integration Controllers arc inlicrited by models and contain the inforeitation needcd to inegrite the model, including the
integration algorithm to be used ( rectangular and Runge-Kutta 2nd and 4th order methods ate cwreot.y provided ) and the max-
imum time step. They in their turn inherit a clock object to recoid the progress of the integration, and a Sub-set of Smates con-
taining all the states for the model. The inheritance structure is summarised in Figure 3. This unc of sub-sets of mates allows
different models to be integrated independently of each other, with different algorithms and udiare ratts.

As well as integrating a model to produce time responses, it is possible to perform a small pertutbation analysis of it to exuact
its differential equations in linear form. Various forms of s-plane linear analysi.; techniques can then be applied to predict, for
example, the stability and frequency responses of a closed loop control system. So far, stability analysis has been implemented.

Sampled data systems, involving difference equations rather than differential equations, can also be accommodated within the
same framework. This allows systems consisting of a sampled-data digital control system controlling a continuous plant to be
simulated. Linearisation can also be performed on these sampled data systems, opening the way to z-plane analysis of the
overall control loop.

These various types of model can interact with a Knowledge Based System by executing discrete events which can Invoke the
inferencing operation of a Rulebase. The Rulebase in its turn can fire rules whose consequents are to Queue the operation of
further discrete events. Facts may be altered and inspected by the KBS and by the simulation. This allows the construction of
control loops incorporating knowledge based systems as one of their elements. The monitoring facilities in the simulation frame-
work and the diagnostic tracing capability of the OODA library itself can both be used to examine the detailed interaction
between the various elements of the contrel system.

Neural Network si"nulations have also been constructed using the OODA library, and work is currently under way to investigate
the use of neural networks to detect faults in control systems. The networks are trained using the stored responses of the control
system modei to various inputs and failure cases. The discrete event controller finds an additional use in supervising the pro-
gress of this training.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The object-oriented view of software is rapidly gaining support as a flexible, maintainable and intuitive method for structunng
complex systems. This paper has described a new approach to the problem of development and maintenance of such software:
the OODA library retains all the software engineering properties bitilt into the Ada language and its support environments, while
providing a rich set of facilities for use with the obi.ct-oriented paradigm. These include support for temporary associations
between groups of similar objects (Sub-sets) and the definition of operations which act on all the members of a sub-set (Set
operations).

Although intended primarily for use in knowl-4'ge-based systems and simvlation, the library is not specialised and can be used to
support any application for which Ada is appropriate. Initial applications have included an framework for continuous and
discrete simulations, inference engines for knowledge based systems and a method by which the two can interact when model-
ling control systems which incorporate a KBS. Neural network simulation has also been successfully undertaken.
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1A PROBLEMATIQUE MULTI-AGENTS DANS LE COPILOT ELECI'RONIQUE
(APPLICATION DES SYSTEMES A BASE DE CONNAISSANCES AU GUIDAGE - PILO'zAGE)

par

Antoine Glles
Dassault-Aviation
92210 Sant Clout

France

RESUM

La conduite d'un avion de combat est une tdche difficile du type "contr6le
de processus complexe" qui n~cessite tout particuli~rement une maitrise de la
complexit6 temporelle de la mission. Dassault-Aviation sous I'6gide de la
DRET 1t (contrat 86-34407) s'oriente actuellement vers la r~alisation d'un syst~me
interactif d'aide au pilote appel6 "Copilote Electronique". Ce projet complexe
met en ceuvre plusleurs entIt~s expertes. L'existence de telles entlt~s pose des
problbmes de gestion de ressources de communication et de cooperation. Un
superviseur entre les diff~rentes entit~s expertes du s'yst~me embarqu&, et une
architecture logicielle adapt~e A I'arbitrage et 6 la communication de ces entit6s
est donc n~cessaire. Cet expos6 situe les travaux que nous avons effectu~s
dans ce domaine et les r~sultats obtenus. 11 indique les perspectives que nous
envisageons en fonction des difficult~s rencontr6es.

L.A PROBLEMATIQUE MULTI-AGENTS DANS LE
COPILOTE ELECTRONIQ UE

Supervision d'entites expertes
La corcduite d'un syst~me errnbarqu6 lors de missions complexes a toL'jours;

pos6 des probl~ines de charge de travail pour un pilote seul. Ces probI~me-
ont 61 g6n6ralement r~solus par l'application tie r~gles strictes de conduite de
la mission.

A l'avenir les capteurs et les moyens de communication fourniront des
informations de plus en plus nombreuses, donnant au pilote la posslbilitce d'une
v~rltable gestion de la mission. Cependant, m6me si le pilote se trouve d~char-
g6 des t~ches courantes et r~p~titives, la gestion d'une mission compiexe ris-
que de constituer une tdche trop lourde. L'lnteiligence Ariificieile pouvant
propo.er des r~ponses A ces probl~mes, Dassault-Aviation travaille au develop-
pemnent d'un syst~me d'aide au Pilote (projet "Copilote Electronique") et au las,-
cement des recherches n6cessalres.

(1) Direction des Rechercl- s, Etudes et Techniques
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Afin de pouvoir d6composer le probI~me complexe de l'assistance au pilote
d'un syst~me embarqu6 en sous probl~mes plus simples et mleux identifi~s,
une approche r~solument "multi-experts" a 61:6 adopt6e pour le projet. Cette
approche permet d'6laborer des entit~s expertes sp~cialls~es, capables de rai-
sonner sur un domaine d'expertise limit:6 et mieux d6fini.

La validit6 des decisions propos~es par Lin tel syst~me dolt toujours 6tre
envisag~e dans le contexte global de [a mission. De ce fait une assistance aui
pilote dans son ensemble ne peut C-tre vuc comnme une collection de syst~mes
Experts ind~pendants mais plut6t comme uin ensemble d'agents intelligents col-
laborant A I'Mlaboration d'une d~cislon. Une telle collaboration pose de nom-
breux probl~mes de gestion temporelle des ressources, de communication
d'information entre agents, et d'arbitrage entre decisions.

Le th~me des univers multi-agents prend une importance grandissante en
IA, les agents pouvant C-tre aussi bien des entit~s physiques (robots), que logi-
ciels (systbmes experts) ; uls doivent coop~rer pour solutionner Lin certain pro-
bl~me. Ce theme pose des probl~mes nouveaux de representation des
connaissances, de raisonnement, d'architecture des syst~mes. 11 s'inscrit dans
le courant g~n~ral de l'IA distribu~e, concept appel6 6 uin d6-veloppement 6co-
nomique majeur.

Une approche multi-agents, consistant h faire coop~rer un ensemble de
sya3t~mes de traitement d'informations et de bases de connaissances pour par-
venir 6 r~soudre un probl~me complexe, s'av~re fructueuse 6 plusieurs titres:

* du fait de la nature distribu6e de certaines applications :plusieurs acteurs
peuvent intervenir; plusleurs sous-t5ches peuvent 6tre isol~es; les donn~es
proveniant de divers endroits g~ographiques et de divers capteurs zloivent
C-tre fusionn~es; etc.

0 du fait de la simplification qul'il en r~sulte clans la resolution d'un probl~me
(technique IA de la r~duction de probl~mes).

11 existe plusieurs facons d'implanter un syst~me multi-agents, notamnment
les langages d'acteurs et le modile de blackboard, ce dernier assurant uine plus
grande vari~td de structures de contr6le. Les langages "orient~s objets" sont
tr~s int~ressants pour r~aliser pratiquement un tel mod~le.

Quelles que soient les implantations retenUes, l'existence et le contr6le des
aiverses entit~s expertes n~cessitent la pr6sence d'un superviseur qui puisse
g6rer dans le temps les traitements des entit6s informatiques. Nous avons &la-
bord un premier module de superviseur dans la maquette actuelle. Nous le
ddcrivons ci-apr~s.

Maguettage
La cooperation entre diffdrentes sources de copnais ;ance est l'un des pro-

bl~mes majeurs auxquels l'lntelligence Artificielle est confront6e d~s lors qu'elle
sattaque 6 des probh~mes de grande ampleur.

Pour 6valuer la faisabilit6 d'un Copilote Electronique, bas6 sur des techni-
ques d'intelligence artificielle, une maquette s'av~rait indispensable. Une
maquette a donc 6t r~alisde. Elie constitue un outil de developpement et d'6va-
luatlon des aides A la d6cision expertes propos~es par le Copilota Electronique.
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Cette maquette s'appule sur une simulation simplifi~e mais r~allste de l'environ-
nement op~rationnel permettant de "iouer" divers scenarios de mission.

1. Une parle du logiciel realise les fonctions d'environnement expert, desti-
noes A d~finir et intdgrer de nouvelles logiques de raisonnements, A verifier
leur coherence, et A les valider. Cela n~cessite des possibilit~s de saisie,
de visualisations, et de contr6le de l'expertise.

2. Une autre facette de la maquette comprend les fonctions d'environnement
op~rationnel, permettant de tester, d'6valuer et de valider les r~sultats des
ralsonnement experts, en terme de quallt6 op~rationnelle comme en terme
de temps de r~actlon. Cette partle n~cessite une simulation simplflc-e mais
r6aliste du SNA et du thefitre tact-1ue.

3. On assure des fonctions d'environnement informatigue, permettant outre le
lancement de l'appllcation, l'archivage des sessions en vue du
d~pouillement des r~sultats, le monitoring des sessions ainsi que la gestion
de plusleurs versions des expertises coddes dans la maquette.

4. Enfin on dispose de fonctions de communication permettant de dialoguer et
d'6changer des informations entre simulation op~rationnelle, simulation du
SNA, Pilote et Copilote Electronique. Ces logiciels 6tant realis~s sur machi-
nes diff~rentes, le dialogue 6tabli consiste b un 6change "en ligne" des
informations en provenance de machines h~tdrog~nes.

Nous ne d~crivons ici que les aspects d'environnement expert, et plus jarticu-
li~rement la supervision et le contr6le des entit6s expertes.

FONCTIONS D'ENVIRONNEMENT EXPERT

Le d~veloppemnent d'un logiciel expert comme le Copilote Electronique est
caract~ris6 par la continuit& de l'enrichissement du logiciel entre Ia phase d'61a-
boration des logiques de raisonnernent etlla phase d'6valuation et de validation
de ces logiques. L'ensemble de ces fonctions repr~sente la partie "embar-
quable" du concept de Copilote Electronique, h l'exclusion des traitements dejA
presents dans le SNA. Ces fonctions s'execulent en parallble des simulations
de mani~re A pouvoir 6-valuer leur applicabilit& qu probl~me temps reel.

Dans le cadre de la maquette, nous avons retenu un ensemble coh~rent de
fonctionnalit~s (parties gris~es), respectant l'architecture fonctionnelle globale
pr~sent~e ci-dessous. Cet ensemble permet de presenter des aides A la prise
de decision tactique. 11 illustre par ailleurs le principe d'6change et de coop6-
rations entre les entit~s expertes retenues. L'ensemble des fonctionnalit~s rete-
nues est le suivant :a

*Niveau R~flexion

Evaluation de la situation tactique
Evaluation des plans de mission

*Nlveau Decision

*Gestion tactique
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DECISION

REFLEXION/4 ad 'taI

FILOTE ENVIRONNEMENT AVION

figure 1. Architecture du Copilote Electronique

aGestlon des informations pertinentes

Description fonctionnelle
Niveau Rdflexion

Ce niveau regroupe les raisonnements permettant de manipuler i'ensemble
des dorndes disponibles sur l'environnement reel du d~cideur. 11 correspond A
l'activit6 d'in formation, qui consiste A traduire sous forme symbolique les ph&-
nom~nes observes, ainsi qu'6 l'activit6 de pr6vision qui consiste A construire
des sch~mas du futur probables. On 61abore ainsi une comprehenslon de I'en-
vironnement opdrationnel, ainsi que des pr6dictions d'dvolution de la mission.
La finaiit6 de ces raisonnements est d'6laborer des C-l6ments de declsion riches
et efficaces A i'usage du niveau de decision.

1. Evaluation do la situation tactigue

L'6valuation de la situation tactique revient A une corr~lation "intelli-
gente" continuellement rafraichie de toutes les informations disponibles sur
le cadre op~rationnel (objectif, dispositif ennemi, dispositif ami). Cela sup-
pose :I

a. la synth~se des Informations disponibles,
b. I'analyse des 6l6ments de la situation tacticiue,

2. Evaluation des plans de mission41

Cette tMche maintient en permanence un ensemble de plans de mission
envisageables pour la poursuite de la mission. Pour cela, ciue mod~fise les
divers plans issus de la pr6paration de mission ou d'une replanification en
vol. Elie 6value les plans de mission suivant deux crit~res qui sont Ie risque
d'une part et 1'efficacit6 d'autre part. Le risque correspond A la possibilit6
de ne pas mener la mission 6 son terme. L'efficacitd correspond au rdsultat
attendu de I'attaque pour un plan de mission dornd en fonction de l'objectif
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fix6 en preparation de mission ou en cours de vol. Les fonictions assur~es
sont les sulvantes

a. Mise A lour des plans de mission
b. Mise 6jour des m rge
c. Mise A four des risgues
d. Information du reste du Copilote Electronigue

Niveau Descision
Ce niveau regroupe d'une part les raisonnements permettant de g~rer l'en-

sembie des Informations 61abor~es par le nivenu de rdflexion suivant les types
de d6cisions 6 prendre. L'actlvIt6 d'6Iaboration consiste A traduire les Inten-
tions en actes envisageables ou propositions d'actlons, l'actIvit6 d'ex6cution
consiste ensuite A Interagir avec le pilote et avec le syst~me de manie~re 6 pro-
duire des r~sultats efficaces, et agir sur le monde reel.

On g6n~re des propositions d'actions adaptdes A I'environnement op&
rationnel et permettant de r6aliser efficacement la mission. La finalitL& de ces
raisonnements est de fournir des Informations pertinentes (propositions d'ac-
tions ou crit~res de decision) en foniction de la situation et des besoins du d~ci-
deur. A ce niveau sont Mlabor~es et choisles les solutions aux divers probI~mes
rencontr~s pendant le d6roulement de la mission, c'est le niveau des modules
de gestion.'

On g~n~re des propositions d'actions adapt~es A I'environnement op6-
rationnel et permettant de r~alser efficacement la mission. La finalt6 de ces
raisonnements est de fournir des informations pertinentes (propositions d'ac-
tions ou crit~res de declsion) en fonction de Ia situation et des besoins du d~ci-
deur.

* Les modules gestlon avion, gestion tactique et gestion mission traitent on
entree les Informations symboiiques et fournissent en sortie d'autres infor-
mations symboliques de type proposition d'action ou explication de d~ci-
sion.

* Le module de gestion des informations pertinentes traite en entr6e les infor-
mations symboliques et fournit en sorte des Informations pertinentes de
d~cion ou de synthbse, ainsi que des informations symboliques sur le dia-
logue en cours. Ces informations sont dites pertinentes car elles ne sont
dirig6es vers le pilote via I'interface qu'A bon escient, c'est A dire au bon
moment et par le bon support.

A ce niveau sont 61abor~es et choisles les solutions aux divers problbmes ren-
contr6s pendant le d6roulement de la mission, c'est le niveau des modules de
gestion.

* 1. Gestion tactigue

* Ce module determine les actions adapt~es aux tactiques d~fensives tf
offensives face A des menaces ou des objectifs en fonction du cadre op6-

* rationnel rencontr6 au cours de Ia mission (mise en ceuvre d'une arme, pro-
c6dure d'attaque, affectation de cibie, manceuvre en duel a~rien, 6vasive
face h un missile, brouilliage et leurrage ... ). Le traitement A effectuer et I'am-

A pleur des logiques mises en oeuvre d6pendent de la pression temporelie.

a. D~termination de la presslon temporelle
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c. Choix dle parade
d. Deermination des parades compatibles
e, Determination de l'efficacltt des parades s~lectlonn~es
f. DMerminatlon de parades hors marge si besoin
g. Envoi des proposition de parades

k 2. Gestion des Informations perdinentes

11 s'agit de g~rer les 6changes Copilote - SNA, et en particulier, les
dchanges Copitote - Pilote, via l'IHM. Ce module determine les actions du
Copilote Electronique et g~re le dialogue et les passages de commandes qui
en d~coulent. Pour cela, ii g~re les informations symboliques pour fournir
au pilate les informations consld~r~es comme les plus importantes At tout
moment. 11 gere les 6ventuels conflits de decisions en prenant en compte
les facteurs humains dans l'assistance au pilote. 11 d6finit le type de dialo-
gue le plus ad~quat en fonction dle I'activitd du pilote, de l'urgence de la
situation et de l'Mtat ce lInterface Homme-Machine. Enfin, ii permet de
varier le niveau d'alde 6 apporter au pilote, en d~finissant dynamiquement
les actions possibles en automatique.

a. Filtrage des informations symboligues,
b. Dialogue pilote / Copilote Electronigue.

Supervision des traitements
'Wiveau Rdflexion

Les modules du nlveau de r~flexion doivent apporter une vision globale et
coh~rente du monde, et maintenir cette vision incr~mentalement. Ceci am~ne
naturellement 6 penser 6 une architecture & base de blackboard, permettant la
cooperation de diverses entlt~s expertes. Les probi~mes de definition d'une
architecture de blackboard pour le niveau de rcflexion du Copilote Electronique
sont essentiellement les suivants

0 probl~mes lids 6 une architecture parall~le et non pas s~quentielle, comme
la majorit6 des syst~mes b base dle blackboard actuels,

* probibmes lids 6 la cooperation entre une atchitecture a base de blackboard
pour le niveau de r~flexion, et une architecture at base d'nterruptions pour
le niveau de decision (voir plus loin),

roblibmes lids A l'lnt~gration dans un univers 6volutif et A des raison-
ements non monotones.

,oints d'6tude font l'objet d'un contrat DRETM1 avec l'Onera(2) (89-34347). A
l'heure actuelle, une solution simple de contr6le par niveau de priorit6 a Wt
retenue. Cette solution sera bien entendu am~lior~e en fonction des r~sultats de
l'dtude propos~e.

Niveau Dkcision
A la difference des modules du nlveau de r~flexion, les modules du niveau

de decision sont beaucoup plus ind6pendants les uns des autres, ils n'ont pas

(V Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches AMrospatiales
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besoin de communiquer beaucoup entre eux pour mener a blen leur tAche res-
pective ("loosely coupled"), ce qui am~ne A concevoir une architecture de
contrble diff~rente.

Pour chaque module de d~clion, il est n~cessaire d'6valuer le temps de
d6cision disponible, donc de determiner quelle est la pression temporelle, pour
une situation donn~e. En effet 11 faut avoir un ordre de grandeur du temps dont
on dispose pour 6laborer une d6cision. De plus, il faut pouvoir interrompre un
raisonnement lorsque le temps impartl est Ac6ulA. Actuellement, on distingue
trois valeurs pour la presslon temporelle:

L'urgence Elle caractdrise toute situation n~cessitant un raisonnement rapide
conduisant h des actions reflexes cons6cutives A des risques majeurs
ayant fait l'objet d'une analyse pr~alable. Cette analyse a pu avoir lieu
ant~rieurement au cours de 1'ex~cution de la mission (prevision) ou CAtre
m~moris~e (conditionnement) dds la conception.

La presslon temporelle moyenne Elle intervient dans les cas oij, bien que la
situation soit assez critique, il est possible d'entreprendre des raison-
nements plus fouill~s conduisant A des actions a cou~rt terme. Apr~s avoir
analys6 les diff~rentes possibilit~s, on procbde rapidement A une selection
d'un des comportements possibles.

La presslon temporelle faile conduit 6 une planification d'ordre strat~gique sur
la base d'informations plus raffindes et conduisant A des actions com-
plexes. On peut s'y livrer A une analyse approfondie de la situation et en
d~duire des mises h jour sur le plan de mission tenant compte des diver-
ses r~percussions 6 moyen et long terme. C'est notamment en pression
temporelle faible qu'il est possible de preparer les comportements reflexes
a adopter dans les situations d'urgence en prenant en consideration suffi-
samment de parambtres.

En fonction des dvdnements uu des modifications induisant des r~percus-
ions importantes (diminution d'efficacit6 ou risque important), on determine le

module induisant la pressior: temporelle la plus importante. Le contr6le lui est
alors transmis pour effectuer les raisonnements d'aide A la decision. La notion
de presslon temporelle sert ici une premi~re fois pour la rdsolution de conflits
externe, c'est a dire pour choisir le module devant apporler l'aide A la decision
la plus urgente.

Le terme "imprbvu" apparaissant dans ce document doit Wte pris au sens
large comme d6finissant tout 6v~nement irnp--6vu, devant faire l'objet d'une pri-
se en charge par le Copilote dans l'un de ses modules de decision (Gestion
Tactique, Gestion Mission, Gestion Avion et Gestion des Informations Perti-
nentes). La prise en charge de tels 6v~nements dolt aboutir en fin de traitement
A une proposition de d~clsion A transmettre au pilote.

*Sepuencement et priorites

La decomposition for'ctionnelle du niveau de c'6cision fait apparaitre
des t~ches d'aide A la d6cision pour des dornaines d'expertise ind~pendants
les uns des autres. Par ailleurs, chaque tAche 616mentaire d'un module
d'aide 6 la d~cision fait appel A des traitements informatiques inddpendants.
11 s'aglt ainsi d'activer des traitements pour toutes les t~ches connues A un
Instant donn6. Les problbmes devant Wte pris en compte sont les suivants

D36termlnation de la presslon temporelle li~e A chaque 6v~nement imprd&
vu.
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"O13termination de l'impr~vu A traiter.
"Lancement du ou des traitements A appliquer.

Cependant le temps n~cessaire A I'6laboration d'une proposition d'ac-
tion est essentlellement variable. 11 est necessaire de tenir compte de Ia
pression temporelle, donc du temps imparti, pour decider de lancer ou non
des traitements dlabor~s. Lorsque le temps imparti est 6couI6 (et qu'iI taut
presenter A tout prix une proposition d'action), le module doit achaver ses
traitements en fournissant un r~sultat, fit-il de momns bonne qualit une
parade tr~s efficace mais propos~e trop tard n'est en fait d'aucune utilit6.

Pour permettre un comportement adaptatif et opportuniste, dont les temps
de r~ponse soient maitris~s, ii taut pouvoir disposer des fonctionnalit~s sui-
vantes:

.Interruptions des raisonnements et des traiternents selon les chan-
gements d'environnement et de pression temporelle associde.

sement du d~lai imparti.
aMasquage des interruptions dans certaines phases critiques.

Csnomlnal

Reprenons et analysons chacun de ces points dans le cas d'un fonction-
nement nominal, c'est h dire sans perturbation des traitements:

1. DMermination de la pression temporelle de chague Mvnement impr~vu

Ce niveau de pression temporelle, prenant trois valeurs (faible,
moyen, fort) est d~termind par le niveau de risque induit par I'6v6ne-
ment A traiter, la position de I'avion, l'urgence de la decision.

Cette t~che peut 6tre d~clench~e A toute arriv6e de nouvel impr6vu
susceptible d'avoir des repercussions importantes, et d'augmenter Ia
presslon temporelle ; elle peut Wte consid~r~e comme, une t~che privil6&
gide, pouvant se d~clencher A tout moment et pouvant modifier les trai-
tements. A la fin de cette t~che, Ia main est rendue au traitement
pr~c6demment en cours.

2. Determination de 1'6v~nement impr~vu 6i traiter

11 s'agit d'ordonner l'ensemble des impr6vus A traiter, en Ies
indexant par leurs niveau de pression temporelle, amn de choisir I'impr6-
vu 4 tiaiter, qul devient 'impr~vu courant". 11 faut 6ventuellement d~ci-
der de suspendre le traitement de l'impr~vu en cours (Impr~vu 1) pour
traiter un impr~'iu plus prioritaire (impr6vu 2).

aDans ce cas iI taut donner la main 6 ce nouvel imprC-vu (2). Lorsque
cet impr~vu aura 0t6 trait6, Ia t~che "Choix de l'impr~vu" sera risacti-
v~e pour decider de l'Impr~vu traiter.

a Dans le cas contraire on revient au point du traitement oii I'on s'dtait
arr~lt6 pour I'lmpr6vu 1.

3. Traitement de l'impr~vu

Au cours; de cette tdche sont lanc~s successivement des traitements
qui ont pour but de proposer une decision. Ces diff~rents traitements
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correspondent A des dtapes fonctionnelles du raisonnement ; uls sont
lmplant6s de fatgon telle qu'lls affinent progressivement la proposition de
d~cision, De cette taqon uls peuvent C-tre in#-rrompus b tout moment en
cas de temps imparti 6coul6, et fournir Lin r~sultat.

*Cais d'exceptions

11 est n~cessaire de d~finir un syst~me d'interruptions de raison-
nements qui dolvent se d~clencher dans les cas sulvants:

"Iorsgue /a pression temporelle induite par I'6v6nement impr6vu augmen-
te en dynamigue.

CVest le cas par exemple lorsqu'une menace tire son missile et donc
provoque iAiie augmentatiuti du risque, ou lorsque le segment courant
devient celul de la menace, induisant une pression temporelle forte.
Dans ce cas iI peut 6tre n~cessaire d'abr~ger les traitements en fournis-
sant une proposition de parade sans d~Iai.

"Iorsgue I'impr~vu Ai traiter change. (Un autre lmpr~vu pr~sente une
presslon temporelle sup~rieure A l'lmpr~vu courant).

CVest le cas lorsqu'un 6v~nement grave ou une menace survient
pendant un traitement de moindre Importance. La pression temporelle
de I'impr6vu dont le traitement est en cours nWest plus la pression tem-
porelle la plus 6lev~e, 11 taut donc stopper le ralsonnement en cours
(quitte A le reprendre plus tard), pour 6Iaborer une proposition de para-
de sur le nouvel impr~vu.

VA tors que le temnps imparti est bcouI6.

Le syst~me dolt imp~ratlvement proposer un r~sultat dans un d~Iai
d~termin6 A I'avance. A 1'6ch~ance fix~e le traitement doit s'interrom-
pre (tout traltement ult~rieur ne serait d'aucune utilit6 et donc serait du
temps machine perdu).

Toutefois, iI est n~cessaire de pr~voir la possibilit& de masquer ses
interruptions du raisonnement. Sans cela le module risque de s'nterrompre
continuellement dans certains cas, et donc de ne jamals pouvoir tournir le
moindre rdsultat.

a Dans les premier et troisi~me cas d'nterruptions, le raisonnement est en
tait stoppC- ou abr~g& pour fournir une proposition de r~sultat. Le modu-
le rend ensuite la main pour d'autres traitements. L'interruption ne pose
pas de probIL-mes de masquage.

a Dans le second cas, le masquage d'interruptions r~p~t6 est garanti par
le nombre fin! de valeurs de la pression temporelle. Si le module 6tait
en train de traiter un impr6',u sous pression temporelle faible, ii risque
au plre d'lnterrompre ses trditements deux tois :une premi~re tois pour
un imprdvu sous pression temporelle mayenne at une secoride fois pour
un Impr~vu sous pression tempotelle torte.

Ensuite le module masque touta nouvelle interruption :I'idce sous-
jacente est qu'an cas d'existence de pluslaurs imprdvus indulsant toutes
une forte pression tamporelle, ii vaut mieux continuer le raisonnement
sur celul pour qul on est le plus avanc6, donc sur l'impr~vu en cours de
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dement une proposition d'action acceptable. De plus, cette notion de
poursuite du ralsonnement est conforme 6 l'ide d'une ligne de raison-
nement unique, pour le pilote comme pour le copilote 6lectronique, pen-
dant les phases critiques.

PERSPECTIVES

* Un syste "Human-like"

Les syst~mes d'aides se diffdrencient des automates de par la presence
de i'op6rateu.r, v~ritable acteur temps qui dolt faire face 6 la complexit6 des
syst~mes et agit directement sur la dimension temporelle du processus. 11
est donc important de tenir compte de cette dimension dans i'interaction du
pilote et du "Copilote Electronique" car ii semble qu'une grande partie des
erreurs humaines soit due A une mauvaise appr~hension du temps.

Nous travaillons dans ce sens avec le CERMA31 pour &tudier un mod~le
de comportement du pilote, reprenant des heuristiques humaines de gestion
du temps.

* SptcIVIcations temps rMel

Les m~canismes d'interruptions sont inspires de ceux utilis6s dans les
syst~mes temps r~eI. Cependant l'anaiogie s'arr~te IA, nous n'envisagerons
ici que les contraintes de synchronisation sur une horloge (qui dans notre
cas n'est pas temps r~eI). La conception de modules experts capables d'in-
terruptions et de synchronisation sur une horloge donn~e permettra pat Ia
suite d'envisager des capacites temps reel au sens habituel du terme (c'est
A dire dont les temps de r~ponse sont non seulement maitris6s, mais aussi
et surtout tr~s courts),

La description de tels m6canismes n'est pas une specification logicielle.
On n'a pas d~crit comment devaient 6tre codes les m~canismes pr~sent~s,
mais seulement les propridt6s que devaient vdrifier les m~canismes d'aide 6
Ia ddcislon du Copilote Electronique. Le fonctionnement du contr6le des
activitds d'aides A la decision est guidet par la notion de pre.3sion tempo-
reile. 11 s'appuie sur des m~canismes d'intertuptions. Dants ce cadre, Ia ges-
tion des tAches en concurrence informatique peut s'apparenter & une gestion
de syst~me d'exploitation.

*Optimisation d'architecture

Enfin, nous menons avec I'Onera (
2
) une 6tude visant A am6iiorer i'archi-

tecture multi-expert actueliement retenue pour le Copilote Electronique, au
moyon d'un simulateur. 11 perrnettra de choisir les granuiarit~s des tral-
tements, d'analyser les flux et les Interactions entre les entitds expertes et
de maitriser [a complexit6 de Ia supervision

(3) centre d'Etudes et ile Recherches do M~decine AMrospatiale
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the main problems arising in the field of missile guidance is the
auLomatic search and detection of targets, in order to gather the necessary
information for the correct homing of the missile.

This problem is commonly approached by mounting a seeker (usually an IR seeker)
with an image and data processor on board of the missile.

The ground scene, as recorded by the seeker, will present isolated targets and
target formations, together with a high level of clutter which produces a number of
false alarms. Thus, it is necessary to provide the image and data processor of the
missile with algorithms which can automatically eliminate the clutter and the false
alarms and detect the true targets.

Furthermore, in order to have an effective shot, only one formation among the
various in the scene must be cued to the navigation and the weapon systems of the
missile, the choice of it depending on the shape, the disposition and the distance
between targets of the formation itself.

This paper presents an algorithm developed to evaluate the optimal point for
releasing the ammunition. The algorithm is further illustrated by applying it to a
practical casi and showing the results of this simulation.

The paper is based on the work carried out by Italy within the NATO Research
Study Group on Image Processing, RSG.9 - Project 4.

2. BACKGROUND AND GENERAL STRUCTURE OF THE ALGORITHM

The starting point for the algorithm is a file of data obtained from the
preprocessing of a sequence of images.

HOT- SPOT N
COORDINATES

FRAME I x(N.1) y(N.1)

FRAME 2 x(N,2) y(N,2)

HOT - SPOT 2 FRAME M x(N,M) y(N,M
COORDINATES

HOT - SPOT 1 Al,) y(2,I)
COORDINATES , y,

FRAME 1 ,'(1,1) y(1,t)

FRAME 2 x(1,2) y(1,2)

2 ,M) y(M)

FRAME M x(1.M, y(1,M)

FIGURE 1 - INPUT FILE
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The length of such a sequence depends on different aspects, such as the dynamics
of the recorded scene (the higher the dynamics, the shorter the sequence), the action
range of the missile and its flight characteristics (altitude, speed), the computing
speed of the processor on board of the missile.

The preprocessing of the images, consisting of segmentation, filtering,
thresholding, labelling, background registration and prediction of the position of
those targets which are temporarily obscured (for example by smoke or vegetation) in
some frames of the sequence, will supply the algorithm with the labelled coordinates
of the detected hot-spots.

The analysis will be performed on this set of data, schematically shown in
Figure 1.

The mathematical model used is based on the consideration that targets belonging
to the same formation show some similar features, such as speed and mutual distance.
For this reason the algorithm establishes, also by means of a comparison with
predefined data and characteristics, which is the range of values for these figures
that characterizes each group, thus being able to reject false alarms, to identify
isolated targets and to group the remaining targets in formations.

Another comparison between predefined data of the missile weapon system and some
evaluated figures will finally lead to the location of the optimal formation and,
within it, of the optimal point for munitioning.

INPUT FILE

FEATURES
EVALUATION,
COMPARISON

AND ANALYSIS

reject ISOLATED TARGETS

FALSE ALARMS rjc

DETECTED
FORMATIONS

FEATURES

EVALUATION,
COMPARISON

AND ANALYSIS

OPTIMAL FORMATION
AND HOMING POINT

FIGURE 2 - ALGORITHM GENERAL STRUCTURE
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Figure 2 shows the general structure of the algorithm. The calculation performed
and the criteria used to implement the grouping process are discussed in details in
the subsequent sections.

3. INTER-FRAMES ANALYSIS: GROUPING BY SPEED

During the first step of the algorithm, the hot-spots are grouped according to
the similarity of their speed.

For each point i of the input file, the algorithm evaluates the relevant total
displacement s(i) (i.e. the distance, in pixels, covered by the point throughout the
sequence) as the sum of the frame by frame displacements.

The partial displacements are the instantaneous speed values (in pixels/frame) of
the points: each of these figures is compared with a predefined maximum speed value,
available to the data processor and evaluated as a function of the IR seeker altitude
over the ground, of its Instantaneous Field of View, of the frame time and of thi
foreseen maximum target speed on the ground (km/h),

Those hot-spots having a speed value greater than the predefined one are rejected
as false alarms.

The remaining points are then subdivided into groups by means of the method
described in the following.

The mean value, )(s). and the standard deviation, a(s), of the set of total
displacements are evaluated:

N
(s) = 1I/N Z s(i)

J=1

N 2
d(s) = 1/N E [s(i) -

i=1

where:
i = label of the hot-spot,
N = total number of hot-spots.

If the standard deviation Is small:

6(s) < d*(s),

where d*(s) is a predefined threshold value, then the hot-spots show similar
displacement values in the sequence, i.e. they have similar speed, and they are
considered to belong to the same group.

If, on the contrary, the standard deviation value is greater than the threshold
level, the points axe subdivided into groups, according to the positive or negative
sign of the difference:

L[s i) ] u s
In this second case, the process is repeated once more on each set obtained, to

confirm the validity of the grouping, or to perform a further subdivision.
Isolated targets obtained, in case, after the subdivision are rejected. A

rejection can be performed also on groups of two targets.

Simulation trials carried out to test the algorithm have shown that a threshold
value that can be used for the standard deviation is:

6*(s) " 0.2 .u(s).

4. FRAME BY FRAME ANALYSIS: GROUPING BY DISTANCE

In the second part of the algorithm the analysis proceeds frame by frame and
separately on each group identified, in case, in the previous step.

In each frame of the sequence the algorithm evaluates the mutual distances of
targets and, following the assumption that targets belonging to the same formation
have homogeneous distances, subdivides the targets accordingly.

To accomplish this task, the distances between each tarqet and all the others are
evaluated and, for every target j, only the shortest, d(j), is retained. Proceeding
this way, all the M targets are connected in a chain of (M-1) sides, in wlich every
point is linked to its neighbour. Within this chain, targets can be classif:.e, as:
- End Point if the point is linked only to one other point;
- Intermediate Point if the point is linked to two other points-
- Branch Point if the point is linked to more than two o r points.

Figure 3 gives an example of a chain of targets: End Points aLe marked with EP
and Branch Points with BP, the othe- points are Intermediate Points.

The analysis proceeds wirh the evaluation of the mean value, p(d), and the
standard deviation, d(d), of the set of minimum distances:

'I
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M-1

(d) = 1/(M-1) d(j)

6(d) = 1/(M-I) E

EP

BP

EP

EP
FIGURE 3 - CHAIN OF TARGETS (BP=Branch Point, EP=End Point)

If the standard deviation is small:

6(d) < d*(d),

where 6*(d) is a predefined threshold value, then the targets show similar distances,
i.e. they belong to the vame formation, and the analysis proceeds on the next frame.

If, on the contrary, the standard deviation value is greater than the threshold
level, then a counter K r~levant to the group under examination is initialized and
the following positive distances are evaluated:

(1) 1 d(j) - p(d) J = l....M-l.

If, for a distance d(j), the value of the difference in (1) is less than
(l+Kc).6(d) , where c > 0 is a predefined value, then the corresponding link is

retained. On the other hand, differences greater than (l+Kc).6(d) are analyzed and
a cut is produced in the chain on the link relevant to the largest difference.

The whole process is repeated iteratively on each group obtained, incrementing of
one unit the relevant counter at each step, until the current value of d(d) is
smaller than d*(d).

When a cut produces an isolated target, i.e. the cut is made on the link of an
End Point, this target is rejected; once again it can be decided to reject also
groups made up of only two targets.

The groups of targets obtained after the execution of the described process
represent the formations of the current frame. The analysis proceeds analogously on
each frame of the sequence.

Simulation trials carried out to test the algorithm have led to the following
settings of the predefined constants:

d*(d) L 0.2. ).u(d)

c v 0.2 .

The counter K has been introduced in the calculation to reflect the decrease of
probability of further sub-divisions in the current group, as the number of performed
iterations increases. 41

5. ASSIGNMENTS OF THE TARGETS TO THE FORMATIONS

As it has been shown in the previous section, the execution of the algorithm, to
this extent, leads to the determination of the formations present in each frame.

However, due to the movement of the targets, different sub-divisions may be
operated by the processing in the various frames. For this reason, a track is kept of
all the configurations obtained, so tnat, at the end of the sequence, the algorithm
is able to decide to which formation each target must be assigned to.

!4
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This is accomplished by means of the compilation of a Frequency Table in which
the algorithm records the number of presences of each target in the formations. Each
presence is also weighted with a factor F that increases with the position of the
current frame in the sequence: the closer the frame to the end of the sequence, the
higher the factor F.

At the end of the sequence, those targets having the sum of their weighted
presences lower than a certain predefined value P will be rejected, and each of the
remaining targets will be assigned to the formation in which the sum of its weighted
presences is higher.

In the simulations performed, the following values for P and for the weighting
factor have been used:

P =0.3 L

F =1+ l/L

where:
1 = current frame number,
L = total number of frames.

6. EVALUATION OF THE OPTIMAL HOMING POINT

The last part of the algorithm is devoted to the individualization of the most
suitable formation to be shot and, within it, of the optimal point of homing.

This is accomplished by comparing the predefined data of the missile weapon
system with the corresponding characteristics of each formation, and associating a
"score" to every successful comparison.

One characteristic to compare is the distance of the targets: the predefined
datum is, in this case, a range of values in which p(d) should fall, evaluated (in
pixels) as a function of the IR seeker altitude over the ground, of its Instantaneous
Field of View and of the distance (in meters) of the points shot by the munitions.
The distance between End Points can be considered too: this, together with the
eventual presence of Branch Points, gives an idea on how much the formation is
stretched out.

A check will be done also on the number of targets belonging to the formations,
determining the optimal one with respect to this feature.

Finally, the shape of the formations will be recognized by evaluating the anglesformed by the targets, taken three by three. If, for example, a widge formation is
preferred, a higher score will be associated to the group of targets that can be
linked in such a way to present all the angle values close to 1800, except for one
angle, corresponding to an intermediate target.

Once the optimum formation has been selected, the individualization of the homing
point (the barycenter, the center of the smallest circumscribed circle, the medium,
etc.) can be readily made with simple calculations on the coordinates of the targets.

F
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7. A PRACTICAL CASE: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section the algorithm previously described is illustrated by applying it
to a sequence of preprocessed images of 256 by 256 pixels.

The algorithm has been implemented in FORTRAN on a DIGITAL VAX 780 computer.
For this example, a quite simple sequence has been chosen, in order to highlight

the mathematical computation performed by the algorithm.
Moreover, in order not to be tied to a particular situation or scenario, the

comparisons with predefined values of the IR seeker and of the weapon system of the
missile, have not been accomplished.

Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the disposition of the hot-spots in the first and the
last image of the sequence, respectively.

Thirteen hot-spots are present in the sequence, numbered with the labels set by
the preprocessing.

20

0
3

07

8
0

0 
olO

11
G12

o13

FIGURE 4 - LABELLED HOT-SPOTS IN THE FIRST IMAGE OF THE SEQUENCE
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07

80 11 G1 9
80 o10

12

013

FIGURE 5 - LABELLED HOT-SPOTS IN THE LAST IMAGE OF THE SEQUENCE

The evaluation of the total displacements of the points lead to the ;'alues shown
in Table 1, where SUM(i) is the name used by the computer program to indicate the
distance, in pixels, covered by the i-th point throughout tne sequence (i.e. the s(i)
of section 3.).

STL( 1)= 16.621- SLH( 2)- 61.877 SUM( 3) = 20.105
SUM( 4)= 22.190 SU11( 5)= 15.318 SUM( 6)= 19.028
SUM( 7)- 19.385 SUM( 8)= 13.207 SLkA( 9)= 19.868
SU(10)= 18.000 SUM(11)= 60.908 SU(12)= 25.042
SIRI(13)- 23.023

TABLE 1 - TOTAL DISPTACEMENTS OF THE HOT-SPOTS
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The mean value and the standard deviation for the set of figures in Table 1 are:

p(s) = 25.74

d(s) = 15.50

and the threshold value for d(s) is:

d*(s) = 0.2,p(s) = 5.15

Being the standard deviation greater than d*(s), the set of points must be
subdivided according to the sign of the differences: [SUM(i) -}u(s)).

Two groups are obtained: the first one composed by eleven points (number 1, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12 and 13) and the second one composed by the remaining two
targets.

The values of p(s), d(s) and d*(s) for the first group are:

P(s) = 19.25

d(s) = 3.28

d*(s) = 3.85

and for the second group:

pl(s) = 61.39

d(s) = 0.48

6*(S) = 12.28

In both cases, no further subdivision is necessary; the second group (hot-spots
number 2 and 11) is rejected and the remaining points, subject of the subsequent
analysis, are re-labelled.

The algorithm considers now the first frame: it evaluates the distances from
point number 1 to all the other points and retains the shortest, which lead to point
number 2, as shown in Figure 6.

°"If
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3 4,5 .

6

07

0' I
11

FIGURE 6 - MINIMUM DISTANCE EVALUATION

The composition of the chain proceeds following three rulec:

- The algorithm is not allowed to close loops, nor to isolate couples of points: if
point 2 is linked to point 4, point 4 must be either linked to another point not jet
in the chain or be an End Point, but cannot be linked back to point 2.

- For every new point to be added in the chain, a check is done whether this point
can be linked with a shorter edge: for example, the chain in Figure 6 goes from point
1 tu point 2, then to point 4 up to point 6. This last should be linked to pnint 3,
but the check allows to verify that point 3 is closer to point 2 (which already
belongs to the chain), thus point 6 becomes an End Point and the link 2-3 is retained.

- A final check is done to contiol if some points have been left out (this might
happen to points close to a Branch Point) and, in case, they are linked to the closer
point of the chain.

Y
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Figure 7 shows the result of the chain construction in the first frame and Table
2 presents the values relevant to this chain, as they are output by the computer
program: in each row, the first two values are the labels of the points linked and
the third value is the relevant distance.

2
3 4

5

6

74 8

21

FIGURE 7 - CHAIN OF TARGETS IN THE FIRST IMAGE OF THE SEQUENCE

Counting the number of times that each point is repeated in the first two
columns, the algorithm can classify the hot-spots: points 1, 6 and 8 are End Points
(one presence); points 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10 and 11 are Intermediate Points (two
presences); point 2 is a Branch Point (more than two presences).

DISTAM: 1 2 127.95
DISTA: 2 4 23.35
DISTA1: 4 6 24.02
DISTAM: 2 3 25.24
DISTAM: 3 5 24.04
DISTAM: 5 7 80.11
DISTAM: 7 11 116.47
DIS7AM: 11 10 27.78
DISTAM: 10 9 39.41
D IS M: 9 8 34.21

TABLE 2 - LINKS AND DISTANCES OF THE CHAIN (first image)

Analyzing the values of the last column of Table 2, we have:

p(d) = 52.2b

d(d) = 38.57

d*(d) = 10.45

being d(d) > d*(d), the counter K is initialized and the differences

(1) d(j) - p(d)

are compared with the value:

(l+Kc) • d(d) = (1+1.0.2)-38.57 = 46.29

Two differences (1) are greater than this last value: that one relevant to the
link of point 1 with point 2, and that one relevant to the link of points 7 and 11.
The higher value corresponds to the first one, thus a cut is produced on the link 1-2
and point 1 is rejecLed, being an End Point.

The analysis proceeds on thc gioup of the remaini 4 distances, for which we have:

p d) = 43.85

A d(d) = 30.75

6*(d) = 8.1

rS
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Again a cut must be produced, so the counter K is Incremented and the differences
(1) are evaluated and compared with:

(1+Kc)• 6(d) = 43.05

The difference relevant to the link 7-11 is greater than this value: the chain is
thus split, obtaining two groups to be analyzed.

For the first one, composed by the edges that link points number 2, 4, 6, 3, 5
and 7, we have:

)a(d) = 35.35

6(d) = 22.39

6*(d) = 7.07

(1+Kc) 6(d) = 35.82

Evaluating the differences (1), it can be easily seen that the link 5-7 must be
cat and point 7 eliminated as End Point. For the remaining set of edges (chain
5-3-2-4-6) we have:

pid) = 24.16

d(d) = 0.68

d*(d) = 4.83

and the chain is not further split.
Analogously, the seond group individualized in the previous step (chain

8-9-10-11) is not further subdivided, being:

P(d) = 33.80

6(d) = 4.76

6*(d) = 6.76

The result -f the analysis of the distances in the first frame leads, thus, to
the location of a formation made up of five targets (number 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6) and of
a formation made up of four targets (number 8, 9, 10 and 11).

The same analysis isthen carried on considering all the subsequent frames of the
sequence. Figure 8 shows the chain of targets obtained in the last image and Table 3,
analogously to Table 2, shows the relevant links and distances.

2
3

6

/ 8

1o

FIGURE 8 - CHAIN OF TARGETS IN THE LAST IMAGE OF THE SEQUENCE

If the algorithm is applied to this chain, firstly the link between targets 6 and
10 is cut, the group composed by targets number 8, 9, 10 and 11 is recognized as a
formation and the analysis proceeds on the other group of targets. The second
iteration cuts the link 5-7, and target 7 is rejected as End PoiLit. Link 1-2 is cat
in the third iteration, and target 1 is rejected. Finally, the group of targets 2, 3.
4, 5, and 6 is recognized as the second formation of the frame.

N,
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The Frequ cy Table, filled up during the analysis of the frames, confirms the
existence of the two formations in the sequence.

DISTA : 1 2 86.54
DISTAM: 2 4 19.10
DISTAM: 4 3 20.59
DISTAM: 3 5 26.91
DISTAl: 4 6 23.54
OISTA: 6 10 115.87
DISTAM: 10 11 26.25
DISTAM: 10 9 36.25
DISTAM: 9 8 36.40
DISTAM: 5 7 113.30

TABLE 3 - LIAKS AND DISTANCES OF THE CHAIN (last image)

8. CONCLUSIONS

The quantities used and evaluated and the comparisons performed during the
analysis by the algorithm presented in this paper, are summarized in Table 4.

EVALUATED PREDEFINED PREDEFINED
IMAGE SYSTEM CONSTANTS

FEATURES FEATURES

.Partial Displacements .Maximum Speed
(Instantaneous Speed) Value

.Total Displacement

.Total Displacement .Standard
Mean Value Deviation
.Total Displacement Threshold
Standard Deviation Value

.Differences of
Total Displacements
and Total Displacement
Mean Value

.Minimum Distances

.Minimum Distances .Standard
Mean Value Deviation
.Minimum Distances Threshold
Standard Deviation TO Value

.Absolute Value of FE .Absolute
Differences of Minimum Difference
Distances and Minimum COMPARED Threshold
Distances Mean Value Level

WITH
.Sum of Weighted .Presence
Presences --- Threshold

Level

.Mean Value of Distances .Range of
in the Formation Acceptable

Distance Values

.Distances between End
Points of the Formation .Preferable
.Number of Branch Points Formation
in the Formation Lay-Out

.Number of Targets in .Number of
the Formation Munitions

.Angles formed .Preferable
by Targets Formation
of the Formation Shape

.Homing Point ---

TABLE 4 - SUMMARY OF THE EVALUATED QUANTITIES AND PERFOPMED COMPARISONS

~4
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The algorithm has been tested on various files, in order to tune the predefined
parameters and to check the behaviour of the algorithm itself.

The results obtained are quite satisfying: thanks to the number of comparisons
and controls performed, the algorithm can reject false alarms and isolated targets
and can detect the true formations also in presence of a large number of points in
the sequence.

In the frame by frame analysis, a wrong grouping could be achieved in case of
very close targets, due to the quantities used to perform the comparisons (i.e. the
mean value, the standard deviation and the differences (1)): in this case the
standard deviation could be increased by the short dist?'nces and shortest links could
be cut, since the differences (1) are taken with their absolute value.

Finally, the algorithm works very well in the evaluation of the optimal formation
and of the point of homing, once the characteristics of the weapon system have been
properly set.
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Bethpage, NY 11714, USA

SUMMARY

The results of the design and simulation of an advanced airborne early warning (AEW) system
are presented. The approach is based on modeling operator's reasoning and decision processes as
well as battlefield strategies. The tasks are divided into threat assessment and tactical planning.
The implementation of these subsystems is carried out in a generic expert-system shell developed
specifically for this purpose. The AEW crew is provided with an advanced display that monitors
all transactions. The functionalities of this prototype AEW system are demonstrated using an
advanced simulation facility. Simulation results show that decision automation can be
accomplished in real time and can prove to be a valuable tool in an airborne early warning
environment.

1. INTRODUCTION

Airborne Early Warning (AEW) systems are responsible for acquiring, corrlating, and tracking
targets using radar, identification friend-or-foe (IFF) signals, infrared, and other passive sensors. They are.
used for battlefield management and often serve as command, control, and communication (C3) centers.
Increasing sophistication of vehicle technology and performance indicates that response time to threats will be
shorter (due to, for example, stealth technology). At the same time, new battlefield concepts imply that the
number of decisions and tactics will be higher (due to, for example, combat unit dispersion). Clearly, these
requirements place demands beyond the capabilities of the current AEW systems, which must be upgraded v.
meet the challenges.

The tactical decisions made by the AEW crew are based on threat levels of the targets, availability of
resources, and rules of engagement. They also are affected hy geographic location, defense condition, and
weather. All of these factors are subject to constant changes which, if not taken into account in devising
strategies, can lead to incorrect decisions. Furthermore, the crew usually have to keep track of a large
number (e.g., over 200) of targets. This situation translates to an overwhelming amount of information from
which relevant data are extracted. The end result is a high-workload, error-prone environment where
correct and timely decisior, making is severely handicapped.

Previous discussion-, indicate that the ciitical issues for the AEW systems are information management
and decision making. It is said that most decision failures are due to the inability to extract and integrate
relevant data in an effective tme-critical manner [1]. These problems can be best addressed by decision
automation. This approach w(,uld reduce the number of cases to be dealt wi'h, thus allowing the AEW crew
to concentrate on more critical cases, and thereby improving the quality of decisions.

Studies have been rnadc in the past in applying artificial intelligence to battlefield management,
specifically in the areas of threat warning [2], tactical indications [3], tactical sitjation assessment [4], tactical 4,
decision aids [5], and others. Tre US Air Force is funding the Pilot Associate project [6] to develop a cockpit
information management and decision-aid system. To encompass force deployment and protection, a similar
effort, but larger in scope, is being carried out by Grumman. This effort is concentrated in the Crew
Associate project [7,8], which is being developed to assist the AEW crew in decisio making. The objective
of this paper is to describe the design and performance of a, real-time automated decision-making system
(ADEMS) to assist operators in an AEW environment.

ADEMS is an expert-system shell designed to extract information such as location:, behavioral pattern,
electronic surveillance status, and other relevant data to establish battlefield strategies. Decisions are made by
incorporating resource managemtnt techniques and short- and long-term goals. Typical scenarios would
include vector-intercept (by aircr t), patrol assignment, combat unit relief, etc. ADEMS his a restricted
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application domain, which is decision making within the AEW environment, although it can be expanded to
deal with other problems.

In this paper we describe parts of G-umman's Crew Associate (Fig. 1). It consists of a Threat
Assessment (TA) module, which ascertains the threat level of a target; a Tactical Planning (TP) module,
which makes tactical decisions based on overall battlefield strategies; a Monitor and Control System (MCS),
which conducts on-line system monitoring of AEW aircraft and friendly targets; and a Crew Console Display
(CCD), which provides an advanced console display for the AEW crew. Both TA and TP are implemented
with ADEMS. Due to our emphasis, MCS will not be described here. The work described herein is a
continuation of previous efforts reported in Refs. 9 and 10.

The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 describes the requirements and design of the TA
system, while Section 3 details , ialysis and design of the TP system. Section 4 covers the internal structure of
the ADEMS, with emphasis on approach. Section 5 describes the functionality of the CCD. Section 6 outlines
an advanced simulation environment where the automated AEW functions are tested. Section 7 presents the
simulation results using typical scenarios. Finally, Section 8 contains conclusions and pl'.ns for future work.

2. THREAT ASSESSMENT

The Threat Assessment (TA) system is a Crew Associate module whose function is to advise crews
about the threat levels of detected targets. TA determines a target's threat level based on its position
(distance, on/off corridor, etc.), dynamic behavior (heading, acceleration, altitude, etc.), actions (radar on,
jamming, etc.), identification (F-14, F-16, enemy aircraft, friendly-known, enemy-unknown, etc.), and the
number of aircraft in a raid.

Based on the available information, the TA system first assigns each target a classification, which can be
confirmed-friend, assumed-friend, neutral, unknown, assumed-foe, or confirmed-foe. This information may
come from a separate identification (ID) system or can be inferred, for example, from the target flying
pattern. The threat level is then assessed from a combination of heuristic parameters such as actions, distance,
ID, etc. A weighting scheme can be placed on each of the parameters to achieve desired emphasis. The threat
level also is dependent on look-ahead depth, that is, how much TA anticipates enemy moves, thereby putting
different "values" on incoming targets. The heuristic measures are added to arrive at a single, final number
from which the threat level of no-threat, possible-threat, or high-threat is assigned. More specifically,

Hw = wtc*htc + wd'hd + wa-ha + Wid-hid + wla*hla (1)

where Htotal is the final score, htc is the heuristic measure associated with target classification, hd is the
heuristic measure associated with distance, ha is the heuristic measure associated with action, hid the heuristic
measure associated with ID, hla the heuristic measure associated with look-ahead depth, and w are appropriate
weighting factors. A realistic application of heuristic measures can be found in [11].

The Threat Assessment module is implemented using ADEMS. They implement most of the rules
described in [12]; examples of some of them are shown in Fig. 2. The output of the TA system is fed to the
TP module, which is discussed in the next section.

3. TACTICAL PLANNING

The Tactical Planning (TP) system is a Crew Associate module whose function is to recommend (to the
AEW crew) or implement the best strategies necessary to engage threats and accomplish a desired mission.
This is closely related to the desired combat posture, whether defensive or offensive. The tactics employed
depend on the threat level of the hostile targets, availability of resources, the rules of engagement, defense
conditions, and geographic locations. They can also take into account requirements, such as positional
advantage; constraints, such as guaranteeing the safety of the carrier group; or goals, such as destroying a
particular enemy target.

One of the primary functions of the TP system is to assign Combat Air Patrols (CAPs), tankers, and
Deck Launch Interceptors (DLIs) to carry out a mission. This task is carried out so as to minimize the
exposure of the carrier group to danger and maximize the favorable engagement outcome. T' may also mean
look ahead on what targets may become a high threat and position interceptors in advantageous locations.

The other important role of the TP system is to manage resources such as CAPs, weapons, tankers,
jammers, and DLIs. It keeps track of weapons and fuel used by CAPs and ensures their availability for a
successful engagement. It also advises the AEW crew of unavailability of resources and recommends
alternatives, such as retraction of the CAPs in self-defense.
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Auc,;-.; p ible usage of the TP system is to devise countermeasures by recognizing enemy plans and
tactics. TP can also incorporate functions that anticipate engagement outcomes, thus revising the strategy or
the overall approach (i.e., defensive, offensive, or neutral) accordingly. These notions are currently under
study.

The functionality of the TP system reflects a number of generic battlefield management rules. Some of
them are shown in Fig. 3. Note that although both TA and TP rules may appear to be simplistic, they become
cumbersome when the number of targets is large. Furthermore, the combination and the interaction of rules
are complex and are better addressed using decision automation. The Tactical Planning module is also
implemented in ADEMS, which is described ii. the next section.

4. DESIGN OF AUTOMATED DECISION-MAKING SYSTEM

Earlier versions of the TA/TP systems were developed using the Automated Reasoning Tool (ART) [71
and the Procedure Reasoning System (PRS) [9]. However, the processing requirement was high and the
system response was sluggish. It was felt that commercial expert-system shells were too general for our
purpose and too slow to respond to the inputs. By utilizing these shells, we are effe-tively (and unnecessarily)
paying the overhead for the tools that are superfluous. In an effort to achieve real-time performance, the
functionalities and tasks of TA/TP systems were carefully examined and coded as LISP procedures. Although
this approach was successful [10], the modularity and flexibility of the design were sacrificed, since the
inference logic had to be "hard-wired." Therefore, it was decided to develop a generic expert-system shell
(called Automated Decision Making System or ADEMS) to take advantage of the decision structure of the
AEW scenario.

The desirable features of the ADEMS do not differ from a general purpose expert-system shell. They
include a user-friendly front-end to declare and to modify the rules; a facility to display relevant and current
rules; an explanation mechanism to describe the rules invoked, etc. In addition, because the data being given
to the TA/TP systems are information rich and carry implicitly the preconditions that trigger the rules, they
naturally lead us to rely heavily on data-driven methods.

The data-driven approach is used here not in its "classical" sense of forward-chaining, but rather it is a
reflection of the decision process. It is accomplished by carefully organizing the logic and scheduling the
execution of inference. Thus, specific actions are associated with the incoming data, and they are embedded
within the rules. Each action consists of procedures, messages to other subsystems, or insertion of additional
keywords to drive the inference engine.

A major step in setting the data-driven structure is to dissect the rule entries. ADEMS uses a pseudo-
parsing system to understand a wide variety of rule specifications. It does so by extracting from the rule
declaration a set of keywords from which the internal logic is reconstructed. Examples of keywords are
distance, less-than, greater-than, equal-to, CAP, target, high-threat, low-threat, corridor, etc. Any input that
cannot be deciphered in this fashion is redisplayed and the user is prompted for clarification. Extraction of
keywords allows ADEMS to decide which rules should be invoked without use of any meta-rules (that is,
rules about usage of rules). This is possible since ADEMS knows when the new information is available, and
thus only those rules which are intersections of all rules will be executed. Lastly, any rule that cannot be
parsed (such as computation of heuristic measures) is entered as a special case, and procedures can be attached
to achieve the desirable effects.

After the rules are entered, they are stored on the property lists of the keywords. This is true whether
the rules involve actions or references to other rules. This knowledge representation enables ADEMS's
inference engine to quickly access the desired information and execute the required procedures. In fact, when
new data become available, ADEMS performs a simple unification of all existing preconditions and runs any
rule that satisfies the prerequisites. This procedure is illustrated with some examples below.

Rule Structure
IF subject + verb + description + modifier
THEN action

Example:

IF target's ID is enemy aircraft,
THEN the target is an assumed foe

Here the keywords are target id, enemyaircraft, and assumed_foe. If the incoming data satisfy the
prerequisites, an "assumedfoe' classification will be associated with targeLid.

kRV4
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Example:
IF target is a confirmed foe
AND it is within high-threat zone,
THEN the target is a high threat

The keywords for this case are confirmed.foe, high.threat-zone, ard highthreat. When the first two

keywords are present in a target's property list, then high threat is declared and added onto the target's

property list. This new information subsequently will trigger rules within the TP system.

Example:
IF target's threat level is high threat
THEN assign the closest CAP to engage the target

All keywords are previously defined. The action consists of a procedure that figures out which

available CAP is closest to the target within the assigned sector and then vectors it to intercept the target.

The approach descrbed for the implementation of the TA/TP expert systems is somewhat narrow in

scope. The intent is to achieve a good compromise between fast response and ease of use. The processing

speed is gained by specializing the application, and the flexibility is reduced (but not lost) by concentrating on

specific tasks. Although this methodology would not be applicable for general situations, it was deemed to be

sufficient for the AEW problem.

5. CREW CONSOLE DISPLAY

The purpose of the CCD is to display the current combat scenario based on the radar and other sensor
information to an AEW operator. It also communicates to the crew the findings of TA and strategic decisions

made by TP. Thus, to logically display the current situation and to allow quick access to desired informiation
are primary goals of the CCD. A very large part of the CCD design is human interface. This is necessary so
as to alleviate the operator's workload in interpreting information and making queries and decisions.

CCD's design is graphic-intensive so as to simulate a conventional radar display, but with several
additions such as pull-down menus and mouse-sensitive items. Each target has its own track information
(which is accessible via mouse or keyboard) and can be commanded to move to other locations in a similar
manner. Geographic maps are overlaid on the display as well as on (simulated) radar sweep. Zoom and
multiple window facility are available. Color is judiciously used to provide information differentiation. The
system provides automatic hand-over when the aircraft move ou: of the assigned sector of the AEW crew.
thus ensuring proper information transfer.

Threat assessessment and subsequent tactical decisions are displayed graphically as well as textually.
The AEW operator can override the recommendation made by TP (and TA). Optionally, the decisions by TP
can be made to take effect within a specified time interval. Presently, all decisions are automatically
transmitted to the Simulation Driver. The crew has additional flexibility in changing the current ID of the
target and letting the TA/TP expert systems evaluate the consequences. This leads to better tradeoffs of
strategies.

Although the CCD is an integral part of the AEW system, its detail design is not warranted at this stage.
However, sufficient flexibility is built in to permit future improvements. In fact, much of the CCD is
modeled after the Simulation Driver, which is to be described in the next section.

6. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

To test the decision-making process of the TA/TP modules, we have developed a generic Simulator
Driver (Fig. 1) which allows us to set up and experiment with various combat scenarios quickly and
repetitively. Moreover, the Simulation Driver would allow us the freedom to provide, emulate, and encode
necessary data to other modules of the Crew Associate.

The Simulation Driver is designed to be user friendly and complete. Emphasis is placed on the ability
to set up a new scenario or modify an existing one quickly and efficiently. The Simulation Driver currently

A supports any generic scenario with arbitrary user specifications. Targets are created by moving the mouse
pointer over the desired location and clicking the appropriate mouse button. They are displayed according to
the Naval Tactical Display Symbol (NTDS) set, which includes enemy air targets, friendly air tracks,
unknown tracks, surface tracks, etc. Once positioned, a target can be deleted or dragged to . new location.

I _______________________________ ____________
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Targets can be made to move toward or away from fixed points; they can also be vectored or commanded to
escort other targets. Target color can be changed for emphasis or bookkeeping.

Associated with each target is a set of target information such as speed, altitude, heading, target ID, etc.
All data have defaults and can be displayed on command. Changes to data can be made indiv;dually (via
mouse) or to all targets created. Both military and commercial corridors can be drawn at specified locations.
All simulation scenarios and sessions can be recorded and saved as files to be played back at a later time with
different parameters, if desired.

An impending engagement (between two targets) is highlighted (with a circle drawn around them).
The user hss the option of destroying either of hic. targets or selecting the "escort" mode, where the friendly
target changes its course to parallel that of the enemy target. Decisions on the engagement result can be made
automatically (based on a weighted preassigned probability) or entered manually by an operator. Engagement
results are transmitted to the TA/TP system to be used in the generation of subsequent strategies.

The Simulation Driver is written in LISP in object-oriented format. It utilizes various advanced
features offered by the Symbolics expanded Common-LISP environment, such as routines that keep track of
the mouse and generate pull-down menus. The database for the targets created is kept using generic pointing
structures, which allow direct reference by name and quick access to the data. Currently, the Simulation
Driver resides on a Symbolics 3765 and is displayed on a Tektronix color monitor. The TA/TP subsystems
reside on a Symbolics MacIvory, while the CCD uses a separate Symbolics 3765. All interactions among the
TAiTP modules, the CCD, and the Simulation Driver are coordinated by a System Manager and transferred
over Ethernet using proprietary network software.

7. SIMULATION RESULTS

Preliminary evaluation of the functionalities of the Threat Assessment and Tactical Planning modules
are shown in the coordination of tactical maneuvers using a generic combat scenario (Fig. 4). The objective
is the defense of the carrier group as a whole (which implies maintenance of proper defensive posture).
Targets 0-2 are available CAPs and targets 3-5 are enemy (or hostile) aircraft targets. Targets 6-7 are
commercial airlines flyingin defined commercial corridors. Targets 8-12 are friendly and unknown surface
tracks. Target 13 is the C vehicle. The critical distance circles (the inner one is the high-threat region [with
respect to the carrier] and the outer one is the minimum-threat region) are shown as drawn. The goal in this
case is to protect the carrier force and associated ships. The sequence of events is as follows:

Event 1: Targets 3-4 move toward the carrier.
Action 1: High threat is not declared since none of the enemy targets are within the high-threat region.
Event 2: Target 3 is within the high-threat region and its radar is active.
Action 2: CAP-1 (or Target 1), which is the closest one within the assigned sector, is directed to

intercept and destroy Target 3.
Event 3: CAP-1 destroys Target 3 during the engagement. Targets 4 and 5 are still minimum threats.
Action 3: CAP-i becomes an available CAP.

The new scenario is shown in Fig. 5.

Event 4: Targe: 4 crosses the high-threat region, but its radar is inactive and it is flying at a lower
speed; therefore, it is considered a minimum threat. At the same time Target 7 (an assumed
commercial airliner) deviates from the corridor and heads toward the friendly surface ships
(Target 8).

Action 4: CAP-i, again being closest to Target 4 within the sector, is assigned to escgrt Target 4.
CAP-0 is repositioned closer to the surface ships as a precautionary measure.

The new scenario is shown in Fig. 6.

Event 5: Fuel on CAP-1 is running low and Target 7 moves within the high-threat region of the
surface ships.

Action 5: CAP-2 is assigned to replace CAP-I, which returns to carrier for refueling, while CAP-0 is
commanded to leave the patrol mode and intercept Target 7.

Event 6: Target 7 is verified to be an enemy airplane and is destroyed in the engagement. Target 4
moves away from the carrier force.

Action 6: Both CAP-0 and CAP-2 become available.
This final scenario is shown in Fig. 7.

Other combat scenarios have been tested. They show that all decisions can be made essentially in real
time. This performance is mostly due to coding efficiency and partially due to scenarios used and strategies
involved. It remains to be seen what performance will be achieved when more sophisticated tactics are used
and operators become part of the overall system.

AR,
K 'P. .
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8. CONCLUSIONS

Design and simulation of an advanced airborne eaily warning system have been described. The work is
carried out by applying automated decision-making techniques, which emulate the inference process of the
AEW operators. The tasks are separated into threat assessement, which determines a target's threat level
based on available information, and tactical planning, which attempts to use the available strategies to achieve
the optimal response. Both TA/TP modules are implemented using a generic expert-system shell designed
specifically for the AEW problems. The shell is based on data-driven concepts and provides necessary
knowledge representation and inference engine to ease the design. Additionally, an advarced crew console
display and a unique simulation facility have been developed to further evaluate the potential of the
knowledge-based approach. The systems are being integrated and tested against several scenarios, and the
results are encouraging.

Future plans call for refinements of current tactics and the expert-system shell. We plan to conduct
experiments using real data from an E-2C Hawkeye. We also contemplate research on decision making based
on partial data, which is due to, for example, radar jamming. In this situation, it would be necessary to rely
on the outputs of secondary sensors and carry out data fusion in both the identification stage as well as in the
inference process. Finally, we are looking at potential applications to programs such as Joint Surveillance and
Tracking System (J-STARS), ground monitoring, and with some modifications, to the air-traffic control
systems.
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Fig. 1 Crew Associate System Block Diagram.

IF the target's ID is an enemy aircraft with probability greater than a,
THEN the target is an assumed-foe.

IF the target is flying in a commercial corridor and transmitting airline code,
THEN the target is no threat.

IF the target class is a confirmed-foe and it is within the high-threat zone,
THEN the target is a high threat with high confidence.

IF the target is an assumed friend at a specified distance and satisfies a threat criterion,
THEN the target is a possible threat.

Fig. 2 Some Threat Assessment Rules.

:,3
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IF the threat level of a target is high threat,
THEN assign the closest available CAP to engage with the target.

IF a high-threat target has been destroyed,
THEN make assigned CAP available and update information.

IF there are no available CAPs in the area,
THEN dispatch a combat-ready CAP from the carrier.

IF the CAP available for assignment is low in fuel and a tanker is available,
THEN refuel the CAP in air.

Fig. 3 Some Tactical Planning Rules.

Fig. 4 Initial AEW Scenario.
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Fig. 5 AEW Scenario after Action 3.

Fig. 6 AEW Scenario after Action 4.
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Fig. 7 AEW Scenario after Action 5.

A

Fig. 8 Final AEW Scenario.
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SEAN: UN SYSTEME EXPERT
DAIDE A LA NAVIGATION POUR AVION DE COMBAT

par

D.Morillon, T.Conter et M.de Cremiers
SAGEM. Urutd de Recherche en Automatique

Centre d'Etudes de Pontoise
95301 Osny

France

Cette communication fait suite aux travaux r6alis6s dans le cadre d'un march6 S.T.T.E

R6sum6: La tochnologie des 6quipements davion de combat est en constante
6volution L'augmentation de la precision des instruments de navigation,
de la puissance des calculateurs, du nombre de moyens de recalage
amliore la capacit6 de r6ussir les missions modernes. Cependant, la
tAche du navigateur s'en trouve compliqu~e. SEAN (Systbme Expert
d'Aide A la Navigation pour avion de combat) permet d'assister le
navigateur en le conseillant dans ses choix, tout en surveillant le
comportement du systbme de navigation. L'emploi d'une m6thodologie
cognitive performante (KOD) associ6e A un pnncipe robuste de validation
des connaissances a permis de d6velopper de fagon coh~rente une
maquette tr~s complete du systbme expert et de son environnement
embarqu6 op~rationnel.

Mots cls : Systbme Expert, Navigation Inertielle, Diagnostic Technique.

Abstract : Technology of fighter aircrafts equipments is in constant evolution
Increases in precision of navigation equipments, in number of available
means of navigation updating and in onboard computers performance, has
improved aircraft capability to satisfy modern missions requirements but
also has complicated copilot's tasks. SEAN (Expert System for Navigation
Aiding aboard fighters has been designed to assist copilot in its choices
and supervise the inertial hybrid navigation system Use of KOD
(Knowledge Oriented Design), a powerful cognitive methodology,
asaociated to robust knowledge validation principles, has allowed
development of a prototype of the expert system working with a realistic
complete simulation of its onboard environment.

Key-words Expert System, Inertial Navigation, Technical Diagnosis
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0 INTRODUCTION

Le systbme de navigation inertielle considr6 dans le cadre do cette 6tude so cumpose
do deux UNI (Unitus de Navigation Inertielle) et dispose de quatre mayens do recalage
de navigation associds. Chaque unit6 de navigation inertielle pout fournir deux types
d'information de navigation

-une navigation inertielle recal~e classiquement,
-une navigation inertielle optimale i.e. recal~e par tiltrage de Kalman.

Le navigateur assure la mise en oeuvre du systbme et r~alise des choix qu,
conditionnent r'obtention d'uno bonne performance do navigation

*s~loction do la meilloure navigation (une parmi quatre),
*choix d'un moyen do recalage (un parmi quatro),
-validation ou non des recalagos.

Ces choix son, assez critiques et le navigateur no dispose pac; toujours du temps et des
moyens do r~floxion suffisants pour assurer la prise do d~cision optirnale. Un systbme
export a danc Mt envisag6 ahin do l'assister et de pormoltre la miso on oeuvre optimaic
du systbmo do navigation. 11 comporto doux volols:

*uno surveillance constanto des 6quipemonts pour avoir A chaque instant une idde
qualitative do oeur tonctionnomont,

*uno aide au copilote consistant on des prises do d~cision bas~os sur la
connaissanco pr~ciso do r'tat du syst~me.

Un avantago par rapport au navigatour est do pouvoir traitor leonsemble des
informations intornos do la navigation et do pouvoir y appliquer une expenise do
sp~cialistos (conceptours et oxp~rimontatours du produit).
Plus pr~cis~ment, I'apport d'un tel systitme ost signiticatif A trois niveaux

-aide A la pniso do d~cision du navigatour, notamment dans los cas ditticiles,
*am~lioration des performances diu systbmo do navigation gr~ce A l'oxploitation
dos rodondancos,

-surveillance constanto des dquipomonts permoltant une maintenance pr6veiive
plus otticace.

Commo indiquA ci-dessus, co travail a 6t0 r~alis6 dans I'hypothbse d'un 6quipage A1
deux compronant un copilote charg6 do la navigation. Copendant, la mise en oeuvre
d'un tel syst~me A bord d'un avion do combat monoplace doviendrait une ndcossit6
L~tude pr~sent~o dons cot article a donc consist6 on la rdalisation d'une maquetto
intormatique mottant en cauvre uno simulation r~alisto do loenvironnoment op~rationnel
d'un avion do combat.
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1 METHODOLOGIE ET DEROULEMIENT DE L'ETUDE

1.1 INTRODUCTION

L'dtude a comport6 deux phases principales:
-recuell intensif des connaissances,
-r~alisation de la maquette de d~monstration.

Toutofois, au delA de ce d6coupage pramaire, c'est un long travail m~thodique qui a
permis l'aboutissoent de cette maquetto du systbme expert. Alin de bien maitniser
les aspects cognitifs de l'4tude du systbme, deux m6thodes ant Mt mises en place.
Tout d'abord nous avons retenu, parmi les m~thodes de spdcification et de
conception do logiciel, une m~thade prapre au g~nie cognitif et non simplemont du
domaine du g~nie logiciol (m~thodes type SADT, OOD, ...) 11 s'agit donc
v~ritablement d'une m~thcde d'acquisition et mod~lasation des connaissances
En campl~ment, une n'4thode de gostion globalo de I'4tude a 6t0 61abor~e visant A
valider les connaissances, le plus t6t possible dans le cycle de vie de l'application.
Ces deux aspects m~thodologiques sont ddvelopp~s plus prdcis~ment dans les
paragraphes qul suivent.

1.2 METHODE D'ACQUISITION ET DE MODELISATION DES CONNAISSANCES
Le rocuel et Ia validation des connaissances alit Wt r~alis6s avec la m6thode KOD
tir6e des travaux de Claude VOGEL [VOG 88). Cello-cl s'appuie principalemont sur
doux id6es:

l a d~composition structurale des objets manipul6s par 1'expert et des fonictians
auxquelles Ils sont assujottis,

- 'association de l'information aux conditions de l'4nonciation ;on conserve ainsi
une connaissance iwnprdgn6e de la vision do son 6nonciateur

Pour la pr~senter rapidemont, disons qu'elle consista 614aborer trois mod~los
successifs permettant do passer du discours do 1'export A Ia r~alisation du syst~me
expert (vair figure 1.1) :

leI modble pratique - Cette phase a pour but daidontifier et de sp6cifier I'expertis,
On part d'une retranscription fidble des propos do 1'expert de laquelle on extrait
les concepts mani~s par ce dornier, los actions s'exergant sur ces concepts et
enfin la listo des inf~rences naturellement exprim~es On obtiont ainsi une Daso
d'4nonc6s.
leI modble cagnitif - Cotte 6tape essentielle conduit A I'6laboration d'un modle
abstrait interm6diaire permettant de roproduire les raisonnemonts profonds de
l'expert et non pas seulement une m~canique do r~solution d~pendante des cas
dludi~s. Ce modble, ind~pendant de toute repr~sentation informatique, ost dlabor6
par structuration do Ia base d'6noncds abtenue pr~cddemment en classifications
(taxinomies), actions g6n~riques (actinomios) s'exergant sur ces classifications el
sch~mas d'inf~rence.
leI modble Intormatiqus - C'est Ia transcription du modle cognitif dans un
langage informatique (incluant le plus souvent une repr~sentation objet, un
langage 6 base do r~gles et un langage proc~dural).

La volont4 d'appliquer une m~thode apparomnment aussi contraignante, part d'un
constat d~sormais classique :it est n~cessaire d'dtablir au cours du processus
d'acquisition do Ia connaissance un modble abstrait interm6diaire at in do reproduire
les raisonnoments profonds do 1'expert c. non pas seulement une m~canique do
r~solutian d~pendante des cas 6tudi~s.

En effet, lorsque cefte dtape est respect~e, on obtient des systbmes A bas,9 do
connaissance qul, bion quo Iimit~s dans lours capacit~s do raisonnenont,
conduisent toujaurs les expertisos A I'imago do cellos quo rdaliserait 'expert.

:3
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DISCOURS PERCEPTION DU MONDE REEL

BASE DENONCES

MODELE TANOE ,A1NiE SE
COGNITIF

BASE DE CONNAISSANCES

MODELE S- AE' E

INFORMATIOLUE '48JT hTLSE

BASE DINFORMATIONS
Figure 1.2 METHODE KOD (Knowledge Oriented Design)
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Rdo.,kt do skmab.

Figure 1.1 CYCLE DE DEVF.LOPPEMENT

1.3 APPROCHE GLOBALE mVALIDATION DES CONNAISSANCES

Dans le d~veloppement d'un syst~me expert, de n'~me que dans taut projet
intormatique, il y a lieu de minimiser le travail de mise au point. Pour cela, une bonne
sp~cification des fonctions attendues du systbme est n~cessaire, mais de m~ine que
I'on etfectue des test unitaires de parties de logiciel, it y a 6galement lieu de valider

4 ia connaissance au fur et A masure de son recujil.
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De plus, nous disposons A la SAGEM do logiciels permettant de simuler trbs
pr~cis~ment le comportement d'une UNI. On peut ainsi reproduire lNvolution
inertielle d'un avion en fixant la trajectoire et I'dtat des composants nertials des
UNIs.

Ce simulateur naus a permis d'envisager un processus de validation en deux temps
(voir figure 1.2).

1.3-2 Validation amont
Dans notre application, nous avons confront6, d~s leur recuell, les propos tanus par
les difrents experts aux ph~nombnes observables sur des r~sultats de simulations
inertielles.

Nous ne commancions A dlaborer le modble pratique que lorsqua tous les propos
tenus par l'expert 6tatent coh~rents avec las 6volutions constatdes sur les r~sultats
de simulations.
Nous avons pu ainsi 61iminer las expertises incertainas et favoriser 1expression de
nouvelles connaissances.

1.3.3 Validation aval

Les m~mes simulations ont 6gala'nent 6td utitls~es aprbs chaque passe
dimp~mentation amn de v~nfier la coh~rence des connaissances introduitas dans
la maquette intormatique.

Entin, alias nous ont servi de base pour la validation finale de la maquatte dans sa
version stabilisde actualle.

'7 \
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2 CONNAISSANCES ET ARCHITECTURE DU SYSTEME

2.1 INTRODUCTION
Amn de b~n~ticier d'une mod~tisatlon du domaine trait6 aussi compl~te que
possible, nous avons falt appal & piusleurs experts:

les ingdnleurs d'Atude en systbmes inertlels (ing~nleurs "mat~rieI" et "logiciel") qui
ant acquls une exp~rlence A travers las Atudas de conception P't la mise au point
de systbmes Inefliels hybrides, les simulations de performances et 6gatemant
l'analysa des rdsultats d'essais en vol. Its ant donc tourni une connaissance qua
l'on peut qualifier de profonde.

-de m~ma, les lng~nieurs d'assals en vol ayant particip6 & la mise au point des
systbmes qui ant dornA laur vision plus exp~rimantale du comportement des
UNIs. Ce sont eux qul ant recensd6 cartaines anomalies ou d~rivas suspectas
survenues aii cours de vols d'assais.

-entin, las pilotes / navigataurs d'essais des Centres d'Essais en Vol qui ant piut6t
raisonn6 en tarme de "boite noire". C'est donc plus une connaissance de surface
sur l'utilisation du syst~me de navigation qui a Mt extraita,

2.2 DOMAINES DE CONNAISSANCES
Au cours des diff~rents entratiens, nous avons mis en dvidence 4 principaux
domainas de connaissances:
*connaissances sur les syst~mes inertiels ,sources d'erraurs, leur ordre
d'importance, leur influence sur les sorties de navigation, laur fr~quence
d'appaition,

-connaissances sur las mayens de recalage :pr~cision a prion, influence sur las
sorties de navigation, lour fr~quance d'appantion,

-c'nnaissances sur le tiltrage de Kalman . sources d'erraurs, leur ordra
d .importanca, leur influence sur les sorties de navigation, leur fr~quance
d'appartian,
e xp~rience du navigateur

2.3-REPRESENTATION DES CO IAISSANCES

Nous navons pas cherch6 A ce stade A innovar au travers; d'une architecture ou
d'une technique d~velopp~e sp~cifiquement pour notre problitme. Notre but A
travers cette 6tude n'6tait pas de concavoir un nouval oulil mais bet et bian
d'appliquer des techniques rod~es A laida d'un produit du march6.
Aussi, suite A l'laboration du modble cognitif, nous avons simplament dress6
l'inventaira des modes de repr~santations n~cassairas pour impi~menter la base de
connaissances

-tout d'abord, une repr~sentatlon cantr~e objet Calla-ci permat de poser la
structure de Ia base de connaissance en donnant un canevas sur [equal
s'appuie et se d~vetoppe le raisonnamant de 1expert.

-pour compt~ter cette repr~sentation, des actions qu! sont des morceaux de
code procdduraux rattach~s aux objets. Celles-ci peuvent Atra ex~cut~es, soil
A Ia demande (m~thodes appel~es en partie droite de r~gles), soil
automatiquement lors de l'accbs ou plus g~n~ratament la manipulation d'un
attnbut d'un objet (d~mons).

*les r~gles permattant de bdtir la logique du raisonne-nent

- nfin, pour permettre !a raisonnement A I'int~riaur de mondes clos ou pour
g~n~rer des hypothbses, le m~canlsme de contextes.
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2.3.2 La structure centrda obiat
Suite A l'analyse du discours des experts, quatre classifications principales ant
6mergO:

-Los sources d'erreurs Inertlolles, Cellos-cl so d~composent en deux
cat~gories :les sources d'erreurs entrainant des orreurs visibles A long terme et
cellos dont los erreurs sont observables A court torme. Au niveau le plus bas de
conte taxinomie, on retrouve des d~calibrations de facteurs d'6chelles ou de
bials do composants inertiels. Ndanmoins, il no s'agit pas C'une d~compositionI. structurollo complete d'une UNI. Seulos los sources d'errours significatives ant

-Les 6v6noments. 11 est appawu rapldemont quo parmi toutos los donnides
inortiellos possibles on entr~o du syst~mo export, certainos dtaiont plus
int~rossantos A observer quo d'autres lorsquo survionnont au cours du Vol dos
Mvnements particuliors qul oxcitont la dynamique do I'avion. Los viragos,

changemonts d'altitudo et alignement constituent doe tots Mvnements.

-Lhlstorique. Colul-ci ost uno collection do toutos los tondancos qui ant pu Wte
onroglstr~es au cours des vols prdc~dents (orreurs do vitesso au rotour
parking, ... etc). 11 constitue la m~moire du comportemont A long terme do
chaque UNI.

-La description fonictionnolle du systillme do navigation et do sos param~tres
obsorvablos (longitude pure, longitude recal~e.

2.33Lesacnsn
On a distlngu6 quolquos types principaux d'actions A r~aliser

*tout d'abord, un ensemble do programmes qui permettont do d~tecter l'arnv~e
d'Ovinernonts ot do b~tir los structures "objet" n~cessaires pour los
repr~senter,

-ensulte des attachements proc~duraux qui intervionnont lors do Ia creation des
4v0noments d'une part pour on ronseigner tous los champs, d'autro part pour
en extrairo, lo cas 6chdant, des indices int~rossants pour alimenter la logique
do rdsolution,

-onfin, des actions cod~os diroctomont on parties droitos do r~gles qui
pormottont do g~rer los m~canismos d'hypothbses tant pour los causes
doarrours inertiellos quo pour los rocalages.

2.3.4Lesa~les

On distingue doux ensembles principaux do rbgles assurant des parties distinctes
du m~canlsme do raisonnomont.

*des r~gles charg~os do traitor los recalages. Celtos-ci so chargent do validor
ou do no pas validor los recalagos, en lieu et place du navigatour.

-des r~gles chargilos do prondro on compto los erreurs inertiolles ainsi quo oeurs
interactions avec los recalages. Cellos-cl intorviennont on association avec
des m~canismes do raisonnemont plus complexes quo sont los contextes.

2.3.5 Les contextes
La forme do [a connaissanco, telle qu'ele a Wt exprimde par los experts, nous a
conduit A envisager lilisation do contoxtos. En offot, 0110 laisse apparaitre, entre
autros, Ia n~cossitd do l'emplol do m6canismos do raisonnomonts hypoth~tico-
d6ductits. Lin tel m6canismo pout so d~cnro par le sch~ma suivant:

Por 0p~otrd ao fiaecsm~aims n ouinpriot s
aopo du0otxopu hqehpt~ognretn u ol-ins a

rSfIt k

E SAUATO A
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Nous avons distingud pour l'instant deux niveaux principaux de raisonnement:
l a racherche do causes d'erreurs unertilles. Supposons que I'on constate une
anomnatie, celle-ci ayant deux causes d'erreurs possibles. On g~nbre alors
deux hypoth~ses et tous les 6v~nements d~tectds par le syst~me sont
interprdtis en parallble dlans los deux contextes jusqu'A ce qu'un dv~nement
puisse prouver ou rdtuter une de ces deux hypoth~sos.
laI d~tormunatlon do [a conflance qua Pon pout ancorder A un recalage (a
posteriori). Dans les syst~mes classiques Ia d~cion de validation d'un
recalage eat 6laborde A partir d'une, Image instantan~e donn~e par le tiltre de
KALMAN. Dans notre syst~me, nous utilisons toutes lea donnides inertiolles
disponibles depuis le d~but du vol pour d~cider si le recalage est validable ou
non. Cependant, loraque nous avona un doute sur Ia, qualit6 du recalage, nous
g~n~rons deux hypothbses concurrentes (recalage correct / recalage mauvals)
et nous attendons l'arrivde de nouveaux 6v~nements pour d~torminer a
posteriori Ia confiance que Ion peut accorder au recalage.

Ces deux niveaux do tonctionnement ne sont cependant pas d~corrdl~s. En effet, Ia
d~tection de certaina ph~nombnes anormaux apr~s un recalage peut d~boucher sur
deux interprdtations :

l a pr~sence d'une erreur inertilile sur un systbme bien recal6,
-un mauvais fonctionnement dO A un recalage de qualit6 moyenne.

ea 9t donc n~cessaire d'avoir une vision dilffrente des erreurs inertielies seion que
le recalage est considr6 comme bon ou mauvais
Limpldmentation d'une teiie structure A deux niveaux a W1 facilit~e par l'existence
du m~canisme de "View-points" multiniveaux sur l'outil utilis6 (ARThM).

2.4 ARCHITECTURE GLOBAL E DU SYSTEME EXPERT
La figure 2.1 pr~sente l'architecture globale trbs classique de la maquollo du
systbme axpert. Elle fait apparaitro piusieurs modules importants :

-lea informations inertielles en provenances des doux UNI sont lues par un
module d'acqulsltlon do donnides. Celui-ci eat 6galoment charg6 de
transformer lea donn~es brutes en faits acceptablos par Ia base de faits qui eat
structurde en objets,
l a base do connalssances contient toutes lea r~gles at lea m~thodes
n~cessaires au raisonnement du syst~mo,
leI m~canisme dlInf6rence s~lectionne, on fonction des tails oxistants, des
r~gles ou dea m~thodos. 11 active los r~gles ou ex~cute lea m~thodes, le r~sultat
4itant ronvoyO dans la base do faits. 11 g~re 6galement plusieurs hypoth~ses en
parall~le en maintonant la coh~rence do Ia base do fails,

*enfin l'Interface utilsateur pormet d'observer les conclusions du systbme
expert ou do lui fournir lea informations suppl~mentaires (avis sur Ia validation
du recalago par exemple)

"A
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3 REALISATION INFORMATIQUE

La maquette de d~monst ration a Wt r~alis~e pour montrer les am~liorations que peut
apporter le Systbme Expert pour r~soudre les difficultds rencontr~es dans un cas
d'utilisation op~rationnelle. Pour cela, le Systbme Expert a Wt int~g.,6 dans un
envirannement simulant [a fonctionnement des systbmes avec lesquels ii sera
appeA A travailler : les deux UNI et les instruments du paste de navigation.
Cette miaquette rdunit les fonctionnalit~s suivantes (voir figure 3.1):

*passibilit6 de pilotage de la trajectaire & l'aide d'une souris avec visualisation
de type "Utle Haute" de limage synt~utique du MVNT correspondant,

*simulation synchrone des deux syst~mes inertlels hybrides, ainsi que des
moyens de recalage,

*simulation du poste de commande et de navigation PCN et du poste de
s~lectian de modes PSM afin de permetiro Ia visualisation do divers parambtres
etlla prise en comote des recalafes,

-aide At Ia navigation par linterm~diaie du Syst~me Expert,
*mayens de d~pouillement.

Ces fenctiannalit~s ant Ml6 impl~ment~es en deux parties:
*simulateur pliolable do navigation Inertlelle, r6alisAi sur mini-systbme HP1000
A-900,

-Sy~btrme Expert d'Alde 6 la Navigation at simulation des dquipements
PCN & PSM, r~alis~s sur machine LISP SYMBOLICS avec le g~n~rateur de
svstbmeis experts ARTm do INFERENCE Carp

La maquette est canstilu~e de neuf processus asynchrones fanctiannant en pseudo
temps r~el. Le systbme expert et le simulateur des boitiers PSM/PCN sant
impi~ment~s sous Ia forme de deux pracessus communiquant par une liaison de type
"praducteu r/con som mate ur' un premier pracessus fail ['acquisition des donn~es,
sait depuis tin fichier, soil depuis ukie simulation inartielle 61 les envoie A tin
processus ARTM.

Ii
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4 RESULTATS OBTENUS

Alin de canstruire un ensemble coh~rent dans le temps imparti pour l'tude, naus avons
limit6 le nombre de causes d'erreurs pnises en compte.

Nous avans trait6 camplittement le diagnostic des six plus importantes causes d'erreurs
ainsi que leurs corrdlations avec la qualitA des recalages valid~s.

Les bases de cannaissances abtenues ant Mt6 test~es sur une dizaine de simulations.

Plusleurs r~suttats ant Mt6 abtenus:

-d'une part, la prise de d~cisian en ce qui concerne la validation ou non d'un
recalage est au mains aussi bonne que celle d'un navigateur;

*d'autre part, pour le diagnostic des sources d'erreurs, nous avons atteint un taux
de d~tectian des anomalies de 95% et un taux de fausses d~itections voisin de
0%;

-enfin, en corallaire des deux points pr~c~dents, le systbme expert ayant effectuA
des chaix plus judicieux tant pour la validation des recalages que pour Ia
s~tection de la meilleure navigation, les performances de navigation obtenues
sont globalement meilleures.

Ce dernier r~sultat augmente l'int~rdt du systbme expert en raison de l'am~lioration de Ia
s~cunt6 du vol (localisation pr~cise en phase de p~n~tratian) et de 1'etficacit6 do la
mission (pr~cisian de la position et de la vitesse pour 'initialisation des armes).

Par ailleurs, cette premi~re phase a permis de mettre en place un d~but d'approche
m~thodologique pour le prajet, en utilisant une m~thade d~jA reconnue et en la
campl~tant par un pnncipe de validation sp~cifique au prajet.

CONCLUSIONS ET PERSPECTIVES

Camme I'attestent les r~sultats expos~s au paragraphe pr~c~dent, la maquette de
d~monstratian r~alis~e dans I@ cadre de cette 6tude a r~ussi & mantrer la validitd,
l'int~rdt et la faisabilit6 d'un systbme expert pour la surveillance des syst~mes inertiels
et I'aide & feur mise en oeuvre.

Cependant, avant d'aboutir A un praduit op~rationnel, plusieurs 6tapes semblent
n~cessaires

*taut d'abord un compl~ment de la base de connaissances amn de prendre en
campte un nambre plus important de sources d'erreurs,

*ensuite la conception de l'ergonomie de l'interface d'un tel syst~me avec le pilote,

*et enfin, 'Atude de l'embarquabilitd du logiciel ainsi 6cht dans un environnement
ap~rationnel.

Enfin, le systbme pr~sentA ici s'int~grera tout naturellemnment au projet de copilote
6tectranique.
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INTEGRATED CONTROL AND AVIONICS FOR AIR SUPERIORITY:
A KNOWLEDGE-BASED DECISION-AIDING SYSTEM

Donald J. Halski
Robert J. Landy

McDonnell Aircraft Co
P0 Box 516

St Louis MO 63166-0516

James A. Kocher
Wright Research and Development Center (WRDC/FIGX)

Wright-Patterson AFB OH 45433-6553

This paper describes an ongoing program which is developing an effective, real-time, knowledge-based
decision-aiding system for air combat. The Integrated Control and Avionics for Air Superiority (ICAAS)
advanced development program is sponsored by the Wright Research and Development Center (WRDC) at Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. A research and development contract was awarded to the McDonnell Aircraft
Company, St Louis, Missouri, in September 1987. The program objective is to develop, integrate, and
demonstrate critical technologies which will enable United States Air Force tactical fighter aircraft to
kill and survive when outnumbered as much as four to one by enemy aircraft during air combat engagements.
Primary emphasis is placed upon beyond-visual-range (BVR) multiple target atta-k capability with provisions
for effective transition to close-in combat. Knowledge-based pilot decision-aiding techniques and expert
system methods are used to achieve substantially enhanced offensive and defensive capabilities compared to
current operational systems. Situation awareness information and recommended actions are computed to aid
the pilot in selecting the most effective attack and defend engagement options. The system maximizes
opportunities for missile launch against multiple enemy aircraft while maintaining options to defend when
necessary. Sufficient integration and automation are provided for application to a single seat fighter
An intraflight data link is used for enhanced mutual support between individual flight members to make them
a more effective combat team.

SYSTEM INTRODUCTION

Specific functions of the ICAAS system include attack management, tactics, attack guidance, defensive
assets manager, and aircraft performance monitor as illustrated in Figure 1. Attack management automatically
controls onboard sensors and computes a correlated summary of track files from ownship sensors as well as
information received over the data link from other flight members The track file summary is displayed to
the pilot to maximize his situation awareness. The tactics function uses a rule-based approach which blends
a number of knowledge-based values to assist the pilot in assessing the overall situation. Scenario
attributes are evaluated in real-time against a tactics knowledge base, extracted from expert pilots, to
recommend the most viable tactics. Specific coordinated assignments are provided to each flight member
Attack guidance provides flight
trajectory information for
achieving missile launch solutions ' nformation
against multiple enemy aircraft Effective
while maximizing ownship survival. Combat System E
Faster than real-time missile fly- Environment Funtions Recommended Decisions
out models are used to perform ActionsDeison
engagement predictions and guide Ato

the aircraft to recommended launch
points. The defensive assets
manager is activated by the sensed
or inferred launch of a threat
missile against ownship. An
extensive data base of early, Defensive
midcourse, and endgame maneuvers is Attack Attack Assets Performance
used to generate and validate Management Tactics Guidance Manager Monitor
available evasive options and to
select the most promising for .
recommendation to the pilot. The
aircraft performance monitor uses
stored knowledge of aircraft
performance parameters to aid the
pilot in achieving the best real-
time dynamic aircraft performance. Situation Situation Positional Threat Perfrace
The knowledge-based decision-aiding Eva A n
foatures of these specific ICAAS Awareness Advantage Er

system functions are addressed in
more detail in the following Figure 1. ICAAS System Functions
paragraphs.

ATTACK ANAEENT

The ICAAS Attack Management (IAN) function provides a high degree of situation awareness to the pilot.
It forms an interface between the pilot and his onboard sensors and weapons. IAN manages multiple sensors
and correlates track files from ownship sensors as well as other flight members to form a single picture
of current threat location and identification. Sensors are also coordinated to acquire sufficient data to
launch and guide weapons. The IAM fire control function identifies current launch opportunities and provides
aim-dot steering cues plus other launch parameters against the primary targets. The pilot maintains control
of search volume, emission mode, and launch decisions. The IAM function is a special adaptation specifically

I 4t ''
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for ICAAS of the Air-to-Air Attack Management (A
3
M) system developed by the WRDC Avionics Laboratory.

Reference I gives a detailed description of A
3
M. Individual features of IAM are presented below.

Sensor Control - Pilot workload associated with the task of individual sensor control can be very
high. A modern radar has more than twenty dIfferent operating modes, and a pilot can easily dedicate too
much of his attention to operating the radar. Since future fighters will likely have multiple sensors,
the pilot of a single seat fighter can be overwhelmed if required to manially operate all sensors.

!A sansor control logic commands each of the ownship sensors as required to update all track files
according to their urgency as well as to search the volume defined by the pilot or the tactics algorithm.
The knowledge-based sensor control logic accounts for the availability of each sensor, its particular
operating modes, and the level of emissions allowed by the pilot. The emission modes provided are. active
with full sensor emissions, low probability of intercept with limited emissions to periodically acquire
range as required, and passive using only non-emitting sensors such as an Infrared Search and Track System
(IRSTS). The pilot can assume total control of any individual sensor if he chooses.

Mlti-Source Integration - In current fighter aircraft, information from individual sensors is
presented to the pilot on separate cockpit displays. The pilot must mentally correlate the information
into a common frame of reference. This limits his ability to establish and maintain a good awareness of
the tactical situation. The ICAAS multi-source integration (MSI) feature correlates sensor track files
from multiple ownship sensors into a single track file summary. MSI track files are derived from kinematic
and covariance data reported from individual sensors. A nearest neighbor approach is used to examine sensor
reports for correlation with existing MSI track files Track files are then created, updated, propagated,
or deleted as appropriate.

Target identification is derived using a heuristic voting method. Each sensor provides, when
available, information regarding target identification (friend, foe, neutral), class, and type. Information
from each sensor is weighted and combined with other sources to produce a weighted sum. Comparison with
specified thresholds is used to establish a confidence factor.

Internettiny - An intraflight data link between ICAAS flight members permits rapid exchange of track
files, targeting assignments, ana selected tactics. This capabilicy is referred to as internetting
Additional information may be available from wide area data network sources sich us Airborne Warning and
Control System (AWACS) or ground control, but the intraflight inforva(ion exchange is the focus for ICAAS
application (see Figure 2)

The IAM internetting function compiles a correlated summary of track files which are received from
all fighters This improves threat track file accuracy and increases identification confidence. The pilot
of each aircraft within the intraflight network can view all track files, from his own geometric viewpoint,
and can distinguish between internetred and ownship MSI track files IAM internetting dramatically increases
situation awareness of the target environment with little or no voice communication required Sensor scan
volumes can be coordinated to provide maximum total coverage and thus reduce the probability of undetected
threats Two internetted fighters can triangulate with line-of-sight passive sensors, such as infrared,
to accurately determine target range while both remain covert. Accurate relative position information can
also reduce the need to maintain visual conract between flight member-

Fire Control - Baseline weapons for ICAAS fire control system functions are the advanced medium range
air-to-air missile (AMRAAM), AIM-9 sidewinder, and 20mm gun. Data from MSI and internetted track files pits
embedded missile fly-out models are used to compute ownship missile launch envelopes and threat missile
envelopes against the ownship

During internetted operation, a cooperative attack subfunctLion coordinates targets with each blue
fighter within the flight according to the assignments by the blue pilot tactical lead or by the ICAAS
Tactics Algorithm. Each pilot can alter his own attack sequence as recommended by the tactics algorithm.
Aim-dot steering is provided for the top two priority targets, and the sensor manager ensures that ownship
sensors are tracking these targets.

An internetted fire control capability called cooperative launch is being conceptually developed
This allows one fighter to launch an AMRAAM missile which will be guided toward the target by another
friendly fighter. The launching aircraft can approach the engagement as covertly as possible, execute the
launch based on target track data supplied by the other flight members over the data link, then immediately
disengage to avoid lethal enemy launch envelopes. From a greater standoff range, the guiding aircraft can
provide midcourse guidance for the blue missile. Meanwhile, the launching fighter can re-enter the
engagement in support

TACTICS ALGORITMM

As a pilot approaches a potential BVR engagement, the ICAAS tactics function assists with selection
and implementation of an appropriate tactic to achieve a first missile launch opportunity. A "tactic"
consists of target allocation and prioriitzation, intercept geometry, and a strategy for electronic
emissions.

The tactics algorithm consists of four principal elements: menu generator, checkpoint generator,
monitor, and internetting executive The menu generator makes tactical recommendations based on real-time
threat information from IAM, blue aircraft status, and a tactics knowledge base Checkpoint generator
defines the selected tactic in termq of relative Peomerry gealq. airspeed, eircrtft radar or infrared

A signature management, and electronic emissions strategy. The tactic monitor modifies checkpoints as the
engagement unfolds and evaluates the success of the tactic in terms of accomplishing desired goals. The
internetting executive coordinates tactics algorithms which are executing independently on internetted
aircraft. The pilot can tailor the response of the tactics algorithm according to personal preferences or4new threat tactics experienced in earlier engagements by altering preflight input parameters which affect
tactics calculations. Examples include preferred tactic categories and desired launch ranges.

• ;?
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Tactics options are determined by

assessing tie enemy (red) formation and friendly
(blue) formation capabilities. Candidate
tactics are then generated and rank ordered
within the context of the engagement scenario.
This process is illustrated in Figure 3.

The tactics knowledge base designed for
ICAAS is applicable to the following three
scenarios for bcth the F-I5 and a mid-90's

fighter:
- AWACS deftnee against a hith, fast DataLink
threat

- Fighter escort of bombers
- Base defense Command and

Control Center
Nine pilots were interviewed to determine
current day tactical objectives for each of the
ICAAS scenarios The pilots interviewed
represented a combined total of over 17,000
flight hours in both Tactical Air Command (TAC)
and Air National Guard (ANG) units. Over half Figure 2. Data Link Network

of these hours were in the F-15. Interviews
were structured to solicit information regarding geometry, speeds, altitudes, sensor management, target
sorting and prioritization, missile selection and launch range, and salvo strategy.

Digital off-line analyses and rapid prototyping were conducted to refine the tactic specifications
and tolerances. Scenarios were executed from early set-up to first launch position Shot opportunities

and steering philosophies were then evaluated. The result is a set of 35 different tactics which are
characterized by. mission type, intercept goals, altitude relative to the threats, speed of blue aircraft,
relative position of the blue aircraft, and sens'r strategy. Each tactic is defined for both the tactical
lead and the wingman aircraft. The initial knowledge base contains current operational tactics which are

tuned for the ICAAS weapons and avionics suites. Work is continuing in conjunction with Tactical Air Command
pilots to expand the knowledge base with more innovative tactics designed to exploit the intraflight data
link and signature features of an advancer aircraft.

Menu Generator - A tactics option menu is computed using the logic tree structure depicted in Figure
4. The most fundamental de.erminait in tactic selection is blue mission as the first node of the tree

Branches emanating from this node represent the three mission scenarios which are implemented in the tactics

algorithm. Secondary nodes of the tree assess the nature of the threat within geometric and kinematic
constraints of the appropriate mission. Processing the relative geometries and velocities determines a level

of threat along each red aircraft
velocity vector. Branching occurs
according to urgency in dealing with
the threat. Subsequent nodes .n the So Thats Into Groups
tree are activated by situational Grospfled Aircraft and Fig Apprspuiate
parameters such as altitude of the Arrays
threats, number and type of blue
defenders, and the rules of engagement TEvaluate Red.....Assgn a~ial valateR Fill Tactial Pririty

At the end of any set of tree Pricit Formation Array

branches is the list of applicable
tactics for that particular node and a Compute Threat Ase's Determine Formation
stored base figure of merit (FOM) for Formation Parametem Stuaion Parameter
each. The tactics included in each Review KeyOwnship
subset and corresponding FOMs are the
result of pilot interviews and off-line Assess Blue Check Blue Aspects Such as Missile

analyses using digital air battle Capability Capabily Inventor and Sensor_____ Availabilht
simulations The aircraft performance I Branchto
emphasis within these different tactics Generate Taitics GeBiyle prrate be

also varies, from a full afterburner Subset of Possible Tactics
direct approach to a minimum fuel ..
constmptlon loiter. Adjust Base FOM of Each

o oApplicable Tactic for Given
Rank Tactics Sort Tactics Situation and Arrange

Target assignments and launch _ Z In Descending Order
sequences are computed for a particular by FOM
tactic, subject to priority inputs from
the pilot The solution is a function Ratu

of the blue mission, threat positions Figure 3. Tactic Options Menu Generation
relative to a high value asset, and
target tactical priority Sorting
between two blue aircraft considers threat separation in azimuth and elevation so a single blue is not
responsible for widely separated threats. Launch sequencing then results from the intercept geometry of
the tactic along the attack axis. The pilot's assignments and sequences are considered top priority for

h el,.. =iiA.L. T~rrBta aaaigi-Id by Llii a16vL1Lth~i are adjusted if a bluG aircraft has InsuffIcIn't
mirsile; to attack all assigned targets.

Relative ranking of tactics options is determined using the final subset of tactics defined by the
logic tree. The base FOM stored with each tactic is incremented or decremented according to weighting
factors assigned to the sixteen engagement attribates shown in Figure 5. Final values are normalized so
the FOH assigned to each tactic has a value between 0 (very poor tactic) and 1.0 (very good tactic) Tactics
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are ranked in descending order of FOM and made available for cockpit display. The lead pilot is free to
sulect any tactic from the available menu.

Base
Defense

Fscorf Defense

e
tLOAdvanced 

195 FIjhter
Lo tiueLow High I LO

BV- F.1S BiueAlrcraft 2 BlueArcraft 2 B et lue Acraft LO

DR(2) BVR - Beyond Visual Range
DR - Direct Route
iFF - High Fast Flyer

DR (1) IPO OR (1) IP (2) IP (I) F) HFF (1) IP - interpose
LO - Low Observables
ROE - Rules of Engagement
WVR - Within Visual Range

Figure 4. Partial View of Tactics Geometry Tree

Checkpoint Gengrator - Once the flight leader has selected a tictic, a series of checkpoints iscomputed. These checkpoints provide important information for effective, coordinat.d execution of the tactic
including flight path constraints, goals for energy management, sensor emission levels and scan volunies,target priorities, countermeasure employment cues, and first weapon employment cues. Wingmen are
automatically provided their respective checkpoints within the coordinated tactic. Thus, each flight member
knows his own individual assignments and the flight can operate as an effective team. Figure 6 illustrates
initial checkpoint generation for two aircraft executing a single-side offset tactic.

Associated with a set of
checkpoints is a set of time or spatial ire Fox Factor Definition
tolerances. These are the blue flight
path tolerances, the checkpoint tactical I Number o!2 Red Aircraft Total Number of Threat Aircraft
tolerances, and the red maneuver
tolerances. The blue flight path 2 Soeber at Thret crop. 1..olt of Coping 0ed Atrorift rocessingtolerances are the most restrictive I Number of Advanced Red Number of Eney and Unko0 Aircraft
because the attack guidance function Tighter=
performs path predictions and 4 Number o 0oe--t
optimization within these tolerances. Concern Fighter
Checkpoint tactical tolerances allow for 5Formation Axis Angle 1ogle Setwean Composite Threat Heading andvariation in the implementation of a Attack eAnlo

tactic by the pilot without readjustment
of the checkpoint parameters and the 6 eomation Shape Relattve Si... of 1SoIn, and CXeiea
ensuing shifts in the predicted path. Moment. of Inertia
The red maneuver tolerance defines a set 7 Formation s51. Metric for sorzontal and vertical
of threat reactions within which a Separation of Threats
particular tactic automatically makes e Sensor. Electronic Point System to tEtablish Overall Blue
adjustments. Outside of this tolerance, Countermeasure Availability Avionic System
the tactic FOM will be adjusted to 9 Weapon Availability Total Number of Blue missiles Compared
reflect a situation which is not th Nume,.r Cod.progressing as well as planned

10 Electronic support Is slue Detected sy Thrat
Tactics Montr~o - A tactics Measures Status

monitor subfunction continually monitors II Desired Engagement Zone Can blue Achieve Desired fnt.fcen Zon.
progress of a selected tactic to see if Achievbility to Engage Threat
the desired results are being achieved. 12l Emitions Control Compliance of Recommended Tactic vith
A general monitor observes those Pr.f.ren,. Pilot Preferred Etisons tevelparameters of air-to-air engagements 13 Relative Altitude Compliance of lecnomended Tactie with
which are similar regardless of the P.fr..nc. Pilot Profetirce
specific tactic being implemented.
Examples are a change in target 14 Attack Quarter Availability Can Slue Aircraft Achieve Tactic.

Intended Attack Qurter Vithin Timeassignments or threat formation, or the Constraint
sudden detection of a new threat at or
nfor 1aluneh qolrtnn on blue The 15 Pilot'. Target Designation Complitnce of toe.m.nded Terget
scenario events checked by the ICAAS : A..7s,-.t, . Zn.; Zolr,.;
general tactic monitor are listed it. 16 Visual utul Support Compliance of tecomendad Tactic Vitl.
Figure 7 along with the monitor Prefer .referred Lead/Ving Formation
response. The general monitor also
adjusts the FOM for the selected tactic
based on changing conditions as the u 3. Tater tenbtot
scenario unfolds.

.... mwe mm. ..... . mm m=w. e~e= mm(mm
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A tactic-specific monitor observes
those characteristics which are peculiar snl ieOfe
to the currently selected tactic, updates
the parameters of the checkpoints, and
determines the sequencing to the next stepD
in the tactic plan. For example, the c D
tactic-specific monitor recomputes the ShiaOne
amount of time needed to obtain a desired D..
offaet and adjusts the guidance
specification and tolerances for attack
guidance accordingly. When the offset is BleTOGnrtdhd"ta--1.Medigtph
achieved, the tactic-specific wonitor Bu e ~ eeae essii '----- ldse lgtPt
triggers the next action, for example, st______*Gate08 Lauln Cues
recommended activation of a radar or ECM. Blue One I Blue Ties Blue One Blue 1 Wc
The tactic-specific monitor also reacts to A lolleit#SW InitaeB8= Pasale saecem Malinanwno
a degraded tactical situation. For Enhance.SA Only Coersae
example, if the blue pilot flies outside PS.uSesr MananBns
of the current checkpoint tolerance, a 01 Ofst/ Ach~a it Offe/ glkBno Maintaiseno
alternative tactics are evaluated. mtd pn Mtd pt Oycmg

C Achims Turn Acieve Tom pasa. senaor ECIcM
The ta-tic-specific monitor also In Flnge In tasge Only

contains a knowledge base for tho expected 0 Achimay Lunch Achimn Launch AMihe?. 14nsaum Launch
set of threat responses for each tactic. __JRa* Rasg* Launch
Such parameters as spatial locations ofI
checkpointa, offset angles, or target Figure (6. Tactics Initial Checkpoints
Intercept angles are altered if' the threat
response fallw within the threat maneuver
tolerance. Figure 8 illustrates a modification to the initial single side offset tactic due to an altered,
but anticipated, threat response. Tht, FOXt is significantly decremented if the threat package response falls
outside the defined threat maneuver tolsranice.

i- - .Scenario Event-- - __ General Monitor Response

Change In Target Aaeignmentis Sequence Redefine Launch Sequence and Adjus
Checkpoints According to Primary Target

Changes in Thitat Formation Parameters Assess Impact on Tactic Intent

Increase In NJumber of Threats mnen Threat Into Target Assignment Array

Pop-up Threat is Immeliate Threat to lOwnship Make #1 Target and Shift to Attack Mode

IThreat Turns Sufficientiy Away From Biue Shift to Situational Awareness

Red Threatens 814e Asset Shift to Ccnmmlt Tactic

Blue Near Desired Launch Range Shift to Attack Mode

Figure 7. Tactics Algorithm General Monitor

The tactics monitor .spdates the
FOM for the selected tactic as the .-ls.-.4
engagement unfolds. It compares the
current FOM to a predefined threshold c
input by the pilot. This minitu Foll is
used to characterize a desperate
situation when a tactical dis;engage
should be recommended. If the AFOM of Blue Cs c .es.-
the current tactic is decreasing, a
search for a potentially better tActic D
is initiated. A recommendation to ,s.i
switch to a better tactic is made if a ' enn.n hn
signiticant improvement is available. atn llen.
In all cases, the tactics algorithm state Gual rcu;naaMcu"_
provides only en advisory to the pilot. a'.*O.n J Qai.o T-___ Blu One9. Y
He still makes the deci~ion to continue o Ach OfsV r fset/les psaa ans.'U Matniuiu senr
with the existing tactic or to sele-r an sJbt=" $99 1* pl'uSleh 0M fQcstsa
alternative. Nea C OW0 PMC tala0 F1,46 P40l4%aaa euiiln5,u

OMy cauens
Internetting' Executive - Tactics

algorithms in each blue aircraft operate Ne5. D Baceat Thires Bracket Pureat Ph"ies San"un EChIKM
II oh',independently of each other. To I

coordinate the menu generation and [tNew k: Ac LAus I.An uiul I I~ttte S.As,0W Lunch

tactics monitoring processes between thareve as-e j s s j ___

blue lead and his wingman, key tacticsn
algorithm data and sensor information Figure 8. Tactics Checkpoint Adjustment
from each blue aircraft are exchanged
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over the intraflight data link. The execvative module (exec) then coordinates thi, interaction between the
tactics algorithms of each aircraft. Whe:., two or more blue aircraft are present and the internetting data
link is valid, exec checks the role of th,, ownship (lead or wing). In the lead aircraft, the exec computes
the group FOM (average of lead and wing individual FOs) which is displayed to both blue pilots. In the
wingman aircraft, the exec ensures that the wingman is viewing the same tactic as the lead pilot. Thus,
the wingman's display remains in unison with the flight leader. Also, the exec ensures that only the lead
pilot can select a tactic for implementation by both blues.

When the internetting data link is not valid, the action of the tactics algorithm depends upon whether
a tactic had been selected prior to the net going down. If no tactic was selected, the lead and wing pilots
coordinate target assignment and tactic selection by voice call, each using his tactics algorithm with
situational data provided by ownship sensors. If a tactic was being implemented then the data link went
down, exec determines if the remaining ownship checkpoints of the tactic can be continued. This is a
function of the continued availability of track files on the assigned targets and the steering philosophies
associated with the remaining checkpoint legs. If the tactic can be continued, the tactic monitoring
function in each blue aircraft continues to process its respective set of checkpoints. If the tactic cannot
be continued, exec initiates a new menu generation based on non-internetted operation.

AT-_,CK GUIDANCE

Primary functions of attack guidance are to generate flight path trajectories which will satisfy
criteria associated with the desired tactic and to compute recomsended launch points against multiple
assigned targets. It is designed to enhance pilot awareness of the engagement by providing information on
predicted flight paths and missile impact zones. Specific kill and survival metrics associated with each
assigned target indicate the likelihood of target kill as well as danger to the blue aircraft from all
threat aircraft. Attack guidance overcomes a limitation in current fighter attack systems where only the
highest priority target is designated for attack, and a fire control solution is computed without
consideration of other threats to ownship. ICAAS attack guidance considers the overall situation and future
ownship and threat position, thus greatly increasing pilot awareness of the future consequences of his near
term actions.

The heart of attack guidance is an engagement predictor. This predictor uses embedded knowledge of
ownship oerformance capabilities, energy management schedules, tactical goals, plus red and blue weapon
envelopes to predict future relative positions and progress of the engagement. A flight plan is initially
constructed based on inputs from the tactics algorithm and the pilot, such as target assignments, tactics
checkpoints, and ownship aircraft speed and altitude goals A four-dimensional (time and space) trajectory
is generated which is responsive to the goals and constraints from the flight plan Recommended launch
points are determined for each individual target in conjunction with kill and survivability metrics.
Predictions are continuously updated during all mission phases to account for both ownship and threat
aircraft maneuvering. Outputs are used to drive cockpit displays and to generate steering commands for pilot
manual control. An automatic flight control coupler is also available if activated by the pilot. Figure 9
illustrates the features of attack guidance versus two red aircraft.

The trajectory predictor
algorithm integrates differential Redl Red 2

equations, which describe the
aircraft motion, while controlling
the aircraft through a set of o Predict Engagement
autopilot-like guidance laws. The - Identify Missile Impact Zones
integration process takes place at - Recommend Launch Points
a rate many times faster than real - Compute Engagement Kill/Survivability Metrics 1 -.
time. Variable integration step
sizes are used so that near term Generate Q Trajectories 2
predictions are computed more - Update Predictions
accurately than those further in - Support Engagement Execution Missile 2 3
the future, thus reducing the * Support
computer throughput requirements.Ef5Oil
The fast fly-out computations Legend
consist of five parts:, - Tactical Engagement 1 MK -070

- Attack -08 ngS e
Extrapolate enemy - Disengagement P,saese. M 0

aircraft position based ,-00
upon altitude and - Threat MS - 095
airspeed at the time Launch Point mmediate Disengase
prediction update I, Missile impact Zone Boundary -1
begins; Bue

- Computate error
signals at every Figure 9. Attack Guidance
integration step to
drive simulated blue
aircraft into capturing
the disired aircraft
state goals contained
in the flight plan;.

- Integrate a set of differential equations describing aircraft motion;

- Determine control adjustments required to achieve the profile constraints specified in the
flight plan; and

curve fit the initial portion of the predicted profile to generate input data for the Control
Coupler.
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Flight path predictions and associated flight guidance algorithms are tailored to support four mission
phases: enroute, tactic, attack, and disengage.

- Enroute Phase:, Enroute trajectory planning is provided fo: those portions of flight just

before and after the threat engagement. Trajectory predLctions are based on embedded
performance schedules for optimal climb, cruise and descer t speed, and altitude. These
schedules account for aircraft weight, stores, and actual &ntient conditions.

It is assumed that all navigation waypoints have an N"

assigned ltitude. Speed may be fixed or free. If PO.W/

speed is :ee, an optimal value is selected, either \l,. t | M-sk
maximum range for waypoint steering or maximum
endurance for CAP orbits. Direct path steering is U".,si " AOP

used to navigate from waypoint to waypoint, flying
over the waypoint on the inbound leg. The logic B.t
includes the ability to capture and hold a CAP orbit
with a pilot-specified leg length and heading. CAP to
orbit is maintained until an exit command is given by
the pilot.

- Tactic Phase: The checkpoints defined by the
tactics algorithm are typically stated in terms of a
desired geometry relative to the threat aircraft,
and, as such, do not constitute an inertial flight .
path. Engagement predictions applies the guidance
laws prescribed by tactics (such as line-of-sight
offset) against an extrapolated threat flight path to
evolve a four-dimensional inertial trajeczory F jure 10. Danger Zone Clearance for Disengage
suitable for cockpit display.

- Attack Phase, This processing computes the attal trajectory against each assigned target
aircraft. Embedded in the generation of the trajec.,ry are the kill and survival metrics and

the recommended launch points against the assigned targets. The attack path starts when the
tactic algorithm first launch objective has been achieved or when the pilot selects pure attack
stering. The attack trajectory ends following the predicted (or actual) launch against the
last assigned threat aircraft and completion of target illumination. Attack processing supports
multiple launches against a single target as wall as multiple missiles inflight against multiple
targets.

The attack trajectory is constructed sequentially from target to target based on the defined
laurch sequence. Blue launch criterion is based on achieving a desired launch range within a
defined level of survivability. Both the l&unch range goals and the minimum acceptable
survivability are input by the pilot. The e sired launch range is measured in percent of
maximum missile launch range (RMAX). Survtwvttity is a function of:, the total number of
threat aircraft, the danger each threat !no is based on maximum missile ranges, and the

predicted success of blue missiles. Post la .n h missile illumination requirements are imposed
on the trajectory.

- Disengage Phase:, The disengage trajector, s a maneuvering flight path to escape danger from
all threat aircraft, followed by a direct-N navigation path to a designated regroup point.

Determination of the danger posed by the combat situation during disengage processing is

illustrated in Figure 10. Ownship is declared to be clear of the engagement if:, all threat

aircraft are behind a line through the ownship position perpendicular to the line-of-sight from

ownship to the regroup point, all threats are farther away than a pre-defined distance, and

ownship heading is within 90 degrees of the bearing to the regroup point.

DEFENSIVE ASSETS MANAGER

tThe Defensive Assets Manager (DAM) responds to detection of air-launched threat missiles and provides

the fighter pilot with a recommended defensive response derived from a stored knowledge base Options

ccnsidered for response include infrared and radar countermeasures (expendable and non-expendable) applied

in conjunction with early, midcourse, and endgame aircraft
maneuvers. Early kinematic maneuvers to either avoid or

penetrate and escape the maximum lethal intercept zone are iA
highly effective when the threat missile has been launched "- owa
from long range. If the threat missile was launched in a Rod

no escape condition, midcourse maneuvers with
countermeasures are used to defeat the missile seeker, s.

followed by endgame evasive maneuvers if required. DAM ", Erd 'WWs N k

options are illustrated in Figure 11. K W -A I P*W

DAM is initiated when onboard sensors detect a WM. Iffl~e. z
missile launch.or missile in flight. Missile launch can
also be inferred from threat aircraft actions. Multiple *O.4.o.5oI E W dCs Me N

missiles "ay be rcportcd at any given rime, but only the Go m
single highest priority threat is reported to the evasion 2 9 MUTo
algorithm for defensive response. A DAM scheduler o-

eliminates missiles which are not a threat to ounship
through range, closure, and guidance checks. Remaining Figur 11. Defensive Assets Manager

*missile reports are then prioritized according to predicted

r---. 7. m m , WW AU;
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time to closest approach.
This assures that the missile AtackGudancePreddorl
selected as the greatest 'Greatest Threat"
threat is within lethal DAM Data Predicted Attack Path
range, is guiding on ownship, Scheuler
and has the shortest time-of-
arrival. Assess

An ispterface between Te Option
DAM and the IAH sensor Ow.ship Working/Not Working
manager provides special
management of missile track "Threat/No Threat
files. IAH initiates and ThreatID
maintains an MSI track Time to Intercept Option Working

following a launch alert from * Predicted Position

ownship radar or IRSTS
sensors, just as it does for
any new aircraft track Oplcs e s Prsorss pNot

acquisition. Missile tracks ? Rea Working
which are positively
identified as a threat to

ownship, or whose threat an 1on

status is unknown, are given Rdnk Efempvnssmei
top track service priority Option

over all other tracks. The Opt~on
predicted near-term missile Desirability Plan
flight path, computed by DAM, ,OwnshlpRescures s" UsesWegedhth
can be used to help re- •Ownship PerLormance.4 Feasib1ly sPeed RYnjt s1raton

Missile Guidance and Missionacquire a missile should IAM Requireme loqiact
fail to update the missile
track DAM then issues
special requests on the Figure 12. Defensive Asset Manager Missile Evasion Algorithm
missile to IAH to ensure

active MSI track files on known threat missiles are updated. It also monitors tracks of threat aircraft
with a high probability of launch as determined by RWR detection

DAM assembles the missile track reports from IAM track files for communication to the scheduler Due
to the time criticality of information generated by the Missile Warning Sensor (MWS), MWS reports are not
processed by IAM. This data is passed directly to the DAM scheduler for endgame response recommendation

The missile evasion algorithm is activated when the DAM scheduler determines the greatest threat to
ownship. The evasion algorithm executes once per second as long as a missile poses a threat to ownship
The major functional components are shown in Figure 12 and are described below.

Threat Assessment - To determine the level of danger to ownship, the threat missile flight path is
projected forward in time to its terminal phase through the use of an embedded high speed flyout simulation.
Ownship is assumed to fly along the predicted attack path. If the evasion algorithm determines the missile
is not a threat to ownship, the DAM scheduler records this particular missile as no threat and sends the
next candidate threat missile from its ordered list to the evasion algorithm.

Threat assessment must be capable of performing when incomplete or imperfect missile information is
available. It can operate using sensor data rep -l on the missile during its trajectory or from the
flyout model initiated from position and velocity • threat aircraft at launch. The source with the
least uncertainty is used. When sensor data is useu, yout model is synchronized to help smooth data
and extrapolate between infrequent or noisy data poin, The reported missile position and velocity are
adjusted according to uncertainties to provide a "worst case" state of the missile. Uncertainty associated
with sensor data will typically decrease with time. However, as data from the flycut model is continuously
used, uncertainty will increase.

Threat assessment also attempts to establish positive identification of the missile type If
identification cannot be established, available data will be used to characterize the missile as much as
possible, such as radar guided or infrared guided, and long range versus short range. This information is
needed by the evasion algorithm to evaluate response options.

Option GeneK4SO rr - With a missile determined as a potential threat, a list of candidate evasion

options is generated. An embedded aircraft perfo-ance model is used to ensure that candidate maneuvers
are achievable. Early and midcourse options are zonstructed to explore the effectiveness of difterent
combinations of heading change and load factor. A stored knowledge data base is used to define endgame
evasive saneuvers, reactions to be achieved with countermeasures, and conditions under which each option
is most effective.

Early kinematic maneuvers are designed to defeat the threat missile by avoiding the intercept zone,
sci.ping the intercept zone heforo rhe raissile reaches the zone boundary, creating a missile sensor gimbal

failure, or turning to generate a range rete failure. A constant altitude, maximum sustained turn by ownship
is assumed. The evasion algorithm identifies options to provide the maximum time ownship can coitinue on
its current flight path, the minimum amount of heading change required, and the time ownship must follow
a radial from the launch site to escape the missile. Gimbal failures are created by taking advantage of
the missile requirement to p~ovide a lead angle for intercept to occur. Range rate failures are created
by taking advantage of missile guidance system sensitivity to small closure rates.

~ - A
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Mideourse options combine countermeasures with maneuvers to defeat the threat missile seeker. Constant
altitude turns are assumed at or below the maximum sustainable turn load factor. Countermeasures include
flares and onboard and offboard jammers.

A knowledge base of candidate endgame options was identified through off-line analysis using aircraft
and high fidelity missile model simulations. A barrel roll maneuver proved to be the most effective against
various threat missiles because it is least sensitive to timing and produced consistent results. The
effectiveness of the barrel roll is stored in tabular form.

Otion Ranking - Desirability and effectiveness metrics are generated for use in ranking the candidate
set of evasion options. The desirability metric is a function of the required heading change, fuel usage,
time required to complete the option, and mission impact. Mission impact accounts for the inability to
complete illumination for an AMRAAM already inflight. An option is considered even less desirable if it
forces total abandonment of an offensive posture or mission objective. The effectiveness metric is a
function of the ability to defeat the threat and the uncertainty associated with the missile track files.
Options which cause hard failures of the missile system such as gimbal failures, closure rate limits, or
time-of-flight limits are considered more effective than options which require precise timing and typically
result in less miss distance, such as endgame maneuvers. The effectiveness metric accounts for the
dependence on data accuracy. For example, the desirability of an option that is critically dependent on
accurate missile velocity data is downgraded over one that requires less velocity accuracy. The preferences
of the pilots are also reflected in the effectiveness metric. The products of the desirability and the
effectiveness metrics are used to rank order the candidate options.

The top-ranked option is validated, before it is recommended to the pilot, using a high speed missile
flyout model. The model is used to assess effects of the recommended flight path and countermeasure
deployment throughout the predicted missile time-of-flight. An option is considered success.ul if the
flyout model predicts an adequate miss distance.

AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE MONITOR

Pilots of today's fighter aircraft do not get much assistance from onboard systems in optimizing the
maneuver potential of their aircraft. A performance manual is available which a pilot reviews during ground
training, but he is forced to work from memory when airborne. The ICAAS Aircraft Performance Monitor (APH)
uses knowledge of ownship aircraft parameters to aid the pilot in achieving the best real-time dynamic
performance of his aircraft in an effort to gain a performance edge over his adversary.

APH provides real-time corner speed and angle-of-attack (AOA) cues for cockpit display The angles-
of-attack correspond to best acceleration, best sustainable turn rate, or maximum instantaneous turn rate,
all at a given airspeed and altitude. The choice of the particular AOA parameters was based on discussions
with pilots to determine cues that would help make optimal use of aircraft performance during an air-to-
air engagement. Only one AOA c,' is displayed at any given time based on pilot intent inferred from current
stick commands.

The AOA cue for best acceleration was For Given. Altitude
suggested due to a peculiar characteristic of some Stores Configuration
aircraft that best acceleration is achieved under a Weight

slightly loaded condition in some regions of the Power Utin
flight envelope. The pilots familiar with this Mat WSStruturalLimi
characteristic reported using it to advantage during
combat exercises. The cue for best sustained turn
rate at current airspeed provides a zero specific Speed
excess power (Ps) indicator to help maintain energy Limi
relative to an opponent. The cue for maximum Turn P.... (2)
instantaneous turn rate was suggested to effectively Rate
fly near the structural limit without violating the
structural limit boundary. Current overload warning
systems advise the pilot with an aural tone when he
is near the limit, but pilots still fly through and
beyond the limit due to rapid onset rates. A visual
cue related to AOA is believed to be more effective. Mach Number
Pilots typically do not wish to fly slower than (i) Maximum instantaneous Turn Rate
corner speed in combat, but without a cue they use
a constant value rule-of-thumb for all flight (2)MilmmSustanedTurnRate TCOSa--D 0)
conditions. A cue better defines the corner speed (3) Maximum Acceleration
for actual flight conditions and stores (4) Comer Speed
configuration. These performance parameters are
pictorially represented on the maneuverability Figure 13. Typical Maneuverability Envelope
envelope, or "dog house" plot shown in Figure 13.

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

The Department of Defense standard Ada software language is being used for ICAAS implementation. Most
of the software code has been developed, including 100,000 lines or 850,000 32-bit words of executable code
plus 225,000 words of data base (Reference 2). Rapid update rates which are necessary to support real-time
slaslon performance, led to a computer throughput requirement of approximately 15 million instructions per
second. No available flightworthy computer with this capability could be found, so a new computer was
developed based on the MIPS Corporation R-3000 32-bit reduced instruction set computer (RISC) processor.
This is one of two standard processors selected by the Joint Integrated Avionics Working Group. Each
processor is conservatively rated at five million instructions per second. Three processors are included
in a single computer chassis, resulting iii a throughput capacity of 15 million instructions per second
(Reference 3). A 100 percent reserve was achieved by using two of these computers to host the ICAAS
software. One will host the Tactics, Attack Guidance, DAM, and APM functions and is designated the ICAAS

Ini
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Integration Computer (IIC). The second computer, the ICAAS Support Computer (ISC), will host the attack
management function. These computers are flightworthy and will be used in simulation evaluations as well
as flight test.

Pitu..,/-hicle interface (FyI) is a major ICMS system integration issue. No matter how much

information can be ev.i
4
pcd ,Ithin the system. effectiv- ..-

4
'rt performance can be achieved only if the

pilot can easily understand and apply the information. Too much data and information can easily overwhelm
the pilot. Efficient cockpit data management techniques are needed, including a proper balance between

automation and manual task allocation.

An advanced cockpit instrument panel has
been designed for ICAAS as shown in Figure 14.
Three multifunction color displays will be

used to present tactical situation data,

weapon delivery information, threat varnings,

recommended tactics, and flight trajectories.
A large center display provides 9 1/2 inches
by 9 1/2 inches of viewing area as the ptimary
situation awareness display. The other two
displays are 6 inches by 6 inches. A helmet fa a 2
mounted display (lIMO) is provided ior sensor
cueing and threat warning. The HIXD will aiso

be used to cue the pilot on where to look for 0
targets as he transitions from BVR to WVR,
thus providing maximum visual acquis'tion
range. A data transfer module will be used a 0 a 0 c 0
for preflight data Peev to relieve the pilot

frem a len2gthy initia~lization process.
Inf light dats entry will b~e managed through
the Up Front Control (UFC, which is located 0 a 6 6
just belos, tne HUD Weapon selection, target
designation, ane display management functions
are prc ,idel through standard hands-on
throttle and stick switches, or by switches
located around the perimeter of the three
multifunction displays. An additional method

is provided by a touch sensitive overlay for
the large central display Pilot working

group members have been involved in a series
of static mockup, rapid prototyping, and part Figure 14. Cockpit Instrument Panel
task simulation experiments as the specific
cockpit layout and display formats have
evolved It is essential to achieve a

pilot-friendly implementation of the ICAAS
technology

JEST AND EVALUATION

Formal high-fldelity piloted simulations will b conducted starting in late 1990 to measure the combat

performance of four internetted ICAAS aircraft engaging up to sixteen enemy aircraft An orderly buildup

in complexity is expected, starting with two blue versus two red. Blue aircraft use cockpit domes which

inclide fully configured cockpits with ICAAS controls, displays, information processing, and system

functions. Red forces consist of up to four manned combat stations plui digital aircraft models Air Force

tactical fighter pilots will serve as test subjects, with separate blue and red teams A mix of current

and advanced threat aircraft are used to represent a projected 1995 air combat environment

Flight testing will demonstrate that ICMg functions can be implemented on actual fighter aircraft
using real sensors in real flight conditions. An F-15B testbed aircraft is being modified to incorporate

the ICAAS advanced cockpit configuration and system functions, including IIC and ISC computers Aiter

initial flight testing in 1991, a second F-15 testbed will be modified in 1992. An intraflight data link
will be installed on both aircraft to enable demonstration of the cooperative functions of ICAAS.

Engagements will be initiated at BV, and proceed through simulated weapon employments, including transition

to close-in combat

StRY

For three years, the ICAAS program has been developing innovative design concepts to assist tactical

fighter pilots in defeating larger forces of enemy aircraft. Avionics, guidance, and control functions are
being improved and extensively integrated to enhance pilot awareness of the combat situation, provide
decision aiding in evaluating offensive/defensive options, support the pilot with precise execution of his
engagement decisions, and coordinate the actions of individual flight members into an effective battle team.

Extensive use of knowledge based systems technology and emphasis on export systems engineering techniques

provide a basis for significant improvements in mission effectiveness compared to current operational

systems. Efficient information management combined with advanced cockpit display concepts allow ICAAS to

effectively a.pport the pilot in achieving msesion objectivcs.

A specific ICAAS system architecture has been defined to achieve real-Lime performance when embedded

in a fighter aircraft. New flightworthy computers have been developed based on advanced 32-bit RISC

processors The DoD high order Ada software language is being used to implement all ICAAS functions
Integration of hardware and software is nearly complete in preparation for formal testing.

L - - -."
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Extensive piloted simulations and flight test experiments will be performed to determine the mission
effectiveness of ICAAS technology in realistic air combat engagement conditions. Test and operational
fighter pilots will be used as test subiects to confirm that the system provides the intended level of
support and meets performance goals. Final results are expected to be available in late 1992. Sufficient
confidence will be established to facilitate technology transition to future fighters or upgrades of existing
fighters
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ABSTRACT

Research aircraft have become increasingly dependent on advanced electronic control systems to accomplish
program goals. These aircraft are integrating multiple disciplines to improve performance and satisfy research
objectives. This integration is being accomplished through electronic control systems. Because of the number of
systems involved and the variety of engineering disciplines, systems design methods and information management
have become essential to program success. The primary objective of the system design/information tool for air-
craft flight control system is to help transfer flight control system design knowledge to the flight test community.
By providing all of the design information and covenng multiple disciplines in a structured, graphical manner,
flight conuot systems can more easily be understood by the test engineers. This will provide the engineers with
the information needed to thoroughly ground test the system and thereby reduce the likelihood of serious design
errors surfacing in flight. The secondary objective is to apply structured design techniques to all of the design
domains. By using the techniques in the top level system design down through the detailed hardware and software
designs, it is hoped that fewer design anomalies will result. This paper will first review the flight test experiences
of three highly complex, integrated aircraft programs: the X-29 forward-swept wing, the advanced fighter tech-
nology integration (AFTI) F-16, and the highly maneuverable aircraft technology (HiMAT) program. Significant
operating anomalies, and the design errors which cause them, will be examined to help identify what functions a
system design/information tool should provide to assist designers in avoiding errors.

1. NOMENCLATURE
AFTI advanced fighter technology integration

AI artificial intelligence

DFD data flow diagram

FCC flight control computer

FCS flight control system

FMEA failure modes and effects analysis

HARV high-angle-of-attack research vehicle

HiMAT highly maneuverable aircraft technology

H/W hardware

ILS instrument landing system

KB knowledge base

KBS knowledge-based system

KCS knowledge capture system

KEEru  Knowlege Engineering Environment (trade-mark of Intellicorp, Mountain View, CA)

KR knowledge representaton

LE leading edge

NWS nosewheel steering

PLC power lever control

S/W software

TE trailing edge

T/O takeoff

V and V verification and validation
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2. BACKGROUND

System engineering has been recognized as an essential element in the development of complex systems. The
top-down structured approaches to system engineering have been slow to catch on because of a lack of computer-
ized tools. However, recent advances in personal ccnputers and new software (S/W) tools havc. reestablished the
use of these structured system engineering methods (ref. 1).

The system design aspects of the system design/information tool expand on the current systems engineering
methods by 1) automatically creating a knowledge base (KB) of the processes, data flows, and externals; and 2)
including functions to verify consistency in design requirements unique to flight crucial control systems.

The information aspects of this tool address the need to provide design and implementation information
throughout a flight control system's (FCS's) life cycle, and, specifically, to the test engineers. The verification
and validation (V and V) effort f,r the digital FCS is of particular concern to the test engineer. Complete V and
V is required to assure flight safety and requires the design information to establish, run, and analyze the V and
V tests. Problems associated with V and V have caused major digital FCS developments to slip by as much as 18
months (ref. 2). The system design/information tool needs to include the flight control design knowledge and its
hardware (H/W) and S/W implementation.

Figure 1 shows a typical life cycle for an FCS and how the system design/information tool would ,upport all
phases. Shown is a typical life cycle for an FCS and how the life cycle phases relate to the system/information
tool's capabiiies. Some of the current tools which would share information with the system design/information
tool are shown in the lower half of the figure.

The following review of research aircraft and the unique design errors that were found shows how system
complexity can hide design errors from even the most experienced engineers. These errors reflect, in part, the
difficulty of adequately communicating the system design details to the test engineers in the multiple disciplines.
These disciplines include Plight control law development, H/W design and test; S/W specification, coding and test;
system integration and test; and flight test operations.

2.1 X-29 Description and Airdata Single-Point Failure

The X-29A technology demonstrator aircraft is an experimental vehicle which integrates a number of advanced
technologies. These technologies include a forward-swept wing, tailored composite wing structure, and full au-
thonty digital flight control. The aircraft is also highly unstable and is dependent on the triplex digital FCS for
stability and handling qualities (ref. 3).

The FCS feedback gains are scheduled using airdata. Airdata errors can cause incorrect flight control gains and
loss of the aircraft. To avoid incorrect gains, the X-29A has three sources of airdata. Redundancy management
S/W takes the three airdata values, detects any failures, and selects a value to be used in the control law calculations.

After flying over 200 flights, a serious design error in the redundancy management logic was found during
verification of a new release of flight SAW being tested in ground-based simulation. The error was attributed to
the multidisciplinary nature of the system and had been in the flight S/W since the 38th flight. A lack of detailed
understanding about the interactions between the airdata system, redundancy management S/W, and the flight
control laws allowed for the design error to occur and is discussed below.

The fault detection level in the redundancy management S/W was set at a large value because of errors, such
as position errors, possible between the probes at certain flight conditions (fig. 2). In the case of a probe failure,
airdata errors as large as the fault detection level were allowed to pass through to the control laws. At the lower
and slower end of the flight envelope, a fail-to-zero of the nose probe would not be detected. Simulations have
shown that this single-point failure would change the gains to the point that the aircraft would become unstable
and depart. For over 162 flights the aircraft was at risk of being lost because of a single airdata failure. The system
requirement was that the aircraft be operational after two airdata failures. Until a subsequent software release
corrected the problem, the aircraft was grounded.

2.2 AFTI F-16 Description and Flight 44 Anomaly

The advanced fighter technology integration F-16 program investigated the integration of emerging technolo-
gies into an advanced fighter aircraft. The AFTI's three major technologies investigated were (I) flight-crucial
digital control, (2) decoupled aircraft flight control, and (3) integration of avionics flight control and pilots display
(ret. 2).

The AFTI F- 16 flight control system was a triplex, asynchronous digital system. The asynchronous architecture
meant that input signals fr.im sensors and controllers were read at different times into the three computers using
a high-speed serial, digital data link (fig. 3). Concerns for S/W reliability were addressed with the inclusion of a
triplex, analog-independent backup unit.

~ .af~o,.t t400 r0,V;
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The following summarizes an in-flight anomaly which occurred on flight 44 (ref. 2). This anomaly was the
result of the interaction of many design characteristics and a unique flight condition. The characteristics included
asynchronous computer operation, forward integrators in the control laws, and output redundancy management
S/W. These characteristics coupled with a unique flight condition and resulted in the divergence of the three com-
puters' output commands to the control surfaces. The redundancy management S/W in each of the channels
declared the other two channels as failed. The pilots indication of this apparent simultaneous failure of all three
computers was a dual fail flight control light in the cockpit. The end result of this in-flight anomaly was that the
aircraft safely landed on what was effectively a single-string flight control system, even though no actual H/W
failure had occurred.

Like the X-29 example, the AFI F-16 had a serious design error resulting from the lack of a detailed under-
standing of the interactions between the many different disciplinary areas. In this case the design error was not
recognized until after an in-flight anomaly was experienced.

2.3 HiMAT Design and Gear Deployment Anomaly

The HiMAT demonstrator was a remotely piloted research vehicle which incorporated such advances as com-
posite structures, aerr elastic tailoring, reduced static stability, and digital flight control (ref. 4). The aircraft was
remotely piloted because the technologies represented too high a risk for a manned vehicle.

The HiMAT was flown remotely with the pilot in a ground-based cockpit and the control laws calculated in
ground-based computers. Surface commands were telemetered to the aircraft as were aircraft sensor data which
were telemetered to the ground (fig. 4). The onboard digital flight control computers were dual redundant and
processed uplink and downlink data. In the ease of a complete loss of the dual uplink commands, the onboard
system acted as a backup FCS capable of orbiting the aircraft until control was reestablished.

An anomaly occurred during the flight test program which resulted in the aircraft landing with its landing
skids retracted. However, the pilot performed an excellent landing and the aircraft was not seriously damaged.
The anomaly was induced by a single failure in the redundant uplink H/W. The onboard redundancy management
S/W identified the failure and allowed for continued control of the aircraft, except for the deployment of the
landing skids.

The anomaly was caused by a timing change made in the ground-based system and the onboard S/W for
uplhnking the gear deployment command. This change coupled with the onboard failure of one uplink receiver to
cause the anomaly. The timing change was thoroughly tested with the onboard flight S/W for unfailed conditions.
However, the flight S/W operated differently when an uplink failure was present. This critical information about
the S/W was not readily available to the flight test team.

3. REQUIREMENTS FOR A SYSTEM DESIGN/INFORMATION TOOL

These brief examples demonstrate that system complexity is overwhelming the individual's ability to under-
stand the entire system and the interactions that can take place between the different functional areas. The X-^
example illustrates how important the airdata system and the redundancy management S/W design information
to the flight control designers and test engineers. Using the experience gained from the above aeronautics projeci.,
we have formulated the requirements for a sysLem design/information tool. The requirements include:

1. A system design capability to ease the capture of design information. The system design capability will pro-
vide a graphical, structured method for designing complex systems. It will help the designer avoid errors
and allow the capture of the design information as it is created. Later in the aircraft development this infor-
mation, in the form of an intelligent documentation system, will provide information to the test engineers.

2. Online documentation of all the information describing on FCS and the relationships betwee: :_erent dis-
ciplinary information. This includes H/W, S/W, redundancy management, and flight control law disciplines.
The test engineer can then easily and graphically see the design information needed to qualify the system,
thus avoiding the in-flight consequences of design errors.

3. Expert system functions to help analyze the relationships between the disciplines and uncover where un-
wanted interactions can occur. These functions con be used by designers, as well as test engineers, to assess
the system's operations and avoid serious design errors.

4. Ability to perform failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) on the many dobign iterations. Currently,
FMEA is only performed on the H/W, not on the system as a whole. Because of the time required to perform
an FMEA, the FMEA is usually performed once and is done with an early design iteration. The inability to
analyze the final design raises questions of the FMEA's value. Automated FMEA using the current online
design is one example of a capability that would assist designers and test engineers in finding serious design
errors in a timely manner.
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5. Links from the system requirements to the S/W and H/W designs. The links will allow the system require-
ments to be verified against the proposed implementation. Verification could then be done in an automated
fashion, prior to committing to the build phase. This rapid prototyping concept would increase the chance

of finding serious design errors prior to flight test.

Currently, some system design tools have become commercially available, but they do not address the needs
of flight-crucial systems and only create conventional databases called data dictionaries. The actual H/W and S/W
implementation information is not an integral part of these tools.

4. DESCRIPTION OF THE KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEM DESIGN/INFORMATION
TOOL

The following section will review the work accomplished to date and show how it applies to the larger problem
outlined above. The methods for capturing system design knowledge, examples of what can be done using this
knowledge, and an overview of the structure of the knowledge-based system (KBS) will be discussed. In related
work, a good approach to design knowledge capture for the space station can be found in Wechsler (ref. 5).

4.1 Focus

The effort is focused on the development of a generic knowledge capture system (KCS) for digital FCSs, which
utilizes mature Al technology. The KCS is being used to capture design knowledge for the NASA high-angle-
of-attack research vehicle (HARV), a modified F/A-18A with a thrust-vectoring capability. The primary efforts
to date have been focused on the development of an intelligent documentation system for the system and H/W
design realms. Examples of expert analyses that can be accomplished once the design knowledge is captured are
described in the sections on the spin recovery system and nosewheel steering behavioral model.

4.2 The Knowledge Capture System

A major portion of the effort for the KCS has been devoted to the development of a knowledge representation
(KR) which is tailored to the specific needs of the FCS problem domain. Four domains of knowledge have been
identified within the FCS problem domain: system design, H/W design, S/W design, and utilities. These four
domains provide the flight test engineer with the diverse kinds of reformation needed and the relationships which
exist between them. Each domain possesses its own unique KR.

4.3 System Design Realm

The structured analysis methodology is used to describe the system design (ref. 6). This methodology is based
on a top-down hierarchical decomposiuon of system requirements using an extremely graphical user interface.
The decomposition continues until the requirements are given with an adequate degree of detail. This design
methodology creates a cleaner, more understandable design.

The tool creates linked hierarchical trees of data flows, processes, and externals. Each node in the process
tree represents a process and is provided with a process description and other unique attributes which are stored
in slots. To support flight control system design, the tool stores and tracks requirements for failure probability
and mission cnticality. In addition, external agencies and data flow objects are identified in the KB. All of this
information is depicted graphically in data flow diagrams (DFDs). Figure 5 depicts a level 0 DFD.

The concepts of a process, an external, and a data flow, as defined by structured analysis, are identified here as
graphical objects and individually represented as frames. The properties of the process, external, data store, and
data flow objects are stored r the slots of the individual frames associated with each of these objects. The name
of the process, failure probability, and data flow inputs are all examples of slots. The nature of the slot values can
draw from the full spectrum of the paradigms supported by the Knowledge Engineering Environment (KEEn).
Namely, they may be simple values, pointers to other frames, inherited values, active values, rules, and so forth.
This KR will allow the users to perform various expert analyses of the system design. It is intended that the
pointers, which are stored as slot values, will provide access to the related H/W, S/W, and utilities implementation
knowledge stored elsewhere.

A hierarchical representation scheme is used for each of the three types of objects (processes, externals, and
data flows). Each of these three hierarchies forms an individual, linked KB. In each case, the hierarchy is used to
allow properties to be inherited and to identify the natural linkage between individual objects. These individual
KBs are linked with pointers.

In a typical application of the structured analysis methodology, the data flow diagrams are viewed as an end
object. In this KBS, the data flow diagrams are primarily viewed as a graphical front end for the KCS. Every data

A . flow diagram image is mouse sensitive and possesses its own menu for entering and accessing knowledge. Now
the test engineer can graphically see the relationships between systems, rather than trying to infer them from stacks
of written text.

... * I .l * *".I i
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4.4 Hardware Design Realm

The knowledge representation for the H/W design is based upon the hierarchical block diagrams typically
used in this problem domain. The nature of the representation is similar, although not identical, to the structured
analysis methodology. The H/W objects are represented graphically as blocks, and these objects are decomposed
in a hierarchical fashion until they have been described to an adequate degree of detail.

The connectivity between these H/W objects is indicated graphically with lines. These lines may represent
various H/W connection abstractions such as data buses, a flow of information, or a form of control. In any
case, this connectivity can be represented in the form of objects of a specific type and may possess a hierarchi-
cal characteristic.

The concepts of H/W and their connectivity are identified in the KBS as being objects and are individually
represented as frames. The properties of these objects are stored in the slots of the individual frames. The nature
of the slot values and the hierarchical relationship of thq frame representation is the same as that provided for the
system design. The H/W block diagrams serve as a graphical front end for the H/W design KB. Figure 6 depicts
a top level 1/W block diagram.

4.5 Software Design Realm

The structured analysis methodology is also used to describe the S/W design. The long-range plans include
placing the KCS on a network with a workstation that has the flight code. This would give the KCS access to the
flight code so that it would be possible to pull up listings of the flight code relevant to the objects defined in the
S/W design data flow diagrams.

4.6 Utilities Design Realm

The utilities consist of the electrical power, hydraulic power, and environmental control systems which form
an infrastructure for the FCS, and any embedded avionics system for that matter. The KR for this realm will
utilize the structured analysis methodology to encode the design knowledge. It wilt also utilize the block diagram
representation described previously for the H/W design realm. This representation will be used to encode the
implementation knowledge.

4.7 Authoring and Browsing Mechanisms

The authoring mechanisms allow the user to create, delete, connect, and locate the user interface graphical
images with mouse and menu commands. These ordinary capabilities provide typical graphical interface features.
More importantly, the authoring mechanisms allow the user to properly create, delete, rename, and connect ob-
jects in the semantic network. The objects and their linkage within the semantic network are highly structured
and canonical. A failure to conform to this formal structure would destroy the inheritance, browsing, and reason-
ing functionality. The authoring mechanisms iso serve to enforce the methodologies which have been deemed
appropriate for th. individual realms within the KB.

The authoring mechanisms provide mouse and menu commands for inserting slot values for the properties
of the objects in the KB. These mechanisms include an editor window for entering text descriptions and popup
selection menus for properties whose slot values are restricted to a specific set of legal values. In some cases, the
entry of slot values is monitored by demons. These demons actively monitor the knowledge entry and warn the
user if the ncw value lies outside an envelope which is known to be valid. A demon is used to verify that failure
probability requirements are kept as the design is decomposed.

The browsing mechanisms allow the user to display the text description, hierarchical relationships, and prop-
erties for the objects which have been entered into the semantic network. This information is accessed through the
graphical, menu-driven, and mouse-sensitive user interface. This interface supports a random ao^ess to the KB.
The knowledge representation supports a browsing strategy similar to the way we, as humans, pursue problem
solutions. In this case, the network structure tends to guide the user in exploring the KB.

4.8 A Decomposition of the Spin Recovery System

The HARV flight tests will include research flight work with an angle of attack gre,^r than 550. For safety of
flight in this regime, aspin chute recovery system has been added to the F/A- 18A research aircraft. The following
describes a decompositidn which has been performed on the spin chute recovery system using the KCS.

Figures 7 and 8 show the hierarchical decomposition of the primary system that will deploy a spin chute for a
spin recovery. These figures depict two of the many H/W diagrams involved in the decomposition of the spin chute
recovery system. Figure 7 includes a partial display of the hierarchy. Figure 8 indicates the use of dual abstractions.

The box/line graphics provide an abstraction which follows directly from the top level W/W diagram graph-
ical user interface. These box/line abstractions are linked directly to the objects in the hierarchical H/W design :

'
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KB. The bit map graphical depiction of the circuit diagram has been added to clarify the user interface at the
component level.

The two abstractions are tied together with bit-mapped hot spots. Authoring mechanisms allow the user to
link the box/line abstractions (and correspondingly their H/W and signal flow objects) to as many hot spots on the
bit map abstraction as may be desired. Browsing mechanisms allow the user to mouse on a hot spot or a box/line
abstraction. Highlighting indicates the correspondence between a selected hot spot and its box/line abstractions.
Similarly, highlighting indicates the correspondence between a selected -/W object (or signal flow object) and the
relevant hot spots.

Further work in this area will be concentrating on the ability to take detailed H/W diagrams and perform failure
modes and effects analysis of the systems they represent.

4.9 A Behavioral Model for the Nosewheel Steering System

The KBS includes dynamic behavioral models to aid the test engineer and also provides for rapid prototyping
of the system. These models will be used to describe the system operation as a function of its operating modes.
The models will permit the user to interactively enter mode commands and explore their impact on FCS operation.

The behavioral model described here permits the user to issue cockpit mode commands to a nosewheel steering
(NWS) model which indicates the response and changes in the aircraft state. The model is based upon a rule set
and a forward chaining paradigm. A dynamic display of the rules and their execution is available to dynamically
document the system operation.

The NWS is a secondary control system within the FCS which is only operable on the ground. It provides
nosewheel angular deflection proportional to pedal force when engaged. There are three modes of operation: off,,
low gain, and high gain. The desired mode is selected by the pilot, with switches located on the control stick grip,
and is a function of several inputs, such as wing fold and weight on wheels. The NWS switch is used tor NWS
engagement and mode control, while the autopilot switch is used for NWS disengagement on the ground.

A dynamic interactive display (fig. 9) is provided to control and display the control stick switch commands, the
NWS system status, the NWS system block diagram, and the relevant F/A. 18A aircraft status. The display window
of the control stick switches includes a control stick and KEE"m active images for the NWS and autopilot switches.
This window, which is mouse sensitive, will accept switch commands in an identical fashion to those issued by the
pilot by way of the actual aircraft control stick. The KEE'm active images, which depict the NWS switch and the
autopilot switch, are mouse sensitive. It is possible to issue a momentarily depressed, held depressed, or released
command with these images.

The display of the aircraft status is also mouse sensitive. It is possible to explore the NWS logical operation as
a function of aircraft power, touchdown status, wing fold status, and launch bar status by mousing the appropriate
active image. As these parameters are changed, the appropriate operational mode is dynamically updated and
displayed in the F/A-18A operation mode window. The NWS-related aircraft operational modes are: power off,
wings folded, taxi, takeoff (T/0), launch, in flight, and landing.

A rule-based system implements the NWS mode logic. These rules are activated by the control suck switch
commands and by changes in the aircraft status variables. The NWS system response is displayed by highlighting
the appropriate mode in the NWS control mode status window. The NWS system response is also displayed by
highlighting the control path in the NWS system block diagram window. It is possible to trace the rule execution
in a KEE5: dynamic forward chaining execution window. The rule displays are mouse sensitive and permit the
user to display a selected rule.

4.10 Knowledge-Based System Structure

The KBS is codd in Common Lisp, utilizes an expert system shell called the knowledge engineering environ-
ment, and is currently under development on a Symbolics machine (fig. 10). This rapid prototyping environment
has been utilized for the development of a KCS, which is tailored to the needs of the FCS problem domain. The
KCS can be ported to any platform which is supported by KEEr u . These platforms currently include the Symbolics
and other major computing environments.

The KCS includes authoring mechanisms which enable the user to build a semantic network uniquely appro-
priate to a particular FCS. The KCS also includes browsing mechanisms which provide access to the semantic
network knowledge. Rule-based iiodels petform their reasoning on the objects dCfined in the semantic network.

The semantic network is composed of four realms of knowledge: the FCS system design realm, the FCS H/W
design realm, the FCS S/W design realm, and the FCS utilities design realm (fig. 11). Each of these realms is
implemented with linked hierarchical networks of objects. The KBS semantic network is formed by linking the hi-

• IN
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erarchical networks of the four realms. The objects are individually represented with a frame-based representation.
Authoring mechanisms enable the user to define a semantic network of FCS objects and their properties.

The semantic network of FCS objects are defined in an environment which includes an inference engine.
Reasoning functions are under development which will enable the user to view and analyze the objects defined.
Three kinds of models are to be developed:

1. behavioral models

2. fa;lure mode and effects models

3. fault tree analysis models

The behavioral models are to provide a dynamic presentation of how designated objects behave as a function
of user commands, FCS state variables, and FCS modes. The failure mode models are to indicate the loss of
functionality associated with component failures. The fault tree models are to provide a diagnostic capability for
the loss of FCS functionality. This diagnostic capability will allow the user to identify the possible causes and to
help isolate the actual cause of the loss of FCS functionality.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This project has proven to be an aitious one. The roughly three man-years of effort have yielded a prototype

which promises to fulfill the objectives, stated earlier, for a useful flight-crucial segment of the high-angle-of-attack
research vehicle flight control systez.

So far, the promises of artificial intelligence hve been fulfilled. It has been possible to develop a knowledge
capture system that captures the flight contru. system knowledge in a form which is tailored to the problem domain
and is accessible to the user in a friendly fashion. Furthermore, the modeling capability has proven the value of
defining the flight control system objects in an environmet with an inference engine.

The system and hardware design realms now nave a working functionality. In the remaining one man-year of
effort, it is projected that a working prototype, capturing knowledge in all four of the realms, will be implemented.
In terms of computer resource requirements, the response time is generally adequate, and less than 10 megabytes
on the hard disk have been required to date for the design knowledge.

Looking to the future, it is projected that this prototype provides an infrastructure upon which a full-scale, fully
operational knowledge capture system will be built that includes design aid capabilities. Longer range visions
include such growth possibilities as postflight fault diagnosis, real-time ground support of flight tests, and real-
time monitoring in the cockpit. The complexity of today's advanced aircraft demand that tools such as this be
developed and utilized throughout the life cycle to assure safe and efficient flight operations.
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Figure 1. Life cycle applications for the system design/information tool.
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Hardware Diagram and Failure Condition

Fault detection logic
passes zero value

Side probe 1
Value = 340 lb/ftZ

7 Signal F Fault Control
conversion detection laws

Value 0 Signal Fault Control I
Noseboom conversion detection laws j

probe

Signal Fault ControlI
conversion detection ' laws

Side probe 2
Valu& = ,40 Ib/ft 2  Flight control

computers

Fault Detection Logic
If noseboom valuf. - side probe 1 < fault detection level

and noseboom value - side probe 2 < fault detection level,
then use noseboom value else declare noseboom failed
and use average of side probes

Fault detection level = 354 lb/ft 2 , 5 in. of mercury
9120

Figure 2. Summary of X-29 failure condition and fault detection logic.
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Figure 3. AFTI F-16 cross-channel monitoring uses inform. tion sent on digital links.
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9138
Figure . The knowledge realms and their ihnkage.
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SUMMARY

The target approach over large distances of a cruise missile type vehicle, which Is equipped with an imaging infrared sensor aided
Inertal navigation system, Is examined in simulation. The study Is based on the Idea of using the same image sensor for navigation update
and target recognition with subsequent tracking. Knowledge based methods are found to play a key role in solving the difficult image
interpretation task for real world scenery. The final extraction of navigation data from the processed and Interpreted IR-image information, and
their combination with the Inertial sensor data is based on conventional optimization and filtering techniques. The study shows that the
combined Information leads to an improvement of navigation data. Filtering techniques are found to be capable of quantitatively estimating
major error sources Inherent to the gyros and accelerometers

S1. INTRODUCTION

The position and the course of a missile could In principle be determined by using only one navigation system. Examples are
inertial, ground based or catellite based navigation. However by combining the data of several navigation systems, the overall precision can be

Besides precision, other qualities like passiveness (no emitting sources) and independence of external aids are desirable too Inertial
navigation systems (INS) are autonomous in this sense. But the components of an INS, the gyros and accelerometers, are subject to a number
of error sources This leads to a time-dependent decrease of accuracy for location and orientation measurements Therefore, prior to the
termination of the mission updates based on different sources are required from time to time It 13 even possible to calibrate the INS during the
mission.

An aid for the INS which preserves the autonomy and which is passive and thus not detectable, Is navigation based on Infrared
Images of landmarks. Combining infrared image based navigation and Inertial navigation is interesting because It will also represent an
economic solution. The same Image sensor is used both for navigation update in a midcourse guidance phase, and target recognition with
subsequent tracking In a terminal homing phase, where It is needed anyway

Technically, Inertial and Image based navigations are complementary in their error behaviour The short term stability of Inertial
systems and the long term stability of the image based navigation complement each other. A plot of the typical time-dependencas of the
position and velocity errors of an sided INS is shown in fig 1. In this figure the updates lead to substantial reductions of the errors The
magnitude of the effect depends of course on the precision of the aiding navigation source

U" CX 2 UPDATE

0 --J IAoJ 1PDT 3.UPDATE> -. L. UPAT

TIME

Fig.1 Error propagation of an sided navigation system

The aim of the present study was to investigate Methods for extracting navigation relevant Information from infrared Images and to
determine how this Information can be used to produce calibration effects comp-rabie to those shown In fig. 1

!-
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2. TASK DESCRIPTION

A prerequisite for using images as nvigation aids is a map Based on the map, one can calculate the position of certain structures in
the image plane. This calculation is done by using an estimate for the location and orientation of the Image sensor, reasp of the missile itself.
From the difference of the expected and real positions of the structure In the image, corrections for the location and orientation of the missile
can be derived This comparison becomes possible if the structure has been separated from the background. In fig 2 the expected and
extracted real positions of a road structure are plotted on top of the IR-image. The structure is symbolically stored In terms of straight lines and
their Intersections

Fig 2: Extracted (full lines) and expected (dashed lines) road structure The difference in location and orientation reflects the INS
navigation error

The extraction of navigation relevant objects from images relies on todays abilities of image interpretation Solutions in this area are
only applicable in very restricted domains [2) If one considers a cruise missile type carrier flying at low altitude, additional difficulties, as the
visibility of objects, arise. Objects can be partly or fully hidden due to hills and vegetation Besides that, perspective distortions and the
influences of the daytime and the weather must be handled Therefore the recognition algoithms need a high Interpretative power. In order to
achieve the interpretation task, certain concepts being presently applied In artificial Intelligence models have been analyzed, adapted and
implemented In particular, knowledge based search techniques turned out to be most helpful tools.

By an appropriate use of such methods In combination with adapted preprocessing techniques, the difficult image interpretation
task can be solved

Fig,3. An example Image to be interpreted in terms of navigation relevant data
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3. THE KNOWLEDGE BASED IMAGE INTERPRETATION CONCEPT

Some necessary properties of the Image Interpretation system can be derived from the application requirements The system should be:

adaptable to different types of targets and objects,relevant to navigation

robust against Interference factors as well as daytime Influences and V.eather
capable of real time execution on a suitable hardware.

Our analysis shows that the following procedure responds to the demands

3.1 Preprocessing

Figure 3 shows an Infrared scene that Is well suited for navigation update. It has a digitized size of 512x512 pixels. The aim of
preprocessing, as we use It, Is the extraction and recording of object edges Edge extraction techniques allow the processing of low contrasts
Furthermo,; edge extraction Is Independent of daytime, during which the contrast can switch. As far as noise Is concerned, edge extracting
operators can be conceived such that local continuity Is used as a hint for the existence of an edge (3]. On the whole, these techniques seem
to be essential to preserve robustness at the early processing stages

Edges are recorded as objects with as many attributes as possible. We think that It Is crucial for the application of knowledge based
Interpretation techniques that as little Information as possible Is lost during preprocessing. On the other hand, the resu:ts mu l be represented
In terms of data structures, that can be used as Input to the interpretation programs. Therefore the result of Image preprocessing Is not another
filtered image but a series of edge elements from which the original image could approximately be reproduced. In fig. 4 the edge elements of
fig. 3 are shown. They are represented as straight line segments. In fig. 5 edge segments from the boundaries of contrast stripes have been
combined [4], Thus we get a representation of 'lines" ihat are present in the image In fig 5 lines that are brighter than the surrounding back-
ground are shown The dark lines are also recorded. The road that runs through the village can already be located

r4" ri ''C

n-3n .

Fig 4, Edge elements of part of the image shown in fig 3 The straight line segments lie on the boundary of positive contrast domains

3.2 Interpretation

The method for Interpreting the preprocessed image data in terms of meaningful objects, is based on abstract models of these objects (51
The shape of an extended object Is our primary criterion for recognition This is however not the only possible Interpretation paradigm Texture
could be used as well. 'Shape recognition" turns out to be a very important method, because of the robustness requirement Objects may be
partly Invisible and still show some critical shape features Shape models are Implemented with the help of rule based programming. t Is
easily possible to switch between different rule subsets and interpret images In terms of different expected structures.

.1'
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3--

4

_ ---- - ,

- -

Si nd,' , 4

Fig 5 Symbolic representation of the lines of part of the image of fig 3

Due to the fact that objects appear differently on the map and in the image, a modelling, which Is in principle independent of the
perspective and other disrorlions is required

Therefore the interpreting rules represent invariants in the relations between object parts Such Invariants can be related to proximity,
number, symmetry etc

A simple example should illustrate the basic method, Figure 6 shows an abstract model of the prominent road structure of fig 3 The
aim is to identify certain straight line segments of fig 5 as belonging to the road

L (a) (1)
(b)

(2)

(X

SENSE TION

a) b)

C)

Fig6. a) Map section; b) Object model, c) Object decomposition and definition of search levels

In this example we shall use an Important characteristic that is not changed by the transformations frcm the map to the image plane.
It Is the convexity of the example structure If we define a sense of rotation as Indicated in fig 6b, distinctive properties for the three straight

Aline segments can be derived. Taking the line segments two by two, there Is always an Incoming and an outgoing line (fig. 6c). One can only
differentiate between Incoming and outgoing lines in the light of the predefined rotation sense and the fact that two lines form a corner that Is

.It part c the structure. This very simple example ought to show how certain shape properties can be described In terms of relations between
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parts It Is seen from figs. 6b and 6c that several Interpretation levels must be Introduced. Beginning at the line segment level coaera
are built which are subsequently combined to the 3-line convex structure, which is part of a polygon

The stepwlse approach to Interpretation is similar to the backboard* procedure (6) and to dynamic programming. The efficiency of
the search relies on the Introduction of the steps and the use of adequate knowledge which acts as a filter for the creation of objects on the
next higher level. This approach Is different from a hypotheses-creallng-and-testing approach. it is more efficient and uses less memory.

However using shape Invariants for object recognition Is not sufficient. On the highest levels of Interpretation there may still exist
several similar objects, which cannot be discerned by the above procedure. If this Is the case, knowledge about the expected approximate size
can be used to discriminate between the candidates. This knowledge Is derived from the navigation parameters given by the INS. t is vague In
the sense that the system must be aware of the Inaccuracy of the INS data.

Fig. 7 shows 8 remaining candidates for the road structure discussed above, Some vague Information on the expected orientation of
the structure has been used, Further knowledge, concerning the approximate size, already leads to a unique solution. it turns out that the
candidate, which Is largest in size is most compatible with the expectations. This last step Illustrates an Important feature of our method. The
INS can cooperate with the knowledge based interpretation system.

I,

Fig.7 Remaining candidates after applying the convexity constraint and vague orienititon knowledge

4. DERING NAVIGATION DATA FROM IMAGE OBJECTS

;solated points, Intersection points and straight line orientations are the quantities that are mainly used for deriving navigation data.
Surfece moment parameters could also be considered The observed difference between the expected and measured values for these
quantities can he expressed in terms of corrections to the INS navigation parameters. These parameters consist of the location and orientation
In space This leads, among others, to six parameters to be determined. In the example case of chapter 3 It Is possible to determine these 6
parameters from the information obtained In one Image frame, In general filtering techniques have to be applied, because the relative motion
of the missile between frames must be taken into account, it is obtained from the INS, as the error that accumulates during the time elapsed
between successive frames, can be nag;ected. Non.linear filtering techniques have been app;ied in order to derive the navigation parameters.

5. UPDATING THE INS

The objective of an inertial na4igation system update is to improve the navigational data such as position and velocity. Furthermore,
the updates can be used to estimate Inertial sensor errors If sensor error compensation is applied. the accuracy cf the system can be
Improved eve-" more. The navigation uodates are supplied by the Image analysis system (lAS) The update information consists of a irrent
position vector of the missile, wh'-h Is made available to the INS

The update procedure is based on error models of the INS and IAS. An optimal filter, constructed with the help of those error models,
combines the continuous navigation data from the INS with the position fixes from the IAS In order to calculate the navigation and sensor
errors. A correction algorithm applies sensor calibration and resets the filter parameters (see figure 8).

5.1 INS Jtror sources

In the study we considered a strapdown Ineral system. The accuracy of such a system Is influenced by

the Initialization errors,

the computational errors,

the direct sensor errors,

sensor errors resulting from the dynamic environment

:J
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The Initialization errors relate to the uncertainties of the location, velocity and orientation at the start. These uncertainties are
negligible if the missile is launched from the ground. Numeric precision is particulary Important with strapdown systems. The three orientation
angles must be continuously recalculated from the signals of the gyros. The accuracy of the result depends on the numeric procedure. In
general one trias to minimize the relative Influence of this error source.

By direct sensor errors one understands the imperfections of the inertial instruments (gyros and accelerometers). Their influence can
be disastrous, because they are integrated over time. Position errors due to the gyro drifts can evolve with the third power of time, It is possible
to estimate the sensor errors using Kalman-fitering and to apply compensations.

In strapdown Inertial systems some errors depend on the dyi- - environment. For example the errors Induced by the gyro scale
factors Increase with increasing angular rates of the missile body Depenoing on the magnitude of the angular rates, It is also possible to
estimate scale factor errors

The influence of the different kinds of error sources has been determined in simulation. As a result the error propagation is based on
a simplified model. It turns out that the dominant role is played by the accelerometer bias,

I MAGE

PROCESSIN G

SNAVIGATION-' SIN z  KALMAN-"

CORRCTIO -4AND ERROR
PARAMETERS

ALGORITHM - AAMTR

Fig 8 Data flow diagram for the INS update

5.2 Estimating the INS errors

In the block diagram of fig 8 the INS updating procedure is shown The image analysis along the flight trajectory provides a location
vector r The difference between the INS-value r and r s the measurable quantity which is fed into the Kalman-filte., Here a new state
consisting of location error, velocity error and accelerometer bias is estimated, Via a correction algorithm the filtering results are adapted for
the navigation processor and the filter itself

6. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Computer flights have been performed using real world scenery For this purpose an object oriented database for the storage of
generic oblect data, as shown in fig 6b, has been designed. In this database the navigation relevant features of objects and structures are
stored, It must not be confounded with the knowledge base used for recognition, although one could think of combining the two kind of data
in a later stage.

From the simulated flights the fcIlowing conclusions could be drawn' Using knowledge based techniques, it is possible to implement
an image processing concept, which allows the extraction of navigat-on relevant data The accuracy of the data is sufficient for supporting the
Inertial navigation system. The integration can be done by using filtering techniques Orientation data can also be derived from the Image
data, but it has not yet been taken into account. Real time execution seems possible on a suitable processor hardware
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